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Section 1. Executive Summary 
Project Overview and Purpose 

This document summarizes the findings and recommendations based on team Intueor’s analysis of the 
County of Orange Auditor-Controller's (County) current Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system, 
CAPS+. The focus of this study, and associated recommendations within this document, was to analyze 
CAPS+ current ability to service the County’s ERP needs related to critical Finance, Budgeting, 
Procurement, Payroll, and Human Resource needs. Critical to this analysis was the system’s ability to meet 
the needs of County business stakeholders today, while also allowing future flexibility, growth, and the 
incorporation of modern-day best business practice enhancements for the future. 

Analysis Process 

To conduct the analysis and make a formal recommendation for how the County can best achieve their 
ERP related business needs and modernize their system to support best-business practices, the Intueor 
team followed a systematic project approach which included the following major steps: 

 
Exhibit 1 - Analysis Approach Used to Conduct Study and Determine Recommendations 

This approach allowed for the careful analysis of the current CAPS+ system, incorporated critical inputs 
and needs of County stakeholders both from a business and technology perspective, and quantitatively 
evaluated several different leading options for how to best achieve the ERP needs of the County.  

Current State of CAPS+ 

Based on the analysis performed, the Intueor team discovered functional and technical gaps within the 
CAPS+ system. Specifically, it was determined that of the 787 technical and functional ERP business 
requirements gathered during this project – which covers a combination of stakeholder and business 
defined system needs as well as modern-day best practice capabilities of ERP systems and Finance/HR 
business functions – that CAPS+ meets roughly 60% of identified requirements. Although functional and 
stable today, the CAPS+ system, as currently implemented, is reaching end-of-life and limits the ability for 
functional growth, utility of the system, and leveraging the integration and functional capabilities of a 
modern ERP system. 

Recommendation Overview 

Considering the current state of CAPS+, as well as other impacts, the Intueor team recommends that 
procuring a Commercial off the Shelf (COTS) software package is the best option for modernizing the 
Finance and HR systems and overall business needs of the County as it provides the most long-term 
flexibility while ensuring that functional and technical needs are achieved with the highest degree of 
quality and control. This approach gives the County the opportunity to evaluate all leading options in a 
competitive environment in which vendors (including CGI) must commit to specific deliverables and must 
provide competitive pricing.  

Intueor recommends the County deploy a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) model in order to best leverage 
the financial, scalable, and functional benefits and capabilities of a modern ERP application. Additionally, 
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due to the size and complex nature of the County’s business processes and wide-ranging stakeholder 
needs, it is recommended that the County utilize the structure and services of an experienced Program 
Management Office (PMO) to help with business process re-design, implementation oversight, and 
Organizational Change Management (OCM) activities. These services and approach will provide the 
County with the most successful path forward for a comprehensive implementation that will help deliver 
the system efficiently with the least amount of program risk. Due to the amount of new functionality that 
would be implemented, and the associated business process changes involved, having a structured and 
focused workstream directly responsible and experienced in managing the business processed re-design 
activities and overall transformation effort will help with the speed of delivery and the rate in which the 
new system gets fully adopted by the end users. 

It should be noted that this recommendation does not directly specify a replacement of CGI Advantage. 
It is extremely likely that if the County was to go out for the procurement that CGI would be a major 
vendor that would bid on the proposal and would be considered accordingly. 

ERP Market 

Overall, the ERP market and the associated offerings available today are very mature and can fully manage 
the complex business rules and system integration requirements of the County.  

Since the County’s implementation of CGI roughly two decades ago, with an upgrade of the 
Financial/Procurement system in October 2016 and an upgrade of the HR/Payroll system in May 2017, 
market offerings have evolved greatly to provide more flexibility, remote access, functional and technical 
capabilities, computing power, and seamless integrations with other supporting systems and business 
intelligence and reporting tools.  

Considering the rate at which the market has evolved, compounded by the impacts of Cloud computing, 
Intueor believes that if the County looks to the evolving ERP market, including CGI, for their next ERP 
system it will provide the best path forward for growth and scalability while also offering the greatest 
opportunity to leverage the advantages of next generation offerings in the ERP market. 

Financial Considerations 

Procuring and implementing an ERP system is a costly endeavour that should be carefully managed and 
planned to achieve the greatest Return on Investment (ROI) from the new ERP implementation. The 
recommendation of going to market for a SaaS based COTS ERP solution represents the lowest barrier of 
entry for the County, while also providing the flexibility to scale the system and number of users over 
time. Furthermore, going to the market via competitive procurement provides the County the ability to 
view and demo multiple ERP options at different price points, leverage competitive pricing via the bid 
process, and select the best value system for their needs. 

Other Considerations 

The team did not review external, third party, or supplemental systems outside of CAPS+ that may be in 
use by the County or other third-party vendors providing technology services or support to the County. 
The team assessed how these systems may interface or interact with CAPS+ but did not assess those 
systems functionality independent of CAPS+. Examples of these systems include Eureka, ARA, etc.  

Considering this, there may be some business applications in use by the County today whose functionality 
could be absorbed and supported by a new ERP system. This would create more value to the County by 
eliminating the direct and indirect maintenance and support costs of multiple legacy systems while 
providing more integrated solutions. Prior to proceeding with the procurement of a COTS ERP system, 
Intueor strongly recommends that the County consider performing a detailed business applications 
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assessment to determine which other systems in use by County departments would be potential 
candidates for moving to the new ERP platform. 

Conclusion 

Based on the research and analysis conducted, Intueor recommends that the County procure a SaaS based 
COTS ERP solution to replace their current implementation of CGI. This approach provides the County with 
the highest degree of control, scope, flexibility, and ultimate quality of the new system implementation 
while also providing the most ERP options at a competitive price. Considering the size and complexity of 
the County, careful planning should be conducted prior to going to market to ensure that overall scope 
needs and program management requirements are properly identified and planned for. This will ensure 
the highest degree of quality and the most efficient rate of adoption and utilization of the new system.  

Please refer to the body of this document, as well as all work products and project artifacts in Appendix 
A, for more detail on the process and analysis conducted to support these recommendations. 
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Section 2. Document Introduction & Purpose 
The County of Orange Auditor-Controller (hereby referenced as “the County”) has hired the team of 
Intueor Consulting, Inc. and KPMG (hereby references as “Intueor”) to analyze the current ERP system 
(CAPS+) and perform an assessment as to the system’s overall capability to meet the current and growing 
business needs of the County.  

This document summarizes the findings and recommendations based on the Intueor team’s analysis and 
provides the following elements in detail to support the overall recommendation of procuring and 
implementing a Commercial off the Shelf (COTS) ERP solution: 

1. A formal recommendation for how the County can modernize their ERP system and supporting 
business functions and leverage modern-day best business practices and ERP market capabilities 
and technologies.  

2. An overview of the project, analysis, and systematic approach for conducting the assessment. 
3. An overview of the options analyzed for upgrading or replacing the CAPS+ system. This includes 

detail as to how each option was assessed and the criteria used to determine the overall 
recommendation. 

4. Implementation considerations and recommendations for how to best procure, implement, 
maintain, and manage a new ERP solution. 

5. An estimated Implementation Roadmap and schedule, by phase, for the deployment of a COTS 
ERP application. 

6. Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM) cost for system acquisition and implementation of a COTS ERP 
application tailored to the needs of the County. 

7. An estimation of work tasks, activities, and associated estimated resources and level of effort for 
managing the recommended implementation. 

8. Supporting detail and reference documents of the work products and project artifacts developed 
by the Intueor team to provide support for the recommendations within this document (Appendix 
A). 

9. A high-level overview of the ERP market summarizing the ERP landscape and known vendors in 
the market capable of providing ERP applications that fit the functional and technical needs of the 
County. 

The Intueor team focused their analysis on the CAPS+ system’s ability to perform current best practices 
and meet County defined business requirements for critical Finance, Budgeting, Procurement, Payroll, 
and Human Resource (hereby referenced as Finance/HR) functions.  

To conduct this analysis, the Intueor team engaged stakeholders throughout the County to understand 
their business needs from an ERP system perspective and analyzed the current CAPS+ system’s ability to 
meet those needs. Additionally, considerations related to achieving flexibility and capabilities to support 
the growing demands of daily business operations and modern-day best practice approaches to 
implementing and maintaining ERP systems weighed into the analysis and associated recommendations 
within this document.  

2.1 Recommendation Overview 

Based on the analysis performed, the Intueor team identified functional and technical gaps within the 
CAPS+ system. Specifically, it was determined that of the 787 technical and functional ERP business 
requirements gathered during this project – which covers a combination of stakeholder and business 
defined system needs as well as modern-day best practice capabilities of ERP systems and Finance/HR 
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business functions – that the CGI Advantage software meets approximately 60% of identified 
requirements. 

Considering this, as well as other impacts, the Intueor team recommends that procuring a Commercial off 
the Shelf (COTS) software package is the best option for modernizing the Finance and HR systems. This 
approach will provide the most long-term flexibility while ensuring that all functional and technical needs 
are achieved with the highest degree of quality and control. This approach gives the County the 
opportunity to evaluate all leading options in a competitive environment in which vendors, including CGI, 
must commit to specific deliverables and must provide competitive pricing. Additionally, this option allows 
the County to move to a Cloud-based deployment model, which is highly recommended by the Intueor 
team. Specifically, Intueor recommends the County deploy a Software as a Service (SaaS) model in order 
to best leverage the financial, scalable, and functional benefits and capabilities of a modern ERP 
application.  

Additionally, due to the size and complex nature of the County’s business processes and wide-ranging 
stakeholder needs, it is recommended that the County utilize the structure and services of an experienced 
Program Management Office (PMO) to help with business process re-design, implementation oversight, 
and Organizational Change Management (OCM) activities. The System Integrator (SI) selected will be an 
expert with implementations of the selected software provider. These services and approach will provide 
the County with the most successful path forward for a comprehensive implementation that helps deliver 
the system efficiently with the least amount of program risk to the County. Due to the amount of new 
functionality that would be implemented, and the associated business process changes involved, having 
a structured and focused workstream directly responsible for and experienced in the management of 
business process re-design activities and overall transformation efforts will help with both the speed of 
delivery and the rate in which the new system gets fully adopted by the end users. 

The sections below detail the process approach, critical areas analyzed, and associated summary analysis, 
that led to this recommendation. 

2.2 Recommendation Process and Analysis 

To conduct the analysis and make a formal recommendation for how the County can best achieve their 
ERP related business needs and modernize their system to support best-business practices, the Intueor 
team followed a systematic project approach which included the following major steps: 

 
Exhibit 2 - Analysis Approach Used to Conduct Study and Determine Recommendations 

This approach allowed for careful analysis of the current CAPS+ system, incorporated critical inputs and 
needs of County stakeholders both from a business and technology perspective, and quantitatively 
evaluated several different leading options for how to best achieve the ERP needs of the County.  

A detailed overview of each major step is described in the subsections below. Please see Appendix A for 
supporting documentation and project artifacts that support the work performed in performing this work 
across each project task.  
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2.2.1 Identification and Development of Functional and Technical ERP Requirements 

Throughout fieldwork performed, the Intueor team collected 787 requirements across core financial, 
procurement, human resources, and payroll functional areas. The purpose of these requirements is to 
gauge the level and quality of which the current CAPS+ system meets the County’s needs and sets the 
foundation for a future business vision and the fulfillment of potential technical requirements to support 
that vision.  
 
The Intueor team, in consultation with Orange County stakeholders, created a list of applicable business 
requirements using a comprehensive list of leading practices for the Finance, Procurement, Payroll and 
HR functional areas identified below:  

Finance and HR Functional Areas Reviewed 

Finance Functions 

• Accounts Payable 
• Accounts Receivable 
• General Ledger 
• Cash Management and Bank Reconciliation 
• Fixed Assets 
• Planning and Budgeting 
• Grants 
• Travel and Expense 
• Asset Management 
• Payments and Reconciliation 

• Project Management and Accounting 

Procurement Functions 

• Purchase Orders 
• Receiving 
• Inventory Management 
• Reporting and Analysis 

Human Resources/Payroll Functions 

• Payroll 
• Work Force Administration  
• Time Management  
• Total Rewards 
• Learning and Talent Management 
• Employee Benefits 
• Employee Records 

Technical Functions 

• Access and Security 
• Mobility/Employee Self-Serve 
• Reporting / Business Intelligence 
• Infrastructure 
• Integration  
• Workflow / Business Process Support 
• Delivery / support model 

Exhibit 3 - Listing of Finance and HR Functional Areas Reviewed 

Additionally, unique business requirements to meet Orange County needs were identified through 
interviews and workshops with Orange County stakeholders. The Intueor team leveraged KPMG’s 
Powered Enterprise framework to help drive the requirements gathering process. Leading practice 
process flows and taxonomies were leveraged during workshops to help align the County’s future state 
requirements with leading practices for public sector organizations and to help drive the transformation 
of existing manual processes.  

The business requirements are defined and summarized in a Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM) by 
functional area and priority. These business requirements are written in clear, concise, and unambiguous 
language, and are specified at a consistent level of detail. The business requirements are not design or 
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implementation solutions and do not conflict with other requirements and are designed to focus on 
functional needs, not specifically associated with any individual ERP vendor or solution.  

The requirements in the RTM were reviewed and validated by Orange County stakeholders that 
participated in the requirements elicitation to validate the accuracy and completeness of these 
requirements. The RTM has integrated the leading practice business requirements with the unique 
Orange County business requirements identified in this process. This RTM should be included within the 
County’s RFP, so that vendors can identify how they can meet these business requirements, upgrade the 
current CAPS+ system with the current vendor, or complete new integrations with the current system. 
The complete RTM is provided in Appendix A (Requirements Matrix). 

It is important to note that the Intueor team did not review external, third party, or supplemental systems 
outside of CAPS+ that may be in use by the County or other third-party vendors providing technology 
services or support to the County. The team assessed how these systems may interface or interact with 
CAPS+ but did not assess those systems functionality independent of CAPS+. Examples of these systems 
include Eureka, ARA, etc. 

2.2.2 CAPS+ System Gap Identification and Performance Analysis 

Using the RTM as a baseline, the Intueor team thoroughly analyzed the level of capability in which CAPS+ 
achieves the stated requirements. Additionally, the Intueor Team utilized the knowledge and 
documentation from interviews and workshops with Orange County stakeholders to evaluate the current 
delivery model and the existing applications that support the County’s Finance and HR business processes 
today. The information obtained from the County was analyzed to determine potential functional process 
or performance needs.  

During this analysis, process and performance gaps were documented along with other key attributes, 
including the cause of functional process gaps, if determinable, the impact (if any) on the current system 
environment, and how these gaps may impact efficiency and effectiveness at both the business and 
system level. 

The gaps identified during the analysis were ranked based on the impact of the gap to the County’s 
current business processes versus future state needs. The impacts are measured as follows:  

Impact Description 

High 
Focuses on process areas that have the most impact on the overall operation and 
productivity of the County processes. 

Medium 
Focus on process areas that have a moderate impact on the overall operation and 
productivity of the County processes. 

Low 
Focus on process areas that have a low impact on the overall operation and productivity 
of the County processes. 

Exhibit 4 - Functional Impact Importance Descriptions 
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In the High Impact area there are major areas of processing and systematic gaps resulting in 
inefficiencies, lack of modern system integrations with the CAPS+ system, lack of robust reporting, lack 
of extensive security features and workflow, lack of validation, lack of audit trails, and lack of 
automation of current business processes. 

Most notably, these include General Ledger, Cash Management and Bank Reconciliation. These gaps 
include manual processes and reconciliation that may impact the County’s ability to effectively manage 
financial transparency and increases the risk of human error in critical business processes. Further, high 
impact gaps related to Accounts Receivable and Cash Management limit the ability of the County’s CAPS+ 
system to integrate with external third-party systems or platforms in use by departments or agencies. This 
lack of integration and automated workflow increases processing time and decreases the ability of the 
County to maintain an audit trail of transactions. 

The table below summarizes the gaps by functional area: 

Functional Area High Gap Impact Medium Gap Impact Low Gap Impact 

Accounts Payable  1 1 1 
Requisition  0 1 1 
Procurement  3 4 1 
AR/Cash Management  5 6 3 
Capital Budgets 1 3 0 
Contract Management  2 2 0 
Grants  2 5 2 
GL and Bank 
Reconciliation  10 0 0 

Fixed Assets  1 3 0 
HR 0 2 0 
HR/Payroll 0 2 0 
HR/Benefits 0 2 3 
HR/Time Management  2 3 1 
HR/Workforce 
Administration 0 0 3 

HR/Class and Comp 0 2 0 
Financial Reporting  3 4 0 
Vendor Management  0 1 0 
Total  30 40 15 

Exhibit 5 - Gap Impact Identification 

The graphic below rates each functional area in terms of severity based on identified gaps and impact. 
Red is a high severity area, yellow would represent a medium severity area and green a low severity 
area.  
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Exhibit 6 - Impact Severity Matrix for CAPS+ Gaps 

2.2.3 Options Analysis and Evaluation 

This activity identified and detailed the options available to the County to close known gaps while 
improving functional and technical capabilities. The options identified were analyzed against a common 
set of evaluation criteria in order to help best identify the most impactful option for the County to consider 
when determining how best to fulfill its ERP needs. Analysis of all options was summarized and evaluated 
to provide the ranking of each option, relative to each other.  

The potential options for fulfilling identified requirements and overcoming system gaps were defined 
based upon the County’s needs, considering the state of the organization’s current ERP system and 
technical environment.  Evaluation criteria were developed to rate the pros and cons of each option. The 
result of the analysis was used to help identify the recommended option most beneficial for the County 
to meet its requirements, considering all factors including cost and risk. 

The approach to identifying the best option for the County is based on a standard evaluation 
methodology. Pursuing the modernization of an ERP is a mission-critical and expensive task demanding 
that decisions be based on a thorough, rigorous, and formal evaluation of both the quantitative and 
qualitative costs, benefits, and risks associated with each option. The recommended solution must be a 
practical, viable, implementable, and affordable choice that will provide the ERP needs required to attain 
the County’s business goals and objectives. The following details the approach taken: 

1. Finalize the scope and objectives of the ERP solution embodied in the functional and technical 
requirements, including the identification of boundaries. 

2. Identify and define options. Options are based on alternative methods of achieving ERP system 
needs from current systems to future goals. These will include one or a combination of enhancing, 
modifying, customizing, replacing, supplementing, eliminating, or upgrading various portions of 
the County’s application portfolio. Options will include a “do nothing” option (status quo) as a 
baseline for comparison, even if doing nothing is not an acceptable alternative. The options will 
describe the alternative solutions for enhancing or implementing an ERP System (e.g., new 
application, upgraded application, etc.)  

3. Identify the key evaluation criteria and how these criteria will be weighted and applied to evaluate 
options. Criteria are identified based on the County’s objectives, as well as standard industry best 
practices in options analysis. 

4. Assess and rate each option by applying the criteria and calculating evaluation scores. Review and 
validate the scores based on experience and confidence in the ratings. 
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5. Tabulate and rank the options and perform a check to ensure that evaluations ring true and 
appropriately consider all factors. Identify any issues, such as scores that seem inconsistent or out 
of line with other rankings, especially when based on large scoring variances in different criteria.  
Utilize sensitivity analysis if required to resolve close scores or ties, and further identify the 
primary factors affecting scores. 

6. Confirm the cost-benefit of high-ranking options. In some cases, an option will be ranked very 
high, but comes at an unacceptably high cost or risk. This practicality check is an important step 
in validating evaluation rankings. 

7. Select the most beneficial option for the County, all things considered, and flush out projected 
implementation details. 

As part of the analysis, four main options were analyzed as viable considerations for the County when 
looking to upgrade or replace CGI’s Advantage system. The options are detailed below: 

Option# Criteria Title Criteria Description 

1 Status Quo 

The Status Quo is the “do nothing” option. This option is 
traditionally included in evaluations to serve as a 
baseline for comparison with other options, even if it is 
not truly a viable alternative. This is the case for Orange 
County. This option includes continuing the normal pace 
of current application maintenance and enhancement, 
and the implementation of planned changes and 
additions. So, this option is not just the current 
applications, but also the current development, software 
maintenance, and support processes. 

2 
Upgrade, Expand, and Re-
Implement CGI Advantage 

This option is to take advantage of the full capabilities of 
CGI Advantage to support all requested ERP 
functionality. It is a bottom-up re-implementation 
designed to maximize the fit with the County’s 
requirements and to maximize the benefit to the County 
for effective and efficient support for Finance and HR 
functions. This option represents an overall upgrade, 
redesign, and implementation of CGI Advantage with an 
attempt to retain some of the investment in existing 
licensing, training, support, etc. and shorten the learning 
curve for users. The system user interface and 
conventions, operations look and feel, menus, etc. 
would be mostly familiar for current users, based on the 
upgrade and new configuration. 

3 Best of Breed 

This option is to solicit, evaluate, and procure 
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) products that are 
focused on fulfilling the functional needs and gaps of the 
County’s CAPS+ system. It would mean retaining 
elements of CGI Advantage for select Finance and/or 
Human Resources (HR) functionality and then selecting 
best of breed market products to fill in the gaps of 
missing functionality. Multiple options, depending on 
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Option# Criteria Title Criteria Description 

the scope of needs of the County, could be considered, 
such as: Upgrading CGI for Finance and going to market 
for HR functionality or fulfilling all missing functionality 
with market options while retaining core elements of 
the current CGI Advantage system. 

4 COTS ERP Software Package 

This option is to solicit, evaluate, and procure a COTS 
software solution that best meets the County’s 
requirements based on an RFP process and product 
availability within the ERP market. 

Exhibit 7 - CAPS+ Upgrade or Replacement Options 

A common set of evaluation criteria (described below) was developed that embody the factors that 
measure the degree to which ERP solution options (described above) will meet the County’s objectives, 
satisfy industry standards and ideals for effective applications, and present acceptable costs and risks.  
The criteria developed are as follows: 

Criteria # Criteria Title Criteria Description 

1 Ability to Meet Requirements 
The ability of the software to meet functional and 
technical requirements and to fill the gaps in current 
application capabilities. 

2 
User Experience/Consistency 
of Operations 

The level of consistency in operations, presentation and 
user interface, conventions, and design leading to ease 
of use and a shorter learning curve. 

3 Integration/Interfaces 

The level of integration within the software and 
externally, minimizing data entry, reducing redundancy, 
and effectively sharing information across all software 
modules and products. 

4 Flexibility and Scalability 
The ability to modify, reconfigure, and expand to 
accommodate changes in business, technology, and 
regulations. 

5 
Availability of On-Going 
Support 

The availability of staff trained in the software, user 
groups, external support, and the frequency of regular 
updates, patches, and upgrades. 

6 Use of Modern Technology 
The degree to which the solution is based on state-of-
the-art technology, such as for database administration, 
security, reporting and analysis, interoperability, etc. 
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Criteria # Criteria Title Criteria Description 

7 Life Cycle Costs 
The estimated cost of deploying the solution over its life, 
typically broken down into one-time acquisition costs 
and on-going annual costs. 

8 Time to Implement 

The length of time required to implement the solution, 
also called “time to value” to describe how long the 
organization will need to wait to begin gaining the 
benefits of the solution. 

9 
Implementation (Project) 
Risk 

Difficulty to implement, probability of issues or 
problems occurring. 

10 
Fit with IT Strategy and 
Environment 

General fit with overall IT strategy, technical 
environment, and preferences. Such as: 

• Deployment model 
• Security 
• Support Model/Staffing 
• Customization(s) 

Exhibit 8 - Evaluation Criteria for Weighing Upgrade or Replacement Options 

To ensure a consistent evaluation of options, the criteria described above were weighted to reflect their 
relative importance and a standard rating scale was used to rate each option. The following table displays 
the weights and rating scale used for the ERP solution options evaluation. The weights represent the 
consensus priorities reviewed by County staff: 

Criteria  Weight Rating Scale 0-5 

Ability to Meet Requirements 20 

Estimated level of requirements met –  
90 - 100% = 5 points 
76 – 89 = 4 
61 – 75 = 3 
41 – 60 = 2 
21 – 40 = 1 

0 – 20 = 0 

User Experience/Consistency 
of Operations 

10 

High = 5 
Medium =3 

Low = 1 

Integration/Interfaces 10 
Fully integrated = 5 
Mostly integrated = 4 
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Criteria  Weight Rating Scale 0-5 

Moderate integration = 3 
Some integration = 2 
Little integration = 1 

No integration = 0 

Flexibility and Scalability 10 

High = 5 
Medium =3 

Low = 1 

Availability of On-Going 
Support 

7 

Readily available/regular updates = 5 
Some available/irregular =3 

Hard to find/no regular updates = 1 

Use of Modern Technology 5 

High = 5 
Medium =3 

Low = 1 

Life Cycle Costs 15 

Assign points 1 – 4 based on range of costs (graded 
on the curve).  
Highest cost solution = 1 

Lowest cost solution = 4.  

Time to Implement 5 

Longest = 1 
Medium =3 

Shortest = 5 

Implementation (Project) Risk 13 

High = 1 
Medium =3 

Low = 5 

Fit with IT Strategy and 
Environment 

5 
High = 5 
Medium =3 
Low = 1 

Total 100 

Exhibit 9 - Evaluation Criteria Weighting and Rating Scale 

Each of the ERP System solution options were evaluated and scored using the evaluation criteria and 
rating scales listed above. The evaluation involved reviewing the characteristics of each option relative to 
the criteria and considering how each option compares with others. For example, when evaluating risk, 
the general risk level of the option is considered, as well as whether it is more or less risky than other 
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options.  The following tables illustrate the relative ranking of all options for each criterion. For a detailed 
analysis and description of how and why each option was scored specific to the identified criteria, please 
see Appendix A (Orange County CAPS+ ERP Options Analysis Report). 

The following tables shows the summary of scores for all options, followed by the overall rankings: 

 
Exhibit 10 - Calculated Options Evaluation Scored 

Options Rankings 

Option Total Score 

COTS ERP Software Package 394 

Upgrade, Expand, and Re-Implement CGI Advantage 376 

Status Quo 341 

Best of Breed 249 

Exhibit 11 - Options Evaluation Final Rankings 

2.2.4 COTS Recommendation 

Based on this evaluation, a COTS ERP Software Package was the highest scoring option for the County; 
largely based on the functional capabilities, flexibility, and the County’s overall ability to procure and 
select a system that best fits their needs from a growth, integration, technological advancement, and 
deployment and support perspective. This option ultimately allows the County to design a specialized 
procurement that ensures that all of their collective needs are met with the highest degree of quality and 
capability. It should be noted that this option does not directly specify a replacement of CGI Advantage. 
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It is extremely likely that if the County was to go out for procurement that CGI would be a major vendor 
that would bid on the proposal and would be considered accordingly. 

Section 3. Implementation Considerations and Recommendations 
This section summarizes the key considerations that the County should consider when determining how 
best to approach the procurement and implementation of a COTS ERP solution. It is important that the 
County considers factors outside of the initial software purchase and adequately plans for, budgets, and 
appropriately staffs the procurement and implementation processes and phases. Specifically, the sections 
below summarize the County’s options and considerations:  

1. Procuring and implementing the ERP solution. 
2. Deploying and maintaining the ERP solution. 
3. Program/Project management activities, and 
4. Managing organizational change and business process enhancements. 

3.1 Procurement 

Any upgrade or replacement of an ERP system requires two main elements: procurement of the 
solution(s) and implementing the solution. When determining how best to plan for and manage the 
procurement process, the County should consider if they want to identify and select the System Integrator 
(SI) responsible for implementing the solution at the same time, in the same RFP, as the ERP system or if 
they want to first select the ERP solution and then issue a separate RFP for an SI.  

The options below summarize the two leading best practice approaches to consider when procuring ERP 
Software and SI services: 

1. Combining the procurement of the software and services into a single procurement. In this 
scenario the County would issue a single RFP. 

2. A separate procurement for each key component. For this option, the County would issue one 
RFP for the software and a second RFP for the implementation services. 

The SI market for Tier 1 ERP solutions that will best fit the County’s needs and requirements have a very 
stable and mature footing in the industry.  There are advantages and disadvantages to both options 
however, it should be noted that some ERP vendors (e.g., CGI and Tyler Munis) are the only ones to 
implement their system and do not rely on or support the utilization of outside SI vendors. 

Below, we provide additional detail on the two options along with advantages and disadvantages for both 
options along with our recommendation for this consideration. 

3.1.1 Single RFP vs Technology/SI RFP 

Single Procurement/Request for Proposal (RFP): Under this option the County would issue a single RFP 
that would include both the COTS software and the system integration services for the implementation 
of the software. With this option, the software vendors may submit a response solely to provide both the 
software and services or they may partner with a systems integrator that will propose the implementation 
services. Ultimately, if the selected software vendor chooses to partner with a systems integrator, this 
single procurement would result in two contracts. 

Key advantages of a single procurement are: 
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• Higher quality responses. Software vendors will partner with the systems integrators that will 
provide them with the best opportunity to win the procurement. 

• Shorter procurement time and effort with both the software and services being procured 
concurrently. 

• Along with the shorter procurement time, a single procurement will be less expensive than two 
procurements. 

• The single procurement has become the leading practice in ERP software procurements. 

Disadvantages of a single procurement: 

• May result in a lower number of systems integrator responses if they are not able to partner with 
a software vendor. 

• When combining software and SI in a single RFP all elements are commonly weighted and scored 
collectively. This may prohibit some preferred software due to cost concerns or other 
implementation concerns for SI vendor(s) attached to a single RFP. 

Two Procurements/Request for Proposals: In this option, the County would issue two proposals. The first 
RFP would be for the software. Once the County selects the software, a second RFP would be issued for 
the SI services for the implementation of the software. The two RFPs will result in one contract for the 
software and a second contract for the implementation services.  

Advantages for two procurements: 

• Allows the County to focus on selecting their most favorable software and SI. This scenario helps 
ensure that the County is selecting the best of breed option for both the ERP solution and the SI 
services.   

The disadvantages of two procurements: 

• Longer time for two procurements. The procurement cycles will occur consecutively due to 
dependence on first selecting the software.  

• Two procurements will result in more effort and more expense. 

• Quality and experience of SI vendors responding would vary. In this scenario, it is strongly 
recommended to take a “best value” procurement approach over selecting the lowest cost 
proposer. 

• Unintended consequence of potentially preventing key software vendors from participating. 
There are some software vendors that provide both software and services and do not partner 
with third party systems integrators. This would include the County’s current provider, CGI, along 
with Tyler Technologies. 

3.1.2 Recommendation 

Intueor recommends the County select the option of going to market with a single RFP. For this 
consideration the advantages heavily lean in favor of this option. These advantages include the high 
probability that the County’s current software vendor, CGI, will respond to the proposal. Since CGI is the 
only implementor of their system, this option creates the most balanced and fair approach to considering 
CGI while also expanding the candidate pool of potential ERP vendors. Additionally, it’s advantageous to 
want the software vendor and the systems integrator to be partners if the vendor goes to a third party 
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for the services. This combined with the shorter procurement timeline are the reasons for this 
recommendation. 

3.2 System Deployment and Maintenance 

As the County embarks on its planning for its next steps, one of the key items to consider is whether or 
not the future ERP will be an on-premise system or one hosted in the cloud supported by a Software as a 
Service (SaaS) model.  Increasing demand for real time data analysis, remote monitoring and predictive 
maintenance in various industries make the ERP system an essential component to the County’s success 
and the model in which the ERP is supported is equally as important.  

While an On-premise ERP offers more ability to customize system components, tighter control over 
application infrastructure and data access controls, the market and public sector is moving increasingly 
towards a hosted cloud or SaaS model. The cloud model offers overall reduced infrastructure and 
maintenance costs, increased flexibility and scalability, shorter deployment timeframes and the ability to 
rely on service providers for ongoing updates. The graphic below summarizes the key differences between 
the cloud and on-premise models.  In considering a move to the Cloud, the County will notice there are 
several options, a Public Cloud, Private Cloud, or Hybrid. In a Public Cloud environment, the software is 
hosted on a platform that may be in use by several customers, whereas a Private Cloud is in use by only 
one. The County should consider regulatory requirements when selecting which cloud hosting option to 
select.  

 

Exhibit 12 - ERP Hosted Model Descriptions 

It is suggested that the County strongly consider a move to a SaaS based model as part of their ERP 
upgrade effort. The sub-sections below, as well as the Market Analysis documents detailed in Appendix A 
provide more detail about deployment and maintenance options. 
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3.2.1 On-Premise, Hosted, SaaS 

In an on-premise deployment the software would be installed on physical hardware that is owned by the 
County, and typically located in the County’s own data center. An on-premise deployment model requires 
the County to have in-house server hardware, software licenses, integration capabilities, and IT 
employees to manage and support the systems. Orange County’s current CAPS+ system is an on-premise 
deployment. 

The advantages and disadvantages of the On-premise deployment model are detailed in the table below:  

Advantages & Disadvantages of On-Premise Deployment 

Advantages  

• Security on client-side 

• Client has the option to customize the 
software 

• Greater control over system 

Disadvantages 

• Significant up-front costs for 
infrastructure and licenses 

• Typically, a longer implementation 

• Maintenance of infrastructure by the 
client 

• Less flexibility and scalability 

• More challenging to access system and 
data remotely and on mobile devices 

• Software vendors are investing greater 
dollars and effort in developing SaaS 
model 

Exhibit 13 - Advantages & Disadvantages of On-Premise Deployment 

A hosted deployment model is a Cloud solution that combines elements of both the on-prem and SaaS 
deployment models. In this deployment the organization pays a third party to maintain its data center 
which is hosted in a Cloud environment. Several examples of Cloud providers include Amazon Web 
Services and Microsoft Azure. In this model, in addition to paying for the hosting services, the organization 
will be responsible for the software licenses.  

The table below provides the advantages and disadvantages for the hosted “hybrid” 

Advantages & Disadvantages of Hosted Deployment 

Advantages of Hosted Deployment 

• Client has the option to customize the 
software 

• Maintenance on the vendor side 

• Greater access to your data and 
information 

Disadvantages of Hosted Deployment 

• Higher up-front cost 

• Security on the vendor side 

• Longer time to implement 

• Some loss of control over system 
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• Software vendors are investing greater 
dollars and effort in developing SaaS 
model 

Exhibit 14 - Advantages & Disadvantages of Hosted Deployment 

A SaaS deployment is a Cloud computing model where a third-party provider hosts and manages Cloud-
based applications that Orange County would access over the internet. The third party owns the servers, 
storage, databases, and software, and would deliver them to the County as a service. The services would 
be provided to the County on a subscription basis and typically includes maintenance in the cost. 

Provided below are the advantages and disadvantages of considering a SaaS deployment: 

Advantages & Disadvantages of SaaS Deployment 

Advantages of SaaS Deployment 

• Lower up-front cost 

• More rapid implementation 

• Maintenance of infrastructure on the 
vendor 

• Increased flexibility and scalability 

• Greater access to your data and 
information 

• Software vendors are investing greater 
dollars and effort in developing SaaS 
model 

Disadvantages of SaaS Deployment 

• Security on the vendor side 

• Limited customization of base product 

• Some loss of control over system 

  

Exhibit 15 - Advantages & Disadvantages of SaaS Deployment 

3.2.2 Recommendation 

Provided below is a summary comparison table of the deployment options presented above. Based on 
this comparison it is the recommendation of Intueor that the County consider a SaaS deployment model 
when procuring a COTS ERP Software Package. Some of the major benefits of the SaaS model for the 
County are: 

• Scalability, in the subscription basis, it’s “pay as you go” where the County would pay for what 
they use. 

• Maintenance, the task of maintaining the infrastructure, software, and upgrades is the 
responsibility of the vendor. 

• Vendor Marketplace, the vendors are focused on investing on developing their SaaS offerings 
based on leading industry practices and processes.  

 Parameter for Consideration On-Premise SaaS Hosted 
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Up-front cost        

Security        

Time to Implement        

Software Customization         

Maintenance         

Control        

Flexibility        

Data Access         

Marketplace       

Exhibit 16 - ERP Deployment Model Comparison 

3.3 Program Management Activities 

ERP system implementations are large and complex IT projects that can impact virtually every aspect of 
an organization, including employees, vendors, elected officials and taxpayers. In many cases, business 
processes are adjusted while implementing new technology and both impact the day-to-day jobs of 
employees. The project manager fills an essential role by leading the organization, setting the tone for the 
overall project, and helping to escalate and manage issues as they arise. 

ERP system implementations of this size and complexity for agencies as large as the County are most 
successful when managing the project as a “program”. Program Management is the process of managing 
projects/programs mapped to business objectives that improve organizational performance. Unlike 
traditional project management, which typically represents a singular, focused piece of work, Program 
Management is the act of managing multiple, related projects, with diverse stakeholders and workstreams 
that align to achieve major strategic initiatives and business transformation. 

3.3.1 Options 

Major leadings options to consider for the Program Management Activities are: 

• Rely solely on County resources in combination with a vendor or SI project manager. 

•  Manage the overall ERP project through a Program Management Office (PMO). It should be noted 
that the County A-C does have an experienced internal PMO that could assist with managing the 
project. With that said, it would be advantageous to seek additional assistance from a vendor who 
specializes in providing PMO support services surrounding large, complex, ERP business 
transformation projects.  

Following below we provide a narrative of project management best practices along with 
recommendation for the two options presented.  
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3.3.2 Program Management Activities Best Practices 

When considering the options of Vendor versus PMO, it is important to understand the program 
management activities and best practices that need to occur for the successful delivery of an ERP project. 
Whatever option is selected, the program management for the project will need to perform and provide 
support in the following tasks and activities:  

• Develop a project planning and execution framework that addresses goals and objectives; 
implementation scope, sequencing, methodology, deliverables; team roles and responsibilities, 
decision support framework; all project management procedures, forms and templates – 
schedule, deliverables review and acceptance, QA/QC, communications, change management, 
issues and risk management, customizations review and approval, document control, scope 
change control, invoice review and approval; and overall project governance framework.  

• Provide the Day-to-Day Program Management Activities including the following coordination and 
oversight activities:  

o Scope Management – monitor scope compliance and alert the County on potential scope 
creep and risks; develop a change control framework to include change criteria and 
operational processes for change orders; verify activities and deliverables are satisfactorily 
completed by the vendors as scoped in the respective contracts and deliverable acceptance 
criteria.  

o Schedule Management – review of the project plans and help identify potential problems, 
providing suggested alternatives as appropriate; coordinate with the County stakeholders to 
manage the project schedule periodically; determine schedule variances, causes, and 
facilitates mitigation to address the variances.  

o Invoices, Payment and Budget Management – maintain and administer a program cost 
spreadsheet that will enable up-to-date program cost reporting; processing of invoices for 
payment release on completed and accepted deliverables.  

o Functional Support – interface with and assist the vendor teams in the understanding of the 
County’s business and technical needs, requirements and expectations; oversee the 
development of detailed functional specifications, design, configuration and customization; 
manage the County staff’s review of the functional specifications, and support the County and 
the vendors validate the specifications; manage the County staff’s review of business and 
workflow processes and recommend how processes may be modified.   

o Technical Support – work with the County’s IT infrastructure and vendor teams to ensure that 
timely procurement of infrastructure for system development, testing and development; 
assist the County in the evaluation of suitable systems architecture (as necessary); assist the 
County on decisions related to application customization, integration, data conversion and 
migration.  

o Issues and Risk Management – identify issues at an early stage when there is adequate time 
to mitigate potential problems; administer vendor developed processes that identify, track, 
manage and close project issues and action items; oversee the development and execution 
of risk management methodology to address risk identification, quantification, and 
mitigation.  

o Quality and Testing – manage QA/QC plans that will identify quality standards and deliverable 
acceptance criteria; provide a framework for evaluating the performance on a regular basis 
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and monitor results to determine compliance with the program objectives; assist in the 
development and validation of system test and UAT plans.   

• At the completion of the project, work with the County to complete the project close-out activities 
and perform the lessons learned analysis 

3.3.3 Recommendation 

Intueor strongly recommends that the County consider utilizing a PMO approach and structure for the 
implementation of their future ERP system. The role of a PMO on an ERP project is to support the owner, 
i.e., acting as the owner’s representative and enabling successful delivery of the ERP system. Overreliance 
on ERP vendors to provide overall project management is risky, as the vendor’s targets and goals may not 
be aligned with the County’s and issues and risks may not be managed in the best interests of the County. 
For example, it is possible a vendor may wish to frontload the payments, increase price or 
cancel/eliminate parts of their obligations.  

An experienced PMO will have managed a wide range of ERP engagements gaining experience and 
expanding their capability to successfully manage projects for their clients; additionally, this experience 
will have allowed them to continuously refine and mature a project management approach, toolkits and 
frameworks, templates, benchmarks, and lessons learned – as discussed above. Ultimately, a PMO 
approach leads to quicker and more successful system implementations. 

3.4 Organizational Change Management (OCM) Activities 

Unlike project management, which is focused on the realization of the technical solution, change 
management is focused on the achievement of the desired results or outcomes of change by managing 
the people side of change. Organizational Change Management (OCM) is a framework that enables 
employees to adopt new values, skills, and behaviors, so that business results are realized. This section 
reviews the options for managing and conducting the OCM project activities. 

This is a critical, and often overlooked or under supported, process in managing business transformation 
projects. Inherently, with any IT system deployment, especially an enterprise-wide system, business 
process changes occur. Managing these changes, and the people impacted by them, via OCM tools and 
techniques help to increase the speed and rate of adoption with the new ERP system. 

3.4.1 Options 

Often, OCM is a project management element that is not properly planned for, addressed within the 
project budget, or staffed with appropriately skilled resources. However, when properly planned for as 
part of project delivery there are two main approaches utilized:  

• Rely on the software or SI vendor to provide these services; typically as an “add-on” requiring 
additional costs as part of their services. 

• Acquire OCM services through a specialized third-party, independent from the software vendor 
or SI. This approach is commonly included as part of a well-staffed and experienced PMO (see 
above). 

These options assume that there is not an internal OCM workgroup or credentialed OCM resources to 
manage OCM activities as part of the project. 
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3.4.2 Organizational Change Management Best Practices 

When considering the options of software or SI vs independent vendor, it is important to understand the 
project management activities and best practices that need to occur for the successful delivery of an ERP 
project. Whatever option is selected, OCM will need to perform and provide support for the following 
tasks and activities:  

• Overall change impact assessment. The objective is to review the overall change and how it will 
impact the County. This assessment provides the situational awareness that is critical for effective 
change management. This helps identify the core values, beliefs, behaviors, and perceptions that 
must be considered for successful change to occur. It serves as a baseline for designing essential 
communications, key messages, and interventions needed to drive change. Examples of common 
assessment outputs include: 

o Identification of the critical elements, major business process changes, most complex or 
challenging aspects, and key stakeholders impacted by the change. 

o Analysis of potential pockets of internal resistance that need to be managed and overcome in 
order for the project to be successful.  

o Determine the overall change management risk for the project. 

• The design of an overall strategy for managing the change: Based on items identified as part of 
initial assessment activities, a change management strategy should be developed. This strategy 
should address specific ways in which change issues will be managed and should provide a 
framework for managing stakeholder engagement and communication activities.  

• Change enablement activities, which include daily management of OCM related tasks. Common 
activities include identifying and managing OCM related risks, identifying and communicating 
training needs, Business Process Redesign (BPR), and contributing to overall project 
communications. 

3.4.3 Recommendation 

For similar reasons described for Program Management, Intueor recommends that the County consider 
engaging an experienced OCM vendor to help provide oversight and delivery of OCM tasks and activities 
related to implementing a future ERP system. Like program management, while both the software vendor 
or SI and the County would be working for the successful completion of the project, they may likely 
measure and identify success differently. 

A professional and experienced OCM, working directly for the County and sitting on their side of the table, 
will be a strong advocate for the County and will have established tools and techniques that will provide 
structured communication plans, and activities to drive key messages and goals from the top and then 
throughout the organization. 

Additionally, the County’s decision to engage a consultant or vendor to support Project 
Management/Independent Verification and Validation/Organizational Change Management during the 
ERP implementation (as well as the ERP Implementation Vendor’s scope responsibility with respect to 
these areas), will influence these estimates.  
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Section 4. Implementation Roadmap 

The team developed a high-level implementation roadmap based on the County’s requirements and 
priorities based on historical knowledge of SI vendor implementation processes and methodologies. These 
implementation roadmaps include the estimated time required for the individual components within the 
design, build, testing, and deploy stages as aligned to a 23-month timeline to implement the financial, 
procurement and HR modules.  

Should the scope of the ERP application system implementation be adjusted (e.g., addition of additional 
modules, specific training requirements) then these estimated implementation schedules would also 
need to be adjusted accordingly. Each application system implementation can be a different experience 
based on the scope and size of the organization.  

 

Exhibit 17 - ERP Implementation Schedule (ESTIMATED) 
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Section 5. Cost Estimate (ROM) 

Leveraging the high-level implementation roadmaps developed in the previous section and industry 
knowledge, Intueor developed a high-level implementation cost estimates for a potential COTS SaaS ERP 
application system. These cost estimates are broken down by key cost categories that detail vendor costs 
but also internal cost estimates for implementation support (technical support).  

The cost to purchase system licenses and implement an application system can vary widely depending on 
the industry but also on the motivation of the application system vendors during the bidding process or 
pricing negotiations. For the purposes of this high-level cost estimate industry sources were reviewed, as 
well as published vendor pricing, and some assumptions were also made that included: 

• Application system license pricing was scaled using 200 concurrent / business users (some 
vendors define concurrent users as number of transactions processed simultaneously, not the 
number of people using the system at any given time) or business users and 300 employee users. 
Business users (power users) would have unlimited access to all modules based on their security 
access. Typically, if a user is going to enter transactions then they would be classified as a business 
user. Employee users can generally view everything based on their security access and go 
anywhere a business user can in the system but with read-only access. Although some ERP 
vendors offer an enterprise licensing model, a user licensing model was used for the ROM as it is 
more common.  

• Annual user license fees were increased 3% year over year based on the tendency of vendors to 
make some form of annual adjustments where allowed. 

• Training pricing was scaled based on vendors providing some instructor-led classroom training 
targeting smaller groups of employee business users and some Computer Based Training (CBT) 
for training large groups of employees on processes such as the employee travel and expense 
reimbursement process. 

• A Year One implementation period was used to reflect the beginning of the application system 
implementation when system license fees and implementation support (e.g., change 
management, technical support) would also begin. 

• Implementation costs were scaled based on legacy production data for current County data not 
requiring clean up by the vendor before migration.  

• Implementation costs were scaled based on County retaining responsibility for the interface 
management of other County systems interacting with this cloud application system, user 
acceptance testing and report maintenance and local print functions, though the implementation 
vendor would support changes to interfaces and reports maintenance via the agreed upon change 
request process. 

• The implementation costs outlined do not include the costs associated with County resources who 
will actively participate on the project. Effort estimates, that can be utilized to determine the 
County’s internal/soft costs, are outlined in the next section and found in Exhibit 19. 

• Implementation costs were scaled based on vendor change management support being 
supplemented by a third-party consultant during the implementation period.  
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• Although Human Resources costs are included below, the scope and cost for Human Resources 
could change based on key scope decisions including, benefits, learning management, inclusion 
of employee self-service, mobile access, and the amount and type of integrations with other 
County systems that get developed and managed.  

• The Vendor Transition cost are reflective of pricing for either the primary software provider or a 
third-party SI providing the implementation services. 

 

Exhibit 18 - ERP ROM Costs (ESTIMATED) 
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Section 6. Work Tasks and HR Estimates 
The team developed a high-level and conservative estimate of the County’s staffing needed during the 
implementation – based on prior experience and historical data from previous projects. As shown in 
Exhibit 19, the staffing estimates depict number of hours of effort required for each month of the 
implementation schedule described in the previous section.  

 

The effort estimated is broadly categorized into three groups: 

• Project and Organizational Change Management: this group represents the estimated effort to 
be spent by the County’s designated Project Management Office (PMO), Project Manager, 
Organizational Change Management (OCM) Lead, and any PMO/OCM analyst support necessary 
to work with the ERP vendor, during the implementation phase of the project. The outcomes 
associated with this effort include effective project planning, tracking, and monitoring the 
progress of the project, risk management, leading change management efforts to enable 
sustainable adoption of the ERP system by the County staff.  

• Functional Resources: this group represents the estimated effort to be spent by the County’s 
designated leads for each of the functional phases/workstreams (i.e., Finance, Procurement, HR, 
etc.) and the subject matter experts (SMEs) who will actively participate in the ERP 
implementation. The effort is expected to result in business process re-engineering, efficient 
design of the ERP system, data conversion, testing, training and go-live of the ERP project.  

• Technical Resources: this group represents the estimated effort to be spent by the County’s IT 
resources, supporting and working with the ERP vendor in areas such as IT architecture and 
standards, environments, information/cyber security, database management, and infrastructure 
support.  

It is important to note that these estimates are very high-level macro estimates for budgetary purposes 
and based on typical cloud-based/SaaS ERP implementation projects – that will need to be adjusted based 

Exhibit 19 - County Staffing Estimates for ERP Implementation (ESTIMATED) 
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on the proposed methodology and approach (and therefore, the roles and responsibilities of County vs. 
ERP Vendor staff), project schedule and sequencing/phasing.  

Additionally, the County’s decision to engage a vendor or Consultant to support Project 
Management/Independent Verification and Validation/Organizational Change Management during the 
ERP implementation (as well as the ERP Implementation vendor’s scope responsibility with respect to 
these areas), will influence these estimates.  

Finally, staffing estimates pertain to only the implementation phase(s) of the ERP project and do not 
include post implementation support activities. Post implementation staffing needs will depend on the 
support model and options the County negotiates with the ERP vendor (i.e., managed services, vendor 
supports, SaaS, etc.) 

Section 7. ERP Market Overview 
This section provides a high-level overview of some of the applications, and associated analysis, present 
within the ERP market that may be viable candidates for the County and who could potentially bid if the 
County was to issue an RFP for a COTS ERP system. A comprehensive market report, available in Appendix 
A, titled “Orange County CAPS+ ERP Market Analysis” was developed as part of Intueor’s research on this 
project which provides a much more detailed overview of the ERP market. 

It should be noted that the ERP applications identified below are not listed in any ranking order nor are 
they identified by any degree of favourability. All ERP applications listed are presented based on common 
trends and current deployments of major U.S. implementations over the last three years. These are a 
representative sample of potential vendors or applications that could potentially bid and or be viable to 
the County. This is not a full listing of all applications in the market, nor does it represent the only 
applications that the County should consider. Data presented is for County reference as to the current 
market players for ERP applications.  

Intueor’s analysis did not include a detailed review of the CGI Advantage platform, as the County is familiar 
with the offering. However, CGI does offer a Cloud offering that may help meet the County’s future needs 
and should be considered as a viable option should the County proceed with a move to a SaaS model. 
Based on the requirements and size of the County, the Intueor team identified key market players that 
will be applicable to the County’s future needs. The consensus for the ERP application systems that were 
to be included in this group included: 

• Infor CloudSuite Public Sector 

• Microsoft Dynamics 365 ERP 

• Oracle ERP Cloud 

• Oracle NetSuite 

• Sage Intacct Cloud 

• SAP S/4HANA Cloud 

• Tyler Munis ERP 

• Workday 
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An assessment of the listed ERP application vendors was conducted that included: 
• An overview of these ERP vendors in several key areas (where available): 

o Key statistics 

o Market perception 

o Key industries / clients served 

o Industry innovation and proprietary technology 

o Key partnerships 

o Eminence in the space 

• Financial management platform capabilities 

• Procurement management platform capabilities 

• Strengths and weaknesses 

• Key risk areas 

• Case studies  

Below is a summary listing of several observations made as a result of Intueor’s assessment of ERP 
application system vendors: 

• Oracle Cloud ERP is characterized by multiple features, such as an accounting engine and 
Intelligent supplier portal, to streamline finance and procurement process. Oracle Cloud ERP has 
been recognized as a Leader in Product-Centric Enterprise by Gartner Magic Quadrant for Cloud 
Core Financial Management Suites in 2020 along with Oracle NetSuite ERP (Leader), Microsoft 
(Visionary) and Infor CloudSuite (Honorary). 

• Oracle NetSuite ERP offers single platform for managing Finance and Procurement functions, with 
built-in intelligence systems for decision making. Many of the NetSuite clients are mid-sized firms 
in various industries such as, Consulting, Information Technology, F&B, Financial Services, Health 
Care, Public Sector and Retail. 

• Oracle NetSuite emerged as having strong financial and procurement capabilities offered by the 
solution including automation of accounts payable, accounts receivable, fixed assets, financial 
reporting capabilities, management of entire procure-to-pay process and supplier relationships. 

• SAP S/4 HANA has strong procurement capabilities and was recognized as Leader in 2020 Gartner 
Magic Quadrant for Procure-to-Pay suites. 

• SAP S/4 HANA has its highest score in procurement capabilities and is also recognized as Leader 
in 2020 Gartner Magic Quadrant for procure-to-pay suites. However, it lags in the financial 
features offered. 

• Workday has significant experience in government and public sector, with robust capabilities in 
Cloud Financial Planning and Procurement  

• Workday also demonstrated an edge to other vendors in its experience in government and public 
sector and showcased a decent score in its financial capabilities, lagging behind only Oracle 
NetSuite and Sage Intacct.  

https://explore.oracle.com/c/gartner-cloud-erp/?x=pP_l_F&source=:pp:mar::::RC_WWMK200619P00007:AR&cmid=WWMK200619P00007&lb-mode=overlay
https://news.sap.com/2020/11/gartner-magic-quadrant-procure-to-pay-suites-sap-a-leader/
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• Tyler Munis trails behind the vendors primarily owing to its presence primarily in the mid-size 
market, the company has an extensive experience in serving the US public sector, especially 
government agencies. 

• CGI, the County’s current vendor, is also a leader in the ERP market, specifically for governmental, 
municipal, and other public sector entities. 

Overall, the ERP market and the associated offerings available today are very mature and can fully manage 
the complex business rules and system integration requirements of the County.  

Market offerings have evolved greatly in recent years to provide enhanced flexibility, remote access 
options, functional and technical capabilities, computing, and more seamless integrations with outside 
systems. Considering the rate at which the market continues to evolve, compounded by the impacts of 
Cloud computing, Intueor recommends that the County look to the market (CGI included) for their next 
ERP system. Doing so will ensure that the County implements an ERP solution that will allow them to grow 
and scale while taking full advantage of the next generation offerings in the ERP market. 

 



Appendix A. Work Products and Supporting Project Deliverables 
Artifacts below represent the work products and supporting deliverables that were developed as part of 
this project. These documents were preliminary tasks that highlight the detail and scope of analysis 
performed as part of this project. Collectively, this body of work, built the foundation and provide greater 
detail and context to the recommendations found within this report.  

1. Kickoff Meeting  

ERP (CAPS+) 
Analysis - Project Kic   

2.  Gap Analysis  

Gap 
Assessment.pdf

 
3. Requirements Matrix  

Final Requirements 
Matrix.pdf

 
4. Business and Technology Analysis Report 

OrangeCounty_CAP
S+ ERPBusinessandT

 
5. Options Analysis Report  

Orange County 
CAPS+ ERP Options 

 
6. Market Assessment Report 

Orange County 
CAPS+ ERP Market A 
7. Market Assessment PPT 

OC ERP Solutions 
Market Analysis.pdf
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Section 1. Executive Summary 


As the County embarks on its journey to modernize its technology platform, an understanding of core 
business requirements, business processes, and gaps in the current state operating model is a critical 
foundation. Task 1 set the County’s foundation for the project and Task 3 will build upon it. Task 2 analysis 
will help determine next steps. To help the County on its transformation journey, the Intueor team 
conducted two primary exercises as part of Task 2:  
 


1 Requirements Gathering and Validation 
2 Gap Analysis and Recommendations  


 
Throughout our fieldwork, the team collected requirements across all core financial, procurement, human 
resources, and payroll functional areas. These requirements are meant to set the foundation for a future 
business vision and the potential technical requirements to support that vision.  
 
Following the development of the Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM), the Intueor team conducted 
a Gap Analysis that compared the County's Countywide Accounting & Personnel System (CAPS+) 
environment against critical business processes and operating requirements. Gaps were subsequently 
classified as having a High, Medium, or Low impact on the County's ability to operate a leading practice 
organization and support efficient business process execution.  
 
Notably, high impact gaps were identified related to general ledger, cash collection/management and 
bank reconciliation. These process areas are critical to the County's ability to continue to meet mandated 
business requirements, maintain financial transparency, and help ensure operations function effectively. 
The County should review the Gap Analysis in detail for critical business functions that may benefit most 
from an enhanced technology platform. 
 
The requirements validation in conjunction with the gap analysis allowed the Intueor team to develop the 
Options Analysis as part of Task 3. As the County reviews both Task 2 and future Task 3 deliverables in 
concert with one another, the Intueor team believes reviewing these gaps in parallel to the Options 
Analysis in Task 3 will help provide the County with the best path to modernize business process and 
operations moving forward. 


Section 2. Document Overview 


Orange County Auditor-Controller  engaged the Intueor team to provide Enterprise Resource Planning 
(ERP) consulting services by completing an analysis of the County's current operations and service delivery 
and identifying recommendations and requirements for future-state options. To complete this task, the 
Intueor team performed initial discovery and developed several work products to form  Orange County’s 
assessment of CAPS+ (ERP): 


1 Business Requirements that include a set of RTM templates 


2 Technology Fit Gap Analysis 


The detailed information included in these work products is provided below in the report sections and 
report appendixes.  
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Leveraging our industry leading process models and working with Orange County stakeholders, a set of 
RTM templates were developed and reviewed to verify they represent the business requirements. These 
business requirements will be used in developing a roadmap and business case justification for how the 
County can best proceed with modernizing its ERP system functionality.  


While developing business requirements, the team identified technology fit gaps. While some of these fit 
gaps could be addressed through business process reengineering most of them would be more effectively 
addressed through more comprehensive functionality available in a more current commercial off-the-
shelf (COTS) ERP application system. The Gaps were organized by high, medium, or low impact, to 
illustrate the quantity and severity of gaps within the current CAPS+ system. 


The High Impact Gaps focus upon process areas that have the most impact on the overall operation and 
productivity of the County’s business processes such as automatic journal entries, drill-down view of 
journal entries, 3-way match, Period 13 (an extra accounting period to allow for adjustments before year-
end close) and Annual Comprehensive Financial Reports (ACFR) adjustments, fund transfers between 
departments, robust reporting (i.e., Aging reports, financial reports, etc.), proper separation of duties, 
workflow control and transparency, and integrations with other systems.  


The Medium Impact Gaps focus on process areas that have a moderate impact on the overall operation 
and productivity of the County processes that cause inefficiencies such as necessary fields of entry, 
supporting document attachment, basic reporting, and readily accessible dashboards.  


The Low Impact Gaps focus upon process areas that have a low impact on the overall operation and 
productivity of the County processes that cause inefficiencies which includes expediting of requisitions, 
milestone reports, KPI reports, and performance metric.  


In summary, to address identified gaps, the County will need a solution that will allow it to operate using 
defined best practices. This includes optimized control over business processes and automation which in 
turn improves accuracy of information, streamlined day-to-day tasks and improved productivity. As 
discussed further, the final solution may be an expansion of the current CAPS+ platform, an upgrade and 
expansion of that platform, or replacement of that platform with a future COTS ERP system. 


Section 3. Background and Scope 


The Auditor-Controller engaged the Intueor team to provide ERP consulting services by completing an 
analysis of the County’s current operations and service delivery model, identifying the stakeholders 
responsible for each area, and the key processes within each area. This information was then used to 
develop a baseline for understanding the current state environment and for recommending a potential 
future state direction The Intueor team met with Orange County stakeholders to validate our 
understanding and fill in necessary gaps, solicit feedback on perceived areas for improvement and critical 
areas that are of concern. The following business areas were included in the ERP process analysis: 


Finance Functions 


• Accounts Payable 


• Accounts Receivable 


• General Ledger 


• Cash Management and Bank Reconciliation 


• Fixed Assets 


• Planning and Budgeting 


• Grants 


Procurement Functions 


• Purchase Orders 


• Receiving 


• Inventory Management 


• Reporting and Analysis 
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• Travel and Expense 


• Asset Management 


• Payments and Reconciliation 


• Project Management and Accounting 


Human Resources/Payroll Functions 


• Payroll 


• Work Force Administration  


• Time Management  


• Total Rewards 


• Learning and Talent Management 


• Employee Benefits 


• Employee Records 


Technical Functions 


• Access and Security 


• Mobility/Employee Self-Serve 


• Reporting / Business Intelligence 


• Infrastructure 


• Integration  


• Workflow / Business Process Support 


• Delivery / support model 


The team did not review external, third party, or supplemental systems outside of CAPS+ that may be in 


use by the County or other third party vendors providing technology services or support to the County. 


The team assessed how these systems may interface or interact with CAPS+, but did not assess those 


systems functionality independent of CAPS+. Examples of these systems include Eureka, OCERS, ARA, 


etc. 


This business analysis helped determine the requirements of a new system or upgrade of the current 
system, and the development of the scope to implement an ERP replacement application system or 
upgrade of the current CAPS+ system. 


Section 4. Approach to Requirements Development and Gap 


Identification 


Several technical workshops were also conducted with Orange County stakeholders to determine how 
each individual/group achieves their business objectives in the current enterprise application 
environment and any improvements they believe would be beneficial. These workshops included the 
following sessions: 


• Integrations with third party applications  


• Interfaces with custom County software 


• IT Systems 


These workshops were also used to review leading practices in each area to identify any unique 
requirements and to build a set of requirements to support the County’s future state roadmap. During 
these workshops the Intueor team:  


— Identified/finalized scope of the study - met with County PM Team, reviewed documentation, and 
mapped County functional areas to typical ERP functions in a leading practice context.  


— Conducted workshops with stakeholders in each functional area to walk through leading 
practices/processes, understand County practices, and how that understanding translated into 
requirements.  
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— Performed Analysis  


— Developed Requirements  


— Validated Requirements with Stakeholders  


— Identified Gaps and Process Inefficiencies   


— Compiled this report 


The business requirements gathered during the functional and technical workshops were compiled into a 
RTM for review and validation by Orange County stakeholders (Appendix A). The RTM lists the unique 
business needs that an ERP system solution will need to meet, the priority of the requirements, and 
provides various tracking measures to support subsequent requirements validation and mapping of 
identified requirements.  


As these business requirements were being compiled, there were several process inefficiencies due to a 
legacy system that lacked the capabilities of modernized ERP systems that have critical Business 
Intelligence (BI) capabilities, fully integrated set of applications, and automated business processes that 
improve the accuracy of information and accelerate data flow between departments, agencies, vendors, 
and customers. Validation sessions were held to review these inefficiencies with County stakeholders and 
receive acknowledgement of these inefficiencies/gaps in the processes. RTM and GAP Analysis were 
constructed, a description of the gap was recorded, the potential impact(s), and any other considerations 
for stakeholder review were documented. Analysis included, for example: 


• Whether the solicitation should include either a new ERP application (e.g., cloud ERP, hosted solution, 
or on-premises ERP), upgrade/reconfiguration of current system, and System Integrator (SI) 
implementation services 


• Whether currently owned or licensed modules of the CAPS+ system are under or not utilized and 
should be  


• Which interfaces will be needed (e.g., banking entities, P-Card vendor, ESS, VSS)  


• Whether current integrations will remain separate or be utilized in a new or upgraded ERP system 


Section 5. Business Requirements 


The Intueor team, in consultation with Orange County stakeholders, created a list of applicable business 
requirements using a comprehensive list of leading practices for the functional areas identified in the 
section above. Additionally, unique business requirements to meet Orange County needs were identified 
through interviews and workshops with Orange County stakeholders. The Intueor team leveraged KPMG’s 
Powered Enterprise framework to help drive the requirements gathering process. Leading practice 
process flows and taxonomies were leveraged during workshops to help align the County’s future state 
requirements with leading practices for public sector organizations and help drive transformation of 
existing manual processes.  


The business requirements are defined and summarized in a RTM by functional area and priority. These 
business requirements are written in clear, concise and unambiguous language, and are specified at a 
consistent level of detail. The business requirements are not design or implementation solutions and do 
not conflict with other requirements and are designed to focus on functional needs, not specifically 
associated with any individual ERP vendor or solution. The requirements stored in the RTM include the 
following attributes:  
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• Requirement identification number  


• Functional process levels (Finance, Human Resource, etc.) 


• Functional process sublevel 1 (i.e., Accounts Payable) and sublevel 2 (i.e., Invoice Processing and 
Payment) 


• Requirement details (Full text description) 


• Orange County Yes/No (Applicable to OC) 


The requirements in the RTM were reviewed and validated by Orange County stakeholders that 
participated in the requirements elicitation to validate the accuracy and completeness of these 
requirements. The RTM has integrated the leading practice business requirements with the unique 
Orange County business requirements identified in this process. This RTM will be included within the 
County’s RFP, so that vendors can identify how they can meet these business requirements, upgrade the 
current CAPS+ system with the current vendor, or completely new integrations with the current system. 
The complete RTM is provided in Appendix A (Excel File), a truncated requirement from the RTM is shown 
below for illustrative purposes. 


Req. ID Count 
Process  
Level 0  
Name 


Process  
Level 1 
Name 


Process  
Level 2 
Name 


Requirement Details 
OC 


Yes/NO 


FIN_019 1 Finance 
Accounts 
Payable 


Invoice 
Processi


ng & 
Paymen


t  


The system has the ability to 
manage invoice exceptions 


including the ability to flag a 
fund or vendor so that no 


payments can be disbursed 
and to manage accruals as 


receipts/invoices are entered 
but not paid. 


Yes  


Section 6. Technology Fit Gap Analysis 


The Intueor Team utilized the knowledge and documentation from interviews and workshops with Orange 
County stakeholders to evaluate the current delivery model and the existing applications that support the 
current delivery model and processes. The information obtained from Orange County was analyzed to 
determine potential functional process or performance needs from the new ERP system solution. 


During this analysis, process and performance gaps were documented along with other key attributes, 
including the cause of functional process gaps, if determinable, the impact (if any) on the current system 
environment, and how these gaps may impact efficiency and effectiveness at both the business and 
system level. The technology gap analysis contains the following attributes: 


1. Functional Area (e.g., Accounts Payable) 


2. Technology Gap (including full description) 


3. Impact of the Gap  


4. Options for addressing the Gap 
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5. The specific options for addressing gaps identified by this analysis include future state 
recommendations to enhance current operating practices, upgrade/reconfiguration of the current CGI 
system, new ERP application (e.g., cloud ERP, hosted ERP, or on-premises ERP), and System Integrator (SI) 
implementation services   


Many of the gaps identified during this analysis follow common themes described below: 


Manual processes that may be 
automated with a new ERP system 
solution, including, but not limited 


to: 


Integrations that may be created 
with a new ERP system solution: 


Data tracking and reporting 
capability that may be created 


with a new ERP system 
solution: 


• Creation of an invoice log 


• Data entry/data field validation 
requirements 


• Three-way matching 


• Creation of various templates 
(i.e., invoices, contracts) 


• Posting and tracking of cash 
receipts and collections 


• Automatic calculation of late 
payment penalties 


• Budget creation with historical 
and current financial data 


• Budget projections and 
adjustments 


• Budget stops and audit trail 


• Capital budget formation and 
adjustment. 


• Contract workflows, closeout 
checklist, templates etc. 


• Depreciation adjustments to 
previous periods 


• Partial retirement of assets 


• Transfers 


• Bank reconciliation 


• Request of journal entries from 
outside departments  


• Posting recurring journal entries 


• Tracking unposted journal entries 


• Performing allocations 


• Generation of 13-month financial 
statements 


• Grant and project management 
(e.g., billing, reimbursements, 
expenditures) 


• Tracking budget or contract 
modifications and adjustments 


• Self-service vendor portal to 
allow vendors to update 
information, facilitate inquiry 
support, and reduce staff time 
and attention to data entry 


• New hire portal precluding 
manual data entry 


• Employee self-service for 
employees to update personal 
information 


• AR, and inventory data to 
update invoices and update 
inventory items  


• Travel/P-card administration  


• Ability to upload documents 
and supporting 
documentation (e.g., 
Microsoft Excel spreadsheets, 
contracts) so the ERP system 
serves as a master a 
document repository  


• Automatic calculation and 
presentation of various 
performance metrics, 
dashboards, infolets, tiles, 
custom reporting, etc. 


• Custom report 
configuration 


• Search capabilities 
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Manual processes that may be 
automated with a new ERP system 
solution, including, but not limited 


to: 


Integrations that may be created 
with a new ERP system solution: 


Data tracking and reporting 
capability that may be created 


with a new ERP system 
solution: 


• Travel authorization/requisition 


• P-card reimbursement processing 


• Other manual data entry 


The new or upgraded ERP system solution should have the ability to perform many of the manual 


processes currently performed in Microsoft Excel spreadsheets and Microsoft SharePoint within the ERP 


system. Additionally, the new or upgraded ERP system solution should have the ability to integrate with 


the systems external to CAPS+ operated by Orange County (I.e. OC Time, Employee Reimbursement, 


PTS, etc.) or eliminate the need for many of the current integrations. The complete Technology Fit Gap 


Analysis is provided in Appendix B (Excel File), a truncated fit-gap from this analysis is shown below for 


illustrative purposes.  


Functional 
Area 


Technology  
Gap 


Impact if the Gap is 
not addressed 


Options for addressing the Gap in the current 
system 


Accounts 
Receivable 


Late payment 
penalties are 
calculated 
manually and not 
within the system. 


There is a potential 
for human error and 
data entry error 
when late payment 
penalties are 
calculated manually. 


Replacement financial system functionality 
could calculate late payment penalties based 
on business rules and store these penalties 
within the system for further processing. 


The gaps identified during the analysis were ranked based on the impact of the gap to the County’s 


current business processes versus future state needs. The graph below summarizes the impact of the 


gaps affecting the County’s current operations and productivity. The Impacts are measured as follows:  


• High Impact: Focuses on process areas that have the most impact on the overall operation and 
productivity of the County processes. 


• Medium Impact: Focus on process areas that have a moderate impact on the overall operation 
and productivity of the County processes. 


• Low Impact: Focus on process areas that have a low impact on the overall operation and 
productivity of the County processes. 


In the High Impact area there are major areas of processing and systematic gaps resulting in 


inefficiencies, lack of modern system integrations with the CAPS+ system, lack of robust reporting, lack 


of extensive security features and workflow, lack of validation, lack of audit trails, and lack of 


automation of current business processes. 


As discussed in Appendix B, there are several functional areas that contain high impact gaps. Most 


notably, these include General Ledger, Cash Management and Bank Reconciliation. These gaps include 


manual processes and reconciliation that may impact the County’s ability to effectively manage financial 


transparency and increases the risk of human error in critical business processes. Further, high impact 
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gaps related to Accounts Receivable and Cash Management limit the ability of the County’s CAPS+ 


system to integrate with external third-party systems or platforms in use by departments or agencies. 


This lack of integration and automated workflow increases processing time and decreases the ability of 


the County to maintain an audit trail of transactions. The table below summarizes the gaps by functional 


area. More detail is provided in Appendix B and the attachment.  


Functional Area High Gap Impact  Medium Gap Impact  Low Gap Impact  


Accounts Payable  1 1 1 


Requisition  0 1 1 


Procurement  3 4 1 


AR/Cash Management  5 6 3 


Capital Budgets 1 3 0 


Contract Management  2 2 0 


Grants  2 5 2 


GL, Cash, and Bank 
Reconciliation  


10 0 0 


Fixed Assets  1 3 0 


HR 0 2 0 


HR/Payroll 0 2 0 


HR/Benefits 0 2 3 


HR/Time Management  2 3 1 


HR/Workforce 
Administration 


0 0 3 


HR/Class and Comp 0 2 0 


Financial Reporting  3 4 0 


Vendor Management  0 1 0 


Total  30 40 15 


If the County moves forward without addressing, at least in part, the high and medium impact gaps, the 


County may continue to experience prolonged business processing times, increased costs related to 


personnel spending additional time on manual reconciliation and workflow processes, and a limited 


ability to produce financial transparency and drive key business decisions. Based on the Gap Analysis in 


Appendix B and the summary table above, the graphic below rates each functional area in terms of 


severity based on identified gaps and impact. Red is a high severity area, yellow would represent a 


medium severity area and green a low severity area.  


Functional Area Severity (Based on Gaps) 


Accounts 


Payable 


Requisitions Procurement AP/Cash 


Management 


Capital 
Budgets 


Grants GL, Cash 
and Bank 
Reconcilia
tion 


Fixed 
Assets 


HR HR/Payroll HR/Benefits HR/Time 


Management 


HR/Work. 
Admin. 


HR/Cash 
and Comp 


Financial 
Reporting 


Vendor 
Mgmt. 
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High Level Business Process Recommendations  


In addition, throughout the review, the Intueor team identified several recommendations that could 


help enhance the County’s operating model independent of a system upgrade or replacement, these 


include:  


1. Utilizing CAPS+ modules already purchased and licensed, but not fully utilized, specifically 


Procurement and Accounts Receivable  


2. Licensing additional modules on the current CAPS+ platform, specially: Vendor Self Service and 


Grants Lifecycle Management  


3. Leveraging existing Business Intelligence tools (Power BI) to replicate or enhance reporting currently 


being done via data warehouse structures  


4. Work with a third-party vendor to identify Robotic Process Automation (RPA) opportunities to 


automate existing manual processes, particularly around invoice processing, accounts payable and 


trust management  
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Section 7. Summary 


The initial step in the Intueor team’s assessment was to perform a detailed independent assessment of 


the County’s current CAPS+ system’s ability to meet its growing functional and technical needs while 


assuring alignment with current industry-leading practices, overall strategic priorities of the County, and 


capabilities in managing critical Finance and HR business processes.  This was required in order to 


provide a recommendation to include either replacement of current system (to include on-premise 


infrastructure platforms or cloud-based platforms), upgrade of current CGI system, or change in the 


County’s current business processes.   


After several thorough workshops and validation sessions to analyze the County’s business areas to 


understand the current capabilities and potential gaps in the CAPS+ system, the Intueor Team 


recommends a reviewing these findings in conjunction with the Options analysis.   


  







  


ERP System Options Analysis 
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Section 8. Appendix A: Requirements Matrix and Supporting Gap 


Analysis  


Please find embedded the detailed Requirements Traceability Matrix and Gap Analysis document  


Copy of Final 


Draft_OC  Requirements Matrix_ERP.xlsx


Final _Task 2 Gap 


Analysis.xlsx
 








EXHIBIT F -  SCOPE OF SERVICES AND COMPLIANCE MATRIX
Appendix A: Core Requirements RTM


Orange County  ERP System - Requirement Traceability Matrix (CORE FUNCTIONS)


Req. ID Count
Process 
Level 0 
Name


Process
Level 1
Name


Process 
Level 2
Name


Requirement Details OC Yes/No Vendor Response Notes System
Component(s)


Software
Module(s)


Test Case
Number Tested In Implemented In Verification Additional


Comments


FIN_001 1 Finance Accounts Receivable Customer Set Up


The system has the ability to use existing system data where it exists to establish 
customer profiles and leverages customer profile classes to group customers with 
business volume, and payment cycles. Customer class set up should accommodate 
information such as credit limits, payment terms, statement cycles, invoicing, 
discount information, finance charge amount limits and statements, dunning, and 
statements. The system should be flexible enough to accommodate user defined 
attributes specific to individual customer accounts and to integrate in real-time with 
the processing Continuous Linked Settlement (CLS) application. Workflow should 
be available for routing customer profile changes invoices and remaining customer 
balances and workflow must be configurable based on organization, department, 
amount and account. 


Yes


FIN_002 2 Finance Accounts Receivable Billing 
Management


The system has the ability to generate customer invoices based on the terms of the 
contract, (e.g., date, milestones, bulk buy discounts), contract billing, generate 
customer invoices based on an established processing time (e.g., 30 days), 
generate sales order invoices, and create recurring bills on a user-specified 
frequency where the amount may vary on each invoice. Workflow should be 
available for routing invoices for electronic approval and should have the ability to 
demonstrate the date that the invoice was sent to the customer. The system should 
be able to integrate sales order invoices with payable, receivables and inventory 
functionalities in real-time. Yes


FIN_003 3 Finance Accounts Receivable Billing 
Management


The system has the ability to create and preview a draft invoice, assign invoice 
numbers automatically or manually at invoice creation, add notes and or text to a 
single invoice or a group of invoices, process a single manual invoice, generate 
consolidated invoices where single sponsors fund multiple awards, process 
milestone invoices, calculate encumbrances, and create general ledger accounting 
entries. The system should be able to search invoices, edit invoice numbering and 
text through workflow and include detailed notes during approval or rejection in 
workflow (so that notes included with the invoice will be visible to all users). The 
system has the ability to check for duplicate invoice dates, invoice numbers and 
invoice text notes. Yes


FIN_004 4 Finance Accounts Receivable Billing 
Management


The system has the ability to credit bill and reverse the original invoice, copy 
invoices, reprint invoices, process sales order returns, send invoices electronically 
and identify electronic invoices not successfully transmitted, send email reminders 
to appropriate users when invoicing triggers are met, and upload external 
transactions from other source systems. Yes


FIN_005 5 Finance Accounts Receivable Billing 
Management


The system has the ability to create, print, and reprint individual monthly statements 
or consolidated customer statements and distribute these statements electronically. Yes


FIN_006 6 Finance Accounts Receivable Integration 


The system has the ability to integrate in real-time with sales transactions, with 
accounts payable to process refunds (e.g., unidentified receipts), other relevant 
modules (e.g., Cash, GL, AP, BI, Projects),.outside banking platforms and file 
sharing exchanges. This integration should be able to support bulk retail sales, 
vendor consignment, and usage based billing. This includes support of BAI file and 
data elements. Yes


FIN_007 7 Finance Accounts Receivable Cash Applications


The system has the ability to be a single source for processing Continuous Linked 
Settlement (CLS) prepayments (e.g., application fees), payments (e.g., checks, 
ACH), accept the various payment types (e.g., checks, cash, credit cards, direct 
deposit, one-time, repetitive), automatically update customer balances when the 
payment is received and create the general ledger accounting information. The 
system provides the ability to process and apply Lockbox files. The system has the 
ability to allow the entry of detailed receipt transactions for cash collected and then 
can automatically apply the receipts against appropriate AR balances or invoices.  
This includes support of BAI file and data elements. 


Yes


FIN_008 8 Finance Accounts Receivable Cash Applications


The system has the ability to automate the processing of all payment application 
scenarios (e.g., full payments, partial payments, overpayments, miscellaneous 
payments) and receipts not associated with a specific receivable (e.g., 
miscellaneous, non-AR cash), and customer / vendor netting.  The system should 
be able to create chargebacks and credits, automatically apply payments to open 
items based on a user-specified set of system delivered rules (e.g., applying 
multiple invoices to open balance) and accommodate additional form of payment 
(e.g., manual check drop off, lockbox). Yes


FIN_009 9 Finance Accounts Receivable Cash Applications


The system has the ability to reconcile unapplied, misapplied and unidentified 
payments by recording and moving the deposit into a clarification account until it is 
resolved at a later time. The process is to be integrated with workflow that aligns 
with business needs. Yes


FIN_010 10 Finance Accounts Receivable Cash Applications
The system has the ability to process unidentified receipts and apply unidentified 
receipts to customer accounts. Workflow should be available for supervisory 
approval and customer notification once the unidentified receipt is approved. Yes


FIN_011 11 Finance Accounts Receivable Collections 
Management 


The system has the ability to perform collection activity according to business rules, 
manually match payments to open balances, perform escalation and follow ups and 
produce analytical reporting of this process. Yes


FIN_012 12 Finance Accounts Receivable Collections 
Management 


The system has the ability to send overdue letters to customer based on 
configuration settings, generate reports or return query results of invoices billed, 
paid, or voided within a user-defined timeframe, track customer communications 
using conversation functionality and document customer communication regarding 
an invoice and associate it with the specific invoice. Yes


FIN_013 13 Finance Accounts Receivable Collections 
Management 


The system has the ability to generate reports or return query results of invoices 
billed, paid, or voided within a user-defined timeframe and apply a financing charge 
to a customer. The system provides for aged customer account balances with the 
aging periods defined by the users. Yes
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FIN_014 14 Finance Accounts Receivable Reporting & 
Analytics


The system has the ability to generate reports or return query results of invoices 
billed, paid, or voided within a user-defined timeframe through standard inquiry 
pages and reports that include detailed information for all payments within a 
deposit. The system provides an end user tool to select customer information, 
billing data, and receivables data based on various user defined criteria. Yes


FIN_015 15 Finance Accounts Receivable Reporting & 
Analytics


The system has the ability to perform an user-defined aging analysis of outstanding 
accounts receivable based upon user-defined aging buckets (e.g., 30, 60, 90, 120, 
greater than 120 days) using the original invoice date and current system date, a 
Days Sales Outstanding (DSO) report, an aging report by customer, and a revenue 
analysis. Yes


FIN_016 16 Finance Accounts Receivable Reporting & 
Analytics


The system has the ability to prepare revenue forecasting & analysis reports that 
can be forwarded electronically and include a workflow for the approval of these 
reports. Yes


FIN_017 17 Finance Accounts Receivable Reporting & 
Analytics


The system has the ability to track Accounts Receivable and Revenue KPIs based 
on business rules, and generate KPI reports, analytics and graphical presentations 
that can be uploaded to the dashboard reporting tool. Yes


FIN_018 18 Finance Accounts Payable Invoice Processing 
& Payment


The system has the ability to receive, validate, approve and post invoices that 
would include budget checking of funds prior to payment with override capability, 
and tracking of grant and project withdrawals. The system should support the ability 
to match the payables supporting documents (e.g., purchase requests converted to 
purchase orders), purchase order, voucher, receipt document (including fuel 
receipts) using three way matching, track retainage through general ledger codes 
that can be offset when payments are processed and book intercompany 
transactions automatically. The system should be able to add scan/ images of 
documents (including utilizing Optimal Character Recognition OCR) with the entry 
of an invoice, payment and other data entry points, support free form text fields and 
show as paid with payment cleared date. The system should also support advance 
payments for travel, the tracking of capital expenditures and direct fixed asset and 
construction in process postings, automate the recording of expenses and 
expenditure liabilities at receipt, and close accounts payable subledger 
independently of other subledgers or general ledger. A set of workflow processes 
that are configurable based on organization, department, amount and account 
should be available to support the routing of invoices for electronic approval. 


Yes


FIN_019 19 Finance Accounts Payable Invoice Processing 
& Payment


The system has the ability to manage invoice exceptions including the ability to flag 
a fund or vendor so that no payments can be disbursed and to manage accruals as 
receipts/invoices are entered but not paid. Yes


FIN_020 20 Finance Accounts Payable Invoice Processing 
& Payment


The system has the ability to consolidate invoices for payment and generate a 
payment file including ACH and wire payment files and the AP accounting entries to 
be distributed to the general ledger. The system should be able to generate Payee 
Positive Pay files in standard bank formats and generate a stop action for staff 
review and confirmation of the consolidation before routing for workflow approval. Yes


FIN_021 21 Finance Accounts Payable Invoice Processing 
& Payment


The system has the ability to provide for electronic invoice acceptance and posting 
via the vendor portal, XML, EDI, web services or other technology, including 
electronic signatures, and integrate with bank systems to provide access to banking 
records in real-time. Need to be able to handle large volume small dollar amount 
purchases with goods receipts being collected throughout various county 
agencies/locations. Yes


FIN_022 22 Finance Accounts Payable Invoice Processing 
& Payment


The system has the ability to allow for Return to Vendor (RTV) requests to be 
staged in the AP voucher data and supports invoice one-step reversals, 
cancellation or reversal of payments and unidentified receipts in a single step. Yes


FIN_023 23 Finance Accounts Payable Invoice Processing 
& Payment


The system has the ability to attach/view multiple document images to the check 
request record with drill down capability to initial source transaction/document and 
to support document imaging with an ability to attach electronic documents for 
review. Yes


FIN_024 24 Finance Accounts Payable Invoice Processing 
& Payment


The system has the ability for duplicate invoice checking for invoice number and 
supplier (vendor) identification (ID) number and to support invoice inquiries using 
multiple filter attributes. The system should be able to support the business rules 
and edits that guide invoice validation prior to submittal and inquiries through self-
service for vendors (e.g., invoice payment status available on vendor portal).


FIN_025 25 Finance Accounts Payable Invoice Processing 
& Payment


The system has the ability to ability to define an user definable accounting template 
to default standard transaction accounting such as accounts payable, freight, sales 
tax, and discount accounts and the calculation of net due date, discount due date, 
and discount amounts. Ability to mask SSN/EIN/Bank account and other 
confidential information.  Ability to store sales permit and various ID numbers for 
vendors. Yes


FIN_026 26 Finance Accounts Payable Invoice Processing 
& Payment


The system has the ability to allow for a global defaulted payment terms that could 
be driven from the invoice date (e.g., payment methods, payment bank accounts) 
and supports discounts, down payments, partial payments and payments being 
held. Yes


FIN_027 27 Finance Accounts Payable Invoice Processing 
& Payment


The system has the ability to import and consolidate trustfund, petty cash, and 
warfare reportable payment to the 1099 and  generate all 1099 forms and IRS files 
(e.g., MISC, INT, S) complaint with current and on-going IRS standards, either in 
mass or on demand. This ability should include system-generated 1099 forms that 
are editable and/or adjustable. Yes


FIN_028 28 Finance Accounts Payable Travel & Expense


The system has the ability to pay expenses used by travel cards of travel related 
car usage via AP  with workflow options (e.g., ability to apply rules / logic-based 
rules and route expenses differently) and expense entry method using installation / 
setup options. The system should be able to support a dynamic workflow 
configuration process that allows authorized business users to make changes in 
business rules (e.g., dollar thresholds, approvers) that can then be approved. Yes


FIN_29 29 Finance Accounts Payable Reporting


The system has the ability to access and configure standard and ad hoc Accounts 
Payable (AP) reporting, such as Trial Balance, Open Payables, Aging, Cash 
Requirements, AP Exception, Match Audit, Pre-Check Register, 1099s, Payment 
Register, Invoices on Hold Report, Invoices paid for a vendor or multiple vendors 
during a specific time frame including payment information, GL account information 
and purchase order number.  This reporting should include the generation of 
vendor notifications for ACH payments including payment advice slips. Yes
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FIN_030 30 Finance Accounts Payable Reporting


The system has the ability to generate an on-demand reports that support spend 
reporting and analysis (e.g., account totals by Journal ID, AP/GL Open Liabilities, 
Supplier Open Liabilities, RNI (received but not invoiced), released and unreleased 
invoices, payments created during a specific Pay Run Date--Check Register).and to 
support service level agreement (SLA) reporting and analysis Yes


FIN_031 31 Finance Accounts Payable P Card 
Administration


The system has the ability to manage procurement card (P Card) set up, P Card 
expenditure business rules, administration  and reporting. Yes


FIN_032 32 Finance Accounts Payable P Card 
Administration


The system has the ability to manage procurement card (P Card) transactions and 
to provide P Card transaction analysis. Ability to attach receipts, reconcile credit 
card transactions, workflow approval process, reject partial payments. Yes


FIN_033 33 Finance Trust Payments Trust Payments The system has the ability to integrate with various sub-systems to facilitate, track 
and record trust payments. Trust payments are monies that the County holds in Yes


FIN_034 34 Finance Travel and Expense Expense 
Management 


The system has the ability for employees to initiate reimbursement for their travel or 
business expenses using the system or accessing through a Smartphone 
application, easily access expense policies at the time of expense entry, support 
expense report preparation through "how-to" or "help" features, support expense 
report preparation through mileage calculators, per diem tables and location 
calculators that leverage locations and booking tools, meet GSA and IRS mileage 
and expense requirements, delegate another user to process an expense report on 
another's behalf, split expenses on the expense report to different accounting 
codes, and review expenses through workflow options (e.g., apply business rules / 
logic-based rules and route expenses differently, expense classifications requiring 
special approvals).The system should be able to provide user-defined fields, allow 
configurable notifications, and link and attach relevant documents to the workflow 
process. Yes


FIN_035 35 Finance Travel and Expense Expense 
Management 


The system has the ability to link a booking tool  (e.g., American Express, Priceline, 
Booking Buddy) to pull travel reservation data and assist with completion of the pre-
authorization travel requisition form using this reservation information. The system 
should be able to support the initiation and approval of a pre-authorization travel 
requisition form through workflow options that establish cost estimates relating to 
hotel and airfare reservations that is linked to the employee traveling. No


FIN_036 36 Finance Travel and Expense Expense 
Management 


The system has the ability to define expense types and link types to default account 
numbers, automate expense management interface with general ledger with drill 
down drill down capabilities to view travel/expense details, enable per diem 
expenses, attach electronic receipts, and support spending limits / controls for 
business travel (e.g., hotel limits, meal limits, gift cards, alcohol) with hard and soft 
stops. Yes


FIN_037 37 Finance Travel and Expense Expense 
Management 


The system has the ability to detect duplicate expense submissions (e.g., duplicate 
flights in multiple expense reports) and to audit expense reports with sorting and 
filtering capabilities Yes


FIN_038 38 Finance Travel and Expense Expense 
Management 


The system has the ability for an integrated employee expense audit function in real-
time to review employee expenses and payments. This audit function should be 
supported by system reporting and analytical capabilities. Yes


FIN_039 39 Finance Travel and Expense Integration
The system has the ability to integrate real-time with the Accounts Payable module 
to automate the process of paying employees for non P-Card expenses (e.g., per 
diem). Yes


FIN_040 40 Finance Travel and Expense Integration
The system has the ability to integrate real-time with travel partner vendors to 
reserve and book employee travel reservations (e.g., Orbitz, Expedia) and import 
information from travel agencies (e.g., American Express). No


FIN_041 41 Finance Travel and Expense Integration


The system has the ability to define employee bank accounts for employee 
reimbursements and the reimbursement payment methods in real-time for 
employees or non-employees (e.g., contactors) to include direct deposit, ACH or 
system check. Yes


FIN_042 42 Finance Travel and Expense Reporting The system has the ability to generate a recurring report that shows the details and 
summary for expense report transactions. Yes


FIN_043 43 Finance Travel and Expense Reporting
The system has the ability for employees to query on the status of their pending 
travel reimbursements (including status of workflow approval) and view expense 
report details and status in a display-only mode. Yes


FIN_044 44 Finance Travel and Expense P-Card 
Administration


The system has the ability to manage P-Card set up, P-Card expenditure business 
rules, administration and reporting and the capability to validate GL account, 
expense type and budget at the time of entry. Yes


FIN_045 45 Finance Travel and Expense P-Card 
Administration


The system has the ability to approve and reconcile P card transactions and to 
provide P-Card transaction analysis Yes


FIN_046 46 Finance Travel and Expense P-Card 
Administration


The system has the ability to integrate real-time with P-Card provider to 
automatically import and reconcile card transactions and expenses Yes


FIN_047 47 Finance Cash Applications Payment 
Processing


The system has the ability to be a single source for processing one-time and 
repetitive payments (e.g., checks, bank transfers, wire transfers, lockboxes, 
external system integrations), automatically updating customer balances when the 
payment is received and creating the accounting information to be passed to the 
general ledger in real-time. Yes


FIN_048 48 Finance Cash Applications Payment 
Processing


The system has the ability to automate the journal entries upon invoicing / receipt of 
payment and create tagging rules with override capability by user, bank account, or 
overall system to direct where the cash transactions are posted to the general 
ledger.  Yes


FIN_049 49 Finance Cash Applications Payment 
Processing


The system has the ability to automatically post all transfers to a system cash 
worksheet, with identification numbers for tracking and reconciliation purposes.  
This system cash sheet should facilitate reconciliation of wire and ACH transactions 
back to the system. Yes


FIN_050 50 Finance Cash Applications Payment 
Processing


The system has the ability to provide security procedures for funds transfer initiation 
input, approval, release and alert notifications for funds transfers pending approval,  
arriving wire transfers, or rejected wire transfers.  Yes


FIN_051 51 Finance Cash Applications Payment 
Processing


The system has the ability to provide a list of daily, weekly, monthly wire transfers 
including dates, general ledger numbers, account names, support documentation, 
amount of funds that can be exported. Yes


FIN_052 52 Finance Cash Applications Payment 
Processing


The system has the ability to attach and link documents to miscellaneous cash 
transactions and record / deposit unidentified payments to a clarification account for 
later application. Yes


FIN_053 53 Finance Cash Applications Payment 
Processing


The system has the ability to book accruals at month-end for cash transactions that 
occur at the beginning of the following month.  Yes


FIN_054 54 Finance Cash Applications Payment 
Integration


The system has the ability to integrate cash management and the Accounts 
Receivable module with other relevant modules in real-time (e.g., Cash, General 
Ledger, Accounts Payable, BI, Grants, Projects). Yes


FIN_055 55 Finance Cash Applications Payment 
Integration


The system has the ability to integrate in real-time with point of sales systems to 
enable automated cash reconciliations. No


FIN_056 56 Finance Cash Applications Reconcile 
Payments The system allows users to query the cash receipt source and receipt class. Yes
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FIN_057 57 Finance Cash Applications Reconcile 
Payments


The system has an ability to perform automated three way match reconciliations 
between the general ledger and bank account through a daily reconciliation process 
and to match up credit card fund receipts to reports/information obtained from the 
credit card merchant provider's system. Yes


FIN_058 58 Finance Cash Applications Reconcile 
Payments


The system has the ability to support the automated preparation and completion of 
the monthly bank reconciliation after month-end close is completed with user-
defined reconciliation reports available for this process. Yes


FIN_059 59 Finance Cash Applications Reconcile 
Payments


The system has the ability to interface with core account reconciliation systems to 
upload the reconciliation work directly into the system. The system should be able 
to support bank and cash reconciliations (e.g. reconciliation tool). 


Yes


FIN_060 60 Finance Budget Budget Planning 
and Forecasting 


The system has the ability to link budgeting models with specific financial targets 
and dollar amounts from the strategic/financial plan by divisions, departments, 
service lines, cost centers, and standard other cost categories so that the budget 
can be used for comparison against actual results. The system should support 
version control, calculation capabilities and business rules engine functionality that 
can pre-populate or seed these budgeting models.


Yes


FIN_061 61 Finance Budget Budget Planning 
and Forecasting 


The system has the ability to copy volumes, rates, and amounts from prior years or 
other scenarios, and refresh budget forecasts for revenue, workforce, capital 
project, expense, balance sheet & cash flow changes, including the analysis of 
multiple budget scenarios simultaneously and loading of headcount "targets" and 
"vacancy factors." Yes


FIN_062 62 Finance Budget Budget Planning 
and Forecasting 


The system has the ability to integrate with project management functionality and to 
be able to prioritize projects based on various budget indicators Yes


FIN_063 63 Finance Budget Budget 
Development


The system has the ability to support departmental / user budget development that 
provides user-friendly input processes (e.g., budget input forms, Excel-like data 
entry, user dashboards), and allocate budget across cost centers, service lines, 
divisions, departments, other standard cost categories, projects and grants based 
on new or updated revenue projections / salary projections / budget figures. This 
budget allocation process should accommodate changing business requirements 
and regulatory needs. The system should be able to have budget development 
calendar capabilities and allow end-users to input comments relating to each 
budget, capital improvement plan, or operational line accordingly. Yes


FIN_064 64 Finance Budget Budget 
Development


The system has the ability for top down and bottom up, variable / fixed budgeting 
and zero based budgeting approaches. Ability to drill into prior year expenses when 
working within cost center GL (bottom up) and detail reconciles to the total. Yes


FIN_065 65 Finance Budget Budget 
Development


The system has the ability to adjust budgets and budget line items and set up 
budget limits during budget development, with accompanying workflow approvals 
and notifications' system should also support rolling forecast processes based on 
business requirements (e.g., ability to forecast a rolling fixed number of periods) Yes


FIN_066 66 Finance Budget Budget 
Development


The system has the ability to generate and manage multi-year budgets that may be 
saved and stored for future use and analysis, including the ability to generate 
multiped simultaneous "budget scenarios" and "what if" analysis. Yes


FIN_067 67 Finance Budget Budget 
Management


The system has the ability for end users and department heads (budget managers) 
to review and the preliminary budget online, suggest or submit balanced budget 
transfer requests (e.g., decrease in another budget to increase a budget line) and 
make changes within designated workflow that are immediately calculated and 
viewable. The system should be able to provide an interface to upload budget 
transfers in an automated feature as well as being able to make manual 
adjustments as necessary. Yes


FIN_068 68 Finance Budget Budget 
Management


The system has the ability to track the current status of budgets vs. actuals from the 
budget inception date until the data is achieved, establish budget limits on account 
categories (e.g., salary/benefit lines, operational support lines, projects), track 
changes to budget (e.g., time/date of change, person making change) for up to 5 
years after event, provide an audit log of changes, and require justification when 
changes are made manually by user over a certain dollar or %. Yes


FIN_069 69 Finance Budget Budget 
Management


The system has the ability to allow end-users to input budget narratives and ability 
to add text. Yes


FIN_070 70 Finance Budget Budget 
Management


The system has the ability to track and manage encumbrance amounts (including 
amounts that may cross a fiscal year) and applicable controls, such as budget stops 
and limits per business rules to facilitate the accrual process.


Yes


FIN_071 71 Finance Budget Budget 
Management


The system has the ability to track fund balances, cost allocation model for 
operating costs and revenue, and FTE charts. Yes


FIN_072 72 Finance Budget Budget Integration
The system has the ability for seamless integration in real-time to other systems / 
applications across the business environment (e.g., procurement, project 
management, inventory management, fixed assets, HR, and Payroll) No


FIN_073 73 Finance Budget Budget Reporting 


The system has the ability to provide a mid-cycle projection reporting tool to 
determine how the month and the year will end, based on various volume 
assumptions and allow operational management to perform what-if-analysis to 
determine where adjustments can be made to improve monthly results. Yes


FIN_074 74 Finance Budget Budget Reporting 
The system has the ability to drill down from high-level overall budget vs actuals, for 
any time period, into financial statement lines, then into cost centers, then into GL 
lines, then into actual data populated, and then into invoice / receiving / PO detail.  Yes


FIN_075 75 Finance Budget Budget Reporting The system has the ability to generate monthly progress reports in the system that 
can be electronically routed for review. Yes


FIN_076 76 Finance Budget Budget Reporting 


The system has the ability to provide a current (weekly, mid-week, mid-month) 
executive dashboard showing actual vs. budgeted results for any area that 
management wants to track. The system should be able to create a budget book 
within the system and be able to export, publish and post the budget book. Yes


FIN_077 77 Finance Budget
Capital Budget 
Planning and 
Forecasting


The system has the ability to provide a capital budgeting system with a single point 
of entry for all annual capital budgeting requests that is integrated in real-time with 
the Operating Budget and Long Range Planning (20 years) that incudes additional 
periods (e.g., one year). Yes


FIN_078 78 Finance Budget
Capital Budget 
Planning and 
Forecasting


The system has the ability to allow budgets to be available for more than one year 
(carry forward) and support multi-year budgets and multi-funding pools. Yes
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FIN_079 79 Finance Budget Capital Budget 
Management


The system has the ability to allow for designated users to manage, monitor, and 
support the Capital Budget request process on a single, unified platform through an 
easy-to-use single point of entry interface with simple data entry capabilities for 
Capital Budget Requests (Identify, Define, Estimate, Prioritize, etc.), including "what 
if" analysis, capital project lists and prioritizations. Yes


FIN_080 80 Finance Budget Capital Budget 
Management


The system has the ability to track actual capital spending by project vs. budget 
from inception date, configure business rules for capital vs. non-capital assets (e.g., 
strategic vs. routine), enter up-to-date project forecasts and provide analytic 
features to manage Capital Budgeting (e.g. real-time metrics and reports, 
configurable dashboards) Yes


FIN_081 81 Finance Planning Review & Develop 
Strategic Plan


The system has the ability to perform strategic analysis by aggregating and 
organizing data that is spread across independent departments and provide 
processes for the review & refinement of stakeholder expectations. The system 
should be able to set multi-year targets and a long range (20 year) financial plan 
derived from the strategic plan. . Yes


FIN_082 82 Finance Planning Review & Develop 
Strategic Plan


The system has the ability to develop baseline strategic objectives and drivers to 
assist with the creation of modeling scenarios through various metrics (e.g., service 
levels, the number of routes, the number of buses, number of hours, purchased 
transportation (hours) with fuel (mile per hour)). These strategic objectives should 
drive the development of KPIs to measure the achievement of strategy. No


FIN_083 83 Finance Planning Review & Develop 
Strategic Plan


The system has the ability to include predictive analytics (e.g., market, competitor, 
macro-economic) as an integral part of the strategy setting process so that strategic 
decisions are supported by this analysis. The system should be able to accept / 
access external data (e.g., market data) to be included in this predictive analysis. No


FIN_084 84 Finance Planning Review & Develop 
Strategic Plan


The system has the ability to Implement a rolling forecast design that allows for a 
continuous focus on the business and creates a streamlined process that drives 
accuracy and shifts from added activities (such as the budget) to more strategic 
and analytic types of activities. These rolling forecasts should include succession 
plans for key County resources. No


FIN_085 85 Finance Planning Review & Develop 
Strategic Plan


The system has the ability to distribute data driven insights for the business to 
action and facilitate meetings with business partners to consolidate business inputs. No


FIN_086 86 Finance Planning Review & Develop 
Strategic Plan


The system has the ability to track fund balances, cost allocation model for 
operating costs and revenue, FTE charts, and payroll / HR Yes


FIN_087 87 Finance Planning Operational Plans


The system has the ability to provide standard templates for the development of 
revenue, workforce, capital and project plans that can be presented to executive 
stakeholders for formal review and approval. These system templates should be 
able to incorporate financial and volume data, quantity x price, fixed price, 
purchased transportation/ fuel and variable prices. No


FIN_088 88 Finance Planning Operational Plans


The system has the ability to provide real-time plan alignment by integrating 
operational and project details (e.g., capital, expense, labor) for transactional 
details and linking to forecast models by business unit / department, segment, 
product or appropriate forecast unit.   No


FIN_089 89 Finance Planning Integration


The system has the ability to provide real-time integration between capital / grant 
plans and operational / long range plans. The system should be able to project 
capital plan prioritizations (e.g., spending scenarios), and formulate financial 
constraints. No


FIN_090 90 Finance Planning Performance 
Reporting


The system has the ability to support performance reporting through the generation 
of automated variance notifications, based upon established thresholds, and using 
multiple communication channels. Yes


FIN_091 91 Finance Planning Performance 
Reporting


The system has the ability to provide a concise, up-to-date layout of performance 
metrics that track progress towards strategic goals and objectives. This layout 
should contain both numerical and graphical formats along with metrics across 
multiple factors including financial, operational, workforce and customers. Yes


FIN_092 92 Finance Planning Performance 
Reporting


The system has the ability to provide authorized end-users with self-service access 
to prebuilt standard performance reports, KPI's, user-defined dashboards and ad 
hoc reporting to simplify access to this information. Yes


FIN_093 93 Finance General Ledger System 
Governance 


The system has the ability to retain a common chart of account structure for use in 
consolidated reporting, track changes to the chart of accounts, store reasons for 
the change, maintain records of historical chart of accounts and provide shortcuts 
for data entry of chart of account information.  The system is able to incorporate 
attributes determined by Orange County (e.g., subledger accounts that should not 
be posted manually), and the system is able to block an account for posting. The 
system has the ability to  have multiple/ unlimited user defined categories within the 
master data. The system is able to post Journal Entries automatically based on 
subledger transaction type and other criteria as determined by Orange County. The 
system is able to allow users to create validation rules for posting transaction 
header and detail level, as well as create substitution rules accordingly. Additional 
rules for subledger posting should be able to be configurable for automatic posting. 
The system should be able to meet regulatory requirements, including other 
guidelines for accounting, within the chart of accounts structure, provide approval 
capabilities for establishing chart of account values and initiate workflow approval 
for any new segments.


Yes


FIN_094 94 Finance General Ledger System 
Governance 


The system has the ability to support the governmental basis of accounting (e.g., 
cash basis, budget basis, modified accrual basis, accrual basis) and maintain data 
capture and reporting standards to meet new GASB statements at their effective 
date per GASB. The system should be able to support the government's cash flow 
projections for revenues and expenditures for any governmental, proprietary or 
fiduciary fund Yes


FIN_095 95 Finance General Ledger System 
Governance 


The system has the ability to provide "invoiced not received" reporting for exception 
matching and "receipts not invoiced" reporting for accruals. Yes


FIN_096 96 Finance General Ledger Technical 
Accounting


The system has the ability to support encumbrance accounting during the 
procurement cycle (pre-encumbrance, encumbrance, expenditure/expense), and 
the cancellation/reversal of outstanding encumbrance that is no longer 
needed/used by the departments. Yes


FIN_097 97 Finance General Ledger Technical 
Accounting


The system has the ability to provide for flexible closing rules based upon specific 
accounting segments (e.g., intercompany, projects, grants) Yes


FIN_098 98 Finance General Ledger Technical 
Accounting


The system has the ability to provide real-time integration between AP and GL, AR 
and GL, Fixed Assets and GL, Project Management and GL, Grants Management 
and GL, Inventory and GL, Cash Management / Treasury and GL and the Payroll 
module and GL. Yes
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FIN_099 99 Finance General Ledger Period End 
Reporting


The system has the ability to create reconciliation reports for data feeds from other 
systems (e.g., banking systems, credit card payment processors), support and 
balance intercompany reconciliations and automate account reconciliations. The 
system should be able to support auto reconciliation of accounts and supporting 
workflow. Yes


FIN_100 100 Finance General Ledger Period End 
Reporting


The system has the ability to prepare external reports like the 13th month income 
statement for financial statements. The system has the ability to run multi-year trial 
balances and trial balances at the fund level. Yes


FIN_101 101 Finance General Ledger Period End 
Reporting


The system has the ability to run pre-defined materiality thresholds for use in 
variance analysis reports and compare financial data across ledgers with delivered 
variance reporting Yes


FIN_102 102 Finance General Ledger Period End 
Reporting


The system has the ability to produce configurable management reports for 
standard variance analysis, run rate/trend analysis, and actual compared to prior 
month and support configurable attributes for the purposes of tracking and 
generating financial reports. Yes


FIN_103 103 Finance General Ledger Period End 
Reporting


The system has the ability for users to perform quick user created system queries 
through ad hoc reporting by selecting values from multiple dimensions (self-service 
analytics).  User access is limited to data sets (e.g., departments, operating units) 
based on security rules. Yes


FIN_104 104 Finance General Ledger Period End 
Reporting


The system has the ability to have subtotals on reports, show only subtotal on 
reports, generate a report by business unit with deficits, configure and group 
general ledger accounts from one COA section to another for reporting purposes, 
run financial statements at any period of time for any fiscal year including current 
fiscal year, distribute financial reports to a pre-defined distribution list and 
automatically e-mail or notify of year-to-date financials to departments / executive 
management. Yes


FIN_105 105 Finance General Ledger Period End 
Reporting


The system has the ability to provide the following financial statements: Detailed 
Trial Balance, Consolidated Financial Statements, Chart of Accounts Reports, 
General Ledger Reports, Income Statements with a user defined start and end 
date, Revenue Reports, Cash Flow Reports and Balance Sheets. The system 
should also be able to produce basic statements of the Annual Comprehensive 
Financial Report(ACFR) and external reports like the 13th month income statement 
for financial statements. The system is able to produce ending account balance by 
period for all reports. The system will  be able to run multiple years simultaneously. Yes


FIN_106 106 Finance General Ledger Period End 
Reporting


The system has the ability to inquire on journal entries using a delivered page and 
to inquire on specific ledgers for ledger activity and balances. The system should 
be able to create and manage a period-end close calendar and checklist with task 
dependencies (including hotlinks and drill-down capabilities to see dependencies) 
with the ability for escalation that is part of the workflow. The calendar can be 
viewed comprehensively. The system should be able to produce driven dates that 
can be reported in a dashboard or by email. The system is able to track changes 
made by user. Yes


FIN_107 107 Finance General Ledger General Ledger 
Close


The system has the ability to support fiscal year adjusting period outside of core 12 
month fiscal cycle (e.g., 13 periods). Yes


FIN_108 108 Finance General Ledger General Ledger 
Close


The system has the ability to see "available balance" of any revenue, expenditure, 
or expense GL account (including unposted, posted, encumbered, and year-to-
date) Yes


FIN_109 109 Finance General Ledger General Ledger 
Close


The system has the ability to compare amounts in the general ledger accounts with 
the amounts in the related subsidiary records and create reports for those accounts 
that are out of balance. The system should also provide an option to not allow for 
ledgers / sub-ledgers to be out of balance and validate a chart of account string for 
all financial transactions.. Yes


FIN_110 110 Finance General Ledger General Ledger 
Close


The system has the ability to create and capture audit trails on additions / changes / 
deletions of financial transactions based on user defined key fields (configurable to 
organizational specifications). Yes


FIN_111 111 Finance General Ledger General Ledger 
Close


The system has the ability to accommodate prior period and prior year adjustments, 
with the ability to secure and lock down these adjustments. The user needs to be 
able to update Net Position / Fund Balance Equity and re-run the close process. Yes


FIN_112 112 Finance General Ledger General Ledger 
Close


The system has the ability to allocate General Ledger account balances to non-
General Ledger attributes (e.g. interest income to multiple investments), allow the 
user to define a default allocation method that will be applied to all transactions in 
the allocation pool, derive allocation calculations using sub-ledger data points, 
validate allocation calculations through multi-step process, and retain allocation 
maintenance tasks in the system (e.g., update allocations, rerun allocations). No


FIN_113 113 Finance General Ledger General Ledger 
Close


The system has the ability to create allocations that can be recorded down to any 
segment of the Chart of Accounts and then create journal entries automatically as 
result of these allocations, create journal entries automatically as a result of 
allocations, schedule and automatically execute an allocation based on specified 
dates, and programmatically generate allocations based on statistics (i.e. 
headcount or revenue). Yes


FIN_114 114 Finance General Ledger General Ledger 
Close


The system has the ability to generate year-end closing entries which zero out all 
revenue and expense/expenditure accounts, posts the net loss / gain to Net 
Position/Fund Balance, and carries forward the balance on balance sheet accounts. Yes


FIN_115 115 Finance General Ledger Pre Close Activities The system has the ability to perform on-line "drill downs" from general ledger 
summary balances to detail transactions and referenced documents. Yes


FIN_116 116 Finance General Ledger Pre Close Activities


The system has the ability to close modules/ledgers (including multiple ledgers 
simultaneously) at pre-defined times while others remain open for period 
processing (e.g., close AP prior to closing GL) and to process manual journal entry 
adjustments to any open accounting period. The system should be able to manage 
the month-end close process so that account balances at month end are balanced 
and adjusted and reports produced that are representative of the County's true 
financial position. Yes


FIN_117 117 Finance General Ledger Pre Close Activities


The system has the ability to automatically create balancing journal entries by 
business unit, audit journal transactions by person, date, and time, enter journal 
entries by statistical accounts/codes, provide comments detailing the error at 
transaction line level for lines in error in a journal (transaction attributes), Yes


FIN_118 118 Finance General Ledger Pre Close Activities


The system has the ability to allow for journal entries to be reversed (e.g., posted in 
error), journal entries to be deleted if not posted to the general ledger accordingly, 
and  prevent journal entries from being deleted if the journal once posted to the 
general ledger. The system should be able to validate journal entries for accuracy 
as they are entered based on business rules. Yes


FIN_119 119 Finance General Ledger Pre Close Activities The system is able to provide users with notifications when there are journal entries 
pending for their review. Yes
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FIN_120 120 Finance General Ledger Pre Close Activities


The system has the ability to automatically initiate, monitor, notify, reroute and 
secure approval of transactions within the JE approval workflow based on business 
rules (e.g., journal entry type, specified amount, relevant manager. The journal 
entry should post after the final approval. These workflows should enforce approval 
hierarchy, allow reclassification requests for journals already posted and 
automatically escalate JE approval workflow based on time periods or other 
business rules. This workflow should provide journal entry approvals notifications by 
email and via worklist. Yes


FIN_121 121 Finance General Ledger Pre Close Activities
The system has the ability to upload journal entries from flat files or from 
spreadsheets (e.g., Excel) subject to the same validation requirements. The system 
should be able to provide templates that support copy and paste capabilities. Yes


FIN_122 122 Finance General Ledger Pre Close Activities


The system has the ability to save JEs in a pending status, save documents 
descriptions and JE initiators within the JE, attach supporting documents and notes, 
copy JEs from current / prior period JEs and to accept JE requests from users 
outside of the designated departments. The system is able to provide users access 
to attachments before JE's have been approved to post. The system should be able 
to post JEs with a reference number to allow for cross referencing when the JE is 
regarding a grant and support journal entry categories to sort entries or search of 
entries under specific identifiers. Yes


FIN_123 123 Finance General Ledger Pre Close Activities


The system has the ability to support journal entry (JE) processing including manual 
JEs, recurring JEs, automatically recorded JEs, top-side JEs, JE allocations based 
on specific dates, JE reversals and auto-reversals, JE templates and JE 
scheduling, and requires both debit/credit for each journal entry (e.g., preventing 
one-sided entries). Journal entry capabilities should also include statutory entries. Yes


FIN_124 124 Finance General Ledger Pre Close Activities The system has the ability to determine which journal entries have not been 
interfaced and posted from the sub modules to the general ledger (GL). Yes


FIN_125 125 Finance Fixed Assets Asset Creation


The system has the ability to create a fixed asset, assign a unique asset number to 
a single item or multiple items purchased, perform cost adjustments, split single 
asset between multiple funds and departments, establish a location and category 
and perform other standard fixed asset accounting procedures (e.g., depreciation, 
retirement, disposition, transfer). The system has the ability to send the created 
asset into workflow once created. The system should be able to accumulate all 
costs of a project, create an asset or multiple assets from these costs (e.g., a transit 
center can have IT equipment, amenities, station, security equipment groups with 
different GL accounts), split costs between different fixes assets, associate all 
capitalized costs with the construction or purchase/acquisition of an asset (e.g., 
capitalized assets at project completion) and capture related accounting 
transactions for posting to the general ledger without manual intervention. 


Yes


FIN_126 126 Finance Fixed Assets Asset Creation


The system has the ability to consolidate multiple detail lines into a single asset or 
conversely to split a single detail line into multiple assets during the real-time 
integration from either the procure to pay or project costing processes into assets 
when creating a new asset. The system should be able to capitalize non-asset 
spend on the General Ledger to an asset and provide / display the them within 
project category codes. The system flag the asset as ready to be placed in service 
or occupied by placing the new created asset into workflow. Yes


FIN_127 127 Finance Fixed Assets Asset Creation


The system has the ability to transfer asset invoice / expense claims from Accounts 
Payable directly to an asset (if in service) or to an asset shell expenditure (if not 
placed in service)  with subsidiary ledger (subledger) transactions flowing from 
subledger to the GL, create the asset and acquire asset (from asset clearing to 
asset balance sheet account). The system should be able to transfer project related 
invoices directly into a balance sheet account so costs can be accumulated or to an 
asset shell. Yes


FIN_128 128 Finance Fixed Assets Asset Creation


The system has the ability to identify if a new asset is a replacement for an existing 
asset and create a parent asset with multiple child assets linked to it through a 
message indicator prompted by the system (predictive tool), asking the end-user to 
confirm if the asset is a new or a replacement. (e.g., building with other assets like 
HVAC systems). Yes


FIN_129 129 Finance Fixed Assets Asset Creation
The system has the ability to track and differentiate between purchased assets and 
leased assets and to track the funding sources (e.g., bonds, grant sources) used 
for these purchases


Yes


FIN_130 130 Finance Fixed Assets Asset Creation


The system has the ability to provide real-time integration from other system 
modules (e.g., Projects, Grants, Accounts Payable, Procurement, AR, etc.) as well 
from other external applications as necessary. This integration should allow the 
creation of a new asset, the deposition of an asset, the ability to add additional 
costs to an existing asset at any time during the project or grant life cycle, and 
capture public-private and public-public partnership arrangements as fixed assets 


Yes


FIN_131 131 Fixed Assets Asset Creation The system allows a place in service date any time during the fiscal year, 
regardless of the period is open or close including prior Fiscal years. Yes


FIN_132 132 Finance Fixed Assets


Depreciation, 
Retirement, 
Impairment & 
Adjustments


The system has the ability to calculate depreciation based upon the asset profile, 
depreciation method (e.g., straight-line), useful life to include useful life in  partial 
years and process preliminary or final depreciation through on-line/on demand or 
batch processes that charges charge depreciation automatically to cost centers in 
the general ledger. The system should also be able to align depreciation rates with 
statutory rates and in compliance with regulations/MOUs. The system should be 
able to perform a depreciation simulation and have one-step reversals. Yes


FIN_133 133 Finance Fixed Assets


Depreciation, 
Retirement, 
Impairment & 
Adjustments


The system has the ability to define a standard depreciation area in support of 
varying depreciation requirements (e.g., GAAP) and forecast / simulate depreciation 
expense, using various depreciation conventions, by asset types. Yes


FIN_134 134 Finance Fixed Assets


Depreciation, 
Retirement, 
Impairment & 
Adjustments


The system has the ability to use system templates to support asset transfer 
between departments (cost centers) and to track and reconcile assets with 
scannable asset tag number printed from the system based on class. Yes


FIN_135 135 Finance Fixed Assets


Depreciation, 
Retirement, 
Impairment & 
Adjustments


The system has the ability to generate either financial reports or memos to the 
general ledger to reflect the financial impact of asset dispositions and should 
automatically compute the gain/loss associated with a disposal/trade-in. Yes


FIN_136 136 Finance Fixed Assets


Depreciation, 
Retirement, 
Impairment & 
Adjustments


The system has the ability to reinstate and retire assets, including tracking of asset 
disposal.


Yes
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FIN_137 137 Finance Fixed Assets


Depreciation, 
Retirement, 
Impairment & 
Adjustments


The system has the ability to provide automatic posting of general ledger journal 
entries, year-end closing entries for proprietary funds, post asset accounting entries 
with required approvals secured through workflow and post general ledger journal 
entries once fixes asset write-down has been calculated and approval granted. The 
automated posting capabilities for general ledger journal entries should include 
transactions based on a write-down calculation and required approvals. The system 
should be able to provide alert notifications through workflow and incorporate error 
notifications as well.  Yes


FIN_138 138 Finance Fixed Assets


Depreciation, 
Retirement, 
Impairment & 
Adjustments


The system has the ability to track an asset at the location level so that any asset 
ownership transfers are reflected in the General Ledger and the asset location is 
tracked in the Fixed Asset Module. The system should be able to track any asset 
movements by fixed asset, by location and by date with the history of the 
movement of assets retained in the system that can also accommodate gain / loss 
calculations if required. Yes


FIN_139 139 Finance Fixed Assets


Depreciation, 
Retirement, 
Impairment & 
Adjustments


The system has the ability to create a schedule and integrate lease payments 
through Accounts Payable in real-time.


Yes


FIN_140 140 Finance Fixed Assets


Depreciation, 
Retirement, 
Impairment & 
Adjustments


The system has the ability to categorize codes for asset disposition, retire an asset 
containing multiple asset components with individual asset numbers and track 
disposal values. Yes


FIN_141 141 Finance Fixed Assets


Depreciation, 
Retirement, 
Impairment & 
Adjustments


The system has the ability to provide automated identification of assets at end of 
useful lives and ready for retirement including an approval process supported by 
report / query generation capability (e.g., verification of assets ready to be retired) 
that includes a notification on the status of the asset (e.g., pending action). Yes


FIN_142 142 Finance Fixed Assets


Depreciation, 
Retirement, 
Impairment & 
Adjustments


The system has the ability to conduct specific transactions on a large group of 
assets such as recategorization, retirement and to track and retire assets on a 
mass scale by distinguishing assets by asset class. Yes


FIN_143 143 Finance Fixed Assets


Depreciation, 
Retirement, 
Impairment & 
Adjustments


The system has the ability to provide identifiable asset records to match asset to be 
retired and a calculation tool to determine  net book value.


Yes


FIN_144 144 Finance Fixed Assets


Depreciation, 
Retirement, 
Impairment & 
Adjustments


The system has the ability to provide system template forms to standardize manual 
asset retirement requests from business units that do not require access to the 
fixed assets module. Yes


FIN_145 145 Finance Fixed Assets


Depreciation, 
Retirement, 
Impairment & 
Adjustments


The system has the ability to create accounting entries for additions, adjustments, 
impairments and transfers with required approvals and to account for any cash on 
Sale of Disposed/Retired Assets. Yes


FIN_146 146 Finance Fixed Assets


Depreciation, 
Retirement, 
Impairment & 
Adjustments


The system has the ability to provide identifiable asset records to match asset to be 
impaired and calculation tools to assess fair market value of the asset to be 
impaired. Yes


FIN_147 147 Finance Fixed Assets


Depreciation, 
Retirement, 
Impairment & 
Adjustments


The system has the ability to transfer assets from one fund to another (e.g., 
restricted, non-restricted) with cumulative depreciation records to flow to these 
funds. Yes


FIN_148 148 Finance Fixed Assets Period End Close


The system has the ability to produce standard asset management reports (both 
"as reported" and "pro forma") that can be sorted and filtered by one or more 
designated user defined criteria (e.g., Asset Details By Location, Asset Acquisition, 
Asset Net Book Value, Statement of Changes in Net Assets, Balance Sheet, 
Income Statement, actual/planned Project Reports). Yes


FIN_149 149 Finance Fixed Assets Period End Close
The system has the ability to produce fixed asset reports for leased assets that 
include lease holding information, lease expirations, and asset retirements / end of 
service. Yes


FIN_150 150 Finance Fixed Assets Period End Close
The system has the ability to account for fixed assets that are fully depreciated, but 
still need to be shown internally and assets which are not fixed assets (e.g., 
computers, printers, file cabinets) with the same level of detail Yes


FIN_151 151 Finance Fixed Assets Period End Close


The system has the ability to provide standard reporting templates and on-line 
inquiry for the fixed assets sub-ledger that provides life-to-date balances and 
transactions based on project / asset start and end dates. These templates should 
allow users to easily update or add information to meet reporting requirements. The 
system should be able to support this capability in the fixed assets module as well 
as in the project management and accounting module. 


Yes


FIN_152 152 Finance Fixed Assets Period End Close
The system has the ability to allow the designated user to report / query off project 
hierarchy.  The system should be able to support this capability in the fixed assets 
module as well as in the project management and accounting module. Yes


FIN_153 153 Finance Fixed Assets Period End Close


The system has the ability to create and track detail closing activities (internal and 
external to ERP) with task description, task process steps, task requirements, 
supporting task information (e.g.., process definition, accounting policies, 
procedures), task pre-requisites, task begin time, task duration, task end time, task 
owner(s), required task attachments, task completion time / data. The system 
should be able to provide views through configurable dashboards that would 
accommodate the tracking of assets against projects. Yes


FIN_154 154 Finance Fixed Assets Period End Close


The system has the ability to provide analysis and reporting capabilities that 
enables management to proactively monitor and measure fixed assets from 
financial and non-financial perspectives. Designated users should have real time 
access to identify and track Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) throughout fixed 
asset processes. Yes


FIN_155 155 Finance Fixed Assets Period End Close


The system has the ability to close the Fixed Asset subsidiary module to the 
General Ledger module electronically at the user and transaction levels and to 
automatically generate a gain / (loss) transaction based on the changed status of 
any assets. Yes


FIN_156 156 Finance Fixed Assets Period End Close


The system has the ability to support full compliance with GASB 94 fixed assets 
reporting (audit support and financial statement schedules) and roll forward 
balances / perform year-end close while tracking multi-year expenditures and keep 
track of prior year asset expenditures in asset shells until department's submit Yes
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FIN_157 157 Finance Fixed Assets System 
Governance


The system has the ability to maintain fixed asset records that include a description 
of the property, a serial number and/or other identification number, the source of 
funding for the property, who holds title, asset designated users (in addition to 
recording property custodian), the acquisition date, the cost of the property, 
electronic document attachment  (including images) and percentage of Federal 
participation in the project costs for the Federal award under which the property 
was acquired.. Yes


FIN_158 158 Finance Fixed Assets System 
Governance


The system has the ability to record an audit trail of all changes made to asset 
records, recording designated user ID and date. Yes


FIN_159 159 Finance Fixed Assets System 
Governance


The system has the ability to perform online entry and maintenance of fixed asset 
records.  Changes should be properly accounted for in the Asset Management 
module and the GL. Yes


FIN_160 160 Finance Fixed Assets System 
Governance


The system has the ability to allow the designated user to assign an active/inactive 
status to an activity. Yes


FIN_161 161 Finance Fixed Assets System 
Governance


The system has the ability to link fixed assets to a project with the dynamic tables in 
the background and to ensure that status changes and closing of the Project so 
accommodated that all fixed asset costs are booked, Yes


FIN_162 162 Finance Fixed Assets Reporting
The system has the ability to generate and publish as-of-date reports (e.g., Fixed 
Assets Register, Depreciation, Additions, Disposals, Sales, Changes etc.) at any 
given time, and export these reports as an Excel spreadsheet. Yes


FIN_163 163 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Initiating


The system is able to create standardized, automated project proposals with 
corresponding data, content and business rules that can be approved converted 
into active projects through auditable workflow processes throughout the project 
management / lifecycle. Yes


FIN_164 164 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Initiating


The system is able to create and manage project proposals across fiscal years 
supporting a variety of project types such as capital, operating and work-orders 
(non-capital expenditures). Yes


FIN_165 165 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Initiating


create project proposals that can be assign multiple projects to a grant and multiple 
grants to a project


Yes


FIN_166 166 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Initiating


The system is able to forecast annual capital and operating costs (budget) for a 
project that includes project forecasts created along fiscal year or other than fiscal 
year basis 


Yes


FIN_167 167 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Initiating


The system is able to create monthly but not less than fiscal year budgets for a 
project.


Yes


FIN_168 168 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Initiating


The system is able to create custom project checklists.


Yes


FIN_169 169 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Initiating


The system is able to assign multiple projects to a grant and multiple grants to a 
project. The system has the ability to  post multi-level budget targets and long range 
(20 year) financial plans in the relevant sections of the system. Yes


FIN_170 170 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Initiating


The system is able to post multi-level budget targets and long range  financial plans 
in the relevant sections of the system


Yes


FIN_171 171 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Initiating


The system is able to identify multiple funds, funding sources, expenditure types, 
and fixed assets for each project. The system is able to produce detail cost 
tracking. Yes


FIN_172 172 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Initiating


The system is able to  identify key project dates (e.g., start, Notice to Proceed, 
milestones, go-live,  substantial completion).


FIN_173 173 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Initiating


The system is able to create and maintain activity codes and generate a pre-
defined project activity list to better track depreciation and costs per department


Yes


FIN_174 174 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Initiating


The system is able to rank and provide portfolio project prioritization for projects, 
programs and proposals on one or more sets of user-defined criteria for selection 
criteria. Yes


FIN_175 175 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Initiating


The system is able to rank and provide portfolio project prioritization for projects, 
programs and proposals on one or more sets of criteria for program or portfolio 
optimization on demand throughout the year. Yes


FIN_176 176 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Initiating


The system is able to provide analysis and prioritization activities that includes user-
defined drivers, prioritization of drivers, and analyzation by drivers.


Yes


FIN_177 177 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Initiating


The system has the ability to choose some or all of the portfolio projects to be 
analyzed by budget constraints (e.g. by current fiscal year, five-year CIP, funding 
resource). Yes


FIN_178 178 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Initiating


The system is able to define dependencies among projects and programs, for 
example, project X may only be selected if project Y is selected.


Yes


FIN_179 179 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Initiating


The system is able to create what-if scenario planning and analysis to support 
decision making.


Yes


FIN_180 180 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Initiating


The system is able to manage resource planning.


Yes


FIN_181 181 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Initiating


The system is able to include ad hoc on-demand queries along with reporting and 
dashboards as part of this prioritization capability


Yes


FIN_182 182 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Initiating


support project risk assessment and risk mitigation planning, including the 
quantification of project risk


Yes


FIN_183 183 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Initiating


The system is able to group projects into programs and to have projects associated 
with multiple programs.


Yes


FIN_184 184 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Initiating


The system is able to group projects into portfolio.


Yes


FIN_185 185 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Initiating


The system is able to adjust project processes based on the size and/or type of the 
project (e.g., total project amount, project length).


No


FIN_186 186 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Initiating


The system is able to accommodate the project budget being an amendment to the 
organization budget with proper approval and documented project approval steps.


Yes
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FIN_187 187 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Planning


The system is able to support the development of a project management plan that 
includes: a scope management plan, a project team / resource management plan, a 
schedule management plan that includes creation of a work breakdown structure 
(WBS), a budget / financial management plan that references the detailed schedule 
and milestone payment plan, a communications management plan, a risk 
management plan, a procurement plan, a document control plan, a quality 
management plan that includes establishment of  system components and 
integration test plan, system metrics and metric checklists, and an operations 
maintenance plan. No


FIN_188 188 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Planning


The system is able to establish project communications processes (included in the 
communications plan in the project management plan) that would include the 
stakeholder register (established in Initiating), project kick


‐


off and documentation 
and auditable workflow for stakeholder acceptance for the project charter and roles 
and responsibilities. No


FIN_189 189 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Planning


The system is able to execute procurement through Notice to Proceed, create 
requisitions for capital items that will automatically be created in the financial 
module, manage contract performance and capture contract number, contracting 
entity, bid results, awards details, contract bid terms, retainage by contractor, start / 
end dates, and associated account numbers (e.g., general ledger, banks, and sync 
with all modules accordingly.) No


FIN_190 190 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Execution


The system is able to integrate project execution through project work, work 
performance reporting, status reporting, management reporting, scheduling and 
documenting of project meetings. No


FIN_191 191 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Execution


The system is able to integrate project execution through creation, review, and 
finalization of a transition / migration plan and support and maintenance plan.


No


FIN_192 192 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Execution


The system is able to track the status of each project (e.g., proposed, open, closed, 
postponed, or in closing) and manage CIP, grant funded CIP, bond funded CIP, 
and non-CIP projects including milestones, payment milestones, schedules, risks, 
resources, action issues and items logs, test failure reports,  and their financial 
schedules. Yes


FIN_193 193 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Execution


The system is able to create and maintain an organizational hierarchy within the 
PPM tool or through integration to external directories.


No


FIN_194 194 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Execution


The system is able to track and manage project dependencies to other projects and 
programs.


Yes


FIN_195 195 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Execution


The system is able to project scheduling to include cost load / Estimates At 
Completion, actual costs, remaining costs, encumbrances, fiscal month, fiscal 
quarter, fiscal year, % complete, start, finish, actual start, actual finish, 
predecessors, successors  critical path, Gantt charts, PERT charts, manual or auto 
scheduling, Yes


FIN_196 196 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Execution


The system is able to project scheduling to include integration of Orange County  
resource pool by name, title, department, hourly cost, and credentials


Yes


FIN_197 197 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Execution


The system is able to project costing to define and modify project cost estimates 
and update cost data via manual input or integration


Yes


FIN_198 198 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Execution


The system is able to leverage user-configured project checklists, capture and track 
previous task orders, capture unspent budget dollars from the previous fiscal year 
and automatically roll over to the next fiscal year Yes


FIN_199 199 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Execution


The system is able to provide stage gate approvals to transition to the next fiscal 
year.


Yes


FIN_200 200 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Execution


The system is able to provide historical data for projects and programs from 
inception date


Yes


FIN_201 201 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Execution


The system is able to capture multiple change orders, grants and funds transfers 
within a project, make adjustments to reimbursement payments, and to support 
adjustments to reimbursement payments due to organizational change and change 
in the grants reimbursements process leveraged by budget adjustment templates.


Yes


FIN_202 202 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Execution


The system is able to facilitate their use of external vendors by allowing external 
users to provide data including task and status updates to schedule, risks, action 
items and issues list No


FIN_203 203 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Execution


The system is able to track and maintain project budget and actual data in real time 
at the project and general ledger levels, record obligations or federal funds as a 
result of awards, track "hard costs," support budget adjustments, estimate 
replacement cycle costs and track committed funds for the project (both actual 
expenditures and future commitments). Yes


FIN_204 204 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Execution


The system is able to calculate and allocate overhead costs evenly or pre-defined 
user criteria and automatically calculate a pre-determined overhead rate/burden for 
capital invoices. No


FIN_205 205 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Execution


The system is able to automatically track status throughout the development life 
cycle, maintain project and grant budget and actual data at the project and general 
ledger levels and support automated reporting of project status to responsible 
official(s), department heads, and staff, and view and drill down into project budget 
historical data. Yes


FIN_206 206 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Execution


The system is able to provide flexible methods for reporting status back to the 
project manager to make it efficient for people to update the system without having 
to directly access the system, e.g. Outlook task, email, web. No


FIN_207 207 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Execution


support project resource management through task assignments and the inclusion 
of project management training in Authority learning processes.


No


FIN_208 208 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Execution


The system is able to provide user configurable notifications in workflow that  
notifies the user(s) that are responsible for the next action. 


Yes


FIN_209 209 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Execution


The system is able to administer the change management process, capture multiple 
change requests that include the requestor, description, need by date, criticality of 
change, change impact, whether and how it impacts scope, schedule, budget, 
grants and funds transfers for a project, funds identified for those contracts where it 
is not anticipated, value of the contract will be expended, adjustments made to 
reimbursement payments based on input from external vendors (e.g., other), and 
adjustments made to reimbursement payments due to organizational change and 
change in the projects reimbursements process. 


Yes
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FIN_210 210 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Execution


The system is able to provide workflow with an audit trail for the review, approval, 
and procurement and financial execution of the change request and provides 
auditable workflow for approval of changes and fund transfers  Yes


FIN_211 211 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Execution


The system is able to support project quality management through the revision and 
updating of project design documents, the development of acceptance test 
procedures and the tracking of test failures. No


FIN_212 212 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management


Project Monitoring 
& Controlling


The system is able to provide portfolio balancing, project and program benefit 
maps, prioritization/ranking and optimizing the portfolio as needed throughout the 
year, what-if analysis with associated reports and dashboards.  The system has the 
ability to accommodate project prioritization and balancing against available funds 
and resources (looking forward 5 years) as part of the annual budgeting process.


No


FIN_213 213 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management


Project Monitoring 
& Controlling


The system is able to rack the project scope to maintain and update the project 
management plan, verify deliverables, update the Requirements Traceability Matrix, 
monitor and update the project schedule, baseline and multiple baselines (with 
historical tracking) to re-baseline the project schedule if needed, maintain an 
original plan and multiple versions as project progresses


No


FIN_214 214 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management


Project Monitoring 
& Controlling


The system is able to provide high-level project tracking where detailed tracking is 
not required


Yes


FIN_215 215 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management


Project Monitoring 
& Controlling


The system is able to track project progress payments and budget reconciliations 
including reconciliations with all system modules.


Yes


FIN_216 216 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management


Project Monitoring 
& Controlling


The system is able to monitor project quality, document inspections and testing 
results, resolve test failures and manage punch lists.


No


FIN_217 217 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management


Project Monitoring 
& Controlling


The system is able to maintain and update an actions / issues log, risk registry, and 
documentation for project team meetings and steering committee meetings and 
produce regular status reports. No


FIN_218 218 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management


Project Monitoring 
& Controlling


The system is able to track project related contract transactions, contract 
modifications and contract change orders.


Yes


FIN_219 219 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management


Project Monitoring 
& Controlling


The system has the ability for users to interact with others working on projects using 
a "social" user interface. This may support alerting team members to information or 
events that may interest them. Yes


FIN_220 220 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Closing


The system is able to automate the project closeout checklist and store closeout 
data within the system; ability to  provide access to users to view and edit the 
closeout checklists during the closeout process. Yes


FIN_221 221 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Closing


The system has the ability to close project purchase orders and project codes, 
validate deliverables against contract requirements and acceptance criteria, and 
produce and include project expenditures comparative reports at project closeout.


Yes


FIN_222 222 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Closing


The system is able to process final project invoices, close projects and contracts in 
all system modules, document lessons learned and secure contract closing 
authorization documents. Yes


FIN_223 223 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Closing


The system is able to record lessons learned and support historical database to 
allow the project and portfolio continuous improvement for future projects


No


FIN_224 224 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Closing


The system is able to rack the project closeout process and document the activities 
and approvals with a dynamic workflow system. 


Yes


FIN_225 225 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Closing


The system is able to generate Project Manager notifications when project is 
undergoing closeout and provide users a historical overview of the project in 
closeout. No


FIN_226 226 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Project Closing


The system is able to generate, print, attach and forward compliance reporting 
templates and provide access to detailed report information through on screen 
report interactive drill-down from within reports. No


FIN_227 227 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Reporting 


The system is able to provide out-of-the box and custom reports and dynamic user 
configurable dashboards and score-carding for projects, programs and portfolios. 
The system has the ability to accommodate on-demand creation of dashboard 
reports for project, program and portfolio health checks and provide what-if and 
trend analysis across all features and functions. No


FIN_228 228 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Reporting 


The system is able to produce ad hoc queries and reporting capability on-demand 
to include a view multi-year targets and a long range  financial plan derived from 
the strategic plan and provide a “roll up view” for annual reporting purposes.


No


FIN_229 229 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Reporting 


The system is able to report on grant activity by GL accounts and generate the 
project compliance report, secondary proposal report and the project manager plan. 


No


FIN_230 230 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Reporting 


The system is able to provide calculated Percentage of Completion (PoC) and 
support reporting of equipment charges (organization owned or rented).


Yes


FIN_231 231 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Reporting 


The system is able to track and report on projects completed or expected to be 
completed in the next year by user defined periods (e.g. monthly, quarterly, yearly). 
Ability to  accommodate the viewing of projects by award or award by projects. 


Yes


FIN_232 232 Finance Grants Management Reporting The system is able to track and generate project reimbursements during the fiscal 
year to support the Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards (SEFA) Yes


FIN_233 233 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Reporting 


The system is able to produce and include project expenditures comparative 
reports at project closeout.


Yes


FIN_234 234 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management Reporting


The system is able to track project related key performance indicators (KPIs) and 
metrics such as Earned Value Analysis (EVA) to facilitate the tracking of project 
progress. No


FIN_235 235 Finance Projects and Portfolio 
Management


Data Migration and 
Linking


The system is able to provide for the migration of all project data that resides in 
current systems including financial information / transactions and to link Authority 
SharePoint associated documentation to the system.  Yes


FIN_236 236 Finance Project Management 
and Accounting


Project Creation & 
Approval


The system is able to capture contract number, contracting entity, bid results, 
awards details, start / end dates, associated account numbers (e.g., general ledger, 
banks) and to create projects across fiscal years supporting a variety of project 
types such as capital, work-orders (non-capital expenditures) that are approved 
through workflow processes.  Yes
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FIN_237 237 Finance Project Management 
and Accounting


Project Creation & 
Approval


The system is able to identify key project dates (e.g., start, milestones), generate a 
pre-defined project activity list to better track depreciation and costs per 
department, assign resources (e.g., vendors, personnel, equipment, activities), 
assign responsible officials, create and maintain activity codes for tracking, identify 
and link multiple funds, funding sources, expenditure types and fixed assets for 
each project, and link multiple projects. Ability to  monitor progress by time and 
budget, as well as make the necessary changes in Project Master Data.


Yes


FIN_238 238 Finance Project Management 
and Accounting


Project Creation & 
Approval


The system is able to create a budget or support linking of a budget from the 
budget management functionality for a project, track the budget vs. actuals from the 
inception date, create a project forecast along fiscal year or other than fiscal year 
basis, create budgets for a project (e.g., monthly, fiscal year, calendar year, custom 
period), create custom project checklists, and support assignment of multiple 
projects to a grant and multiple grants to a project. Yes


FIN_239 239 Finance Project Management 
and Accounting


Project Creation & 
Approval


The system has the ability for seamless real-time integration to other systems / 
applications (e.g., inventory systems, financial asset management systems, time 
management, timesheets, task management, resource scheduling systems) and to 
other external Orange County systems Yes


FIN_240 240 Finance Project Management 
and Accounting


Execute, Control 
and Monitor Project


The system is able to track contractors (through procurement), capital labor costs in 
real time and provide a “roll up view” for annual reporting purposes, and track 
committed funds for the project (both expenditures and future commitments). 
Include the creation of phases for a project and tracking the project through the 
phases during its life cycle. Yes


FIN_241 241 Finance Project Management 
and Accounting


Execute, Control 
and Monitor Project


The system is able to calculate and allocate overhead costs evenly or from pre-
defined user criteria, automatically calculate a pre-determined overhead rate / 
burden for capital invoices, and manage CIP, grant funded CIP, bond funded CIP, 
and non-CIP projects including milestones, PS, schedules and their financial 
schedules.  Yes


FIN_242 242 Finance Project Management 
and Accounting


Execute, Control 
and Monitor Project


The system is able to capture multiple change orders, grants and funds transfers 
within a project, make adjustments to reimbursement payments, and to support 
adjustments to reimbursement payments due to organizational change and change 
in the grants reimbursements process leveraged by budget adjustment templates.


Yes


FIN_243 243 Finance Project Management 
and Accounting


Execute, Control 
and Monitor Project


The system is able to capture and track previous task orders, capture unspent 
budget dollars from the previous fiscal year and transition to the next fiscal year.


Yes


FIN_244 244 Finance Project Management 
and Accounting


Execute, Control 
and Monitor Project


The system is able to track and maintain project and grant budget and actual data 
at the project and general ledger levels and record obligations or federal funds as a 
result of awards. The system is able to provide cash flows for current and future 
years. Yes


FIN_245 245 Finance Project Management 
and Accounting


Execute, Control 
and Monitor Project


The system is able to ensure status change of the Project after all costs are 
booked.


Yes


FIN_246 246 Finance Project Management 
and Accounting


Manage Project 
Billing and 
Revenue


The system is able to generate invoices based on calendar, milestone or material / 
labor rates and generate grant reimbursements during the fiscal year in order to 
prepare the Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards (SEFA)


Yes


FIN_247 247 Finance Project Management 
and Accounting


Period End Close, 
Reporting and 
Analytics


The system has the ability to  exclude / include invoice detail data elements, 
allowable charges and overhead for specific or all invoices. 


Yes


FIN_248 248 Finance Project Management 
and Accounting


Period End Close, 
Reporting and 
Analytics


The system is able to establish and manage retainage on project invoices through a 
workflow process, calculate the remaining retainage balance and apply it to the last 
payment on the task order, and review unbilled project expenditures.


Yes


FIN_249 249 Finance Project Management 
and Accounting


Period End Close, 
Reporting and 
Analytics


System has the ability to automate project billing and revenue forecast to integrate 
with the project system draw down process. 


Yes


FIN_250 250 Finance Project Management 
and Accounting


Capitalize and 
Close Project


The system is able to track and generate a report that details outstanding invoices 
due based on user-defined criteria (e.g., pre-defined time period, project, 
contractors, partners) to support reimbursements due. Yes


FIN_251 251 Finance Project Management 
and Accounting


Manage Project 
Billing and 
Revenue


The system is able to report on grant activity by general ledger account(s), review 
unbilled project expenditures, including intercompany billings, and report on 
projects by award or award by projects. The system should include user-defined 
views and ad hoc reporting. Yes


FIN_252 252 Finance Project Management 
and Accounting


Manage Project 
Billing and 
Revenue


The system is able to support user-defined project analytics, including a Earned 
Value Analysis (EVA), forecasts and scenario analysis. 


Yes


FIN_253 253 Finance Project Management 
and Accounting


Period End Close, 
Reporting and 
Analytics


The system is able to allow the designated user to report / query off project 
hierarchy


Yes


FIN_254 254 Finance Project Management 
and Accounting


Period End Close, 
Reporting and 
Analytics


The system is able to close project purchase orders and project codes, validate 
deliverables against contract requirements and acceptance criteria, and produce 
and include project expenditures comparative reports at project closeout.


Yes


FIN_255 255 Finance Project Management 
and Accounting


Period End Close, 
Reporting and 
Analytics


The system is able to record and track all capitalized costs and create assets 
before and during project completion through real-time integration with the Fixed 
Assets module. Ability to  project capital plan prioritizations (e.g., spending 
scenarios), and formulate financial constraints. Yes


FIN_256 256 Finance Project Management 
and Accounting


Capitalize and 
Close Project


The system is able to track the project closeout process and document the activities 
and approvals with a dynamic workflow system. Yes


FIN_257 257 Finance Project Management 
and Accounting


Capitalize and 
Close Project


The system is able to record and track OPEX and budget actuals for projects. 
Yes


FIN_258 258 Finance Grants Management Grant Applications


The system has the ability to identify available grant funding, support the 
preparation of grant applications and track grant application proposal status per 
funding source. The system should be able to set-up a pre-award budget and 
provide Project Manager input through workflow. The system has the ability to 
provide a grant award notification to a pre-defined group of users (e.g., grant 
accountant, grant initiator) and integrate with third parties to include other. Yes


FIN_259 259 Finance Grants Management Award Set up


The system has the ability to set up the grant by establishing the grantor, creating 
the award template, creating a robust account structure to support Award / Project / 
Activity information with greater detail that what will be provided to the general 
ledger, entering the award details and allowing the allocation of cost share 
percentages, which can be a fixed amount or a percentage . The system should be 
able to categorize grants according to the award of the grant (single year or 
multiyear) and set-up pass through grants. Yes
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FIN_260 260 Finance Grants Management Award Set up
The system has the ability to set up pass through grants. The system should be 
able to track all grant expenses that are 100% local share, but that are a part of the 
total grant award. Yes


FIN_261 261 Finance Grants Management Award Set up
The system has the ability for the automated calculation and subsequent 
processing of facilities and administration (F&A) overhead charges for awards / 
projects. The system has the ability to process indirect costs. Yes


FIN_262 262 Finance Grants Management Award Set up


The system has the ability to design a grants-specific accounting distribution that is 
captured in a standard way throughout all transaction entry pages (e.g.,  purchase 
order entry, journal entry, supplier invoice entry) that is based on a fixed dollar 
amount or a percentage configured using business rules. Yes


FIN_263 263 Finance Grants Management Award Set up
The system has the ability for salary and effort allocations to sponsored projects as 
well as to operational departments entered by defined users and allows for 
appropriate approval process flows to activate those allocations Yes


FIN_264 264 Finance Grants Management Award 
Management


The system has the ability to review and post all Subledger transactions, review 
transactions, projects and grant coding when reviewing expenditures and posting to 
the general ledger (including when corrections need to be made) and take 
corrective actions within the source system. Yes


FIN_265 265 Finance Grants Management Award 
Management


The system has the ability to attach supporting documentation or a link to each 
award and provide access for each user for visibility to the documentation. Yes


FIN_266 266 Finance Grants Management Award 
Management


The system has the ability to support an annual or multi-year funding allocation 
process that allows for both expenditures and budgets to carry-over from a prior 
budget period. Yes


FIN_267 267 Finance Grants Management Award 
Management


The system has the ability to add new contract lines to a contract, update the 
contract amount on a contract, make administrative changes to a contract, 
automatically process amendments, and allow movement of resources between 
grants, activities, or budgets. Yes


FIN_268 268 Grants Management Award 
Management


The system has the ability to track and differentiate between purchased assets and 
leased assets and track the funding sources (e.g., bonds, grants, other 
sources)used for these purchases. No


FIN_269 269 Finance Grants Management Integration


The system has the ability to integrate in real-time with the other relevant 
application modules (e.g., Procurement, Accounts Payable, General Ledger, Fixed 
Assets, Projects, Expense Management, Contracts, Billing, Accounts Receivable, 
Time Entry, Payroll, HR, Non-Employee management systems). The system should 
be able to process changes to obligations / encumbrances  (e.g., purchase orders 
balances related to grants), and utilize workflow to obtain approval of grant funded 
transactions and federal clauses. Yes


FIN_270 270 Finance Grants Management Manage Billing and 
Revenue


The system has the ability to integrate grant billing approvals and request for 
reimbursements with the functionality in the procurement department, including the 
ability to track billing and costs by grant funding source and by codes that are 
specific to each grant agency. The system is able to separate specific costs in 
project billing to distribute across multiple grants and identify unallowable costs. Yes


FIN_271 271 Finance Grants Management Manage Billing and 
Revenue


The system has the ability to generate invoices for grant sponsors leveraging 
sponsor templates and to product a Letter of Credit draw that can also store 
previously billed amounts. Yes


FIN_272 272 Finance Grants Management Manage Billing and 
Revenue


The system has the ability for the automated calculation and subsequent 
processing of facilities and administration (F&A) overhead charges for Awards / 
Projects so that  F&A rates and rate basis can be accessed by award with effective 
dates and with all historical changes available online. The system should be able to 
automate grant receipts to open receivables related to grants at the moment that 
transactions are imported. Yes


FIN_273 273 Finance Grants Management Manage Billing and 
Revenue


The system has the ability to manage all grant billings through the system that can 
be approved through a configurable workflow process and generate postings for 
the general ledger. Yes


FIN_274 274 Finance Grants Management Reporting


The system has the ability to provide a full range of user-define grant reports to 
include a Grants Summary Report (Budget, Commitments, Spend), Revenue and 
Expense Report for each grant / award, Milestone Report, Grant Receivable Aging 
Report, Detailed Grant Trial Balance Report, and Obligations and Unliquidated 
Obligations Report. These reporting capabilities should align with grant 
requirements set by the grantor (e.g., other, FFR, other entities). Yes


FIN_275 275 Finance Grants Management Reporting
The system has the ability to integrate in real-time with other source systems (e.g., 
Accounts Payable, Payroll/HR, Pre-Award System) to support standard and ad-hoc 
reporting needs. Yes


FIN_276 276 Finance Grants Management Reporting
The system has the ability to set up tolerances to identify expenditures that 
experience an overrun or underrun. The system is able to provide access to 
external auditors to review underrun and overrun amounts. Yes


FIN_277 277 Finance Grants Management Reporting The system has the ability for users to create custom queries, reconciliation reports, 
and exception reports. Yes


FIN_278 278 Finance Grants Management Grant Close Out
The system has the ability to develop an Award Closeout Checklist that can be 
partially automated and provide an efficient close out of an Award / Project / Activity 
by role and/or user. Yes


SC_001 1 Supply Chain Procurement 
Procurement 
Strategy


The system has the ability to define the organization, management, communication, and 
reporting structure (e.g. strategy, cadence), delineate organizational structure, reporting 
lines, inter-dependencies & relationships and help define role authority and accountability. Yes


SC 002 2 Supply Chain Procurement 
Procurement 
Strategy


The system has the ability to define the approach on identifying and outlining the types of 
competencies, skills and capabilities of resources (people and digital) required to support 
procurement. The system should be able to define the responsibilities and performance 
parameters of each role profile across the procurement organization. No


SC_003 3 Supply Chain Procurement 
Procurement 
Strategy


The system has the ability to identify the key risk areas and compliance requirements by 
assessing the risk environment and impacts (e.g., waste, abuse, fraud). The system should 
be able to prioritize and categorize risk and be able to support the development of mitigation 
strategies. No


SC 004 4 Supply Chain Procurement 
Procurement 
Strategy


The system has the ability to establish a supplier through a mandatory process as defined by 
the County to ensure the supplier meets certain criteria, which may include but not limited to, 
regulatory, quality, manufacturing, risk, financial, legal and audit requirements. This process 
should be performed prior to proceeding with supplier relationship development and should 
support those suppliers that may be certified as a result of market exploration activity and/or 
potential production innovation opportunities (may not be flagged in the system as an 
approved supplier until later stage). The system should be able to consider supplier risk 
assessment / risk mitigation planning, which either of these activities may trigger the 
certification process  order for the Authority to complete their own due diligence / further 
investigation. Additionally, the system should be able to support the collaboration and 
sharing of documentation between the key stakeholder(s) and Procurement and support 
automated approval workflows. Yes
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SC_005 5 Supply Chain Procurement 
Procurement 
Strategy


The system has the ability to confirm the request for a new supplier that is queued, set up a 
master data record and complete a new supplier request form/application that aligns with 
master data field. The system is able to complete any applicable on-boarding activities (as 
required). The supplier master data record captures all of the pre-defined attributes once and 
may be used across multiple systems within the business. The system is able to support the 
collaboration and sharing of documentation between key stakeholder(s) and Procurement. Yes


SC 006 6 Supply Chain Procurement 
Procurement 
Strategy


The system is able to define and measure the supplier performance criteria on a perpetual 
basis for the segmentation / tiering levels as defined by the County, and produce a scorecard 
that is agreed between all parties (e.g., key stakeholders, supplier, procurement staff) which 
includes, for example, service level agreements, tracking costs, targets, contractual 
requirements, and sustainability (long term decisions). The system should be able to set the 
frequency a supplier is monitored, which also depends on their tiering or volumes (e.g., Tier 
1 suppliers / high volume suppliers are typically monitored on a more regular basis). No


SC 007 7 Supply Chain Procurement 
Procurement 
Strategy


The system has the ability to house multiple attributes for a single vendor in the vendor 
master, support mass uploads, support customized fields, support parent/child relationships, 
flag vendors for certain workflows, support multiple destinations per vendor, support 
duplicate supplier checking, and support audit capabilities.  The system should also provide 
an approval workflow for new vendor adds and the ability to interface with 3rd party vendor 
verification databases. Yes


SC_008 8 Supply Chain Procurement 
Strategic Category 
Management


The system has the ability to create requisitions for products, services and capital 
items, support punch-out with multiple vendors, default requisitioned information 
when end users complete a requisition, create requisitions in all payment item 
options, support multiple types of requisitions including non-purchase order 
requisitions (e.g., inventory issues, requests for internal services) and support the 
flow of requisitions into sourcing events (e.g., RFP, RFI, RFQ). Yes


SC 009 9 Supply Chain Procurement 
Strategic Category 
Management


The system has the ability to build / designate different requisition and purchase 
order types based on business decisions and system based pricing thresholds. Yes


SC_010 10 Supply Chain Procurement 
Strategic Category 
Management


The system has the ability to create requisition templates and multiple favorites 
(e.g., shopping cart) lists and enter orders from these templates, display item 
attributes on the order page (e.g., manufacturer name, vendor catalog #, 
manufacturer catalog #, UOM) and display images to users during the requisition 
process, configure which data fields are viewed on the order page and identify and 
show product substitutes and product/pricing comparisons on one screen. Yes


SC 011 11 Supply Chain Procurement 
Strategic Category 
Management


The system has user-defined assignment of default values (e.g., accounting data, 
ship to/deliver to), capture notes and comments on requisitions (by requisition 
header and by line) that transmit to the purchase order. Yes


SC_012 12 Supply Chain Procurement 
Strategic Category 
Management


The system has the ability to attach multiple quotes, approval documentation, sole 
source documentation, etc. to a requisition. Ability for attachment to flow to PO for 
buyer viewing, both universal and specific to a screen. Yes


SC_013 13 Supply Chain Procurement 
Strategic Category 
Management


The system has the ability to support entry of credits on the requisition form to 
support processes related to capital contract management, allow unidentified 
receipts to be processed against a purchase order to add credit amount back to the 
PO at header and/or line level (e.g., blanket PO allowing funds to be reused) and 
allow Accounts Payable to apply vendor credit back to the Purchase order, which 
will update the vendor contract and the department’s budget. The system is able to 
add requisition lines to an existing PO, and be able to reference the PO number. Yes


SC_014 14 Supply Chain Procurement 
Supplier Relationship 
Management


The system has the ability to build custom required fields needed to complete a 
requisition with notifications to end users if they don't fill out, pull in last price paid 
for requisitioning, flag a requisition as a priority with corresponding facilitating 
workflow (e.g., not auto-routed, go to top of buyer's queue) and escalate a 
requisition approval to someone else of equal or higher level within a financial 
hierarchy. The system should be able to reference Asset Shells, Asset CIP Shells in 
PO/ PR. Yes


SC_015 15 Supply Chain Procurement 
Supplier Relationship 
Management


The system has the ability to identify / designate general ledger account per 
requisition line with split accounting options and leverage user-accessible drop 
down boxes or frequently used lists to support these assignments. Yes


SC 016 16 Supply Chain Procurement 
Supplier Relationship 
Management


The system has the ability to allow users to requisition on behalf of others (with 
proper security clearance, or delegated clearance) and cancel requisitions or 
individual requisition lines. Yes


SC_017 17 Supply Chain Procurement 
Supplier Relationship 
Management


The system has the ability to upload lines into requisition from non-system source 
(e.g., Excel). Yes


SC 018 18 Supply Chain Procurement 
Supplier Relationship 
Management


The system has the ability to have an approval workflow for requisitions (e.g., 
escalation, delegation) that provides budget info to approvers, provide guided 
buying workflows as defined by certain requirements based on initial item selection 
and notifications, create/have customized workflow paths for certain requisition 
types based on business decision at both header and line level (e.g., purchase 
type, requester delivery location, dollar threshold) and support the attachment of 
external documents and include notes.  Yes


SC 019 19 Supply Chain Procurement 
Supplier Relationship 
Management


The system has the ability for the requisition to dynamically re-evaluate the required 
approval flow based on changes made to a purchase order during the approval 
process (based on status per business needs), and provide different approval 
workflows by line item where there are multiple items on a PO. Yes


SC 020 20 Supply Chain Procurement Requisitioning


The system has the ability to create a purchase order (PO), change a PO, edit a 
PO, add a line, flag POs as priority, cancel POs, build customized POs, restore 
canceled POs, create a PO to be paid and automate the creation of purchase 
orders/ purchase agreements. The system should establish appropriate 
encumbrances and sync up those encumbrances for modified or canceled POs. Yes


SC_021 21 Supply Chain Procurement Requisitioning


The system has the ability to create different types of POs to include standard, 
service, blanket, bill-only, repair, bill and replace, capital, and scheduled POs. 
Ability to have service POs and/or blanket POs. The system should be able to allow 
the referencing of another PR/PO, allow users to edit the data before it moves 
through approval workflow, accommodate an automated approval for service PO 
funds and show remaining service PO funds with notifications for low funds. Yes


SC 022 22 Supply Chain Procurement Requisitioning
The system has the ability to note a product is back-ordered, notify buyers/end user 
requestors and automate back order substitutions from a PO acknowledgement. Yes


SC_023 23 Supply Chain Procurement Requisitioning


The system has the ability to limit the creation of a PO by the end user for line items 
that have exceeded the approved budget and to configure alerts if a purchase 
order is not automatically generated after the requisition has been submitted (e.g. 
insufficient funding). Yes
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SC_024 24 Supply Chain Procurement Requisitioning
The system has the ability to attach documents or URLs to PO at header or to 
specific line, from the requisition attachments or manually. Yes


SC_025 25 Supply Chain Procurement Requisitioning


The system has the ability to carry forward open items on the purchase order from 
one fiscal year to another, automate the fiscal year end PO roll over process and 
include a quality assurance process to ensure PO encumbrance roll over is 
successful. Yes


SC 026 26 Supply Chain Procurement Requisitioning


The system has the ability to allow users to request administrative changes to 
purchase orders using a requisition, and for authorized personnel to modify POs 
after they have been released. The system should be able to connect to the 
supplier (portal) and record and track the changes in the supplier record. Yes


SC_027 27 Supply Chain Procurement Requisitioning


The system has the ability to record and approve partial or full receipts of goods or 
services via a workflow function and notification system, process a product return to 
vendor and update the PO and provide an audit of receiving data by user ID, date 
and timestamp.. Yes


SC_028 28 Supply Chain Procurement Requisitioning


The system has the ability to track fuel receipts/ consumption in gallons of fuel 
based on PO committed amounts that get priced at daily fuel prices and still support 
three-way matching for payment. No


SC 029 29 Supply Chain Procurement Requisitioning


The system has the ability to send match exception notifications to designated 
users and the ability for those users to document and view exception comments on 
a shared page / document. Yes


SC_030 30 Supply Chain Procurement Requisitioning


The system has the ability to receive advanced shipping notices (ASNs), 
communicate this information to users and provide an auto-notification when a 
receipt hasn’t occurred (e.g., XX days after PO date). The system should be able to 
leverage a supplier HUB (portal) for these ASNs. Yes


SC 031 31 Supply Chain Procurement Requisitioning


The system has the ability to support vendor-initiated portal sign up, provide a 
process for vendors to upload required forms (e.g., W-9), search of duplicate 
entries throughout vendor records, store multiple addresses and payment methods 
for each vendor, store vendor banking information for EFT transactions. The 
system should support automatic initiation of approval workflow from vendor 
creation and provide an authentication process before hitting workflow. Yes


SC 032 32 Supply Chain Procurement Purchasing


The system has the ability for vendors to submit bid responses, receive and view 
POs, submit and view electronic invoices, view payment status, add edit/upload 
catalog items in supplier portal, register for events and view the current and 
historical status of POs, receipts, advance shipping notices (ASNs), and invoices. Yes


SC_033 33 Supply Chain Procurement Purchasing


The system has the ability to support optional assignment of general ledger 
accounts and vendor classifications to vendors at profile initiation and after initiation 
when these vendors provide goods / services that could be aligned in this manner. Yes


SC 034 34 Supply Chain Procurement Purchasing
The system has the ability to send PO changes to the vendor without resending the 
entire PO and to accept PO acknowledgments. Yes


SC_035 35 Supply Chain Procurement Purchasing


The system has the ability to support a vendor frequently asked questions portal 
resource and accept and automatically route vendor inquiries based on inquiry type 
(e.g., PO, receipt, invoice, payment). Yes


SC_036 36 Supply Chain Procurement Purchasing


The system has the ability to create supplier performance scorecards for each 
category (e.g., basic, strategic) that will track vendor performance and provide 
system notifications to Orange County  staff with low performance markings. Yes


SC_037 37 Supply Chain Procurement Purchasing


The system has the ability to support e-sourcing RFX processes (reference 
Request for Proposal (RFP), Request for Information (RFI), Request for Quote 
(RFQ), and Request for Bid (RFB)), provide system user-configurable templates, 
post bids, perform Q&A, summarize responses and award vendors through a 
supplier portal. Yes


SC 038 38 Supply Chain Procurement Purchasing


The system has the ability for vendors to respond to RFX activities with dynamic 
pricing, add / upload attachments (e.g., specifications) as part of the sourcing event 
(at header level and item level) without data size restrictions, and conduct Q&A 
sessions with vendors electronically. Yes


SC_039 39 Supply Chain Procurement Receiving


The system has the ability to edit start date / end date of sourcing event (e.g., RFX 
will close XX days after launch, RFX will close on specific date / time) and perform 
RFX optimization exercises, filtering, analysis across multiple vendors at the SKU 
level to determine potential savings. Yes


SC_040 40 Supply Chain Procurement Receiving


The system has the ability to replicate a previous event ("copy/paste") and the 
system provides the capability for users to create events / projects using Microsoft 
Office applications. Yes


SC_041 41 Supply Chain Procurement Receiving
The system has the ability to automatically match and validate vendor RFx cross 
references. Yes


SC 042 42 Supply Chain Procurement Receiving
The system has the ability to award vendors, notify them electronically and  
integrate (upload/update) awarded pricing electronically into ERP Item Master. Yes


SC_043 43 Supply Chain Procurement Vendor Portal


The system has the ability to fully integrate with external sourcing systems to 
support RFX activities (e.g., PlanetBids, GovWin, BidNet, state procurement 
registries). Yes


SC_044 44 Supply Chain Procurement Vendor Portal


The system has the ability to look up and drill down to PO information using PO 
number, vendor item number, manufacturer item number, Orange County  item 
number, buyer ID, requester ID, and item description and provide reporting based 
on these same attributes along with dollar amounts and audit trails. The system is 
able to cross reference between PA and PO, PO and invoice, invoice and PA, and 
between PO and PR. Yes


SC_045 45 Supply Chain Procurement Vendor Portal


The system has the ability to see full requisition to pay lifecycle with drill down 
reporting, track PO history, provide an audit of PO creation and changes (e.g., by 
user ID, date, timestamps) and support rebates with real-time speed. The system is 
able to produce this information one PO inquiry at a time and displayed  where 
each line, (e.g., corresponding receipt, invoice, credit and payment etc.) is 
displayed in a user-friendly manner.  The system is able The system should be able 
to accommodate reporting for all procurement items (e.g., PA, PR, PO, WF, 
Receipt, Invoice, and Payment). Yes


SC_046 46 Supply Chain Procurement Vendor Portal


The system has the ability to provide both standard and user-defined ad hoc 
purchasing reports (e.g., PO lines processed/buyer, # and $ amount of POs, 
service line / department reporting) and create reconciliation reports. The system 
should allow end users to configure and view reports through self-service 
capabilities. Yes


SC 047 47 Supply Chain Procurement Vendor Portal


The system has the ability to provide spend reporting and dashboard capabilities 
across vendors, cost centers, contracts, and different spend commodities to identify 
potential savings opportunities and aggregate, categorize, and normalize spend 
data based on user requirements. Yes


SC_048 48 Supply Chain Procurement Sourcing
The system has the ability to have real-time operational metric reporting (e.g.,  
spend managed by sourcing / buyer, number of POs processed / buyer). Yes
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SC 049 49 Supply Chain Procurement Sourcing


The system has the ability to provide a configurable flag in the vendor master file to 
reflect a vendor’s status (e.g. potential, registered, removed), identify the type of 
vendor (e.g., PO, AP) and indicators for local and minority businesses. Yes


SC_050 50 Supply Chain Procurement Sourcing
The system has the ability to provide "invoiced not received" reporting for exception 
matching and "receipts not invoiced" reporting for accruals. Yes


SC_051 51 Supply Chain Procurement Sourcing
The system has the ability to interface with UPS / FedEx feed to bring in tracking 
information for end user viewing and tie POs to tracking numbers. Yes


SC 052 52 Supply Chain Procurement Sourcing
The system has the ability to support a workflow process that supports managing 
additions, deletions, and/or changes to the vendor master file Yes


SC_053 53 Supply Chain Procurement Sourcing
The system has the ability to interface with external industry data analytical 
databases (e.g., Dun and Bradstreet). No


SC 054 54 Supply Chain Inventory Management Inventory


The system has the ability to maintain inventory master data with costing information  (e.g., 
spare parts, retail transit cards, fuel), record inventory receipts and issuances, generate 
inventory differences and corrections for recording in general ledger, reconcile inventory 
levels between the system and external inventory management systems. No


SC_055 55 Supply Chain Inventory Management Inventory


The system has the ability to manage inventory adjustments, link to procurement and 
Accounts Payable (e.g., purchases) and Accounts Receivable (e.g., transit card/pass sales, 
inventory reductions) for inventory related transactions. No


SC_056 56 Supply Chain Inventory Management Inventory


The system has the ability to support physical inventory counts by location and 
sublocation, transfer inventory between locations, document differences and 
conversions to dollar value based on the fuel price for the very last day of the 
month so that the inventory subledger reconciles to the general ledger. No


SC_057 57 Supply Chain Inventory Management Interfaces


The system has the ability to integrate with fuel management systems to calculate 
the remaining volume of fuel inventory and consumption expense at the end of 
each month with these transactions automatically posted to the general ledger. The 
system integration should generate a general ledger entry that trues up fuel 
consumption expense and identifies the variance source (e.g., inventory loss, 
average fuel price). No


SC 058 58 Supply Chain Inventory Management Interfaces


The system has the ability to interface with external spare parts inventory systems 
(e.g., Infor) to provide real-time counts, including multiple locations and inventory 
adjustments. No


ITF_001 1 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Platform
The vendor shall provide a cloud based Software as a Service (SaaS) system that 
is scalable to meet the growing needs of Orange County . This includes the ability 
to support multiple browsers (i.e. Internet Explorer, Chrome, Firefox, etc.). Yes


ITF_002 2 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Usability
The system has the ability to provide access through a GUI application interface 
that facilitates users performing operations without prior training or exposure to the 
application.  Yes


ITF_003 3 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Usability
The system has the ability to provide a GUI application interface with readable text 
such that a user with 20/20 eyesight or corrected vision can read the text in ambient 
lighting from a distance of 6 inches to 24 inches. Yes


ITF_004 4 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Usability
The system has the ability to use a wildcard in searches based on user security 
role. This will include a universal search option for users to search the system 
based on key words or phrases. Yes


ITF_005 5 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Usability The system has the ability to imbed Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) and 
policies within the system that can be accessed by end users. Yes


ITF_006 6 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Mobility
The system has the flexibility to operate on the current smartphone platforms (e.g., 
iOS, Android) without interrupting the system’s normal operation while safeguarding 
the storage of any sensitive data locally on the device (e.g. PHI, PII, IP). Yes


ITF_007 7 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Mobility
The system has the ability to distribute and manage mobile applications through a 
mobile device management (MDM) solution and require users to perform at least a 
one-time device registration with the system. No


ITF_008 8 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Mobility The system has the ability to provide authentication methods for the mobile version 
of the system. No


ITF_009 9 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Mobility The system has the ability to configure mobile access by group, role and system 
modules. No


ITF_010 10 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Mobility
The system has the ability to audit mobile application user access including device 
identification and automate the download of audit logs for mobile use. This audit 
capability should also include auditing of individual users. No


ITF_011 11 Non-Functional Technical Overlay User Interface


The system has the ability to easily configure various elements of the base solution 
(e.g., addition of data elements to screens and reports, masking of data fields, 
apply business rules and logic to screens and data fields), save partially-completed 
screens or documents, support customizable / context sensitive help, and provide 
views in a printer friendly PDF format. Yes


ITF_012 12 Non-Functional Technical Overlay User Interface


The system has the ability to post data in real-time fashion, flow all changes made 
in the solution throughout all solution modules without the need for duplicate data 
entry,. Accommodate mass updates, provide user-defined fields and be Payment 
Card Industry (PCI) compliant. Yes


ITF_013 13 Non-Functional Technical Overlay User Interface


The system has the ability to retain and maintain historic data on varying retention 
schedules, auto calculate numerical fields and display subtotals and totals when 
possible, provide reconciliation tools for all transactions and processes, 
accommodate the use of split / multiple screens, provide drop down boxes and 
"pick lists" for data selection and "jump" to the appropriate initial letter that the user 
types, when a user is navigating or searching an alphabetized list. Yes


ITF_014 14 Non-Functional Technical Overlay User Interface


The system has the ability to securely display forms for viewing and printing, 
provide data validation on entry, provide spell check on any editable field, provide 
drill-down access on all screens to source transactions, records and attachments 
based on security permissions, . Yes


ITF_015 15 Non-Functional Technical Overlay User Interface
The system has the ability to provide links to associated modules from any display 
screen to minimize backing out of one screen to access another, with appropriate 
security. Yes


ITF_016 16 Non-Functional Technical Overlay User Interface


The system has the ability to allow/require users to electronically sign specific 
documents using mechanisms appropriate to the document (e.g. user PIN, typing 
the word "ACCEPT") and recognize the presence or absence of electronic 
signatures where required. Yes


ITF_017 17 Non-Functional Technical Overlay User Interface The system has the ability to attach files to records in the solution and export 
system data with appropriate security. Yes


ITF_018 18 Non-Functional Technical Overlay User Interface
The system has the ability to provide system templates that are easily definable and 
customizable by users, are able to sort any field, can hide fields, add calculations, 
and use / adjust colors for emphasis. Yes


ITF_019 19 Non-Functional Technical Overlay User Interface The system has the ability to provide help support to a general user, including any 
context-sensitive help or capability to include custom content or outside links. Yes
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ITF_020 20 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Workflow


The system has the ability to initiate and track the approval process through a 
common workflow engine across all ERP modules, assign different levels of 
approval for the same user, maintain separation of duties related to workflow 
approval processes by flag, set workflow business rules (e.g., user, role, 
department, thresholds, percentage argument, numerical argument, escalation, 
proxy, single vs. parallel approval paths, user-defined criteria), and allow temporary 
status changes of users (e.g., unavailable due to vacation time). Workflow 
capability should also include workflows that are activated/triggered / kicked off 
based on the event relevant to that workflow (e.g., hold applied to an AP invoice, a 
GL journal adjustment entered). Yes


ITF_021 21 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Workflow


The system has the ability to re-route workflow assignments based on availability, 
provide escalation paths based on user-defined criteria (e.g., minimum period of no 
response), provide event-driven notifications by e-mail, provide event-driven 
notifications in a user's view of the solution, allow configurable notifications, and 
attach relevant documents to the workflow process. Yes


ITF_022 22 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Workflow


The system has the ability to provide multiple methods for end users to approve a 
workflow (e.g., system, e-mail, mobile application, website) and to automatically 
send e-mail notices to the initiator of a request to let him/her know it has been 
approved. Yes


ITF_023 23 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Workflow


The system has the ability to automatically send push notices (e.g., e-mail, 
smartphone) to approvers to inform them that they have a request that requires 
attention, provide notification templates that are configurable and personalizable, 
and allow users to view summary statistics about all workflow activity. The system 
should be able to insert notes and links to go through workflow. Yes


ITF_024 24 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Workflow


The system has the ability to change workflow data after a workflow is initiated 
(e.g., adjust / add a cost center on an in-flight workflow), view outstanding workflow 
transactions in various states such as pending or complete (e.g., dashboards) and 
to review the status of the workflow at any given point so that users are able to drill 
down and identify any issues along the workflow path. Yes


ITF_025 25 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Workflow
The system has the ability to initiate a workflow in the ERP system via an API 
interface or a RESTful call with authentication required (e.g., inbound interactions 
initiated outside of the ERP system). Yes


ITF_026 26 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Workflow


The system has the ability to allow a workflow administrator to cancel or reroute 
pending / in-flight workflows (e.g., employee leaves the County and the position is 
not filled).The system should be able to allow for workflow notifications that can 
include information such as the vendor/customer name, brief description, and the 
amount associated with the account. Yes


ITF_027 27 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Workflow The system has the ability to capture all modifications to date through the use of 
audit trails and to set up audit subsets of data rather than all data. Yes


ITF_028 28 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Reporting


The system has the ability to generate, print, attach and forward standard reporting 
templates and provide access to detailed report information through on screen 
report interactive drill-down from within reports. End users should be able to add 
annotations (e.g. notes or instructions added to draw attention to a particular 
aspect), to system reports.  Printing capabilities should include the ability to print 
directly from the ERP system to printers located on the network and transmit soft 
copies of documents to end users for browser-based printing. The system should 
be able to provide report writer tool functionality to create charts, visual 
presentations, and style for example. Yes


ITF_029 29 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Reporting


The system has the ability to generate, print, attach and forward standard reporting 
templates and provide access to detailed report information through on screen 
report interactive drill-down from within reports. The system should be able to direct 
output to a number of formats including PDF, XLS, PPT and XML. Yes


ITF_030 30 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Reporting


The system has the ability to leverage commercially available report writers with 
access to data for in-house report customization for  comprehensive and intuitive 
report creation that does not require super user or IT support allowing the ability to 
adjust headers, columns, , hide columns, filters, etc. Yes


ITF_031 31 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Reporting The system has the ability to support point and click lookup (e.g., from requisition to 
report or vice-versa, from employee to organization or vice-versa). Yes


ITF_032 32 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Reporting
The system has the ability to run and query registers (e.g., payroll, checks, 
requisitions), generate reports based on varying financial views (e.g., cash, actual) 
and support up to $999,999,999,999.99 figures for reporting. Yes


ITF_033 33 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Reporting


The system has the ability to allow users to generate, print, attach and forward  
adhoc reports and queries in real time on any captured field (without a report writer) 
with appropriate security. That does not require any support intervention. This 
capability should include the ability to use system labels as report labels. Yes


ITF_034 34 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Reporting
The system has the ability to load data into reports / dashboards from multiple 
applications to provide cross-application reports and to support reporting on an "as 
of" date for all reports. Yes


ITF_035 35 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Reporting


The system has the ability to apply security restrictions that apply to data displayed 
on application pages to system reports automatically (e.g., manager cannot view 
employee data outside of their department due to security restrictions, and that 
restrictions applies for any reports run against that same data). Yes


ITF_036 36 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Reporting
The system has to ability to delegate reporting capabilities from one user to another 
(e.g., manager to administrator) so that these delegated data rights can be used to 
run reports that contain data based on the delegating user. Yes


ITF_037 37 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Reporting
The system has the ability to include drill-down links in reports such that the user 
can click on aggregate data to see the underlying details with these drill-down 
capabilities created by end users. Yes


ITF_038 38 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Reporting The system has the ability to perform analytical trending and recognize data 
patterns, generate variance analysis reports and support predictive modeling. Yes


ITF_039 39 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Reporting The system has the ability to archive and purge reports through an automated 
process. Yes


ITF_040 40 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Dashboard


The system has the ability to provide standard user dashboards that with role based 
access rights, can be customized , provide dashboard set-up options for each user 
role, capture sequential field editing, be able to filter as well, and allow users to 
drag and drop dashboard items onto tiles. The system should be able to provide 
some dashboards natively and the option to add new dashboards. Yes
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ITF_041 41 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Dashboard


The system has the ability to load data into dashboards from multiple applications 
to provide cross-application views and reports and support multiple user views of 
configurable data (e.g., data lists, data graphs, calendar items, to-do items, 
workflow items). Yes


ITF_042 42 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Integration


The system has the ability to support real time inbound and outbound integrations 
including intra-application integrations between different ERP modules and web 
based integrations that can integrate disparate cloud and on-premise applications 
(e.g., project management tools, human resources applications). These capabilities 
should include web services and APIs to push and pull data (e.g., RESTful, HTTP, 
SOAP). Yes


ITF_043 43 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Integration The system has the ability to support integrations through flexible file formats and 
application integration tools that can invoke standards based web services Yes


ITF_044 44 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Integration
The system has the ability to provide file-based loaders for large imports of data, 
spreadsheet loaders (e.g., Excel) and reporting tools that support exports through 
different file formats. Yes


ITF_045 45 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Integration The system has the ability for secure integration (e.g., provider-hosted SFTP 
server, subscriber-hosted SFTP server, PGP encryption, integration gateway). Yes


ITF_046 46 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Integration
The system has the ability to integrate with productivity tools / desktop applications 
(e.g., Microsoft Outlook) including both web-based and desktop versions of these 
applications. Yes


ITF_047 47 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Integration
The system has the ability to integrate banking institutions and support the NACHA 
file format, addenda records for ACH transfers, and the Federal Electronic Data 
Interchange (FEDI). Yes


ITF_048 48 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Integration The system has the ability for workflows to interact with interface processes (e.g., 
system workflow engine initiating outbound interface). Yes


ITF_049 49 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Integration The system has the ability to support 3rd party unified communication tools (e.g., 
Skype for Business, Microsoft Teams, Jabber) Yes


ITF_050 50 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Access and 
Security


The system has the ability to integrate with Identity Access Management (IAM) and 
Active directory (AD) account creation. Yes


ITF_051 51 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Access and 
Security


The system has the ability to use an existing active directory for authentication for 
all parts of the system and to accommodate single sign-on. Yes


ITF_052 52 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Access and 
Security


The system has the ability to provide for a security incident management process 
that includes notification of successful or in-process cyber-attacks or breaches. 
These security processes should include 3rd party ethical hacking for vulnerability 
detection. Yes


ITF_053 53 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Access and 
Security


The system has the ability to facilitate audits of the hosting environment or to have  
an acceptable independent third party audit the hosting environment. Yes


ITF_054 54 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Access and 
Security


The system has the ability to require Multifactor authentication (MFA) for access to 
production systems and provide access to administrative audit logs to capture data 
such as User ID management, system startup/shutdown, data exports, use of 
privileged access (including 3rd party vendor support), logins / logoffs, audit 
parameter changes, and access to individual elements of either PII or PHI. Yes


ITF_055 55 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Access and 
Security


The system has the ability to secure and encrypt APIs and open interfaces with 
different keys for different tenants / instances / environments. Yes


ITF_056 56 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Access and 
Security


The system has the ability to encrypt all data in motion (DIM) between the hosting 
environment and end users with minimum AES 256-bit encryption (HTTPs or SSL). Yes


ITF_057 57 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Access and 
Security


The system has the ability to encrypt all data at rest (DAR) in different levels (e.g., 
physical disk, field level). Yes


ITF_058 58 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Access and 
Security


The system has the ability to protect from malware and various forms of attack that 
may enter via external communication and exchanges of data (e.g., phishing, 
adware, worms). Yes


ITF_059 59 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Access and 
Security


The system has the ability to provide a Web interface or API in which an 
administrator can create, manage, and delete user accounts (e.g., account list 
methods) and a batch interface or API that can import user management (create, 
change, delete) via text, CSV or XML file. Yes


ITF_060 60 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Access and 
Security


The system has the ability for administrators to delegate administration capabilities 
and to grant particular administrative privileges to another user. Yes


ITF_061 61 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Access and 
Security


The system has the ability to support role based and task based access request for 
authorization and to delegate these authorization policies. These authorization 
capabilities should include entitlement management that allows the creation and 
management of groups or roles and automated governance and approval around 
role creation and configuration, and automated notifications and reports of role 
changes. Yes


ITF_062 62 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Access and 
Security


The system has the ability to lock user accounts after a certain number of 
unsuccessful login attempts with this capability configurable by an administrator. 
This capability should also include logging a user out after a period of inactivity 
(timeout) that does not impact any background jobs (processes) that may have 
been launched by the user if the system automatically ends the inactive user's 
session. Yes


ITF_063 63 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Access and 
Security


The system has the ability to secure data by field (e.g., only select users can see 
PII fields) and by group (e.g., managers in a particular department can see only 
their department's data or hierarchical groups (e.g., directors can see data for all 
their managers' departments). This security should make it obvious to users that 
there is data they cannot see (e.g., blank rows, fields). Yes


ITF_064 64 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Access and 
Security


The system has the ability to automatically feed Active Directory updates based on 
attributes (e.g., phone, email) to the system and control and manage role-level 
authorization through the ERP system separate from Active Directory.


ITF_065 65 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Access and 
Security


The system has the ability to maintain the date, time and user information that data 
was last changed that also documents original value and new value. Yes


ITF_066 66 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Network / 
Infrastructure


The system has the ability to protect data through secure networks in both primary 
and secondary data centers and a security infrastructure designed to secure hosted 
systems from network-based attacks. Yes


ITF_067 67 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Network / 
Infrastructure


The system has the ability to maintain network controls including managed firewalls 
to protect and secure data during transmission to / from the hosted system (e.g., IP 
whitelisting, VPN). Yes


ITF_068 68 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Network / 
Infrastructure


The system has the ability to publish average system performance and latency 
metrics on a regular basis (e.g., Page Load Performance Over Time, Page Views 
and Page Load Performance, Enterprise Schedule Service Usage). Yes
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ITF_069 69 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Network / 
Infrastructure


The system has the ability to leverage system tools to monitor the availability and 
performance of the production services environment and the operation of 
infrastructure and network components. These system tools should support 
monitoring for all levels of the service infrastructure and generate alerts for CPU, 
memory, storage, database, network components, and transactions. Yes


ITF_070 70 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Network / 
Infrastructure


The system has the ability to incorporate a comprehensive data backup strategy 
that includes redundant capabilities (e.g., power sources, cooling systems, 
telecommunications services, networking, application domains, data storage, 
physical and virtual servers, databases). Yes


ITF_071 71 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Network / 
Infrastructure


The system has the ability to optimize performance of system cloud solutions over 
the public internet and to monitor the health and performance of this cloud 
environment on a 24 / 7 / 365 basis. This capability should also include use of third-
party transaction accelerators to identify the most optimal route over the public 
internet to return transaction data to the end user. Yes


ITF_072 72 Non-Functional Technical Overlay Network / 
Infrastructure


The system has the ability to monitors networks to notify customers of any issues 
that may impact availability / latency issues through load balancing across all 
instances, monitoring the specific performance of each instance on a 24 / 7 basis, 
and taking proactive measures in the data center to ensure optimal performance of 
each instance. Yes


FIN_304 304 Finance Accounts Receivable Integration The system has the ability to integrate with Authorize.net to record and apply credit 
card transactions as payment for open receivables. Yes


FIN_305 305 Finance Accounts Receivable Integration


The system has the ability to accept customer, receivables, and billing data from 
OC Airport AR Sub-System 1 and Waste AR Sub-System 2, CUBS and then 
include this integrated information within the Accounts Receivable data tables. 
System should be able to process this information and include it in reporting and 
general ledger functionality. Yes


FIN_306 306 Finance Budget Budget Planning 
and Forecasting


The system allows users to enter narrative information when submitting budgets or 
budget change requests. These narrative information data fields must be 
configurable to support the fields use for different types of budget requests. Yes


FIN_307 307 Finance Budget Integration System can be integrated with payroll solution to gather payroll data to facilitate 
budget analysis Yes


FIN_308 308 Finance Budget Budget Planning 
and Forecasting


The system has the ability to use salary and benefits data (current and historical 
costs) to assist in building budgets Yes


FIN_309 309 Finance Grants Management Integration Ability to provide a reimbursement draw down process that would also 
accommodate reimbursements from the Federal grantor systems Yes


FIN_310 310 Supply Chain Contract 
Management


Author & Finalize 
Contracts


The system has the ability to create contract from template language and 
terms/conditions within system (e.g., contract authoring capability), develop 
contracts that require complex service hierarchies, and support approval workflow 
for contracts (e.g., set up, change orders, closures). The system should be able to 
support electronic signatures for relevant signoff in accordance with expenditure 
approval policy or alternatively integrate with  esignature software. Yes


FIN_311 311 Supply Chain Contract 
Management


Author & Finalize 
Contracts


The system has the ability to create a procurement/supplier contract/catalog or PO 
off of a sourcing event/executed contract.  The system should be able to house 
contract pricing internally in a contracts / item master / content management 
solution. Yes


FIN_312 312 Supply Chain Contract 
Management


Author & Finalize 
Contracts


The system has the ability to upload contract metadata from external files including 
header and line data and build standard comments for contracts to print on the PO 
(header or line).. Yes


FIN_313 313 Supply Chain Contract 
Management


Author & Finalize 
Contracts


The system has the ability to have parent/child contracts, (e.g., add  subcontracts to 
Master Service Agreements) and set up / maintain different contract templates 
based on Commodities and Organizational Structure. Yes


FIN_314 314 Supply Chain Contract 
Management


Author & Finalize 
Contracts


The system has the ability to copy an agreement and support required contract 
fields (e.g., GPO, supplier, start date, manufacturer, supplier contract number, tier / 
pricing level, review date, expiration date at item / line level). Yes


FIN_315 315 Supply Chain Contract 
Management


Author & Finalize 
Contracts


The system has the ability to support OCR technology in order to search vendor 
documentation, search contracts (executed or not), act as a contract repository to 
house electronic versions of the executed contract and store a PDF of executed 
contracts. Contract repository capability should support different types of actual 
executed contracts (e.g., purchase agreements, service agreements, NDAs, MSAs, 
ILAs, sponsorships, licensing, facility agreements, real estate, due diligence) and 
provide real time visibility of contract status. Yes


FIN_316 316 Supply Chain Contract 
Management


Contract Lifecycle 
Management


The system has the ability to track and report on contract compliance (e.g., 
deliverables, milestones) and track payments to the prime contractors and sub-
contractors to comply with regulatory requirements (e.g., SBE, WBE, MBE). Yes


FIN_317 317 Supply Chain Contract 
Management


Contract Lifecycle 
Management


The system has the ability to support staging of contracts to identify line items / 
tasks and associated funding requirements for traceability in the financial 
management module Yes


FIN_318 318 Supply Chain Contract 
Management


Contract Lifecycle 
Management


The system has the ability to make contract modifications to contracts and 
purchase orders. The system should be able to make and track changes to a 
contract via workflow both internally and externally with vendors (e.g., redlines with 
supplier/vendor). Yes


FIN_319 319 Supply Chain Contract 
Management


Contract Lifecycle 
Management


The system has the ability to have contract workflow approval capabilities allowing 
for functional, legal and financial approvals based on dollar threshold, commodity 
based approval, amendments/ SOWs, or organizational based logic. This workflow 
should also support actions by third parties (vendors) who do not have direct 
system access. Yes


FIN_320 320 Supply Chain Contract 
Management


Contract Lifecycle 
Management


The system has the ability to house contract / contract pricing to correlate with Item 
Master price management and other third party price management solutions. The 
system should be able to integrate with an external or County contract management 
system. Yes


FIN_321 321 Supply Chain Contract 
Management


Contract Lifecycle 
Management


The system has the ability to load contracts and data from scans (OCR) for 
document management and share or segregate contracts across companies / 
secure access to document repository. Yes


FIN_322 322 Supply Chain Contract 
Management


Contract Lifecycle 
Management


The system has the ability to default payment terms on PO according to contract 
terms and auto-notify of expiration dates 30, 60, 90 days before expiration date.. 
The system should be able to initiate notifications 6 months in advance of expiration 
dates and set user-defined alert triggers (e.g., bond / insurance expiration, 
contractor meetings, close-out meetings). Yes


FIN_323 323 Supply Chain Contract 
Management


Contract Lifecycle 
Management


The system has the ability to set a milestones in contract lifecycle and trigger 
notifications or actions based on these milestones (e.g., multi-year contracts). Yes
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FIN_324 324 Supply Chain Contract 
Management


Contract Lifecycle 
Management


The system has the ability to switch product and tier pricing within a contract term 
for multi-year contracts, especially service contracts and set multiple pricing levels 
by contract items. The system should be able to establish and update contract 
tasks and milestones and to set trigger alerts based on these tasks and milestones. 


Yes


FIN_325 325 Supply Chain Contract 
Management


Contract Lifecycle 
Management


The system has the ability to track spend against a contract and/or a vendor by 
SKU and PO level and track contract spends, non-contract spend, discounts, 
service / service type and price breaks based on contract volumes. Yes


FIN_326 326 Supply Chain Contract 
Management


Contract Lifecycle 
Management


The system has the ability to see contracts and total spend across one supplier that 
has multiple divisions and multiple contracts with the County (e.g., contracts across 
divisions / departments), identify where the contracts reside, when they expire, what 
value those contracts are, and spend against those contracts. Yes


FIN_327 327 Supply Chain Contract 
Management


Contract Lifecycle 
Management The system has the ability to update contract POs with an audit trail in the system. Yes


FIN_328 328 Supply Chain Contract 
Management Closeout Contract


The system has the ability to have a formal close out process that tracks the 
contract closeout process and document the activities and approvals with a 
dynamic workflow system including notifications. The system is able to allow users 
to attach files to the workflow process. Workflow should include notification / task 
completion activities for vendors outside of the County user base. Yes


FIN_329 329 Supply Chain Contract 
Management Closeout Contract


The system has the ability to review contract payments, contract purchase orders 
and contract deliverables and the acceptance of the deliverables to ensure 
compliance. Yes


FIN_330 330 Supply Chain Contract 
Management Closeout Contract The system has the ability to support the review of the return of any Authority's 


resources from the vendors. No


FIN_331 331 Supply Chain Contract 
Management Closeout Contract


The system has the ability to support a process that determines the checklist for 
exiting a contract. This process should ensure there is an agreed plan which, when 
executed, considers the contractual termination requirements, warranty claims post 
contract and completes the actions / activities as defined by a Contract Close Out 
checklist. No


FIN_332 332 Supply Chain Contract 
Management Closeout Contract


The system has the ability to provide access to the closeout checklist and track 
through workflow process. The Contract Close Out checklist may include, but not 
be limited to off boarding workers, tooling, VMI, and WIP. This checklist should 
facilitate key stakeholders from other functional areas to be actively engaged and 
vendors if needed. Yes


FIN_333 333 Supply Chain Contract 
Management Closeout Contract


The system has the ability to close project purchase orders and project codes, 
validate deliverables against contract requirements and acceptance criteria, and 
produce and include project expenditures comparative reports at project closeout. Yes


FIN_334 334 Supply Chain Contract 
Management Closeout Contract


The system has the ability to provide a notification process to alert users of the 
contract closeout process and is able to integrate in real-time with the roll over  
process to ensure that it is executed seamlessly. Yes


FIN_335 335 Supply Chain Contract 
Management Closeout Contract


The system has the ability to support the steps performed at the end of each 
period, for example, all transactions must be accounted for and reconciled, and any 
errors resolved. After the new AP period is opened, accounting distributions can be 
created and sub-ledger reconciliation reports can be sent. Yes


FIN_336 336 Supply Chain Contract 
Management


Reporting and 
Analytics


The system has the ability to have a dashboard that shows work in queue (e.g. 
open sourcing events, # of open contracts that need to be approved, # of 
contracts/vendor, spend per each contract, when each contract will expire). Yes


FIN_337 337 Supply Chain Contract 
Management


Reporting and 
Analytics


The system has the ability for analytics and reporting to pull contract reports that 
include contract type, contract name, description, expiration date information, and 
remaining contract funds at a minimum. Yes


FIN_338 338 Supply Chain Contract 
Management


Reporting and 
Analytics


The system has the ability to aggregate spend and have procurement analytics that 
comprise dashboards with the ability to drill into procurement and payment 
transactions providing transparency and visibility of payments processed against 
contract purchase orders, etc. Yes
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Req. ID Count
Process
Level 0
Name


Process
Level 1
Name


Process 
Level 2
Name


Requirement Details Yes or No Vendor Response Notes System
Component(s)


Software
Module(s)


Test Case
Number Tested In Implemented In Verification Additional


Comments


HCM_001 1 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Requisition Management


The system has the ability for administrators to create talent requisitions for 
open positions and use workflow for approval routing, including Finance for 
cost center allocation. This capability should include the creation of 
recruitment requisitions for non-employees that can be directed to a specific 
source and not posted externally.


Yes


HCM_002 2 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Requisition Management


The system has the ability to track open requisitions by various categories 
such as job, organization, recruiter, set the close date for new applications 
and the ability of the recruiter and also allow subsequent modifications (e.g., 
different dates for internal vs. external postings).


Yes


HCM_003 3 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Requisition Management


The system has the ability to have requisition updates flow through to the job 
postings (ultimately changing the hire action) and to have unlimited posting 
templates and template flexibility.


Yes


HCM_004 4 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Requisition Management


The system has the ability to retain requisitions for positions which have 
frequent openings (e.g., requisitions in new hiring areas or recurring 
requisitions).


Yes


HCM_005 5 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Requisition Management


The system has the ability to provide a means to manage the recruitment 
budget and capture the cost to hire (e.g. time, expenses expended for each 
campaign, candidate).


Yes


HCM_006 6 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Requisition Management


The system has the ability to integrate into talent acquisition / requisition 
request the financial data that is required for hiring managers to identify and 
provide to justify the request to add headcount/requisition.


Yes


HCM_007 7 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Candidate Sourcing


The system has the ability to administer and track both national and local 
marketing campaigns / events (e.g. channels, sources, costs, event 
scheduling, target audience).


No


HCM_008 8 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Candidate Sourcing


The system has the ability to author and publish job advertisements and 
related information (e.g. position description, competencies) to internal and 
external sites (e.g. intranet, job sites) including linkage to these external sites 
on the Authority site. The system should be able to insert position 
descriptions into job advertisements that can be modified for external 
postings and post advertisements to specific external sites that may be 
relevant to this position..


No


HCM_009 9 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Candidate Sourcing


The system has the ability to support secure applicant self-service  internally 
(via the intranet) that enables candidates to express their interest in a 
position (e.g., unsolicited job application) or apply for a particular advertised 
job through an online application  The system should be able to alert 
applicants regarding incomplete application / resume submittals and errors in 
their submittal (e.g., blank application areas, blank resume areas).


Yes


HCM_010 10 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Candidate Sourcing


The system has the ability to enable candidates to initiate the application 
process online through self-service, save an application part way through for 
submission later, watch any prerequisite webinars (e.g., Authority 
background, anticipated roles for position categories). This capability should 
allow candidates to submit both applications and related attachments (e.g., 
resume, identity documentation) through multiple file types (e.g., PDF, MS 
Word, JPEG)  and on all operating systems (e.g., Windows, MAC).


No


HCM_011 11 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Candidate Sourcing


The system has the ability to store a library of interview guidelines and 
questions for search and use by recruiters / users that provides candidate 
access to run tests as part of the application process. 


Yes


HCM_012 12 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Candidate Sourcing


The system has the ability to allow recruiters or human resources staff to 
enter further details about the candidate such as their availability, skills test 
scores, previous service, results of job interviews and vetting procedures.


No


HCM_013 13 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Candidate Sourcing


The system has the ability to provide candidates self-service access to view 
the status of and update their application throughout the multi-step 
application process. The system should be able to turn this self-service 
access on and off.


No


HCM_014 14 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Candidate Sourcing


The system has the ability to support business rules associated with 
applicant qualifications (e.g., knock out questions) and automate candidate 
screening and flow to hiring manager. Applicant information is provided 
through an integration with NEOGOV.


Yes


HCM_015 15 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Candidate Sourcing The system has the ability to provide candidate access to receive automated 


template-based or manual communications form at pre-defined milestones. Yes


HCM_016 16 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Candidate Sourcing The system has the ability to facilitate the management of a talent pool of 


both internal and external candidates. No


HCM_017 17 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Candidate Sourcing


The system has the ability to provide for full time, coop, volunteer and intern 
candidate processes and allow variations in process through configurable 
workflow.


Yes


HCM_018 18 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Candidate Sourcing


The system has the ability to accommodate supervisor access to control 
candidate panels so that all candidates approved by HR can be reviewed for 
requisition and status of each and that notifications to the hiring manager are 
triggered for the completion of pending candidate dispositions (e.g., from "in 
review" to "interview"). This capability should provide flexibility where HR can 
limit which candidates are available for a hiring manager to view (e.g., select 
group, selected individuals, all).


Yes
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HCM_019 19 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Candidate Sourcing


The system has the ability to track dates, results and recruiter for all 
screening methods such as phone screen, campus interview, career day, 
office/field interview, and skills test along with the ability to track employees 
and candidates considered and decision results for each step for jobs filled 
through a selection process.


Yes


HCM_020 20 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Candidate Sourcing


The system has the ability to track demographic, job information, screening, 
documentation, fall-outs, affirmative action requirements, EEO information, 
and other groups. The system should be able to shield certain information 
(e.g., EEO information) from hiring managers. Information will need to be 
collected through integration with NEOGOV.


Yes


HCM_021 21 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Candidate Sourcing


The system has the ability to parse applicant resumes, prioritize candidates 
based on identified bona fide qualifications and override / turn off alerts for 
positions and requisitions even if alerts are requested.


No


HCM_022 22 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Candidate Sourcing


The system has the ability to initiate an online reference check for 
designated group of requisitions or individual requisition and to track the 
results of references, allowing both formatted and free-form responses.


No


HCM_023 23 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Candidate Sourcing


The system has the ability to track completion of pre-employment tests (e.g., 
Behavioral Competency Assessment) based on job requirements or other 
criteria, to route requests for background checks to a third party provider and 
to automatically receive results from background check vendors and store in 
system for those candidates.


Yes


HCM_024 24 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Candidate Sourcing


The system has the ability for candidates to utilize self-service to self-select 
time and date to complete a pre-recorded virtual screening interview and to 
self-select time and date to schedule interviews with the ability to integrate to 
outlook / calendars.


Yes


HCM_025 25 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Candidate Sourcing


The system has the ability to support pre-recorded virtual screening 
interviews (e.g., recruiter records screening questions, and candidate 
response is self-serviced and recorded, permitting the recruiter to review at 
their convenience)


Yes


HCM_026 26 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Candidate Sourcing


The system has the ability to support user configurable online interview 
forms that reside within the application, collect interview feedback and share 
internally.


Yes


HCM_027 27 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Candidate Sourcing


The system has the ability to integrate Eureka (Cornerstone) and system 
certification functionality with talent acquisition capabilities (e.g., application 
requirements and qualifications) for internal applicants.


Yes


HCM_028 28 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Candidate Sourcing


The system has the ability for employees to refer someone for a vacancy, 
allow for applicant to identify who referred them and support an employee 
referral process. This capability should trigger referral rewards where 
applicable to be paid to employees once an applicant has accepted a 
position and / or met other referral recognition.


No


HCM_029 29 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Candidate Sourcing


The system has the ability to differentiate internal applicant from external 
applicant when applying for position from outside County; have some limited 
employee self-service access from outside of County, limit internal applicant 
process when minimum qualifications are not met and configure 
communications for internal applicants.


No


HCM_030 30 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Candidate Sourcing


The system has the ability to provide configurable options to automatically 
pre-screen / categorize information supplied by candidates as they are 
entered into the talent pool using a variety of screening methods (e.g. knock 
out, weighting, test scores, qualitative answers etc.).


No


HCM_031 31 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Candidate Evaluation


The system has the ability to allow recruiters / human resources staff to have 
a view of all applications including status (e.g. new, awaiting documentation 
from candidate) and to automatically assign applications to specific recruiters 
/ users for action / management through the recruitment process based on 
rules (e.g. geographic location, type of application). This capability should 
include the tracking of job postings and results by user-defined attribute 
(e.g., supervisor, location, department).


Yes


HCM_032 32 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Candidate Evaluation


The system has the ability to filter / search the talent pool using keywords / 
criteria (e.g. skills, languages, ethnicity) and to generate correspondence 
(e.g. email, letters) to targeted groups within the talent pool by leveraging 
user-defined templates.


No


HCM_033 33 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Candidate Evaluation The system has the ability to enable identification between internal and 


external applicants.(tailored treatment). No


HCM_034 34 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Candidate Evaluation


System will be fully mobile enabled permitting candidate and hiring 
managers to complete recruiting transactions and workflow from all standard 
mobile devices


No


HCM_035 35 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Offer Management


The system has the ability to document the complete offer package; highlight 
and note rationale for exceptions to guidelines; and attach to candidate 
record.


Yes


HCM_036 36 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Offer Management


The system has the ability to leverage user-defined templates to auto-
generate applicant correspondence including offer letters that can be 
customized to include offer information (e.g., type of agreement, employee 
benefits, job titles, rate of pay, start date, pre-employment instructions) and 
rejection letters for unsuccessful applicants. Offer letters should be sent 
electronically with a copy of the offer letter stored on applicants profile.


Yes


HCM_037 37 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Offer Management


The system has the ability to track the receipt of candidate acceptance / 
rejection letters and retain information for candidates who rejected offers for 
future contact.


Yes


HCM_038 38 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Offer Management


The system has the ability to trigger a notification of offer acceptance to 
hiring manager, notify appropriate function of the new hire technology needs, 
system access, and security access based on the position profile and notify 
appropriate function of the workspace needs per position profile.


Yes
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HCM_039 39 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Offer Management The system has the ability to track hire date and start date and to schedule 


orientation for new hires. Yes


HCM_040 40 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Offer Management


The system has the ability to transfer applicant data contained within 
recruiting module / system to core human resources module / system without 
duplication of effort including the transfer of internal applicant data and data 
updates when changes occur to the employee.


Yes


HCM_041 41 Human 
Resources Worker Onboarding Pre-Hire Onboarding


The system has the ability to automate onboarding pre-day one information 
and forms and verifications by employee type (e.g., employee have one type 
of “packet”; students have different “packet”)


Yes


HCM_042 42 Human 
Resources Worker Onboarding Pre-Hire Onboarding


The system has the ability to provide online access to new hires for the 
review and completion of pre-day one information and forms (e.g., direct 
deposit, tax forms, background check authorization, US I-9, benefit 
elections).


Yes


HCM_043 43 Human 
Resources Worker Onboarding Pre-Hire Onboarding


The system has the ability to provide new hire materials and instructions to 
complete via a new hire onboarding portal / dashboard (e.g. handbook, 
contract, conflict of interest, code of conduct) with electronic signature 
capability via smartphones, tablets or computers. The system should be able 
to provide new hires the ability to complete required training and onboarding 
activities (e.g., policy review and acknowledgement) via the new hire portal / 
dashboard.


Yes


HCM_044 44 Human 
Resources Worker Onboarding Pre-Hire Onboarding


The system has the ability for onboarding administrators (HR/Recruiter) to 
utilize an onboarding checklist to track progress of onboarding steps and 
view, take action, and access reports on the onboarding process status via 
an onboarding online portal / dashboard.


Yes


HCM_045 45 Human 
Resources Worker Onboarding Pre-Hire Onboarding


The system has the ability to initiate pre-hire employment requirements / 
checks (e.g., background) including the transmittal to external vendors who 
will be conducting these checks.


Yes


HCM_046 46 Human 
Resources Worker Onboarding Pre-Hire Onboarding


The system has the ability to create visibility inside the Authority before the 
employees starts via partial access to Intranet or team information with the 
ability to adjust this visibility based on the determination of what publicly 
available information should be shared.


Yes


HCM_047 47 Human 
Resources Worker Onboarding Day 1 / Post Day 1 


Onboarding
The system has the ability to onboard non-pay employee or non-employee 
(e.g., student, volunteer) without a SSN as an exception. Yes


HCM_048 48 Human 
Resources Worker Onboarding Day 1 / Post Day 1 


Onboarding
The system has the ability to trigger notification when onboarding steps are 
not completed by expected due dates. Yes


HCM_049 49 Human 
Resources Worker Onboarding Day 1 / Post Day 1 


Onboarding
The system has the ability to initiate onboarding and off-boarding satisfaction 
survey No


HCM_050 50 Human 
Resources Worker Onboarding Day 1 / Post Day 1 


Onboarding


Ability to create onboarding and off-boarding satisfaction survey reports 
(e.g., by new hire, by hiring manager, by orientation class) that can be 
automatically provided to hiring manager and to new hire. The system should 
be able to create a system checklist for this purpose that can facilitate a 
discussion between the manager and new hire (e.g., establish goals).


No


HCM_051 51 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Strategy


The system has the ability to identify certain learning activities as required 
for compliance and to tie organizational training to individual development 
process annually and trigger notification of potential learning need to 
supervisor hiring or transferring staff.


No


HCM_052 52 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Strategy The system has the ability to measure the effectiveness of learning courses 


and all learning curriculums across the Authority. No


HCM_053 53 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Strategy The system has the ability to integrate learning management to performance 


management process for compliance / non-compliance. No


HCM_054 54 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Strategy


The system has the ability for employees/managers to see expiration dates 
for certifications and licenses and receive automated notifications in advance 
of those expiration dates. The system should be able to provide user (e.g., 
employees, managers) of these expiration dates.


Yes


HCM_055 55 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Strategy


The system has the ability to integrate with human resources to deploy 
learning based on a standardized job hierarchy and competencies (e.g., 
certain job families have specific learning curriculums).


Yes


HCM_056 56 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Strategy The system has the ability to create and maintain core competencies and to 


track which competencies are required by job. Yes


HCM_057 57 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Strategy The system has the ability for centralization of approval of learning content 


before publishing and creation of dynamic and static learning groups. No


HCM_058 58 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Strategy The system has the ability to manage regulatory training; inclusive of 


departmental and skills training. No


HCM_059 59 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Development


The system has the ability for departments to create courses and manage 
their own content and compliance and to support these efforts through the 
creation, editing and management of department level job aids. The system 
should be able to manage the approval of these courses through workflow.


No


HCM_060 60 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Development


The system has the ability for managers to access their down line training 
transcripts, review down line's current training and assign training to down 
line at an individual user level


No


HCM_061 61 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Development


The system has the ability to provide online learning courses through 
external vendor connections (e.g., LinkedIn Learning) so that employees can 
access these courses from within the Authority site and course completion 
information flows back to the Authority site.


No


HCM_062 62 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Development


The system has the ability for learning activities to have properties such as a 
description, creator designated activity code/id, contact information, 
instructor, owner, category and keyword


No


HCM_063 63 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Development


The system has the ability to provide authoring capability, to create learning 
content and secure authoring use by role; track and report author, changes, 
dates. The system should be able to access electronic content (e.g., 
Captivate programs, video, Teams video) for these purposes.


No


HCM_064 64 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Development


The system has the ability to maintain inventory of learning courses with 
description, media, vendor, cost, competencies developed, contacts, pre-
requisites, etc.


No
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HCM_065 65 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Development The system has the ability for content to be accessed from external systems 


and through API sources. No


HCM_066 66 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Development The system has the ability for the LMS to assign activities by both an 


audience and an individual user. No


HCM_067 67 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Development The system has the ability for learning activities be grouped together into a 


curriculum within a managed course catalog editable by administrators. No


HCM_068 68 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Development The system has the ability for required activity / training / certification for 


users to be waived by authorized administrators / supervisors. Yes


HCM_069 69 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Delivery The system has the ability for employees to register for courses (self-


service); managers to view employee course registration and training history. No


HCM_070 70 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Delivery


The system has the ability for reporting of course offerings by name, vendor, 
skills developed, etc. and maintain a list of preferred providers and logistical 
requirements for courses offered off site.


No


HCM_071 71 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Delivery


The system has the ability to highlight course offerings that include group 
discounts and trigger enrollment notification to HR to enable review for 
possible additional attendees or on-site presentation.


No


HCM_072 72 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Delivery


The system has the ability to generate e-mail acknowledgements for training 
enrollment notice for required re-qualification or update training electronically 
to learner and supervisor.


No


HCM_073 73 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Delivery


The system has the ability to match course availability information with staff 
scheduling process to allow automatic enrollment for required courses and 
add learner to wait-list and enroll in second choice session.


No


HCM_074 74 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Delivery The system has the ability to accept cancellations, enroll others off wait-list 


and provide electronic notification to learners and supervisor. No


HCM_075 75 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Delivery


The system has the ability to provide notice to training administrator of last-
minute enrollment changes, allowable wait-list exceeded, inadequate 
enrollments, and other instances that suggest need for intervention.


No


HCM_076 76 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Delivery The system has the ability to generate list of attendees for instructor and 


store checklist of instructor materials required. No


HCM_077 77 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Delivery The system has the ability to provide tracking for prework and report if not 


completed by start of class. No


HCM_078 78 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Delivery The system has the ability to systematically track enrollees scheduled, 


allowing over-enrollment to specified level based on date of session. No


HCM_079 79 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Delivery The system has the ability to store reason for the training (e.g., requirement, 


skill development, refresher). No


HCM_080 80 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Delivery The system has the ability to allow supervisors/HR to enroll learners or 


groups of employees in courses on-line No


HCM_081 81 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Delivery The system has the ability to track learner and department training expenses 


to date and compare against budget / plan (dollars and hours). Yes


HCM_082 82 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Delivery


The system has the ability to generate email acknowledgements for 
enrollment confirmation notices (electronic) for learner and supervisor, 
including cost information.


No


HCM_083 83 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Delivery The system has the ability for employee to view / save / print course 


transcript No


HCM_084 84 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Delivery The system has the ability to facilitate the scheduling of tests and record the 


test results within the system. No


HCM_085 85 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Delivery The system has the ability to allow online confirmation of attendance and 


track online course evaluation information. No


HCM_086 86 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Delivery


The system has the ability to provide electronic ‘post-test’ or other 
notification to measure effectiveness of class and provide for system tracking 
of scores or narrative comments for pre and post training.


No


HCM_087 87 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Delivery The system has the ability to indicate delayed post assessment (e.g., 60 


days after training) and trigger reminder when assessment is due. No


HCM_088 88 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Delivery The system has the ability to allow online capture of post course assessment 


(ESS/MSS). No


HCM_089 89 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Delivery The system has the ability to maintain evaluation comments (learner 


summaries, dates, etc.) indicating learner experience with course. No


HCM_090 90 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Delivery


The system has the ability to streamline non-compliance process, 
notifications and reporting and to provide email notifications of impending 
training deadlines.


No


HCM_091 91 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Delivery The system has the ability for enrollment to a class to use workflow approval 


and notifications No


HCM_092 92 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Delivery


The system has the ability for learning activities to contain an accessible 
roster of users that can display individual users activity status (e.g., 
Registered, In Progress, Complete), allow an assigned instructor or 
administrator to e-mail all registered or roster users, generate a printable 
sign-in sheet. These rosters should have the capability to be exported to 
different formats such as CSV, XLSX, PDF.


No


HCM_093 93 Human 
Resources Learning Learning Operations


The system has the ability to record training completed for programs offered 
inside and outside the company, allow updates by learner with approval by 
supervisor if required and maintain completed course records indefinitely.


No


HCM_094 94 Human 
Resources Human Resources Learning Operations The system has the ability for supervisors or managers to view training 


compliance and status for their employees. No


HCM_095 95 Human 
Resources Human Resources Learning Operations


The system has the ability to support reporting of training completed by 
learner by course, by department, by skills, by instructor, and by location 
through integration with Eureka (Cornerstone).


Yes


HCM_096 96 Human 
Resources Human Resources Learning Operations


The system has the ability to track licenses and certifications obtained, track 
costs for course research and development as well as delivery / attendee 
costs, track and report on costs incurred (e.g., cancellations, no shows, 
rescheduling).


Yes


HCM_097 97 Human 
Resources Human Resources Learning Operations The system has the ability to report on costs to be charged to a specific 


organization (such as HR or Marketing) or to the learner's home department. No
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HCM_098 98 Human 
Resources Human Resources Learning Operations


The system has the ability to provide gap reporting (e.g., training a learner 
has not completed that is needed for their group, location, job) through 
integration with Eureka (Cornerstone).


No


HCM_099 99 Human 
Resources Human Resources Learning Operations The system has the ability to provide the ability to modify specific training 


requirements for a group and/or position. No


HCM_100 100 Human 
Resources Human Resources Learning Operations


The system has the ability to track and report on internal/external 
certification requirements and skills by function/role/job through integration 
with Eureka (Cornerstone).


Yes


HCM_101 101 Human 
Resources Human Resources Learning Operations


The system has the ability to track and report on internal/external individual 
certifications (e.g.. completion date, status, update / renewal requirements) 
and attestations.


Yes


HCM_102 102 Human 
Resources Human Resources Learning Operations The system has the ability for deep linking of activities so users can easily 


access a learning activity from links outside the LMS No


HCM_103 103 Human 
Resources Human Resources Learning Operations The system has the ability to have prebuilt training dashboards using 


learning data including play lists. No


HCM_104 104 Human 
Resources Human Resources Learning Operations The system has the ability for the learning module to be custom branded with 


logos, colors and formatting. No


HCM_105 105 Human 
Resources Human Resources Learning Operations The system has the ability for all users have a learning transcript that 


administrators, the learner and managers can access. No


HCM_106 106 Human 
Resources Human Resources Learning Operations


The system has the ability to allow the reporting of changes or edits to the 
learning system and activities and the identification of users who have edited 
an activity.


No


HCM_107 107 Human 
Resources Human Resources Learning Operations The system has the ability for track and produce usage metrics that are 


accessible by administrators and management. No


HCM_108 108 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation The system has the ability for managers to search employee base on skills, 


strengths and interest areas. Yes


HCM_109 109 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation The system has the ability to integrate training history into employee 


performance / talent profiles. Yes


HCM_110 110 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation The system has the ability to support performance management auditing 


(e.g., monitor completion of the talent profile). Yes


HCM_111 111 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation


The system has the ability to support for S.M.A.R.T. goals (Specific, 
Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Time–Specific) and evaluate 
S.M.A.R.T. goals in real-time with managers.


Yes


HCM_112 112 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation


The system has the ability for managers and employees to set, review, 
approve and change performance goals online and to distinguish between 
goals that are tied to incentive programs and those that are "developmental" 
so that goals that are to be included in performance weighting are identified. 
This capability should include an accommodation for the cascaded goal 
process.


Yes


HCM_113 113 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation


The system has the ability for managers to “lock” employee goals once 
completed and only update through approval workflow purposes and to view 
goals on any employee within their span of control.


Yes


HCM_114 114 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation The system has the ability to assign managers or access managerial 


relationship trees and restrict access to appropriate individuals Yes


HCM_115 115 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation The system has the ability to automate new hire/transfers notification to 


update goals within a user-defined timeframe.. Yes


HCM_116 116 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation


The system has the ability to update performance / talent profile and route 
through workflow for approval on training, education, competencies, 
languages, achievements, certifications, licenses, memberships, and prior 
job history.


Yes


HCM_117 117 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation


The system has the ability for managers and employees to post and track 
progress toward performance goals and to measure results against financial, 
customer, business processes and learning indicators..


Yes


HCM_118 118 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation


The system has the ability to provide consistent fields for managers / peers 
to utilize when adding input into the employees review (drop down 
box/library)


Yes


HCM_119 119 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation The system has the ability to accommodate flexibility in terms (e.g., role, 


division, unit, employee group). Yes


HCM_120 120 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation


The system has the ability to automatically prompt employees (e-mail or 
message once logged in) to perform updates within the review process with 
these prompts configurable by department, unit, role and/or employee group


Yes


HCM_121 121 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation


The system has the ability for HR to establish rating methodologies and 
ranking scales (e.g., goals, competencies) and calibrate ratings for the final 
score calculations.


Yes


HCM_122 122 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation The system has the ability to utilize electronic signatures for manager / HR 


approval and employee acknowledgement. Yes


HCM_123 123 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation The system has the ability to view completion status in a group listing Yes


HCM_124 124 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation The system has the ability to create and manage County defined 


performance rating scales. Yes


HCM_125 125 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation The system has the ability to for the performance review / score to pre-


populate into the current year review. Yes


HCM_126 126 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation


The system has the ability to provide employees or managers with 
individualized Performance & Development scorecards and to provide unit, 
division and organization-wide Performance & Development scorecards.


Yes


HCM_127 127 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation The system has the ability to link overall rating and specific competency 


rating into overall compensation process for budgeting. No


HCM_128 128 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation


The system has the ability to maintain multiple performance management 
workflows and timelines for different groups (e.g., non-exempt, exempt, 
senior executives) and assign variable weightings to performance criteria for 
these different groups.


Yes


HCM_129 129 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation The system has the ability to query repository for performance management 


resources by keyword or phrase to identify employees who match criteria. Yes


HCM_130 130 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation The system has the ability to "Push" or recommend relevant resources to 


employees and managers at each phase of performance management cycle. Yes
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HCM_131 131 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation


The system has the ability to enforce deadlines for each phase of the 
performance management cycle and allow the monitoring of progress for a 
business unit or group.


Yes


HCM_132 132 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation


The system has the ability to log performance events such as achievements 
and special projects which validate the performance rating ultimately 
awarded to the employee and ultimately view in talent profile


Yes


HCM_133 133 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation The system has the ability for performance management view and 


transactions to be mobile-enabled. (e.g., smartphones, tablets). No


HCM_134 134 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation The system has the ability for managers to have a full or mass view to 


complete performance scores for all employees (instead of individually). Yes


HCM_135 135 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation The system has the ability to have proxy rights that can be easily assigned to 


various leaders at the administrator level. Yes


HCM_136 136 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation


The system has the ability to initiate through workflow functionality, have the 
ability to rate employee performance using a Calibration Session, placing the 
individual in the rating scale they were last rated.


Yes


HCM_137 137 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation The system has the ability to print Calibration sessions in mass or for each 


individual. Yes


HCM_138 138 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation The system has the ability to conduct self-reviews and to track coaching 


conversations. Yes


HCM_139 139 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation The system has the ability to support both individual and team performance 


and to assign ratings to groups or to individuals. Yes


HCM_140 140 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation


The system has the ability to maintain audit trails on performance 
management goals  with the ability to report off of the data and to support 
performance management auditing (e.g., monitor completion of performance 
management goals).


Yes


HCM_141 141 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation


The system has the ability to document ongoing performance conversations 
and accommodate ongoing documentation in a user friendly fashion, with 
inclusion of things like templates so they can section based on key 
topics/feedback that make up those regular conversations. 


Yes


HCM_142 142 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation


The system has the ability for employees to access and complete 
performance evaluation online and for managers to score performance 
online.


Yes


HCM_143 143 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation


The system has the ability to configure and support individual development 
plans and to manage several plans concurrently (e.g., performance incentive 
plan, development plan).


Yes


HCM_144 144 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation The system has the ability to link performance evaluations to career 


development and succession planning. No


HCM_145 145 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation The system has the ability to have multi-rate functionality (ability to have 


ratings from more than 1 person). No


HCM_146 146 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation The system has the ability to assess eligibility for promotion or need for 


improvement / demotion online. No


HCM_147 147 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation The system has the ability to support competency management and to select 


competencies from a library of competencies. Yes


HCM_148 148 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation


The system has the ability to review prior year competencies, configure the 
competency library, cascade competencies, have a workflow for manager 
approval of competencies, and have the manager provide feedback on 
individual competencies.


Yes


HCM_149 149 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation The system has the ability to link competencies to an individual development 


plan activity Yes


HCM_150 150 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation The system has the ability to view an individual development plan in 


succession planning. No


HCM_151 151 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation The system has the ability to select from library of development activities and 


define custom development activities and to cascade development activities. Yes


HCM_152 152 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation


The system has the ability to allow employee and manager commentary on 
each goal and competency and HR or senior manager to approve/view 
performance appraisals individually or in user defined batches.


Yes


HCM_153 153 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation


The system has the ability for the employee to view their own current and 
historical evaluations and set dates for when access is available (or have the 
ability for the manager to trigger access) and to electronically store and 
provide information on past performance evaluations.


Yes


HCM_154 154 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation


The system has the ability to weight each employee’s objectives differently 
based on user-defined criteria and based on the needs of that individual and 
or department.


Yes


HCM_155 155 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation The system has the ability to make comment fields required (triggered by 


extreme high or low scores on elements). No


HCM_156 156 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation


The system has the ability to record communications within the system 
between supervisor and employee (i.e., quarterly review sessions) during the 
evaluation period.


Yes


HCM_157 157 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation


The system has the ability for HR and various levels of supervision within a 
department to have view access to their employees' evaluations/objectives at 
any point in the cycle


Yes


HCM_158 158 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation The system has the ability to migrate past employee ratings from legacy 


performance systems. Yes


HCM_159 159 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation The system has the ability to accommodate performance evaluation form 


types that are linked by employee classification. Yes


HCM_160 160 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation


The system has the ability to send reminders through e-mail to managers 
regarding the review deadlines and to provide calendar timeline for all 
employees to follow for their review cycle.


Yes


HCM_161 161 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation The system has the ability to separate the performance management cycle 


and the compensation cycle (ability to separate dates for each process). Yes


HCM_162 162 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation The system has the ability to enter out-of-cycle feedback (e.g., client, peer, 


manager) for employee. Yes
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HCM_163 163 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation The system has the ability to support performance management workflows. Yes


HCM_164 164 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Evaluation


The system has the ability to provide executive dashboard views of 
organizational performance measures and manager dashboard views of 
direct reports performance measures.


Yes


HCM_165 165 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Enablement


The system has the ability to maintain a talent profile on both primary and 
secondary positions, assign ratings to both primary and secondary positions 
and for the talent profile to have career plans.


Yes


HCM_166 166 Human 
Resources Talent Enablement Talent Enablement The system has the ability to maintain audit trails on talent profile with the 


ability to report off of the data Yes


HCM_167 167 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement The system has the ability for the employee to provide input into their 


development plan and for a manager to approve the development plan. No


HCM_168 168 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement The system has the ability to support dual reporting, including multiple solid 


or dotted line reporting relationships. No


HCM_169 169 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement The system has the ability for managers to have a configurable team view of 


their team's skills. No


HCM_170 170 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability to create potential pools of talent (but not 
necessarily attached to a plan) through the use of training data from Eureka 
(Cornerstone) or certificates managed by the system.


Yes


HCM_171 171 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability to easily generate reports by leaders and HR that 
include historical and current information on development plans, career 
plans, skills acquired.


No


HCM_172 172 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement The system has the ability to build performance metrics around scores / 


comp increases across the County departments. No


HCM_173 173 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability for application to identify key positions / roles for 
succession planning based upon pre-determined criteria (e.g., grade X and 
above) and to manually add or designate candidates or candidate pools for 
succession planning .


Yes


HCM_174 174 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement The system has the ability to build and incorporate competencies into 


comprehensive succession plans by matching candidates to positions. No


HCM_175 175 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement The system has the ability to use HR data to forecast needs and to create 


“what if” scenarios for succession planning No


HCM_176 176 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability to provide readiness "rating" of candidates for 
succession planning from drop down list (e.g., ready in 2 - 3 years, ready in 5 
years)


No


HCM_177 177 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability to support succession planning queries based on 
a predefined set of succession planning criteria (e.g., job level, division, skill 
set location) and to identify diversity successors and percentage of positions 
with diversity successors identified.


No


HCM_178 178 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability for position incumbent to view identified potential 
successors and successors that meet a set of criteria defined by the 
incumbent (e.g., job level, division, skill set, location)


No


HCM_179 179 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability to use prior year succession plan as a starting 
point in development employee's current succession plan and update 
Succession Plan when employee changes position and to provide easy 
access to list of successors based on role profiles.


No


HCM_180 180 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement The system has the ability to maintain succession plan history, identify future 


position vacancies and high-potential employees No


HCM_181 181 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability to alert succession planning manager of position 
changes and to 'score' and rank identified candidates to systematically match 
candidates to positions.


No


HCM_182 182 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability to identify and flag potential blocks in succession 
plan based on individual development schedules and to suggest a 
development plan for identified candidates that can be tracked for these 
identified candidates.


No


HCM_183 183 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability to identify positions where no succession exists 
and flag for recruiting, to create and assign an employee to specific talent 
pools and to assign a successor for more than one position.


No


HCM_184 184 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability to track, highlight, categorize and document 
retention risk of employees (e.g., retiring, quitting, or transferring w/in 1-5 
years).


No


HCM_185 185 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement The system has the ability for manager to identify potential roles for direct 


reports. Yes


HCM_186 186 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement The system has the ability to view successor's talent profile and view 


employee's performance review from succession planning application. No


HCM_187 187 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement The system has the ability for an employee to self-nominate for a succession 


slot and pool No


HCM_188 188 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement The system has the ability to provide coaching tips, goal help, and online 


planning assistance with tools and tips for managers No


HCM_189 189 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement The system has the ability to allow manager to assign proxy/delegate 


capabilities No


HCM_190 190 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement The system has the ability to create talent profiles by position Yes


HCM_191 191 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement The system has the ability to have behavioral fit score capabilities (person to 


job) and percent position fit capabilities (person to job). No


HCM_192 192 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability to maintain audit trails on performance succession 
planning with the ability to report off of the data and to support performance 
management auditing (e.g., monitor completion of the succession planning).


No


HCM_193 193 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability to have an Integrated Talent Profile that is easily 
customizable – display pictures, captures employee info: name, years in 
position, business unit, reports to, span of control, skills, experience,  
performance ratings, and job history details (for County roles)


Yes


HCM_194 194 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability to have at-a-glance dashboard generating 
capabilities to enable visually informative multiple views of talent pools / 
bench strength through org chart view, calibration session view, and side by 
side and/or individual Talent Profile views.


Yes
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HCM_195 195 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability to integrate with workforce planning to model the 
impact of various workforce scenarios on chosen succession candidates and 
job groups/positions.


No


HCM_196 196 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement The system has the ability to integrate with talent acquisition, job description, 


and job history data Yes


HCM_197 197 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability to have an option to push out 
recognition/feedback to individuals from anyone in the system (leaders and 
individual contributors that may or may not have reporting relationships)


No


HCM_198 198 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement The system has the ability to have Team Engagement Tracking No


HCM_199 199 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability to conduct an assessment between the 
competencies, skills, certifications and education of a person and a job 
through data in the system and information integrated from Eureka 
(Cornerstone).


Yes


HCM_200 200 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability to support all government required veterans 
reporting. (e.g., Vets 100/100A) including the maintenance of all required 
classifications and all reporting for Affirmative Action employees per OFCCP 
requirements.


Yes


HCM_201 201 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability to enable new hires to electronically voluntarily 
disclose Gender, Ethnicity, Veteran Status, and Disability Status.  
Application must comply with all government requirements for new hire 
disclosures.


Yes


HCM_202 202 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability to report on all changes made to Gender, 
Ethnicity, Veteran Status, and Disability status; ability to track for historical 
reporting and audit purposed, including the date, time, and user who made 
the change.


Yes


HCM_203 203 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement The system has the ability for candidate response to EEO questions should 


default in the New Hire opportunity to disclose. Yes


HCM_204 204 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement The system has the ability to allow for a notification e-mail when a new hire 


fails to voluntarily disclose ethnicity or gender information. No


HCM_205 205 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability for applications to support the recurring survey 
requirements for this information, including an ability for the employee to 
maintain their Ethnicity, Veteran, and Disability Status.


Yes


HCM_206 206 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability for employees to have access to their Gender, 
Ethnicity, Veterans, Status and Disability Status information to perform 
updates as needed.


Yes


HCM_207 207 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement The system has the ability for Gender, Ethnicity, Veteran Status, and 


Disability Status to be included in general list for employee data exports. Yes


HCM_208 208 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement The system has the ability to support mass add, changes, deletes of gender, 


ethnicity, veteran status, and disability data. Yes


HCM_209 209 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability to configure a demographics dashboard that 
displays current and historical workforce data and that tracks applicant 
demographics by talent acquisition process steps (e.g., HR interview, HM 
interview, not selected, hired).


Yes


HCM_210 210 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement The system has the ability to configure a dashboard to track promotions by 


workforce demographics Yes


HCM_211 211 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement The system has the ability to input and track good faith efforts for Affirmative 


Action requirements Yes


HCM_212 212 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement The system has the ability to be dynamic, user-friendly, effective Talent 


Search Function and Filtering capabilities. Yes


HCM_213 213 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability for employees to access and complete their 
Talent Profiles on a responsive design.  The system should be able to 
provide mobile capabilities for employees with the applications.


No


HCM_214 214 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability for managers to view employees Talent Profiles 
on a responsive design. The system should be able to provide mobile 
capabilities for managers with the applications.


No


HCM_215 215 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement The system has the ability to support productivity analysis and reporting Yes


HCM_216 216 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement The system has the ability to edit review templates from year to year Yes


HCM_217 217 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability to be able to maintain employee certification 
information, including the type of certification, the date acquired, the date it 
expires, whether the certification is verified, and the certification number (if 
applicable).  Certification codes should be able to be inactivated when no 
longer utilized.  


Yes


HCM_218 218 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability to be able to track/maintain which certifications 
are required for a particular job. Need to be able to group certifications that 
may meet a job requirement (e.g., a NPR or BLS meets the requirement).  
Need to be able to track any exceptions to requirements at the employee 
level (e.g.,  employee John Smith is not required to have a BLS, even though 
the job he is in requires it).


Yes


HCM_219 219 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability for employees to submit certifications they have 
completed, including the attachment of documentation. There should be a 
configurable workflow by which this information can be reviewed and 
approved by an administrator.


Yes


HCM_220 220 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement The system has the ability for attached certification document to be 


exportable to an employee personnel file application. Yes


HCM_221 221 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability for Managers to have access to view employee 
certifications in mass (list view) for their direct reports and downline and to 
filter certification data for employees with expired certifications that are 
required for their job and overdue (or almost overdue)..


Yes


HCM_222 222 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability  for employees to have the ability to receive email 
notification when they have a certification required for a job that is due with  
certain number of days. These notifications must be configurable by 
certification.


Yes
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HCM_223 223 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability for managers to have the ability to receive e-mail 
notification when an employee has a certification required for a job that is 
due with certain number of days or if the employee does not have a required 
certification.  These notifications have the ability to be configurable by 
certification.


Yes


HCM_224 224 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability to provide basic list views of data that are easily 
exportable to Excel for HR Administrators of certification information, also 
inclusive of basic employee data (e.g., job title, department, supervisor).


Yes


HCM_225 225 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement The system has the ability of certification information to be visible as a part 


of the employee's profile for talent management. Yes


HCM_226 226 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability to capture certification information during the 
application process and retain this information within the employee profile 
once hired and information has been verified (with proof of certification 
information).


Yes


HCM_227 227 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability to be able to maintain employee license 
information, including the type of license, the date acquired, the date it 
expires, the issuing state and the license number.  License codes should be 
able to be inactivated when no longer utilized.  


Yes


HCM_228 228 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability for employees to receive email notification when 
they have a license required for a job that is due with xx days, and these 
notifications are configurable by license.


Yes


HCM_229 229 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability for managers to receive email notification when an 
employee has a license required for a job that is due with xx days or if the 
employee does not have the required license., and these notifications are 
configurable by license.


Yes


HCM_230 230 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement The system has the ability for license information to be visible as a part of 


the employee's profile for talent management. No


HCM_231 231 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability when an applicant enters license information 
during the application process, for this information to exist on their employee 
profile once hired and information has been verified 


Yes


HCM_232 232 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability to maintain employee education information, 
including the degree, ranking (for reporting highest level of degree), 
institution, subject, the date acquired, in progress, verified (if applicable). 
Ability for all fields to be normalized lists with codes and descriptions.  All 
codes are able to be to be inactivated when no longer utilized.  


Yes


HCM_233 233 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability to track/maintain degrees that are required for a 
particular job. Ability to track when a degree is required in the xx amount of 
time (such as BS is required within 4 years).


No


HCM_234 234 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability for employees to submit degrees they have 
completed, including the attachment of documentation. Ability for a 
configurable workflow by which this information can be reviewed and 
approved by an administrator.


No


HCM_235 235 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement The system has the ability for an attached education (transcript) document to 


be exportable to an employee personnel file application. No


HCM_236 236 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement The system has the ability for managers to have access to view employee 


degrees in mass (list view) for their direct reports and downline. No


HCM_237 237 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability for managers to have the ability to filter education 
data for employees with required education that is not yet meet/approaching 
due date.


No


HCM_238 238 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability for employees to receive email notifications when 
they have an education required for a job that is due with xx years.  These 
notifications are configurable by degree/job.


No


HCM_239 239 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement


The system has the ability for managers to have the ability to receive email 
notification when an employee has an education required for a job that is due 
with xx years.  These notifications have the ability to be configurable by 
degree/job.


No


HCM_240 240 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement The system has the ability for education information to be visible as a part of 


the employee's profile for talent management. Yes


HCM_241 241 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Compensation 


Administration


The system has the ability to help ensure increases are allocated 
consistently across the organization while staying within overall merit 
increase budget to establish merit budget, allow managers to go over 
budget, but control through workflow/approval process


No


HCM_242 242 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Compensation 


Administration


The system has the ability to allow roll-up for senior management review, 
analysis and approval with roll-up is based on management relationship (in 
reporting chain).


Yes


HCM_243 243 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Compensation 


Administration
The system has the ability to allow senior management to review portions of 
their organization or groups of departments for analysis Yes


HCM_244 244 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Compensation 


Administration


The system has the ability to maintain user defined merit matrix and to 
determine merit increase based on performance rating or other user defined 
field and position in band and market range.


No


HCM_245 245 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Compensation 


Administration
The system has the ability to enable supervisor to model various  
compensation adjustments and see impact on department budget Yes


HCM_246 246 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Compensation 


Administration
The system has the ability to allow for combination of percentage increase, 
overtime estimations, and include in calculation against budget Yes


HCM_247 247 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Compensation 


Administration
The system has the ability to pend merit increase for employee on unpaid 
LOA and trigger increase to be effective on return to work date No


HCM_248 248 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Compensation 


Administration
The system has the ability for manager to view all compensation elements on 
an employee Yes


HCM_249 249 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Compensation 


Administration


The system has the ability to allow compensation personnel to structure 
multiple separate salary increase plan types / multiple budgets which may 
vary from year to year.


Yes


HCM_250 250 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Compensation 


Administration
The system has the ability to maintain incentive eligibility, target, mix and 
measures and final awards. Yes
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HCM_251 251 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Compensation 


Administration


The system has the ability to determine incentive bonus based on individual 
performance and/or company/unit financial performance (up to 3 different 
company/financial objectives)


No


HCM_252 252 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Compensation 


Administration
The system has the ability to enable supervisor to model various short-term 
incentive bonus amounts and see impact on department budget No


HCM_253 253 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Compensation 


Administration
The system has the ability to update employee pay record after final 
approval submitted Yes


HCM_254 254 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Compensation 


Administration


The system has the ability to allow roll-up for senior management review, 
analysis and approval with roll-up based on management relationship (in 
reporting chain).


Yes


HCM_255 255 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Compensation 


Administration
The system has the ability to add/update salaries in batch mode and 
individual mode and to provide future dated salary changes. Yes


HCM_256 256 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Compensation 


Administration
The system has the ability to provide workflow for off cycle (ad hoc) salary 
change and reason(s) for change Yes


HCM_257 257 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Compensation 


Administration


The system has the ability to maintain allowances by type (e.g., meal, 
housing, transportation) and calculation method (e.g., percentage of base, 
flat amount).


Yes


HCM_258 258 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Compensation 


Administration
The system has the ability for manager to recommend one-time payments  
and route for approval with supporting documentation attached. Yes


HCM_259 259 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Compensation 


Administration
The system has the ability to maintain salary structure including min, mid and 
max market rates by geographic area within a band and within a market zone No


HCM_260 260 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Compensation 


Administration


The system has the ability to maintain position information, including job 
codes, grades, titles, market zone/band, incentive level, FLSA and workers' 
comp code.


Yes


HCM_261 261 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Compensation 


Administration
The system has the ability to store position descriptions (and archived 
versions) in application Yes


HCM_262 262 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Compensation 


Administration


The system has the ability to provide for multiple types of job information 
including responsibilities, skills, education, certifications required, physical 
ability requirements, safety equipment required, health risks and other 
workplace considerations


Yes


HCM_263 263 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Compensation 


Administration
The system has the ability to perform salary structure modeling and store 
benchmark salary data. Yes


HCM_264 264 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Compensation 


Administration The system has the ability to perform market pricing using analytical tools. No


HCM_265 265 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Compensation 


Administration


The system has the ability to support the comparison of internal jobs to 
survey jobs, noting differences between internal and survey jobs and 
allowing for the same job to be matched to multiple survey jobs (multiple 
surveys and multiple jobs in same survey).


No


HCM_266 266 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Compensation 


Administration
The system has the ability to calculate and record compensation ratios and 
salary positions. Yes


HCM_267 267 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Compensation 


Administration
The system has the ability to project and analyze salary information with 
report writing tools Yes


HCM_268 268 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to automate forms administered in Health & 
Welfare Benefits (e.g., 401K form to be sent automatically to the vendor after 
completion).


Yes


HCM_269 269 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability for self-service option for employees and 
managers to initiate, view selected options or plans and to view FMLA usage 
and balances.


Yes


HCM_270 270 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to have multiple employee self-service open 
enrollment periods and also option periods for changes with a variety of rules 
and criteria.


Yes


HCM_271 271 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to notify the user of a change to benefits eligibility 
resulting from a change in key employer-owned data elements via email 
linking to enrollment site (e.g., change in employment status, change in 
scheduled hours), Alight.


Yes


HCM_272 272 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to provide on-line enrollment capability by 
integrating the system with the County's benefit vendor, Alight, for annual 
enrollment and ongoing life events (e.g., marriage, birth, divorce).


Yes


HCM_273 273 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to control the allowable benefit changes based on 
life event and regulations through integrating the system with the County's 
benefit vendor, Alight.


Yes


HCM_274 274 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration
The system has the ability to provide online confirmation statement of 
benefits elections and dependent/beneficiary data. Yes


HCM_275 275 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration
The system has the ability to future date transactions and store complete 
benefits status history  Yes


HCM_276 276 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to store the benefits data in each employee record 
for each benefit (e.g., benefit program, eligibility status (Y/N), eligibility date, 
enrollment status (not eligible, enrolled, withdrawn, pending, not elected, 
refused), enrollment option (for benefits with multiple plans) and coverage 
(employee only, spouse, dependents).


No


HCM_277 277 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to generate personalized online enrollment 
statements for employees based on specific plan eligibility and current 
benefit elections (levels of life insurance, employee cost, etc.)


No


HCM_278 278 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration
The system has the ability to assign default or passive enrollment if no 
selection is made at enrollment. No


HCM_279 279 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration
The system has the ability to record and track waived coverage.  This 
includes the ability to require employee "action" to validate waiver. No


HCM_280 280 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration
The system has the ability to automatically terminate specified benefits 
based on specific changes in employment / eligibility status. No


HCM_281 281 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability for process participant status changes and 
determine eligibility (e.g., job status change, transfer, family status changes, 
etc.) in accordance with administrative guidelines and integration with Alight.  


Yes
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HCM_282 282 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to trigger a benefit change and  to automate 
termination of benefits when no longer eligible or leave status. The system 
has the ability to filter by different criteria to include new hires, rehires, 
transfers, and terminations under certain conditions or had a reduction of 
hours or status change. 


No


HCM_283 283 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to enforce plan limits, such as contribution to HSA 
and FSA and have the flexibility to take contributions pre and post-tax basis 
on individual elections


Yes


HCM_284 284 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration
The system has the ability to pro-rate and calculate any plans that have an 
employer contribution or monthly employer deposits Yes


HCM_285 285 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration
The system has the ability to provide decision support tools (e.g., FSA 
modeler, plan comparison) Yes


HCM_286 286 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration
The system has the ability to communicate and automate arrearages to 
Payroll anytime they need to be calculated Yes


HCM_287 287 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to maintain and administer multiple benefits 
programs and plans.  Programs and plans may vary based on the 
employee's group or category.  


Yes


HCM_288 288 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to store, at minimum, benefit plan information that 
includes benefit plan identification, eligibility criteria (e.g., minimum job 
grade, length of service, union designation, age), eligibility date, eligibility 
hours (minimum hours), and eligibility earnings (base salary, benefits salary, 
YTD earnings).


Yes


HCM_289 289 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration
The system has the ability to track and report benefit costs (both employee 
and company costs) by plan, coverage, employee, etc. Yes


HCM_290 290 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to develop automated interfaces with all carriers 
and providers for each plan identified  to transmit election / coverage data at 
the conclusion of the annual enrollment period.  


Yes


HCM_291 291 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to develop accurate and automated interfaces 
with all benefits and retirement vendors to ensure proper and timely 
eligibility, election, contribution, deduction, termination, COBRA and 
conversion information tracking.


Yes


HCM_292 292 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to determine when EOI is necessary, capture 
pended plans and options, accept and respond to carrier approvals and 
rejections (online and batch).


Yes


HCM_293 293 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to maintain plan summaries and other information 
online and enable single sign-on link to plan summaries and other 
information 


Yes


HCM_294 294 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration
The system has the ability to maintain dependents for all standard and 
company defined benefit plans. Yes


HCM_295 295 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to support tracking and automation of Qualified 
Medical Child Support Orders and to limit employee's ability to make 
changes when a QMSCO is in force


Yes


HCM_296 296 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration
The system has the ability to maintain status indicators for eligibility (e.g., 
age, disable dependents). Yes


HCM_297 297 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration
The system has the ability to maintain historical data on former and non-
employees with benefit coverage (e.g., retirees, spouses). No


HCM_298 298 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability for spouses and dependents to have coverage 
independent of a former employee/retiree who is no longer eligible for 
company benefits due to Medicare eligibility


No


HCM_299 299 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration
The system has the ability to maintain beneficiaries for all standard and 
company defined benefit plans. No


HCM_300 300 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to maintain primary and secondary beneficiaries, 
including trusts and to designate different beneficiaries for different benefits 
plans.


No


HCM_301 301 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to notify the user of a change to benefits eligibility 
resulting from a change in key employer-owned data elements via email 
linking to enrollment site (e.g., change in employment status, change in 
scheduled hours, etc.)


Yes


HCM_302 302 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to provide on-line enrollment capability for annual 
enrollment and ongoing life events (e.g., marriage, birth, divorce, etc.) 
including but not limited to mobile enablement, reminders and notifications


No


HCM_303 303 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration
The system has the ability to accommodate for the flexibility to effective date 
the employee population Yes


HCM_304 304 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration
The system has the ability to control the allowable benefit changes based on 
life event and regulations. No


HCM_305 305 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration
The system has the ability to provide online confirmation statement of 
benefits elections and dependent/beneficiary data. No


HCM_306 306 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to support a variety of leave plans, including 
federal FMLA and state FMLA, Leaves of Absence (LOA), Military, Personal, 
Unpaid, Disability and Sickness leave. This support should include paid and 
unpaid time to include medical certification process date due, date received 
and notifications to employee. (e.g., PTO, vacation, holiday, FMLA).


Yes


HCM_307 307 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration
The system has the ability to support different calendars for tracking leave 
(e.g., anniversary date, calendar year, rolling forward, rolling backward). Yes


HCM_308 308 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to support online accrual of leave rules and 
calculations and provide a year-end rollover calculation and process for 
leave plans (e.g., reset or do not reset eligibility according to plan rules).


Yes


HCM_309 309 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to support premium sharing policy (employee pays 
100% while on leave) and to put a non-paid employee on a leave of 
absence.


Yes


HCM_310 310 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration
The system has the ability to tailor benefits packages by employee type (e.g., 
benefit and non-benefited employees, interns, students). Yes
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HCM_311 311 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to automate benefits eligibility maintenance to 
include start and end dates for dependents,  use postal codes to determine 
benefits eligibility managed by the County, and create benefits eligibility 
criteria based on employee attributes.


Yes


HCM_312 312 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration
The system has the ability to define coverage groups which control the 
aggregate maximum amount of coverage. No


HCM_313 313 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to define life and AD&D plan coverage basis 
including coverage and group and to define deductions for retroactive 
processing.


No


HCM_314 314 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to identify benefit providers (names, addresses, 
contacts, policy information), define participating benefit programs, validation 
and finalization actions and define the regulatory rules governing 
nondiscrimination testing.


No


HCM_315 315 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to identify the enrollment period, election window, 
participating benefit programs and to identify the rules for the marriage, 
divorce, birth and adoption life events.


No


HCM_316 316 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to maintain the lists of criteria used to determine 
benefits eligibility and to manage and maintain OSHA reporting 
requirements: 300, 301 and 301A forms.


Yes


HCM_317 317 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to manage workers compensation benefits and 
leave administration and to automatically change an employee's worker's 
comp status from WC to WC-3 after 3 months.


Yes


HCM_318 318 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to manage, maintain and calculate benefits 
eligibility, continuous, intermittent and reduced hours worked, 
schedule/tracking and to manage and calculate benefit deduction repayment 
installment options, retirement plan loan deductions.


No


HCM_319 319 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to trigger notification to stop deductions based on 
leave policies (e.g., DC contributions, benefits) and define codes for 
number/type of individuals eligible for each level of coverage.


Yes


HCM_320 320 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to manage pre and post-tax benefit plans, assign 
benefits based on employee groups / rules and define criteria used to 
automate benefits processing.


Yes


HCM_321 321 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to apply and change business rules associated 
with manager and employee initiated actions and to configure and trigger 
appropriate forms/letters to automatically advise carrier, managers, and other 
key stakeholders of leave beginnings and endings.


Yes


HCM_322 322 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to create forms (e.g., employee benefit statement, 
benefit election confirmation statements, benefit program fact sheets, 
employee accident report forms) and to create and maintain Benefits 
Certifications.


No


HCM_323 323 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration
The system has the ability for manager to confirm online that employee has 
returned to work. Yes


HCM_324 324 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to identify employee/dependent relationships 
which qualify for legal dependent status and to track who waived/declined 
specific benefits.


Yes


HCM_325 325 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration
The system has the ability to use analytics to provide a Total Rewards 
Statement. Yes


HCM_326 326 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to inquire and export benefits on data in various 
formats (e.g., Excel, csv, pdf) and to batch import or receive a real-time 
integration of employee benefit elections.


Yes


HCM_327 327 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability for benefits information to be interfaced and/or 
integrated with 3rd party vendors/software and to support automated inbound 
interfaces from multiple sources (e.g., 401K vendor, benefit vendors) and 
apply to employee earnings record/calculate appropriate pay.


Yes


HCM_328 328 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to track leave duration, and trigger a change in 
leave status when appropriate and to support automatic notifications to 
managers when employee is due to and returns from leave.


Yes


HCM_329 329 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to trigger automatic employment events data 
updates and/or additional “transaction wizards” and to enforce necessary 
downstream changes to all other modules (e.g., time and attendance, 
benefits, payroll, compensation)


Yes


HCM_330 330 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability for an automatic setup and update of employee 
records based on changes to personal data in the core human resources 
module (e.g., zip code) through real-time integration in the system


Yes


HCM_331 331 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration
The system has the ability to trigger FMLA reminders around 7 and 15 day 
waiting periods. Yes


HCM_332 332 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to process/document reasons for LOA (medical or 
other), initiate "hard stop" if there is no documentation and to place 
employee on leave without pay until proper documentation is attached.


Yes


HCM_333 333 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to monitor leave processes and trigger/create 
worklist for appropriate employee and/or supervisor follow-up (e.g., e-mail, 
correspondence).


Yes


HCM_334 334 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to support the Affordable Care Act (ACA) and the 
ACA benefits process and to assess / determine impact on requirements for 
benefits.


No


HCM_335 335 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration
The system has the ability to identify employee benefit changes needed, by 
employee group, for specific work/life events. No


HCM_336 336 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to create rules to automatically end employee’s 
benefits options for County managed benefits upon termination or change in 
eligibility.


Yes


HCM_337 337 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration
The system has the ability to configure benefit and employee screens by 
security roles at the employee & supervisor level. Yes


HCM_338 338 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Health & Welfare Benefits 


Administration


The system has the ability to integrate the PTO accrual within the core 
human resources module with automated PTO journal entries within the 
ledger for each cost center.


Yes
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HCM_339 339 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Retirement Administration The system has the ability to manage, maintain and calculate retirement 


account limits and earnings (IRS and plan design driven) No


HCM_340 340 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Retirement Administration The system has the ability to maintain (non-qualified plan) deferred 


compensation bonus election and apply to final payout. Yes


HCM_341 341 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Retirement Administration The system has the ability to designate whether compensation is taxable or 


non-taxable or considered earnable compensation for retirement purposes. Yes


HCM_342 342 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Retirement Administration The system has the ability to calculate employer and employee portions of 


deductions for retirement. Yes


HCM_343 343 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Retirement Administration The system has the ability to accommodate multiple retirement plans and 


options. Yes


HCM_344 344 Human 
Resources Total Rewards Retirement Administration The system has the ability to incorporate service credit data based upon 


multiple user-defined rules for retirement purposes. No


HCM_345 345 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability to manage employee data for multiple employers  
and support a matrix reporting structure; ability to support authority based 
responsibility


Yes


HCM_346 346 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability to provide secondary managers / leaders with 
access to their employee data, to track cost center manager and/or different 
leaders and to track hierarchy


Yes


HCM_347 347 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability to produce dynamic organization charts for online 
viewing, showing dotted line reporting relationships and contact details via 
org chart view.


Yes


HCM_348 348 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management The system has the ability to maintain organizational history and allow 


organizational modeling (e.g., workforce analytics, organization design). Yes


HCM_349 349 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability to track special employment agreements and 
other special information. (e.g., certifications, licenses, immunizations) and to 
process employment events mid payroll period (i.e. transfers).


Yes


HCM_350 350 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability to perform mass updates through identification of 
employee group criteria (e.g., change of cost centers); mass updates should 
be able to utilize all the same business logic and validation rules as the 
equivalent single record online event, and should be able to trigger all the 
same downstream activities.


Yes


HCM_351 351 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability for the automation of transfers to eliminate any 
situation that might require entering a termination and new hire, or reentering 
any employee information already existing in the database. Notify payroll of 
transfers and the tax consequences.


Yes


HCM_352 352 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management The system has the ability for an automated notification to cancel system 


security upon termination or when an employee moves to severance status Yes


HCM_353 353 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability to apply data validations “up front” to prevent 
employees (and other users) from omitting required information relevant to 
the specific personal data transaction (e.g., effective date) or entering invalid 
data combinations (e.g., ZIP code vs. state) and offer field level validations 
with drop down lists for required fields 


Yes


HCM_354 354 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability to create retroactive personal data changes only 
in accordance with policy, business rules and regulations and with approval 
workflow if a certain amount of time has elapsed; trigger checklist of things to 
consider related to the data change (e.g., marriage triggers notification to 
consider changing benefits).


Yes


HCM_355 355 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability to use effective dates associated with personal 
data changes as criteria in business rules, eligibility logic and data 
validations (e.g., transaction based reporting)


Yes


HCM_356 356 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management The system has the ability to maintain audit trails of personal data changes Yes


HCM_357 357 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability for the automation of payroll and benefit changes 
arising from pending personal data transactions at the appropriate future 
date/processing cycle.


Yes


HCM_358 358 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability for the automation of payroll and benefit changes 
arising from retroactive human resources personal data transactions when 
allowed and/or notification to administrators of need for exception processing


Yes


HCM_359 359 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability to track information with expiration dates or 
annual validation, trigger notifications prior to renewal and report past due 
instances (safety training update). Certifications, Licenses, Immunizations, 
Flu, etc.


Yes


HCM_360 360 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability to track and maintain cost center data for multiple 
levels of responsibility (e.g. manager) and track multiple supervisors to an 
employee; a solid line supervisor and multiple dotted line supervisors


Yes


HCM_361 361 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability to track / report employees in multiple job 
descriptions (e.g., job shadowing)  to include a supervisor to each job. And 
track multiple supervisors including those assigned to satellite teams. 


Yes


HCM_362 362 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management The system has the ability to track multiple hire, termination, and rehire dates Yes


HCM_363 363 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability to add employment status codes and build 
rules/logic associated to the additional status codes and to capture an 
unlimited/defined number of pay types per user.


Yes


HCM_364 364 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management The system has the ability to administer, track and maintain data related to 


the Exit Interview Process for internal (transfers) and external exits. Yes


HCM_365 365 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability to create pending future-dated transactions and/or 
transactions with future-dated triggering elements (e.g., severance end date) 
and to initiate/track and report other employee event processes as 
appropriate (e.g., redeployment, termination, extension of leave).


Yes
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HCM_366 366 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability to identify rehires/reinstates and 
calculate/recalculate continuous service date and adjusted hire date, with 
provision for overrides.


Yes


HCM_367 367 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability to maintain an employee in 2 or more cost centers 
and/or cost centers simultaneously and ability to do this with a person in both 
an employed and non-employed status


Yes


HCM_368 368 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management The system has the ability to automatically adjust appropriate eligibility dates 


or other fields based on length of leave. Yes


HCM_369 369 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability of system to integrate and maintain appropriate 
alignment between org structure and cost center between the HR and 
Finance ERP modules


Yes


HCM_370 370 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability to automate notifications regarding the retrieval of 
company property (e.g., keys, ID cards) when employee terminates, is 
transferred, and completes the exit interview and for an automatic notification 
to cancel system security upon termination.


No


HCM_371 371 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management The system has the ability to trigger payroll notification upon termination for 


pay-out as required. Yes


HCM_372 372 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability for manager transaction initiation capabilities 
apply to all subordinates within their purview, not just direct reports; ability for 
proxy and delegates


Yes


HCM_373 373 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management The system has the ability for manager view capabilities apply to all 


subordinates within their purview, not just direct reports Yes


HCM_374 374 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management The system has the ability for select managers to view labor costs in 


aggregate, by pay component. Yes


HCM_375 375 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability to utilize position control functionality in, and as 
part of, the talent acquisition process.(In other words, limiting the ability to 
create a requisition based on position control).


Yes


HCM_376 376 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management The system has the ability to structure and track positions for 'one to many 


employees' and/or 'one to one' Yes


HCM_377 377 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management The system has the ability to be able to track “non-employees”, including 


“contractors” or temporary workforce Yes


HCM_378 378 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management The system has the ability to manage and track real time position vacancy 


data Yes


HCM_379 379 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability to manage employee in multiple work roles in 
multiple unions, or temporary promotion for employees still maintaining their 
previous job responsibilities.


Yes


HCM_380 380 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management The system has the ability to add historical requirements--access to and 


track history associated with position conversions Yes


HCM_381 381 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management The system has the ability to customize and adjust to modify positions / FTE 


control and to manage FTE count. Yes


HCM_382 382 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability to Identify and track funding sources of position 
(e.g., grant, foundation) and to assign attributes to a specific position, 
individual, etc.


Yes


HCM_383 383 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management The system has the ability to support productivity analysis and reporting No


HCM_384 384 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability to automatically switch the exiting Manager’s 
name to the exiting Manager’s next level (or peer) when a manager transfers 
or terminates. Upon filling the Role, the system should automatically switch 
to the new Manager’s name.


Yes


HCM_385 385 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management The system has the ability to have a  permanent, unique identifier for all Non-


Employees created and assigned (similar to an employee number). Yes


HCM_386 386 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability to allow a Non-Employee to be assigned to 
multiple roles (e.g., volunteer, contractor). The system should consider the 
most restrictive role as the driver for fulfilling all on-boarding and on-going 
requirements.


Yes


HCM_387 387 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management The system has the ability to maintain policies online to provide continuous 


access to employees Yes


HCM_388 388 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management The system has the ability to track policy and/or SOPs maintenance status 


and report progress to the respective review stakeholders Yes


HCM_389 389 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability to track policy owner responsible for policy 
maintenance for each policy and able to report the policy owner by policy, 
and all the policies for each policy owner


Yes


HCM_390 390 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management The system has the ability for employee to electronic acknowledge and 


authorize receipt and understanding of key policies Yes


HCM_391 391 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability to store state disciplinary and grievance issues. 
Record multiple/various data elements regarding the employee and the 
issue. 


Yes


HCM_392 392 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management The system has the ability to record disciplinary actions to include drill down 


from multiple levels (employee, date, issue, location, etc.) into action details Yes


HCM_393 393 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability to record disciplinary actions to include standard 
action types and multiple dates related to the action and actual and proposed 
penalties. 


Yes


HCM_394 394 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management The system has the ability to select and track grievant on a grievance 


(employee, group of employees, or class) Yes


HCM_395 395 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability to track the life of a grievance (initiation through 
process through action) and record a decision *capture/record the "life" of 
the case in the database * drill down on individual actors, actions and dates. 
This capability should include the ability to record all required follow-up steps 
and the time frame for completion.


Yes


HCM_396 396 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability to create a grievance online through self-service 
and print a form; offer different forms based on union and grievance type and 
to view all grievances in a summary format.


Yes


HCM_397 397 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability to track employee issue by type, by department, 
by business unit, etc. and to maintain employee issue resolution job 
aid/guide and be auto populated on screen when employee issue type 
selected. 


Yes
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HCM_398 398 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability to create employee issue reporting on each data 
field or combination of data fields (optimal flexibility), to restrict access by 
role to employee issue and labor relations grievance data and to track 
employee issue advisor(s) responsible for processing and resolving case.


Yes


HCM_399 399 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability to maintain employee corrective action 
information, including different processes by group (e.g., steps of specific 
unions, exempt employees), step (e.g., 1st warning to termination to appeal),  
reason for action (e.g., tardiness, conduct) the date issued, results of appeal, 
and basic information for the employee at issue (e.g., job, supervisor).    


Yes


HCM_400 400 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability for managers to be able to create corrective action 
steps for their employees and for managers to be able to attach 
documentation for every step in the corrective action process.


Yes


HCM_401 401 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management The system has the ability for managers to view employee corrective actions 


in mass (list view) for their direct reports and downline. Yes


HCM_402 402 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability whether an employee has a corrective action 
within the last year is visible to recruiters on their application for internal 
applications.


Yes


HCM_403 403 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Organization Management


The system has the ability to have aggregated analytics available on 
Corrective Actions, reasons for actions, trends of the last year in number by 
step/job/group, etc.  These analytics should be assessable for leaders for 
their entire downlines as well as HR.


Yes


HCM_404 404 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration


Mobility/Employee Self 
Serve


The system has the ability to enter and employees preferred name in ESS, 
and to update emergency contact information in ESS. Employees should 
also be able to update phone number in ESS, including having multiple 
contact points as well as address data.


Yes


HCM_405 405 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration


Mobility/Employee Self 
Serve


The system has the ability to maintain email addresses in ESS, including a 
secondary email address and differentiate between home, work allowing 
employees to see their benefits in a centralized system.


Yes


HCM_406 406 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration


Mobility/Employee Self 
Serve


The system has the ability to write rules for ESS / MSS to prevent users from 
omitting required information or entering invalid data (e.g., direct deposit 
routing number, address format), with external validations vs internal 


Yes


HCM_407 407 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration


Mobility/Employee Self 
Serve


The system has the ability for terminated employees to access ESS for 
select information Yes


HCM_408 408 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration


Mobility/Employee Self 
Serve


The system has the ability for a manager to make corrections to pending 
transactions in MSS without starting from scratch with appropriate approval 
re-routing. 


Yes


HCM_409 409 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration


Mobility/Employee Self 
Serve


The system has the ability for entities of the courts to enter data directly, 
upload documentation, with workflow for approvals in both ESS/MSS Yes


HCM_410 410 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration


Mobility/Employee Self 
Serve


The system has the ability for an employee to change work location, building, 
floor, office#, in ESS and MSS, with workflow for approvals Yes


HCM_411 411 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration


Mobility/Employee Self 
Serve


The system has the ability to attach validation / edits in general to ESS and 
MSS data entry fields to ensure overall data integrity Yes


HCM_412 412 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration


Mobility/Employee Self 
Serve The system has the ability to maintain veterans and disability status in ESS. Yes


HCM_413 413 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration


Mobility/Employee Self 
Serve


The system has the ability to save a transaction in progress so that an EE 
(ESS) or manager (MSS)  may return to finish the transaction later Yes


HCM_414 414 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration


Mobility/Employee Self 
Serve


The system has the ability to view employee profile in MSS and to view 
pending and future dated transactions in MSS. Yes


HCM_415 415 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration


Mobility/Employee Self 
Serve


The system has the ability to ensure both ESS and MSS are mobile 
compatible. No


HCM_416 416 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration


Mobility/Employee Self 
Serve


The system has the ability for an employee to change DOB in ESS and 
upload documentation, with workflow for approvals. Yes


HCM_417 417 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration


Mobility/Employee Self 
Serve


The system has the ability for an employee to change gender in ESS  with 
workflow for approvals, and capture different gender identification. Yes


HCM_418 418 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration


Mobility/Employee Self 
Serve


The system has the ability in MSS workflow to have a workflow escalated 
based on a specific calendar event (e.g., payroll cutoff). Yes


HCM_419 419 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration


Mobility/Employee Self 
Serve


The system has the ability to initiate promotions, transfers, reassignments, 
and terminations via MSS and to view pay rate change and job history in 
MSS.


Yes


HCM_420 420 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration


Mobility/Employee Self 
Serve


The system has the ability for managers and employees to view employee 
pay-statements in ESS / MSS. Yes


HCM_421 421 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration


Mobility/Employee Self 
Serve


The system has the ability to provide ESS option for state tax withholding 
designations and other components of pay with rules "triggering" employee 
to complete state W4 when required by the resident state.


Yes


HCM_422 422 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration


Mobility/Employee Self 
Serve


The system has the ability to provide ESS for federal tax withholding 
modeling and changes; ability to view prior history/models before confirming 
W-4 selections. 


Yes


HCM_423 423 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration


Mobility/Employee Self 
Serve


The system has the ability to provide ESS / MSS for year-end tax report (W-
2) access with rules to opt in / opt out of electronic W-2..  Yes


HCM_424 424 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Employee Relations


The system has the ability to deliver specific full name formats (e.g., Prefix, 
First, Middle, Surname, Suffix, hyphens, lower case prefixes, special 
characters) and to track multiple races/ethnicities for each employee; write 
rules to when/if regs change .


Yes


HCM_425 425 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Employee Relations The system has the ability to track type of work permit, visa, and passport to 


include expiration dates. No


HCM_426 426 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Employee Relations


The system has the ability to manage and track employee relations (e.g., 
policy compliance, internal investigations, contract management employee 
counseling).


Yes


HCM_427 427 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Employee Relations The system has the ability to automate/track special employment agreements 


and other special information. (e.g., certificates, licenses, immunizations). Yes
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HCM_428 428 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Employee Relations


The system has the ability to capture and provide for use of both nickname 
and/or preferred first name and to deliver specific address formats for 
employees, as well as emergency contacts, beneficiaries, etc.


Yes


HCM_429 429 Human 
Resources Workforce Insights Workforce Analytics and 


Insights


The system has the ability to report status of onboarding checklist by new 
hire, by recruiter, by hiring manager, and overall (e.g. status pipeline with 
drill down capability) with the flexibility to report on other criteria


No


HCM_430 430 Human 
Resources Workforce Insights Workforce Analytics and 


Insights


The system has the ability to provide standard system reports including EEO 
reporting, Time To Fill, Time To Hire, LTD report election report (including 
premium and benefit level), Age-based Life Insurance Report, and Detailed 
healthcare election report broken down by plan and coverage tier.


Yes


HCM_431 431 Human 
Resources Workforce Insights Workforce Analytics and 


Insights


The system has the ability to provide a standard report related to people on 
leave, date of leave, type of leave, leave status (pending, etc.) and expected 
return date and trends in types of leave, age, service, etc. to assist in 
analyzing and implementing proactive programs and policies.


Yes


HCM_432 432 Human 
Resources Workforce Insights Workforce Analytics and 


Insights


The system has the ability to provide analytics on where candidates are 
being sourced and accessing site and recruiting analytics by recruiter and by 
HR business partner.


No


HCM_433 433 Human 
Resources Workforce Insights Workforce Analytics and 


Insights


The system has the ability to provide an user defined configurable 
dashboard to see recruiting activity at a glance including the ability to see 
downline reporting for hiring managers (e.g., openings, status)


Yes


HCM_434 434 Human 
Resources Workforce Insights Workforce Analytics and 


Insights
The system has the ability to link FTE, turnover, and vacancy reports with 
other reports (budget) Yes


HCM_435 435 Human 
Resources Workforce Insights Workforce Analytics and 


Insights
The system has the ability to link, view, and manage between actuals and 
budgeted reports Yes


HCM_436 436 Human 
Resources Workforce Insights Workforce Analytics and 


Insights
The system has the ability to develop future analysis (e.g., salary 
projections). Yes


HCM_437 437 Human 
Resources Workforce Insights Workforce Analytics and 


Insights The system has the ability to develop workforce implications. No


HCM_438 438 Human 
Resources Workforce Insights Workforce Analytics and 


Insights The system has the ability to develop business scenarios. No


HCM_439 439 Human 
Resources Workforce Shaping Organization Design 


The system has the ability to include an organization charting feature so that 
organization charts can be created based on positions or people and can be 
created for as many as 16 levels down..


Yes


HCM_440 440 Human 
Resources Workforce Shaping Organization Design 


The system has the ability for organization charts to be configured to include 
common fields within the HR application and to be configured with 2-14 
boxes per row. These organization charts should include fields such as 
contact details


Yes


HCM_441 441 Human 
Resources Workforce Shaping Organization Design 


The system has the ability for organization charts to create standard filters 
such as: leadership only, management only, no open roles, exclude disability 
leave; by leader, department, process level, supervisor position. Filter can be 
applied to common fields within the HR application and calculated fields 
within the application.


Yes


HCM_442 442 Human 
Resources Workforce Shaping Organization Design The system has the ability for organization charts to be printed as PDF, 


PowerPoint, Excel, Visio, etc. and to be viewed in report format. Yes


HCM_443 443 Human 
Resources Workforce Shaping Organization Design The system has the ability for show historical views of organization chart and 


to allow for the modeling of future relationships.  Yes


HCM_444 444 Human 
Resources Workforce Shaping Organization Design 


The system has the ability for organization chart security roles to allow for 
security on views, modeling, and reporting of data/chart can be limited to 
specific roles.  Field and filter security is available. 


Yes


HCM_445 445 Human 
Resources Workforce Shaping Organization Design 


The system has the ability for organization chart to be used to set goals 
based upon criteria set for tracking and to model for future relationships 
across charts..


Yes


HCM_446 446 Human 
Resources Workforce Shaping Organization Design The system has the ability  to create large organization charts in format that 


is easy to read rather than creating multiple downline charts for readability. Yes


HCM_447 447 Human 
Resources Payroll Payroll Administration


The system has the ability to receive requests to update payroll definitions, 
assess the request, maintain payroll for multiple legal entities and submit the 
changes for review through a workflow process. 


Yes


HCM_448 448 Human 
Resources Payroll Payroll Administration The system has the ability to create and update code and configuration for 


payroll definitions changes. Yes


HCM_449 449 Human 
Resources Payroll Payroll Administration


The system has the ability to identify payroll calendars that require 
management attention and review and then submit calendar items for review 
to department heads. 


Yes


HCM_450 450 Human 
Resources Payroll Payroll Administration


The system has the ability to draft the updated payroll calendar with the edits 
from users, secure approvals through a workflow process for approval and 
then publish the updated calendar with notifications to users.


Yes


HCM_451 451 Human 
Resources Payroll Payroll Administration


The system has the ability to provide for both salaried (exempt and non-
exempt) and hourly workers using a variety of user defined earnings types 
and to accumulate hours and dollars (by month, pay period, quarter, year, 
user defined) by earning type for designated earnings.


Yes


HCM_452 452 Human 
Resources Payroll Payroll Administration


The system has the ability to manage effective-dated earnings and a date 
driven system (e.g., future pay increase) and to provide special earnings 
codes (e.g., nontaxable earnings, insurance over $50K)


Yes


HCM_453 453 Human 
Resources Payroll Payroll Administration


The system has the ability to add a financial dimension code via a drop down 
option (e.g., general ledger account string) and integrate with accounting / 
GL, time management and project code functionality (compliance & 
incentives).


Yes


HCM_454 454 Human 
Resources Payroll Payroll Administration The system has the ability to support payment of non-earning amounts due 


employees through the payroll process (reimbursements) Yes


HCM_455 455 Human 
Resources Payroll Payroll Administration


The system has the ability to allow for time-period deductions (start and stop 
dates that includes future dates) specific number of pay periods, or ongoing 
deductions and to record these deduction start / stop dates (includes future 
dates).


Yes
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HCM_456 456 Human 
Resources Payroll Payroll Administration The system has the ability to manage effective-dated deductions with end 


dates for  those that are only in force for a calendar year (e.g., FSA). Yes


HCM_457 457 Human 
Resources Payroll Payroll Administration The system has the ability to enter maximum limits, which may apply to 


accumulation of multiple deduction codes Yes


HCM_458 458 Human 
Resources Payroll Payroll Administration


The system has the ability to  allow updates to min/max limits of 401 k 
contributions and to  change selected deductions from pre-tax to after-tax 
when limit is reached (e.g., switch pre-tax 401(k) to after tax savings plan 
contribution) based on file from 401(k) provider. 


Yes


HCM_459 459 Human 
Resources Payroll Payroll Administration


The system has the ability to calculate employer contribution to qualified and 
non-qualified defined contribution plans based on age plus service noting 
that an individual's employer contribution may change at birth date and/or 
service anniversary


Yes


HCM_460 460 Human 
Resources Payroll Payroll Administration


The system has the ability to provide automated notification to employee 
and/or administrator when specified deduction limits are reached, or 
expected to be reached in the next payroll period.


Yes


HCM_461 461 Human 
Resources Payroll Payroll Administration The system has the ability to accumulate deduction amounts in arrears Yes


HCM_462 462 Human 
Resources Payroll Payroll Administration


The system has the ability to define deductions as enterprise-wide or by 
employee type. Provide warnings or errors at deduction entry time for 
missing or inappropriate deductions.


Yes


HCM_463 463 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability to determine appropriate pay based on hours and 
shift (multiple shift definitions and differentials, pay and payments) and to 
allow one time payments to be included in earnings.


Yes


HCM_464 464 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 
The system has the ability to support other earnings and applies appropriate 
taxation rules for each pay code Yes


HCM_465 465 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 
The system has the ability to handle retro pay by date entry to calculate 
correct pay amounts Yes


HCM_466 466 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 
The system has the ability to support payment of non-qualified plan benefits 
whether as an annuity or as a lump sum. Yes


HCM_467 467 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability to provide imputed income calculation for 
personal use of company car based on number of days use per month 
reported by employee; Include gross-up calculation


No


HCM_468 468 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability to support payment of lump sum amounts using 
the supplemental withholding,  aggregate tax rate or applying withholding 
rates (W-4)


Yes


HCM_469 469 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 
The system has the ability to allow lump sum payments to be included in 
regular pay slip or paid as separate pay slip (including OT  payments) Yes


HCM_470 470 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability to handle reimbursement for relocation, 
educational reimbursement and similar reimbursement items that have 
special taxation requirements


Yes


HCM_471 471 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll The system has the ability to accept online or batch input for payments Yes


HCM_472 472 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability to include various lump sum payments (e.g., 
incentives, reimbursements, car allowances, quarterly payments) through 
regular payroll cycle & direct deposit.


Yes


HCM_473 473 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 
The system has the ability  to provide for special payments on an ongoing or 
additional pay basis Yes


HCM_474 474 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability to support calculation of special pay based on 
earnings, hours, or accept amount to pay on input record and to provide pay 
stub description of all special pay types.


Yes


HCM_475 475 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll The system has the ability to allow separate accounting by pay type Yes


HCM_476 476 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability to allow for input of commission payments or 
calculation of commissions based on a percentage of base pay and/or other 
earnings types


No


HCM_477 477 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 
The system has the ability to calculate pay according to statutory and County 
specific leave rules Yes


HCM_478 478 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability for employee to be paid at varying hourly rates, 
based on job performed or work unit in which job is performed; Input from 
time and labor system includes hours worked and rate applicable to those 
hours. Also should allow overrides.


Yes


HCM_479 479 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 
The system has the ability to compute additional pay differential for working 
at a specific task (e.g., hazard pay) Yes


HCM_480 480 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability to compute additional pay differential for working 
on a specific project or activity through time charged in the time and 
attendance system. The system should be able to set up time codes for 
projects and activities to facilitate the direct time charges for projects and 
activities. 


Yes


HCM_481 481 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability to track earnings by element (e.g., multiple rates, 
shift differentials) including flexibility on the maximum length of code and 
code description.


Yes


HCM_482 482 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability to calculate all taxes based on earnings, pre and 
post-tax deductions and withholding rates. The system should be able to 
maintain and update tax rates for federal, state and local taxing authorities 
and not require Authority staff intervention.


Yes


HCM_483 483 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 
The system has the ability to track deductions by type and dates - including 
flexibility on maximum length of code and code description Yes


HCM_484 484 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 
The system has the ability to accumulate designated deductions by month, 
quarter, year and user defined periods Yes


HCM_485 485 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 
The system has the ability to allow for automatic calculation for multi-period 
pay back of deduction amount (can vary based on employee situation) Yes


HCM_486 486 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 
The system has the ability to override deduction frequency and to support 
negative deduction for PTO. Yes


HCM_487 487 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability to prioritize deductions when employee does not 
have enough earnings (e.g., put benefit deductions in arrears if pay is not 
sufficient to cover).


Yes
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HCM_488 488 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability to allow adjustment of arrearage balances based 
on partial payments made by employee (e.g., partial payment of employee 
medical deduction while on leave).


Yes


HCM_489 489 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 
The system has the ability to deduct flat amounts and percentages and 
support pretax deductions. Yes


HCM_490 490 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 
The system has the ability to maintain statutory and plan deduction limits and 
goal balances Yes


HCM_491 491 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 
The system has the ability for full online viewing and reporting of election / 
deduction history Yes


HCM_492 492 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 
The system has the ability to support deduction rules to take all, take partial, 
take partial to maximum, take partial and build arrears Yes


HCM_493 493 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability to allow for multiple loan repayment deductions, 
multiple charitable deductions, non-qualified plan deductions, court 
deductions, and to support national and local regulatory payroll 
requirements.


Yes


HCM_494 494 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability to provide gross-up routines that recognize all 
taxes and deductions based on employee's record, track employee earnings 
within Federal ID number, and to provide for adjustment to gross pay for non-
cash compensation (to support imputed income). 


Yes


HCM_495 495 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability to recalculate individual pay checks and pay 
groups, process multiple pay slips per employee per cycle and to allow 
multiple pay groups.


Yes


HCM_496 496 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 
The system has the ability to provide online check modeling to show gross to 
net. And provide online adjustments to information after a trial payroll. Yes


HCM_497 497 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 
The system has the ability to provide online reversal / correction for incorrect 
pay slip (administrator only) and payroll run. Yes


HCM_498 498 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 
The system has the ability to provide on-demand process for final pay 
including all vacation due and recoupment of loans, tuition, etc. Yes


HCM_499 499 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability to view manual checks for balance adjustments 
and void / reverse checks by role and to support the calculation and printing 
of manual checks.


Yes


HCM_500 500 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll The system has the ability to support role-based view capabilities Yes


HCM_501 501 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability for automatic retro calculations on effective dated 
transactions, to provide for batch balancing and edit capabilities and to 
support unattended batch processing.


Yes


HCM_502 502 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability to allow for verification of bank routing numbers 
for direct deposits and to generate pre-notes should employees be unable to 
enter their bank account information directly.


Yes


HCM_503 503 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability to support imputed income calculations on a 
monthly basis, support the process for one-time overpayments to employees 
whereby the adjustment is made to the next pay cycle and if net pay is 
insufficient, for each pay slip thereafter until fully recovered


Yes


HCM_504 504 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 
The system has the ability to enable administrator to lock tax exemptions for 
tax garnishments Yes


HCM_505 505 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability to support use of positive and negative earnings 
and deduction elements, provide pre/post payroll balance 
procedures/reporting and generate payroll salary accruals; Include 
exceptions and supplemental wages.


Yes


HCM_506 506 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability to access / process current year while working in 
prior year, allow for system to be used and updated while payroll is being 
processed, and allow for an entire pay run to be backed out if found to be 
problematic.


Yes


HCM_507 507 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll The system has the ability to run multiple pay groups simultaneously Yes


HCM_508 508 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability to process effective dated changes, such as new 
hires, hourly to salary, salary to hourly, leave of absence, rehires, and 
termination


Yes


HCM_509 509 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability to enable pay processing for employees who are 
in a non-active status (e.g., employees on leaves of absence or severance, 
terminated)


Yes


HCM_510 510 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability to maintain withholding exemptions for Federal 
and state/local to ensure compliance and to maintain accurate tax calculation 
and deduction requirements for all required tax authorities.


Yes


HCM_511 511 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 
The system has the ability to support special payroll payments such as one 
time payments. Yes


HCM_512 512 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability to run final payroll calculations, gain approval, 
and archive the payroll results through workflow. This capability should 
include the ability to then generate a post-Payroll file. 


Yes


HCM_513 513 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 
The system has the ability to maintain accurate reporting formats and 
schedules for multi-jurisdictional tax authorities Yes


HCM_514 514 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability to maintain appropriate information for 
unemployment tax calculations and to forward tax information to 3rd party tax 
service provider to make tax payments on our behalf.


Yes


HCM_515 515 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability for system to automatically, and on an ongoing 
basis, balance taxes to the payroll. This capability should include the ability 
to automatically administer state and local reciprocity agreements based on 
employees home and work locations.


Yes


HCM_516 516 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability to process all employer payroll-related taxes and 
wages, produce monthly and quarterly tax balancing reports and to monitor 
limits on after-tax deductibles. The system should be able to support the 
electronic filing of payroll taxes and integrate with a third party tax filing 
vendor if selected by the County.


Yes
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HCM_517 517 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability to manage tax tables and provide audit reporting 
proving reconciliation of actual to tax tables and to display number of 
withholding exemptions for Federal and State/Local on employee's pay 
advice. The system should be able to provide for rule and/or regulation 
changes without County staff intervention.


Yes


HCM_518 518 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 
The system has the ability to support rehire cumulative YTD or start over (do 
not restart accumulators if within same calendar year) Yes


HCM_519 519 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 
The system has the ability to move cumulative YTD amounts, as appropriate, 
when employees transfer from one pay group to another Yes


HCM_520 520 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability to calculate, accumulate and identify both 
employee and employer taxes including state and federal unemployment tax 
and include/exclude certain earnings numbers from tax and/or deduction 
calculations.


Yes


HCM_521 521 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability to allow for calculate taxes differently on different 
types of earnings (e.g.,  severance), provide for the necessary accumulators 
to support local and federal taxation requirements and to recognize state and 
local tax entities that do not allow pre-tax deductions.


Yes


HCM_522 522 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 
The system has the ability to support local tax calculation and payment, 
different tax rate for residents and non-residents Yes


HCM_523 523 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll The system has the ability to calculate earned income credit Yes


HCM_524 524 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability to be flexible with defining, calculating and 
administering complex pay calculations to determine taxable vs. non-taxable 
bonuses that vary by individual taking into account multiple factors that may 
change from pay period to pay period


Yes


HCM_525 525 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 
The system has the ability to fully support year-end employee tax reporting 
requirements and generate employee tax statements on a scheduled basis. Yes


HCM_526 526 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability to allow for online reprint or correction of 
employee tax statements and ability to process through 3rd party or internal 
processing and generating for W-2 processing and to allow employees to 
request a replacement tax statement electronically if electronic consent is 
provided by the employee.


Yes


HCM_527 527 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability to reconcile tax reports to tax forms in total for 
organization and also by individual employee and support reconciliation of 
corrected statement processing.


Yes


HCM_528 528 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability to allow online creation of checks to accommodate 
final payroll review, with full update of payroll information and to prepare 
payroll checks if required and transmit as a PDF to print.


Yes


HCM_529 529 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability to allow variance in which deductions are taken 
for off-cycle and to allow direct deposit of off cycle payment and notification 
to worker of completion and expectations


Yes


HCM_530 530 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 
The system has the ability to receive and review the case request for off-
cycle process and submit for approval via workflow. Yes


HCM_531 531 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability to provide multiple direct deposit accounts for 
each employee (indicated maximum number), allow / disallow partial direct 
deposit and allow override of direct deposit to generate physical check. The 
system should be able to accommodate deposit accounts supporting multiple 
legal entities.


Yes


HCM_532 532 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 


The system has the ability to allow multiple checks or multiple direct deposits 
or a combination of the two and to associate an earnings type to a check or 
specific direct deposit account.


Yes


HCM_533 533 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 
The system has the ability to sort checks by a multiple of options (e.g. 
department, zip, work location). Yes


HCM_534 534 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 
The system has the ability to allow for configuration of pay stub and support 
pre-note requirement with ability to override for exceptions. Yes


HCM_535 535 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll The system has the ability to support the use of pay cards (debit cards) Yes


HCM_536 536 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 
The system has the ability to turn on/off direct deposit payroll on second 
check option Yes


HCM_537 537 Human 
Resources Payroll Process Underpayments 


and Overpayments


The system has the ability to run reports/ audits to identify underpayments 
and overpayments and to notify Payroll department of the underpayment/ 
overpayment so that underpayments are submitted to Payroll for 
disbursement.


Yes


HCM_538 538 Human 
Resources Payroll Process Underpayments 


and Overpayments


The system has the ability to calculate and approve the overpayment amount 
owed from the employee, and contact employee to discuss the collection 
terms and deliver them the confirmation letter. This capability should include 
the ability to escalate to legal department if there is an issue with the 
employee's acceptance of the outcome. 


Yes


HCM_539 539 Human 
Resources Payroll Process Underpayments 


and Overpayments
The system has the ability to adjust future payroll payment to net the amount 
of any overpayments. Yes


HCM_540 540 Human 
Resources Payroll Post Payroll Process


The system has the ability to provide for automatic balancing of all earnings, 
deductions and taxes, to post journal entry to payroll subledger, and identify 
the remaining errors from on or off cycle payments.


Yes


HCM_541 541 Human 
Resources Payroll Post Payroll Process


The system has the ability to review and reconcile payments, research and 
correct pay discrepancies, alert County of payroll funding requirements, 
transmit to third party for updates, and be able to publish the pay slips. 


Yes


HCM_542 542 Human 
Resources Payroll Post Payroll Process


The system has the ability to process third party payments by reviewing and 
reconciling payments, alert Finance of third party payroll funding, and 
request the payment out of accounts payable.


Yes


HCM_543 543 Human 
Resources Payroll Post Payroll Process


The system has the ability to receive request in case management system to 
verify external request to ensure that employee pay was received. The 
system should be able to review the request, perform a peer review of the 
data, and submit the final response to the requestor and to close the case 
through workflow. 


No
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HCM_544 544 Human 
Resources Payroll Post Payroll Process The system has the ability to provide recap/reconciliation reports, including 


number of checks, gross-to-net totals, deposit support Yes


HCM_545 545 Human 
Resources Payroll Post Payroll Process


The system has the ability to electronically forward appropriate payroll 
information to general ledger and accounts payable for further processing. 
The system should be able to create an after the fact invoice in order to 
capture direct debits in AP (e.g., benefit vendors).


Yes


HCM_546 546 Human 
Resources Payroll Post Payroll Process The system has the ability to provide inquiry by payment number, regardless 


of type of payment. Yes


HCM_547 547 Human 
Resources Payroll Period End Reconciliation The system has the ability to run period reports for statutory deductions, 


balance report for other taxes, and run payroll reconciliation reports. Yes


HCM_548 548 Human 
Resources Payroll Period End Reconciliation The system has the ability to perform final review and identify any errors 


before submitting data for payroll processing. Yes


HCM_549 549 Human 
Resources Payroll Period End Reconciliation


The system has the ability to run year-end tax and payroll reconciliation 
report to generate year end employee earnings and tax statement. The 
system should be able to review and reconcile the results so that errors can 
be identified and corrected and to provide calendar and/or to do items as 
part of a manager dashboard.


Yes


HCM_550 550 Human 
Resources Payroll Payroll Statutory Reporting


The system has the ability to request annual wage statement corrections and 
conduct initial review of the issue/ inquiry. The system can then notify the 
employee and is able to attach supporting documentation in this workflow. 


Yes


HCM_551 551 Human 
Resources Payroll Payroll Statutory Reporting


The system has the ability to produce ad hoc reports of all payroll information 
(User-definable headings, columns, totals, and/or averaging across columns, 
count across columns, formatting borders and shading, summary reports, 
cross-tab reports, mailing labels, form letters, preprinted forms and access 
for other departments to be able to generate these requests)


Yes


HCM_552 552 Human 
Resources Payroll Payroll Statutory Reporting The system has the ability to provide reporting on both hours and dollars for 


each earnings type and report current as well as historical pay information. Yes


HCM_553 553 Human 
Resources Payroll Payroll Statutory Reporting


The system has the ability to support role based standard and ad hoc reports 
for both internal and external needs with security limits on viewing, printing, 
etc.


Yes


HCM_554 554 Human 
Resources Payroll Payroll Statutory Reporting The system has the ability to support electronic as well as paper distribution 


of reports and to create ad-hoc export files (e.g., Excel, PDF, .csv). Yes


HCM_555 555 Human 
Resources Payroll Payroll Statutory Reporting The system has the ability to generate reports to compare Payroll and GL 


transactions, as well as 401k deductions. Yes


HCM_556 556 Human 
Resources Payroll Payroll Statutory Reporting The system has the ability to generate payroll data that assists with time 


verification, and allow users to drill down into the report and download. Yes


HCM_557 557 Human 
Resources Payroll Payroll Statutory Reporting


The system has the ability to produce payroll check registers including 
current, YTD, and wage calculations (or date range) by individual and by 
element and selection criteria


Yes


HCM_558 558 Human 
Resources Time Management Schedule Build


The system has the ability to create and support a period schedule, apply 
core hours, and be able to identify what is unfilled to allocate hours to the 
unfilled hours. The system should be able to publish the schedule.


No


HCM_559 559 Human 
Resources Time Management Schedule Build The system has the ability  to monitor the schedule and make any 


modifications necessary. No


HCM_560 560 Human 
Resources Time Management Time & Attendance


The system has the ability to manage employee time records integrated from 
VTI, monitor time off requests, process these requests, and submit for 
approval. The system should be able to support job costing at two levels of 
detail (e.g., project level, project role, developer vs. PM) with multiple project 
attributes and to engage in predictive modeling. 


Yes


HCM_561 561 Human 
Resources Time Management Time & Attendance


The system should have the ability to support time collection leveraging 
multiple devices and processes, Including standalone time clocks, employee 
self-service and smartphones.


No


HCM_562 562 Human 
Resources Time Management Time Management


The system has the ability to configure attributes (e.g., iterative job number, 
pay stub, benefit) for employees access from standalone time clocks in real 
time. The system should be able to display segregated job codes based on 
job family so that employees only have the option of selecting relevant codes 
when entering time.


No


HCM_563 563 Human 
Resources Time Management Time Management


The system has the ability to automatically generate exception forms and 
route for workflow for missing employee time swipes from standalone time 
clocks


No


HCM_564 564 Human 
Resources Time Management Time Management


The system has the ability to automatically generate alerts, text messages or 
email notifications when changes have been made to time cards submitted 
by the employee, and when an employee enters time outside of their 
approved scheduled time


No


HCM_565 565 Human 
Resources Time Management Time Management The system has the ability to support multiple time and labor rules and track 


time collection process integrated through VTI Yes


HCM_566 566 Human 
Resources Time Management Time Management The system has the ability to process groups and group profiles Yes


HCM_567 567 Human 
Resources Workforce Insights Workforce Analytics & 


Insights
The system has the ability to generate and manage workforce baselining and 
benchmarking. Yes


HCM_568 568 Human 
Resources Workforce Insights Workforce Analytics & 


Insights


The system has the ability to conduct data requirement, perform data gather, 
collection, and perform data analysis and cleaning. The system should be 
able to model the data and model training.


Yes


HCM_569 569 Human 
Resources Workforce Insights Workforce Analytics & 


Insights


The system has the ability to conduct tooling, input data, build data 
governance, build the criteria and build the analysis. The system should be 
able to validate against the hypothesis and check for raw outputs.


Yes


HCM_570 570 Human 
Resources Workforce Insights Workforce Analytics & 


Insights


The system has the ability to review predictive model(s) periodically, assess 
performance and assess performance and accuracy of previous forecasts 
and identify need for improvement


No
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HCM_571 571 Human 
Resources Workforce Insights Workforce Analytics & 


Insights


The system has the ability to refresh criteria to train model and measure 
performance (e.g., metrics, rolling test periods), and generate new model 
structure(s). 


No


HCM_572 572 Human 
Resources Human Resources Integration The system has the ability to share job / role classification details with 


Eureka (Cornerstone) Yes


HCM_573 573 Human 
Resources Human Resources Integration The system has the ability to share job history data for employees with 


Eureka (Cornerstone). Yes


HCM_574 574 Human 
Resources Human Resources Integration The system has the ability to share department / organization role hierarchy 


with Eureka (Cornerstone) to establish employee - supervisor relationship Yes


HCM_575 575 Human 
Resources Human Resources Integration


The system is able to share relevant certification data (type, expiration date) 
with Eureka (Cornerstone) to facilitate reporting and learning paths for 
renewal


Yes


HCM_576 576 Human 
Resources Human Resources Talent Enablement System is able to facilitate the development of career / skill development 


paths linked to job roles within the system. Yes


HCM_577 577 Human 
Resources Human Resources Integration System has the ability to share career / skill development paths with Eureka 


(Cornerstone). Yes


HCM_578 578 Human 
Resources Payroll Integration The system is able to integrate with the County's VTI timecard tracking 


solution to gather employee time details Yes


HCM_579 579 Human 
Resources Payroll Payroll Administration System's Employee Self Service (ESS) portal allows for employees to enter 


direct deposit information Yes


HCM_580 580 Human 
Resources Payroll Integration System can be integrated to share data with HireTech to facilitate employee 


verification Yes


HCM_581 581 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll The system is able to account for protected leave when processing payroll Yes


HCM_582 582 Human 
Resources Payroll On-Cycle / Off-Cycle 


Payroll 
The system is able to include a workflow to complete a County specific 
payback agreement before overpayments are reclaimed by the County. Yes


HCM_583 583 Human 
Resources Payroll Payroll Administration Employee Self Service (ESS) portal is available to separated employees and 


employees on leave to assist in payroll processing. Yes


HCM_584 584 Human 
Resources Payroll Payroll Statutory Reporting Payroll data can be integrated with a data analytics tool to facilitate analysis 


and data reconciliation efforts. Yes


HCM_585 585 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Requisition Management The system is able to integrate newly created talent requisitions with 


NEOGOV for posting. Yes


HCM_586 586 Human 
Resources Talent Acquisition Integration The system will need to be integrated with NEOGOV to facilitate candidate / 


applicant management. Yes


HCM_587 587 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Integration The system will need to be integrated with County third party letter 


development software (e.g. leaves of absence) Yes


HCM_588 588 Human 
Resources


Workforce 
Administration Document Storage System includes or is readily integrated with a document storage solution. Yes
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OC ERP Consulting - Technology Gap Analysis Gap Impact Count
High 30


PURPOSE: To identify performance gaps and recommendations for a future delivery model Medium 41
Low 15


# Functional 
Area Technology Gap Impact if the Gap is not addressed Options for addressing the Gap in the current 


system


1 Accounts 
Payable


The current system does not provide performance 
metrics to assist AP with aging reports for open 
invoices, the number of invoices that each user 
inputs, the number of open invoices, invoices that 
are outstanding for a certain amount of periods, the 
number of invoices that were matched vs. invoices 
that required extra work, invoices that had PO’s vs. 
invoices that did not, and invoices that have 
discounts.


The lack of performance metric automation requires 
manual calculated metrics and even discourages 
these metrics even being tracked.


Replacement financial system functionality could 
house and automatically calculate performance 
metrics, including these metrics listed within the 
system.


2 Requisitions The current system does not allow expediting of 
requisitions. All expediting is done by email. 


There is potential for human error and processing 
inefficiencies when Processes  are managed outside 
the system.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality may 
allow for configured workflow


3 Procurement The current  system has unnecessary fields that the 
county has to navigate through when handling PO's 


There is a potential for human error and data entry 
error 


Upgrade to newest version of CGI, and 
implement full version of procurement,  or 
Replacement financial system functionality


4 AR/ Cash 
Management 


The current system does not track the collections 
process. Collections is a manual process in which 
invoices are submitted with fees applied.   


There is a potential for human error and data entry 
error when collection efforts are processed manually 
and actions are not documented in a central location.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


5 AR/ Cash 
Management 


The current system does not  automatically track late 
fees. It requires a file upload


There is a potential for human error and data entry 
error with processes are handled outside the system.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


6 AR/ Cash 
Management The current system does not track past tax debt 


There is an inability to effectively research valuable 
data and could result in the inability to make accurate 
budget determinations.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


7 Grants
Supporting documentation, such as milestone 
reports, financial reports, lists of properties, etc. 
cannot be created in the system.


There is potential for reporting inefficiencies and 
inaccuracies when reports using system data are 
developed and populated outside the system.


Replacement financial system functionality could 
have the ability to create basic reporting for 
grants including milestone or other financial 
reports.


8 Grants The current system does not have the ability to 
produce KPI reporting.


There is potential for KPI inefficiencies and 
inaccuracies when these metrics using system data 
are developed and populated outside the system.


Replacement financial system functionality could 
have the ability to create and maintain KPIs for 
grants.


9 HR/Benefits


The current system does not have a way to ensure 
new  employees are responding to all required fields 
when completing their benefits election.  This results 
in blank field and an employee benefits being 
rejected by the benefits administration. 


There is potential for processing inefficiencies and 
human error when employees have to enter 
information in fields without any guidance. This poses 
of risk of individuals eligible for benefits not having 
the entitled to benefits 


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


10 HR/Benefits The current system allows one requisition per vacant 
position it does not allow multiple hires hires per reqs  


There is a potential for processing inefficiencies and 
human error. No flexibility allowing information to be 
processed with ad efficiently as possible 


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement  system functionality


11 HR/Benefits
The current system does not have the ability to 
handle new department request. The request is 
processed out side the system via email. 


There is potential for system update inefficiencies 
and inaccuracies when new dept request  are 
completed and processed manually.


Plan a future integration with existing CGI 
platform or upgrade to cloud HR platform


12 HR / Time 
Management 


The current system does not capture Hours, and 
description field. This information is being captured in 
VTI and is not brought over to caps +  The team 
would like this process integrated into the new 
system.  


There is a potential for human error and data entry 
error when reports are created outside of the system 
and data has to be imported or manually entered into 
another system.


Planned future state integration with new time 
system coming online in July 2022







13 HR /Workforce 
Administration


The current system does not have the ability to  
provide robust reporting and necessary HR data in 
the system


There is a potential for human error and data entry 
error when reports are created outside of the system 
and data has to be imported or manually entered into 
another system.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement  system functionality


14 HR /Workforce 
Administration


The current system requires a manual crosswalks 
between different areas and different system to 
extract data. The current system lacks automation 
that leverage the current UI.


There is a potential for human error and data entry 
error when reports are created outside of the system 
and data has to be imported or manually entered into 
another system.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement  system functionality


15 HR /Workforce 
Administration


The current system does not have a robust  HR 
Poral/ Dashboard that monitor and track data such 
as how many employees , how many vacancies, etc. 
available to the public for transparency


There is a potential for human error and data entry 
error when reports are created outside of the system 
and data has to be imported or manually entered into 
another system.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement  system functionality


16 Accounts 
Payable


The current system does not have audit trails or work 
flow control on self service catalog purchases 


There is an inability to effectively research historic 
and current Accounts Payable data.


Replacement financial system functionality could 
provide an audit trail of all changes made in the 
AP Module 


17 Requisitions 
The current system does not have the ability to 
handle requisitions to check process. The current 
process is handled in multiple systems.


The inability to house requisitions in  the same 
system  could result in missed requisitions, human 
error, and data entry 


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


18 Procurement 
The current system does not allow users to view 
requisitions see expenditures, track contracts 
assigned to them, and drill down into data  


There is potential for human error when all relevant 
data cannot be identified for reporting.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI, and 
implement full version of procurement,  or 
Replacement financial system functionality


19 Procurement 


The current system has no vendor portal to facilitate 
information updates such as address changes. 
Additionally, some modifications require managerial 
approvals


There is potential for processing inefficiencies, 
manual entry errors and approval delays when 
procurement staff have to manage these changes 
outside the system.


Replacement financial system functionality could 
support a self-service vendor portal allowing 
vendors to update their information themselves 
so that workflow is automatically generated based 
on business rules.


20 Procurement The current system does not have an interface with 
IRS due to lack of validation of vendors TIN/EIN


There is potential for human error when all relevant 
data cannot be identified for accuracy.


Replacement financial system functionality could 
support a self-service vendor portal allowing 
vendors to update their information themselves 
so that workflow is automatically generated based 
on business rules, and IRS validation can take 
place with UI tools


21 Procurement 
The current system  does not have the ability to 
accommodate or sort contracts executed by legal 
counsel that are confidential.


There is a potential for contract management errors 
to be made when all contract data is not stored, 
managed and accessible in the same system.


Replacement financial system functionality could 
support contract access and reporting based on 
work flow and role based security.


22 AR/ Cash 
Management 


The current system does not automatically create 
invoices based on contract dates or contract terms


There is a potential for human error and data entry 
error with manual invoice creation.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


23 AR/ Cash 
Management 


The current system does not capture what's owed. 
Excel Spread sheet and Cubs reports are used to 
see what is owed and what's applied


There is a potential for human error and data entry 
error with processes are handled outside the system.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


24 AR/ Cash 
Management 


The Current system does not track overpayments to 
be applied to future payments 


There is a potential for human error and data entry 
error with processes are handled outside the system.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


25 AR/ Cash 
Management 


The current system does not have the ability to 
generate reports by agency


There is an inability to effectively research historic 
and current financial data.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


26 AR/ Cash 
Management 


The current system had limitation on reports needed 
for specific agencies.  


There is an inability to effectively research historic 
and current financial data and could result in the 
inability to make accurate budget determinations..


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


27 AR/ Cash 
Management 


The current system does not integrate with fast and 
quantum.  Manually adjustments and uploads are 
done from caps to fast  and caps+ to quantum to 
include cash receipts, and  JV file 


There is a potential for human error and data entry 
error when financial and operational adjustments are 
maintained manually and the lack of workflow 
notifications can allow human error and data entry 
error


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality







28 Capital 
Budgets


The current system does not track capital strategic 
budget formations over $100,000. The supervisory 
review is handled outside of the system manually.


There is a potential for processing delays when these 
reviews are done outside of the system and this 
situation could also result in relucted reviews 
depending on information available to reviewers.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


29 Capital 
Budgets


The current system does not track capital assets 
approvals. Tracking is currently being done manually 
by monitoring board meetings and approvals There 
is no interface or reconciliation between the Current 
system. 


There is a potential for processing delays when these 
approvals are done outside of the system and this 
situation could also result in relucted approvals 
depending on information available to reviewers.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


30 Capital 
Budgets


The system does not track Capital Assets purchases 
or sales. This is a manual process that rely on 
acquisition forms to provide needed information. 


There is a potential for human error and data entry 
error when forms are created outside of the system 
and data has to be imported or manually entered into 
another system.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


31 Contract 
Management


The current system does not have the ability to build 
contracts or solicitations  and identifying if the 
contract is based on federal, grant or state funding.


There is potential for communication errors, 
processing inefficiencies and inaccurate contract 
builds or solicitations requests when users cannot 
readily access need contract information as they 
manage the contract processes.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


32 Contract 
Management


The system does not have the ability to develop a full 
contract or amend/modify contracts in the system 


There is potential for processing inefficiencies and 
inaccurate when developing a contract, 
amend/modifying contract must be performed outside 
the system that stores the contract management 
data.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


33 Grants The current system does not track grant 
requirements.


There is potential for communication errors and 
processing inefficiencies when  users cannot access 
grant requirements when managing grant processes 
and reimbursements.


Replacement financial system functionality could 
provide grant tracking and grant reimbursement 
request capabilities that includes access to 
system templates and grant agreements.


34 Grants The current system does not utilize dashboards for 
financial reporting.


There is potential for communication errors and 
processing inefficiencies when managers have to 
review reports instead of more effective ways to 
communicate financial reporting.


Replacement financial system functionality could 
facilitate more effective communication of 
financial information through dashboard tiles that 
display financial metrics and on demand ad hoc 
reporting for further detail.


35 Grants
The current system does not allow supporting 
documentation to be attached to grants and for this 
documentation to be visible to interested users.


There is potential for human error and processing 
inefficiencies when supporting documentation is not 
readily available for system users.


Replacement financial system functionality could 
provide the capability for supporting 
documentation, including Excel spreadsheets, to 
be uploaded and attached to the relevant 
transactions.


36 Grants


The current system does not have the ability to 
capture grant cost criteria, contract recruitments, and 
audit requirements. Project governance is managed 
on spread sheets  e-mail communications.


There is potential for communication errors, 
processing inefficiencies and inaccurate grant 
reimbursement requests when users cannot readily 
access grant attributes as they manage grant 
processes and reimbursements.


Replacement financial system functionality could 
store grant attributes within the system for ready 
access by staff tracking grants and preparing 
grant reimbursement requests.


37 Grants
The current system does not have the ability to track 
costs by code or line times. This process is currently 
managed in Excel.


There is potential for processing inefficiencies and 
inaccurate grant reimbursement requests when grant 
costs cannot be tracked within the system..


Replacement financial system functionality could 
provide the capability to support the tracking of 
grant expenditures by code or line item.


38 Fixed Assets
The current system does not have necessary fields 
to type in information related to expenditures that are 
converting to an asset.   


There is potential for inaccuracies and processing 
inefficiencies when system when necessary fields are 
not available to capture necessary information 
pertaining to an asset that could affect the asset life 
cycle


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


39 Fixed Assets
The current system does not have the ability to 
handle an assets that is transferred, but is not fully 
depreciated. 


There is potential for inaccuracies when asset values 
cannot be transferred, these fixed assets are retained 
for long periods and adjustments can be identified 
during asset lifetimes.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality







40 Fixed Assets 
The system does not have the ability to create 
notifications for asset purchases over $5,000 or track 
and manage assets in the system.


There is potential for inaccuracies and processing 
inefficiencies when system users are not alerted to 
certain changes in system data.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


41 HR


 The current system does not tack information based 
on different employer codes The county processes 
benefits for Special districts as well as the courts 
resulting in a need to track based on employer 
codes. 


There is potential for processing inefficiencies, and 
human error when staff have to access information 
from another source,  and no flexibility allowing 
employee to get necessary information in a timely 
manner.  


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


42 HR


The current system does not allow requisitions for 
membership, travel, employee reimbursement, and 
paying of reimbursement and travel through 
employee paychecks


There is potential for processing inefficiencies, and 
human error when staff have to access information 
from another source or manually process information,  
and no flexibility allowing employee to give necessary 
information in a timely manner.  


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


43 HR /Payroll


The current system does not allow seamless setup 
for new deductions. Several tables have to be 
updated manually. Until documents errors out  
administration does not know that pay codes are not 
set up correctly


There is potential for processing inefficiencies, and 
human error when staff have to access information 
from another source or manually process information,  
and no flexibility allowing employee to give necessary 
information in a timely manner.  


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


44 HR /Payroll
The current system does not have the ability to 
handle a large volume of direct file uploads. Currently 
files are being uploaded by end users using updocs. 


There is potential for processing inefficiencies, and 
human error when staff have to access information 
from another source or manually process information,  
and no flexibility allowing employee to give necessary 
information in a timely manner.  


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


45 HR/Benefits The current  system has a  large number of  "codes" 
in the payroll system with no cross walk available.  


There is potential for process in efficiencies as codes 
have to be readily identified and limits this ability to 
only a few staff of OC and also allows the risk of 
human error. 


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


46 HR/ Benefits


The current system does not have the ability to 
handle classifications requests 
(new/updates/removal). These request are done 
outside the system.  Any updates completed in the 
system are done with limited traceability 


There is a potential for human error when manual 
interventions are needed to process requests, and 
there no ability to effectively monitor request.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement  system functionality


47 HR/Time 
Management 


The day by day Posting of payroll is not captured in 
the current system due to extensive back end reports 
of payroll processing 


There is a potential for human error and data entry 
error when reports are created outside of the system 
and data has to be imported or manually entered into 
another system.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement  system functionality


48 HR/Time 
Management 


The current system does not have a scheduling 
system for predictive modeling.


There is lack of insight into future workforce or 
staffing needs for critical projects.


Explore options with new payroll system coming 
online in July 2022. 


49 HR / Time 
Management 


The current system does not have the ability to 
produce an  analysis of budget vs actuals to allowing 
HR  to determine workload vs staffing 


There is a potential for human error and data entry 
error when reports are created outside of the system 
and data has to be imported or manually entered into 
another system.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement  system functionality


50 HR/Cash and 
Comp 


The tuition reimbursement program is currently done 
manually through a claim form submission by 
employee 


There is potential for human error and processing 
inefficiencies when tuition reimbursement process is 
not available for users within the system to reference.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement  system functionality


51 HR/ Cash and 
Comp


The current system does not have the ability to 
handle salary updates. Salary Updates  are done 
manually usually excel 3 to 4 times a year


There is a potential for human error and data entry 
error when reports are created outside of the system 
and data has to be imported or manually entered into 
another system.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement  system functionality


52 Financial 
Reporting 


The current system lacks the ability to handle robots 
reporting to multiple UI's.  The cloning process for 
Financial  reports between systems through data 
warehouse takes 1 day  


There is a potential for human error and data entry 
error when reports are created outside of the system 
and data has to be imported or manually entered into 
another system.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement  system functionality







53 Financial 
Reporting 


The current system does not have a dynamic 
financial  statement build process allowing  a single 
document for CAFR reporting . All financial  
statement are prepared  using excel and word and 
converted to PDF.  All updates are manually done  
on the word document.


There is a potential for human error and data entry 
error when reports are created outside of the system 
and data has to be imported or manually entered into 
another system.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement  system functionality


54 Financial 
Reporting 


The current system does not have the ability to 
reconcile and cross reference defined fields in a 
report, The county uses an extensive process of  
reconciling and  cross referencing all numbers in the 
reports. The cross reference and updates to the 
reference are all done manually


There is a potential for human error and data entry 
error when reports are created outside of the system 
and data has to be imported or manually entered into 
another system.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


55 Financial 
Reporting 


The current system does not have the ability to 
produce robust reporting. More robust reporting is 
needed to allow production data  


 Data ware house is used as a reporting tool more an 
archive tool.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


56 Vendor 
Management


The current system has no vendor portal to facilitate 
information updates such as address changes. 
Additionally, some modifications require managerial 
approvals.


There is potential for processing inefficiencies, 
manual entry errors and approval delays when 
procurement staff have to manage these changes 
outside the system.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


57 Accounts 
Payable


The current system does not support 3-way match 
functionality, currently the matching is carried out 
through email verifications outside of the system


The absence of three way matching precludes the 
ability to gain visibility into exceptions / mismatches, 
avoid duplicate payments and late fees, reduce 
manual data entry / eliminate errors and accelerate 
invoice turnaround times.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


58 Procurement 


Procurement management is done outside the 
current system due to ease of use. The team would 
like to see a combination of the systems/multiple 
integrations 


There is potential for processing inefficiencies and 
human error when Procurement Management and 
monitoring must be performed outside the system 
where all the data resides.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI, and 
implement full version of procurement,  or 
Replacement financial system functionality


59 Procurement 
The current system does not allow shipping notices 
in 3 way match, or acknowledge of receipt by 
receiving department. 


The absence of three way matching precludes the 
ability to gain visibility into exceptions / mismatches, 
avoid duplicate payments and late fees, reduce 
manual data entry / eliminate errors and accelerate 
invoice turnaround times.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


60 Procurement
The current system does not allow the building of 
extensive roles and  workflow to cover all 
departments and offices.


The is the potential of compliance breach in the 
absence of an effective security and workflow 
system.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


61 AR/ Cash 
Management 


The current system requires invoice information to be 
entered manually and processed one at a time.


There is a potential for data entry error with manual 
data entry.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


62 AR/ Cash 
Management 


The current system has no interface with the bank for 
the lockbox. It is a manual entry


There is a potential for human error and data entry 
error with processes are handled outside the system.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


63 AR/ Cash 
Management The current system does not generate aging reports.


There is an inability to effectively research valuable 
data and could result in the inability to make accurate 
budget determinations.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


64 AR/ Cash 
Management 


The current system does not track receivables. 
Receivables are tracked by excel spread sheet or a 
shadow spread sheet 


There is a potential for transactions to get missed by 
AR staff and for data export error in the Excel 
transfers.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


65 AR/ Cash 
Management 


The current system does not integrate with the 
budget system preventing true and  actual collections 
to forecast the next year budget 


There is an inability to effectively forecast the next 
year budget when current financial and budget data 
is not available that could result in the ability to make 
accurate budget determinations.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


66 Capital 
Budgets


The current system does not capture proprietary 
funds financial data. The financial data is entered in 
during year end for reporting for priority funds. 


There is potential for human error and processing 
inefficiencies when information affecting  financials 
are managed outside the system.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality







67 Contract 
Management


The current system does not capture the subledger 
for assets. Subledger for the assets are accounted 
for manually in excel.


There is potential for processing inefficiencies and 
inaccurate subledger accountability must be 
performed outside the system that stores the contract 
data.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


68 Contract 
Management


The current system does not allow proper separation 
of duties by role based security and workflow. 


There is a potential for a conflict of interest or role 
conflicts for key accounting or financial processes. 


Update current access system to allow for role 
based security or upgrade to new version of CGI. 


69 Grants


The current system requires managing grants (e.g., 
tracking expenditures, budget, other requirements) in 
Excel spreadsheets by pulling revenue and 
expenditure reports for tracking so they can 
ultimately request reimbursement from each grant 
agency.


There is potential for human error and data entry 
error, along with processing delays, when grant 
revenues and expenditures are tracked outside the 
system.


Replacement financial system functionality could 
provide the reporting ad workflow capabilities to 
manage grants submit reimbursement requests 
including the tracking of revenues, expenditures 
and grant budgets.


70 Grants
The current system does not have the ability to 
process project billing. This process is managed in 
Excel, and e-mail communications. 


There is potential for processing inefficiencies and 
inaccurate grant billing when the billing must be 
performed outside the system that stores the grant 
financial data.


Replacement financial system functionality could 
provide grant billing capabilities and workflow for 
the supervisory approval of project billing.


71 Fixed Assets The system does not have the ability to assign an 
asset number to the assets. 


There is potential for human error and data entry 
error, along with processing inefficiencies, when 
Asset numbers must be assigned manually.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


72


Fixed Assets, 
GL, Cash, and 
Bank, Project 
Management


The current system does not have the ability to 
handle  period 13 and CAFER adjustments. These 
adjustment are currently done manually in Excel. 


There is potential for human error and data entry 
error, along with processing delays, when 
adjustments are prepared outside the system and 
uploaded.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


73 GL, Cash, and 
Bank


The current system does not allow automatic 
creation of journal entries for users outside the 
accounting department. These users  manually 
create the journal entries .


There is potential for communication errors and 
processing inefficiencies when other users cannot 
draft journal entries for Accounting Department 
review and consideration.


Replacement financial system functionality could 
provide a workflow for the request, submission, 
and approval of journal entries for users outside 
of the accounting department.


74 GL, Cash, and 
Bank


The current system does not have the ability handle 
Transfer of funds between departments. Transfers  
are done at dept level and comes in JV upload  to 
the system through Excel or manually Journal entries 
through central accounting.


There is potential for human error and data entry 
error, along with processing delays, when journal 
entries are prepared outside the system and 
uploaded.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


75 GL, Cash, and 
Bank


The current system did not have the functionality to 
handle the Year end processes such as year end 
close and period 13


There is potential for human error and data entry 
error, along with processing delays, when Processes 
occur  outside the system.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


76 GL, Cash, and 
Bank


The current system does not have the ability to 
handle modified accruals and Gatsby 34 compliance.


There is potential for human error and data entry 
error, along with processing delays, when journal 
entries are prepared outside the system and 
uploaded.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


77 GL, Cash, and 
Bank


The current system does not allow a "drill down" view 
of journal entries. Reviewing  of JV's require General 
Accounting to open each JV, review Journal 
Voucher, and all attachments. 


There is potential for human error and processing 
inefficiencies when journal entries review require 
more human intervention.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


78 GL, Cash, and 
Bank


The current system does not have the ability to 
handle the year end accruals or reversal dates.


There is potential for human error and processing 
inefficiencies when journal entries review require 
more human intervention.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


79 GL, Cash, and 
Bank


The current system does not have the ability to 
provide real time reports that tells the fund balance. 
Currently the team manually tracks the fund balance.


There is potential for human error and processing 
inefficiencies when journal entries review require 
more human intervention.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


80 GL, Cash, and 
Bank


The system does not have the ability to handle year 
end close in a efficient manner. Current process 
takes 10hrs


There is a potential for a delay in key reporting if year 
end close processes are extended. 


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality







81 GL, Cash, and 
Bank


The current system does not archive documents. All 
record keeping and  support documents are  retained 
in production going back to 2009. The county is up to 
850 gigabytes in current system. 


There is an inability to effectively research historic 
and current financial and budget data that could 
result in the inability to make accurate financial 
determinations or see an accurate financial picture of 
the organization as a whole.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


82 HR / Time 
Management 


The current system currently does not capture 
timesheet entry within the system, calculate 
Overtime,  or Other time. Timesheets are entered 
manually in VTI . 


There is a potential for human error and data entry 
error when reports are created outside of the system 
and data has to be imported or manually entered into 
another system.


Automate integration when new time system 
comes online in July 2022. 


83 HR / Time 
Management 


The current system does not capture time sheet 
corrections or managers overtime providing an audit 
trail  Timesheet corrections are done manually.


There is a potential for human error and data entry 
error when reports are created outside of the system 
and data has to be imported or manually entered into 
another system.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality


84 Financial 
Reporting 


The current system  does not have the ability to 
generate working trail balance. The team manually 
consolidate statements to create financial statements 
and balance sheets. 


There is a potential for human error and data entry 
error when reports are created outside of the system 
and data has to be imported or manually entered into 
another system.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement  system functionality


85 Financial 
Reporting 


The currently system does not have the ability to 
create the necessary financial reports The county is 
creating text reports, using a monarch module to get 
data back in Excel to create financial reports


There is a potential for human error and data entry 
error when reports are created outside of the system 
and data has to be imported or manually entered into 
another system.


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement  system functionality


86 Financial 
Reporting 


The current system does not have the ability to 
integrate with other systems.  


There is a lack of insight into future financial needs, 
limiting the ability for proactive planning


Upgrade to newest version of CGI or 
Replacement financial system functionality
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Executive Summary
The ERP solution market analysis was conducted to assess potential application platforms, market conditions for potential enterprise 
ERP applications that a public sector organization may deploy and service integrator vendors. As part of this market condition 
assessment potential vendors that could support core enterprise resource planning (ERP) implementations and fit-for-purpose business 
applications were identified and assessed.


— Market Analysis – ERP Software


— Business Application Analysis


— Systems Integrator Analysis
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Overall ERP Solutions Market 


8.1% 
(IDC estimates)


80% 
(Computer Economics (CE) 2019 Survey)


US$39 billion 
(Gartner estimates)


2019-23 2019 2019


Key Highlights


– Gartner’s estimates indicate that the ERP software market grew 9% y-o-y in 2019 to a market 
size of ~US$39 billion with cloud vendors registering a higher annual revenue growth than 
those with on-premises ERP offerings


– According to estimates by ‘ResearchandMarkets’, North America ERP market is expected to 
growth at 9.3 percent CAGR during the forecast period of 2019-25


– As per Computer Economics (CE) 2019 survey of 249 organizations, top sectors investing in 
ERP are retail (80 percent), construction (71 percent), and manufacturing (65 percent) while 
finance, purchasing and inventory/warehouse management are the priority functions


– In 2019, ‘Software Advice’ analyzed the estimated ERP budget for ~100 small and midsize 
manufacturers, and found that 72 percent of organizations are willing to spend US$200-300 
per user per month and 81 percent are willing to spend US$5,000-6,000 per user for 
perpetual licenses (long term)


– Increase in adoption of automation
– Demand for cloud based solutions
– Real-time data analytics 
– Adoption of emerging technologies


Key Market Drivers


– Integration issue and lack of 
flexibility


– Cost of implementation
– Adoption timeline


Key Challenges


Forecasted Compounded 
Annual Growth Rate 
(CAGR)^


Adoption rate of overall 
ERP software


Global overall ERP market 
size


Source: Oracle, 50 Critical ERP Statistics: 2020, (Link); Markets and Markets, Cloud ERP Market, 2020, (Link); Panorama Consulting Solutions, ERP Report, 2018, (Link); Computer Economics, ERP Tech Trend, 2019, (Link); Research and Markets, North America ERP Software Market, 2019, 
(Link); Gartner ERP market report (Market Share Analysis: ERP Software, Worldwide, 2019 ID: G00717146); all accessed on 28 October 2020


Note: KPMG analysis; ^The COVID-19 impact has not been factored into the forecasted figure.



https://www.netsuite.com/portal/resource/articles/erp/erp-statistics.shtml

https://www.marketsandmarkets.com/PressReleases/cloud-erp.asp

https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/2184246/2018%20ERP%20Report.pdf

https://www.computereconomics.com/page.cfm?name=technology-trends

https://www.researchandmarkets.com/reports/4852730/north-america-erp-software-market-2019-2025
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Overall ERP Market Drivers (1/2)


Increase in adoption of automation Increase in demand for low cost cloud based solutions


The ease and availability of cloud-based platforms coupled with automation is the key market driver for the adoption of ERP software.


– Impact of COVID-19 pandemic has increased the 
demand for cloud based centralized system


– According to Gartner, global public cloud 
services market is forecasted to grow at 6.3 
percent in 2020 to reach US$257.9 billion (from 
US$242.7 billion in 2019)


– Software as a service (SaaS) remains the 
largest market segment and is forecasted 
to grow to US$104.7 billion in 2020


Key benefits
– Reduced physical infrastructure and less 


maintenance cost
– Pay-as-you-go model increases storage, flexibility 


and scalability


– According to CE’s 2019 survey, ERP investments within small organizations (revenue range: US$20 - US$350 million) was 76 percent and 
large organizations (>US$1 billion revenue) was ~89 percent


– According to an IDC 2019 survey of ~475 organizations, 57.5% of small businesses (with <100 employees) strongly agree on investing in 
ERP cloud and hosted solutions


– Organizations are eliminating manual 
processes and integrating scalable automation 
models to meet dynamic customer demand


– According to McKinsey’s 2019 survey of 2,360 
participants, RPA provides the most value for 
Automotive, Financial Services and High Tech 
industries


Key benefits
– Provides streamlined operation with optimized 


workforce and improved process efficiency
– Organizations can forecast demand, optimize 


procurement, capture value at scale and make 
real time data driven decisions at all levels


Source: : Altran, The Digital Shift, 2020, (Link); Colorado Biz, Five ERP trends facing middle market CFOs, 2019, (Link); Gartner, Gartner Forecasts Worldwide Public Cloud Revenue, 2020, (Link); Markets and Markets, Cloud ERP Market, 2020, (Link); McKinsey, Global AI Survey, 2019, (Link); 
Gartner ERP market report (Market Share Analysis: ERP Software, Worldwide, 2019 ID: G00717146); all accessed on 28 October 2020



https://www.altran.com/as-content/uploads/sites/8/2020/03/the-digital-shift-happend.pdf

https://www.cobizmag.com/emerging-technologies-offer-remedies-to-common-erp-problems/

https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2020-07-23-gartner-forecasts-worldwide-public-cloud-revenue-to-grow-6point3-percent-in-2020

https://www.marketsandmarkets.com/PressReleases/cloud-erp.asp

https://www.mckinsey.com/%7E/media/McKinsey/Featured%20Insights/Artificial%20Intelligence/Global%20AI%20Survey%20AI%20proves%20its%20worth%20but%20few%20scale%20impact/Global-AI-Survey-AI-proves-its-worth-but-few-scale-impact.ashx
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Overall ERP Market Drivers (2/2)
Current emerging trends in the need for incorporating analytics and adoption of emerging technologies further drives the market for ERP solutions.


Real-time data analytics Adoption of emerging technologies


– Trends in the adoption of emerging technologies 
like Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) and 3D manufacturing increased 
the need for a connected enterprise managed 
by ERP software


– Altran’s 2020 Digital Transformation report states 
that ~US$421 billion could be saved annually
by using ‘Industry 4.0’ technologies in operations


Key benefits
– Helps in understanding operations and focus on 


enhancing customer experience
– As per estimates by ‘Research and Markets’, ~50 


percent of global enterprises (small, mid-sized, 
and large) will deploy IoT enabled ERP by 2022


– According to Gartner 2019 CIO Survey, 15 percent of CIOs plan to increase their Internet of Things (IoT) budget and 65 percent of CIOs say 
AI will be integrated in to ERP software 


– According to a 2018 survey by Panorama Consulting Solutions (sample size of ~237 organizations), the average ROI time for companies that 
implemented ERP was ~2.5 years


Source: Market Reports World, Data Analytics Market, 2020, (Link); Colorado Biz, Five ERP trends facing middle market CFOs, 2019, (Link); Gartner, Gartner Forecasts, 2020, (Link); Markets and Markets, Cloud ERP Market, 2020, (Link) (Link); McKinsey, Global AI Survey, 2019, (Link); IoT 
Evolution, Survey report highlights usage of IoT and AI together by enterprises; 2019, (Link); Gartner ERP market report (Market Share Analysis: ERP Software, Worldwide, 2019 ID: G00717146); all accessed on 28 October 2020


– Increasing demand for real time data analysis, 
remote monitoring and predictive maintenance 
in various industries make the ERP system an
essential component to integrate data from 
multiple systems


Key benefits
– Organizations can expand income, enhance 


operational productivity, upgrade promoting 
and marketing campaigns, etc. in order to gain 
competitive advantages


– According to ‘Market Reports World’, the Data 
Analytics Market is expected to grow at a CAGR 
of 30 percent during the forecasted period 
from 2017-23



https://www.marketwatch.com/press-release/data-analytics-market-2020-sizeshare-global-key-findings-industry-demand-regional-analysis-key-players-profiles-future-prospects-and-forecasts-to-2023-2020-08-17

https://www.cobizmag.com/emerging-technologies-offer-remedies-to-common-erp-problems/

https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2020-07-23-gartner-forecasts-worldwide-public-cloud-revenue-to-grow-6point3-percent-in-2020

https://www.marketsandmarkets.com/PressReleases/cloud-erp.asp

https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2017/03/02/929988/0/en/Global-IoT-Enabled-Enterprise-Resource-Planning-ERP-Market-Outlook-and-Forecasts-2017-2022-Analysis-of-Key-ERP-Vendors-and-their-IoT-Initiatives.html

https://www.mckinsey.com/%7E/media/McKinsey/Featured%20Insights/Artificial%20Intelligence/Global%20AI%20Survey%20AI%20proves%20its%20worth%20but%20few%20scale%20impact/Global-AI-Survey-AI-proves-its-worth-but-few-scale-impact.ashx

https://www.iotevolutionworld.com/iot/articles/443637-companies-using-ai-iot-together-have-advantage-study.htm
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Key Challenges in ERP Implementations
Due to challenges such as data integration and reduced flexibility, ~50 percent of organizations tend to fail in first time ERP implementations.


Adoption timelines
— The TEC report further reports that, on average, ERP implementation takes 30 percent longer time than 


estimated 
— During ERP set-up, organizations tend to spend more time on front end planning and implementation 


to track issues rather than operational impact after adoption and implementation


Cost of implementation
— Regardless of the deployment method, organizations have reported ERP implementation cost to be 3 - 4 


times more than the actual budget
— According to ‘TEC 2020 ERP Statistics & Facts’, requirement in current system modifications for 


improving usability while implementing ERP software have caused overspending in 65 percent of the 
scenarios 


Integration issue and lack of flexibility
—Data migration and integration without losing data quality and process re-engineering for comparability 


with ERP software is one of the major challenges for organizations implementing ERP
—According to Technology Evaluation Centers (TEC) 2020 ERP Statistics & Facts, 51 percent of 


organizations experience operational disruption while implementing ERP software


Source: Fusion analytics Research & Consulting, ERP Software Market, 2019, (Link); Oracle, 50 Critical ERP Statistics: 2020, (Link); Technology Evaluation Centers, ERP Statistics & Facts: ERP Success & Failure Rate, 2020, (Link); aACE Software, 8 Challenges Companies Face When 
Implementing an ERP Solution, 2019, (Link); all accessed on 28 October 2020



https://www.industryarc.com/Research/ERP-Software-Market-Research-502166

https://www.netsuite.com/portal/resource/articles/erp/erp-statistics.shtml

https://www3.technologyevaluation.com/research/article/erp-software-facts-stats-and-lessons-learned.html

https://www.aacesoft.com/resources/8-challenges-companies-face-implementing-an-enterprise-resource-planning-erp-solution
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Cloud ERP – Market


~6% 
(market estimates)


85% 
(survey by Panorama Consulting Solutions)


~US$23 billion 
(market estimates)


Key Highlights
– Panorama Consulting Solutions 2018 survey, further indicates that 64 percent of companies are using a SaaS platform while 21 percent use 


cloud ERP model
– Globally, North America leads in the adoption of cloud ERP solutions (accounting for more than 32 percent in 2019) majorly driven by adoption 


of technologies such as IoT, big data and mobility followed by Europe and APAC
– Amongst industries, the BFSI segment was leading Cloud ERP adoption in 2018 due to increased focus on digital transformation of day-to-day 


operations while increasing the efficiency of processes, followed by manufacturing and telecom
– As per Gartner IT Spending report, overall enterprise software* market is forecast to increase by 8.5 percent in 2019 from 2018, to touch 


US$431 billion. Within overall enterprise software category, cloud based software and applications are having most spending of US$214 
billion in 2019, which is 17.5 percent increase from 2018


– Increasing adoption of cost-effective technologies by small and medium size businesses (SMB) is supporting the growth of cloud ERPs 
which is seen as an economical solution due to the absence of upfront infrastructure costs while large businesses focus on cloud ERPs to 
support their end-to-end digital transformation initiatives


2019-24 2018 2019
Global cloud ERP market 
size


Adoption rate of SaaS and 
cloud ERP software


Forecasted Compounded 
Annual Growth Rate 
(CAGR)^


Source: Oracle, 50 Critical ERP Statistics: 2020, (Link); Markets and Markets, Cloud ERP Market, 2020, (Link); Panorama Consulting Solutions, ERP Report, 2018, (Link); Furion analytics Research & Consulting, Cloud ERP, (Link); IDC, Worldwide ERP Software Market Shares, 2018: Digital 
Transformation Driving Change, (Link); Gartner: Cloud, enterprise software to drive global IT spending increase 2019, (Link); all accessed on 28 October 2020


Note: KPMG analysis; ^The COVID-19 impact has not been factored into the forecasted figure; estimates for CAGR and market size is based on multiple market reports. *Overall enterprise software consist of ERP, CRM, SCM, open-source, on-premise and cloud software. 



https://www.netsuite.com/portal/resource/articles/erp/erp-statistics.shtml

https://www.marketsandmarkets.com/PressReleases/cloud-erp.asp

https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/2184246/2018%20ERP%20Report.pdf

https://www.industryarc.com/Research/Cloud-Erp-Market-Research-500574

https://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=US45271219

https://www.idginsiderpro.com/article/3336856/gartner-cloud-enterprise-software-to-drive-global-it-spending-increase.html
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Cloud ERP – Pros and Cons
The demand for cloud ERP is increasing due to benefits such as scalability, short implementation time, and cost advantages over on-premise ERP.


Cloud ERP | Pros


Cloud ERP | Cons


– According to Computer Economics 2019 survey, top advantages of Cloud ERP software are reduced IT infrastructure and maintenance costs 
and increased flexibility and scalability 


– Cloud ERP enables the service provider to manage system updates without the need for service implementation, licensing, and support costs
– Implementation time for Cloud ERP software is less, according to Oracle analysis, on an average Cloud ERP deployments take 3-6 months 


compared to 12 months to implement on-premise solution
– In Oracle analysis on total cost of ownership of on-premise Vs. Cloud ERP, cloud-based ERP can cost 50 percent less than on-premise for a 


100 - employee company over a period of four years
– According to Computer Economics survey 2019 survey, organizations with Cloud ERP reports reduce in IT function employees and associated 


personnel cost 


– According to Panorama Consulting Solutions 2019 ERP Survey among 181 respondents, 27 percent of the responders did not choose cloud 
ERP software due to the risk of security breach. The companies has full control over their data with on-premise ERP software


– Organizations believes level of transparency in Cloud ERP software is less when compared to on-premise because the company’s financials 
and operational data is hosted in third party vendor platform


– Though mobility is an advantage for Cloud ERP, overall productivity may affect in case of connectivity issues this can prevent ERP users from 
accessing their account 


Source: Oracle, How Cloud ERP Compares to On-premise ERP, 2016, (Link); Panorama Consulting Solutions, ERP Report 2020, (Link); The App Solutions Inc., Cloud ERP Vs on-premise ERP, (Link); Hitachi Solutions, Ltd, Cloud vs. On-Prem ERP: Evaluating a Move to the Cloud; (Link); 
Computer Economics, The Differences Between Cloud and Hosted ERP, and Why They Matter 2019, (Link); all accessed on 28 October 2020



https://www.netsuite.com/portal/resource/articles/on-premise-cloud-erp.shtml

https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/4439340/Panorama-Consulting-Group-2020-ERP-Report.pdf

https://theappsolutions.com/blog/cloud/cloud-vs-onpremise-erp/

https://global.hitachi-solutions.com/blog/cloud-vs-on-prem-erp

https://www.computereconomics.com/custom.cfm?name=postPaymentGateway.cfm&id=2615
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On-premise ERP – Market 


2.5%
(calculated from market estimates)


15%
(survey by Panorama Consulting Solutions)


US$15.7 billion
(calculated from market estimates)


2019-24 2018 2019
Global on-premise ERP 
market size


Adoption rate of on-
premises ERP


Forecasted Compounded 
Annual Growth Rate 
(CAGR)^


Key Highlights


– Latest reports and trends indicate that adoption of on-premise ERP application has been declining and the shift to cloud ERP is primarily due to 
cost and flexibility benefits and the long-implementation period of on-premise systems


– Though shift is towards cloud ERP, but still on-premise ERP holds a significant market share of ~38% in the ERP market in 2019 mainly due 
to industries such as manufacturing, construction and healthcare with an adoption rate of 15% in 2018


– IDC further states that on-premise software market still remains important as medium-sized and large enterprises may be still maintaining 
existing back-office systems


– Industries with frequent changing regulatory landscape (like oil & gas, pharma and healthcare) are adopting on-premise ERP solution for 
better control over change management


Source: IDC, Worldwide Enterprise Applications Software Forecast, 2019–2023, (Link); Oracle, 50 Critical ERP Statistics: 2020, (Link); Allied Market Research, ERP Software Market by Component, 2019, (Link); Work Wise Software, An In Depth Look at on-premise ERP, 2018, (Link); all accessed 
on 28 October 2020


Note: KPMG analysis; ^The COVID-19 impact has not been factored into the forecasted figure; estimates and calculations for CAGR and market size is based on multiple market reports. *Overall enterprise software consist of ERP, CRM, SCM, open-source, on-premise and cloud software. 



https://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=US45709619

https://www.netsuite.com/portal/resource/articles/erp/erp-statistics.shtml

https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/ERP-market

https://www.workwisellc.com/blog/an-in-depth-look-at-on-premise-erp/
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On-premise ERP – Pros and Cons


ERP on-premise | Pros


25-40%
Estimated savings through 


managed services*


ERP on-premise | Cons


Maturity, data security, and customization are the advantages of on-premise ERP software while high costs and scalability remain a concern.


– On-premise ERP software requires a significant upfront investment for the infrastructure set-up and cost associated with deployment of 
the systems


– According to a 2019 survey by Computer Economics, on-premise ERP software shows less operational flexibility when compared to cloud 
ERP 


– On-premise ERP’s scalable capacity is limited to the hardware, organizations need to factor in the growth plan and expansion during the 
phase of planning and implementation itself


– On-premise ERP is more evolved and mature when compared with Cloud ERP, therefore the offerings and systems are available to fit 
any functionality required by organizations in all industries


– On-premise ERP software provides advantages of improved security and visibility
– According to Panorama Consulting Solutions 2019 ERP Survey, 31 percent of the responders report risk of data loss as the factor 


for not choosing cloud ERP 
– When compared with Cloud ERP, on-premise ERP software provide more options for customization including the ability to incorporate 


tailored applications into the business process flow


Source: Oracle, How Cloud ERP Compares to On-premise ERP, 2016, (Link); Panorama Consulting Solutions, ERP Report, 2020, (Link); The App Solutions Inc., Cloud ERP Vs on-premise ERP, (Link); Hitachi Solutions, Ltd, Cloud vs. On-Prem ERP: Evaluating a Move to the Cloud; (Link); 
Computer Economics, The Differences Between Cloud and Hosted ERP, and Why They Matter 2019, (Link); all accessed on 28 October 2020



https://www.netsuite.com/portal/resource/articles/on-premise-cloud-erp.shtml

https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/4439340/Panorama-Consulting-Group-2020-ERP-Report.pdf

https://theappsolutions.com/blog/cloud/cloud-vs-onpremise-erp/

https://global.hitachi-solutions.com/blog/cloud-vs-on-prem-erp

https://www.computereconomics.com/custom.cfm?name=postPaymentGateway.cfm&id=2615
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Deployment Model: Cloud vs. On-premise ERP 
According to Panorama Consulting Solutions 2019 survey, 64 percent of organization chooses Cloud ERP as preferred deployment option primarily 
due to reduced maintenance costs.


Cloud ERP is offered to organizations through three options, Public, Private and Hybrid Cloud Model
– As per Panorama Consulting Solutions 2019 ERP Survey of 241 organizations, 21 percent use public cloud model and 14 percent use 


private cloud model
– Only 9 percent of the surveyed organizations have opted for a hybrid cloud ERP model


On-premise is a traditional model where vendors provide organizations the software installed on in-house servers
– Panorama Consulting Solution’s survey indicates that on-premise ERP is deployed by 37 percent of the organizations in 2019


Parameter Public Cloud Private Cloud Hybrid Cloud On-premise


Infrastructure Hosted remotely and used 
by multiple customers


Hosted remotely and used 
for dedicated customer


Combination of public, 
private, and on-premise


Hosted on organizations’ 
local server and systems


Customization Very Limited Yes Yes Yes


License Owner Vendor Vendor Customer Customer


System Updates Quarterly updates,
done by vendor


Quarterly updates,
done by vendor


Annual updates,
co-managed


Annual updates,
done by customer


Maintenance Fee Yes Yes Very low No


Source: 5 Types of ERP Software Deployment Models to Consider Before You Buy, (Link); Cloud service and deployment models, (Link); How To Choose The Right ERP Deployment Destination, (Link); all accessed on 28 October 2020



https://solutionsreview.com/enterprise-resource-planning/5-types-erp-software-deployment-models-consider-buy/

https://cloudcomputing.ieee.org/images/files/education/studygroup/Cloud_Service_and_Deployment_Models.pdf

https://www.digitalistmag.com/cio-knowledge/2018/09/17/how-to-choose-right-erp-deployment-destination-06186452/
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Pricing Model: Cloud Vs. On-premise ERP
Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) of cloud ERPs can be as much as 46 percent lesser when compared to on-premise ERP systems.


Cloud ERP
Pricing model deployed
– On-premise ERP software deploys the perpetual licensing pricing model


that involves paying a one-time, up-front perpetual licensing fee based on 
the number of users and the level of customization which may not include 
maintenance costs


Core features
– This model charges additional maintenance, support and system upgradation 


costs; according to Oracle, the system upgradation costs US$0.1 million to 
US$1 million every 3 to 5 years


– There is no real time upgradation and may face obsolescence issues and 
exposure to harmful viruses and malicious software


Expenditure category and right to ownership
– The amount paid for this model comes under capital expenditure (Capex)
– It includes the right to ownership as the licenses are owned by the 


company deploying the on-premise ERP


Price range 
– Can be as low as US$75,000 and it can go up to as high as US$10 million 


depending on the organization size and requirement


On-premise ERP
Pricing model deployed
– Cloud ERP software deploys the software-as-a-service (SaaS) subscription 


plans pricing model that involves paying fees on a per user/month or per 
user/year basis which includes recurring costs like hardware maintenance, 
support and system upgradation costs


Core features
– The subscription plans pricing model helps avoid a large up-front 


implementation cost and hardware installation cost which aids 
companies with limited free capital


– This pricing model gets upgrades and new features released in real time 
to avoid obsolescence


Expenditure category and right to ownership
– The amount paid for this model comes under operational expenditure
– It does not include the right to ownership as the license is owned by the 


vendor company even after deployment 


Price range
– Starts from around US$54/user/month, and it can go up to around 


US$95/user/month


Source: How much does an ERP System cost, (link), Subscription vs Perpetual: software licensing comparison, (link), On-premise ERP vs Modern cloud ERP: Comparing financial models and costs of ownership (Oracle), (link); all accessed on 28 October 2020



https://www.betterbuys.com/assets/ERP%20Pricing%20Guide.pdf

https://www.oracle.com/webfolder/assets/ebook/complete-guide-to-modern-erp/pdf/OnPremisesERPvsModernCloudERP.pdf
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Oracle Cloud NetSuite Overview


Source: Oracle, 2020 10K report, Link; Oracle, Corporate Fact, Link; Oracle, Market perception, Link; Oracle NetSuite Partnership, Link; NetSuite, Industry, Link, NetSuite, ERP Customer, Link; NetSuite, Awards, Link, 
NetSuite, UK Cloud Awards, Link; SuiteFlow, Link; Oracle, Constellation Research, Link


Key statistics
— Revenue FY20: US$39 billion (Cloud and 


License business drives 83% revenue)


— HQ: Redwood, California, USA


— Geographical presence: Offices in 75+ 
countries


— Ownership: Public (ORCL)


— # of employees: ~135,000 (~19,000 in cloud 
services and license support operations)


— Customer base: ~22,000


Key industries served: Advertising, Consulting,
Information Technology & Services, Energy, F&B, 
Financial Services, Health Care, Health & Beauty, 
Government Administration & Public Sectors, 
Manufacturing, Retail etc.


Key clients: AAE Travel, Action Health, Accuserv, 
Al Faris Group, Domino’s China, DIY Home 
Center, Intelipost, Jetline, Oakland Athletics, 
OmniTRAX, Scoot Airline, 


Market perception
— Recognized as Visionaries in 2020 Gartner 


Magic Quadrant for Cloud ERP for Product-
Centric Enterprises


— IDC recognized Oracle Netsuite as leader in 
2020 Worldwide SaaS and Cloud-Enabled 
Midmarket Finance and Accounting 
Applications Vendor Assessment 


— Recognized as Leader in 2020 Gartner Cloud 
Core Financial Management Suites for 
midsize, large and global enterprises


Industry innovation & Proprietary 
Technology
— SuiteFlow- Automates custom approval 


routing, apply validations, create related 
records, direct the end user to appropriate 
forms in the user interface


Key partnerships
— Accenture, Capgemini, Infosys, Wipro and 


Cognizant are the top IT service providers in 
Alliance partnership with NetSuite for system 
integration


— Deloitte is the Global Alliance partner of 
NetSuite for system integration


— NetSuite has ~80 Regional Systems 
Integrators which includes Bridgepoint 
Consulting, Grant Thornton, etc.


Eminence in the space
— Constellation Shortlisted Oracle NetSuite in 


Product-Centric Cloud ERP and Services-
Centric Cloud ERP


— In 2020, Constellation short listed Oracle 
NetSuite as a product centric cloud ERP



http://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0001341439/8a227df9-679d-4dbc-ae1e-b62c435b22ee.pdf

https://www.oracle.com/corporate/corporate-facts.html

https://www.oracle.com/corporate/analyst-reports.html#category-erp-epm

https://www.netsuite.com/portal/partners/alliance-partner-program.shtml

https://www.netsuite.com/portal/industries.shtml

https://www.netsuite.com/portal/customer-testimonials.shtml#erp

https://www.netsuite.com/portal/company/newsroom/media-resources.shtml

https://www.netsuite.com/blog/netsuite-oneworld-wins-cloud-erp-product-of-the-year#:%7E:text=NetSuite%20OneWorld%20was%20awarded%20'Cloud,both%20product%20and%20customer%20excellence.

https://www.netsuite.com/portal/services/training/suite-training/description-suiteflow-workflow-fundamentals.shtml

https://www.constellationr.com/research/constellation-shortlist-product-centric-cloud-erp
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Oracle NetSuite Financials Capabilities (1/2)
Oracle NetSuite Financials Management solution: The finance module provides a comprehensive solution for managing accounts, FP&A, accounts payable, accounts 
receivable, revenue and expenses with real-time dashboard


Finance and Accounting: Helps to streamline processes and operations of finance with real time data access. The modules includes:


— General Ledger: Eliminates the process of manual journal entries, provides unlimited custom general ledger segments such as profit center, fund, program, product 
line, etc. Multi-Book accounting feature records all book-specific activities based on a single business transaction from the general ledger, revenue recognition, 
expense amortization, depreciation, and P&L allocations


— Accounts Receivable: Reduces cycle time of credit-to-cash by process optimization. Provides self-service tool to access real-time information on purchase orders, 
inventory and payment information. Configurable dashboards, reports and KPI's provide a real-time view into customer aging, invoice analyses, recurring invoices, 
deferred revenue, exception reports to flag account anomalies


— Accounts Payable (AP): The solution improves visibility and compliance of the AP process, helps to automate invoice processing, payment and discounts calculation


— Tax Management: Provides configurable tax engine to support end-to-end domestic and global tax management. Supports tax calculations at multiple global levels 
and locations for 50+ countries in multiple currencies. SuiteTax API allow users to select third party tax solutions and integrate with NetSuite


— Fixed Assets Management: Complete integration of asset lifecycle with accounting. The system allows users to create multiple customize depreciation methods and 
provide reports across assets, valuation, and depreciation


— Cash Management: Increases visibility to the finance team in cash optimization, bank accounts control, manage liquidity, and compliance. Helps to address critical 
planning, processing, and reporting requirements of global treasury units. Provide real-time information on global transactions across bank accounts and credit cards


— Payment Management: The platform accepts a variety of credit card, debit card, and other electronic forms of payment for online payment processing needs with 
SuitePayments API for payment gateway integration to suit different geographical markets


Source: Oracle NetSuite, Finance and Accounting, Link



https://www.netsuite.com/portal/products/erp/financial-management/finance-accounting.shtml
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Oracle NetSuite Financials Capabilities (2/2)


— Invoice and Billing Management: Framework that connects financial process with transactions, subscriptions and projects to the billing engine. Allow users to create 
rating model and support complete integration with revenue management and ASC 606


— Revenue Recognition: The solution automates revenue forecasting, allocation, recognition, reclassification, and auditing through a rule-based event handling 
framework in accordance with IFRS 15, ASC 606, and ASC 605


— Planning and Budgeting: Allows organizations to plan budget using what-if model and provides comprehensive report. The capabilities include:
– Revenue and expense projections with pre-built reports, templates, and added insights
– Allow users to create model for CapEx planning and helps in decision making 
– Built-in intelligence and analytic to manage Travel and Expense
– Helps to streamline workforce related expenses, such as head count, salary, and compensation planning
– Financial Statement Planning provides the ability to plan, budget, and forecast balance sheet and cash flow
– Dynamic modelling and bi-directional integration with Microsoft Office tools for visualization 
– Pre-built statistical modeling engine with dashboard to optimize planning and forecast estimates with multiple predicted values


— Financial Reporting: Flexible, multi-dimensional reports to track real-time operational data. Financial Report Builder tool allows users to customize financial 
statements based on reporting requirements with various accounting standards, e.g. US GAAP and IFRS


— Global Accounting & Consolidation: Provides multi-currency management; supports 190+ currencies with multi-language support (~19 languages). Built-in tax 
engine with cloud pre-configuration of tax codes reporting for 50+ countries


— Governance, Risk and Compliance (GRC): Helps to ensure compliance with international IT and security standards. Supports multiple reports and certificates such 
as SOC 1, SOC 2, ISO 27K, PCI/PA-DSS, etc.


Source: NetSuite; SuiteBilling: Invoice and Billing Management, Link; NetSuite, Revenue Recognition, Link; NetSuite, Planning and Budgeting; Link; NetSuite, Financial Reporting, Link; Global Accounting & Consolidation; Link; 
NetSuite, GRC, Link



https://www.netsuite.com/portal/products/erp/financial-management/billing.shtml

https://www.netsuite.com/portal/products/erp/financial-management/revenue-management.shtml

https://www.netsuite.com/portal/products/erp/financial-management/financial-planning.shtml

https://www.netsuite.com/portal/products/erp/financial-management/financial-reporting.shtml

https://www.netsuite.com/portal/products/erp/financial-management/global-accounting-consolidation.shtml

https://www.netsuite.com/portal/products/erp/financial-management/governance-risk-compliance.shtml
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Oracle NetSuite Procurement Capabilities (1/2)
Oracle NetSuite Procurement solution: Streamlines procure-to-pay process and provides visibility on company procurement spend and vendor performance


Source: Helps to streamline the process of vendor management, RFQ’s, contracts establishment, and policies enforcement


— Vendor Management: The platform helps to onboard, track, analyze, and audit vendors on a regular basis using workflows and vendor scorecard to keep leadership 
informed on vendor performance. The vendor portal feature allows users to quickly collaborate on current and future projects


— Request For Quote: One screen view to gather requirement, select vendor, communicate specification, receive bids, and update pricing. The system automatically 
updates vendor information and item records in the master data based on the vendor selection 


— Purchase Contracts: Helps to establish commercial terms, ensure compliance, and automate RFQ process. The module also tracks total purchase amount, billed and 
received values


— Blanket PO’s: Allow users to track specific delivery schedules. Combined with Purchase Contracts, Blank PO’s provide complete control over receive products timeline 
and agreed payment by the organization


Purchase: Helps in automation of requisitioning and purchasing processes with configurable procurement dashboard


— Purchase Requisition: Helps in complex workflow approvals with user-definable workflows and automate routing


— Purchase Order Management: The module helps to automate the purchase order management process and provide one screen view to monitor purchase items 
generated from supply planning process, blanket PO’s or re-order point parameters. The system can be customized to generate reminders to inform delivery details 


— Approvals: Supports simple to complex approval process, utilize SuiteFlow approval routings with customizable sample workflows and graphical interface to monitor the 
process. Workflow can be modified based on department budgets, location, item type, and project


Source: Oracle NetSuite, Procurement, Link



https://www.netsuite.com/portal/products/erp/procurement.shtml
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Oracle NetSuite Procurement Capabilities (2/2)
Pay: Provides configurable workflows to optimize cash flow. Improves transparency and enhance vendor relation 


— Item Receipt: Provides flexibility to receive items from vendors and other subsidiaries across locations with same transaction. Vendor Portal allows suppliers to view the 
latest relevant information any time


— Vendor Bills: Provides visibility and helps to track payables at any point during the billing cycle. Offer the option to upload vendor bills manually, via CSV file or through 
web services 


— 3-Way Match and Pay: Validates vendor bill against the details of its corresponding purchase order and item receipt, automatically approve the bills that comply based 
on pre-defined specifications and route the non-matching bills to the supervisor for review. The module provides the following benefits:


– Helps to identify issues by highlighting specific variances between the transactions
– Inventory levels can be monitored and maintained by finding variances between transactions 


Source: Oracle NetSuite, Procurement, Link



https://www.netsuite.com/portal/products/erp/procurement.shtml
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Oracle NetSuite


Oracle NetSuite has experienced growth in the small to mid-size customer 
segment on account of the following:


— It is economic to deploy as the architecture, cost of deployment, and 
maintenance of the software is spread across multiple customers


— The reporting dimensions of NetSuite is one of its strengths. Every 
transaction can be monitored and tracked, thus, helping in deriving 
insights


— NetSuite has a strong foundation of packages specific to the country. 
It is deployed in and these packages are pre-equipped with 
accounting rules followed in the corresponding country


— NetSuite supports an array of integrations with nominal manual 
intervention, thus, ensuring easy development, deployment, and 
governance of data flows between applications


— NetSuite is public-cloud deployed, thus, making it unsuitable for some 
industries where privacy is of utmost importance. NetSuite does not 
offer an option to deploy privately


— The high amount of customizations available to the users also bring 
the need for maintaining elaborate documentation and reference on 
custom-built workflows


— Building reports has been a tedious and cumbersome process 
according to many users


— User interface can be improved according to numerous users. This 
will help make the process of managing multiple profiles easier and 
more efficient


— Testing instances (Sandboxes) provided by NetSuite are expensive 
and its production refresh is restricted, thus, making it difficult for the 
software team to run multiple test runs


Strength Weakness


Source: Gartner ERP Market Share Analysis 2020 report; Trustradius, Oracle NetSuite ERP, Link; 



https://www.trustradius.com/products/netsuite-erp/reviews?qs=pros-and-cons
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Oracle NetSuite ERP | Key Risk Areas


Source: Oracle, 2020 10K report, Link; Oracle NetSuite, Customer, Link


— Increasing competition from open source 
software initiatives by existing or new 
competitors, such as ERPNext, inoERP, 
iDempiere, etc. could affect the sales and 
customer base


— Continuously evolving technologies such as 
machine learning and artificial intelligence are 
forcing service providers to enhance products 
and leads to increase in the infrastructure costs 
and delivery timeline


Technology


— COVID-19 pandemic has affected the company 
and customer base in respective business, 
therefore, it is expected to impact future 
operations and financial performance


— Focus towards mid-size companies could 
adversely affect the growth and revenue of the 
company 


Finance


— Oracle customers depend on support 
organization for resolving technical issues related 
to applications and infrastructure; a failure in 
offering high-quality technical support services 
may affect customer relationships


— Covid-19 pandemic has created material 
shortages and affected the supply chain, 
resulting in increased implementation time


Implementation and 
Support



http://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0001341439/8a227df9-679d-4dbc-ae1e-b62c435b22ee.pdf

https://www.netsuite.com/portal/customer-testimonials.shtml
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Oracle NetSuite Case Studies (1/2)
Case study 1- Scoot Airlines


— Challenge: Start-up company owned by Singapore Airline, Scoot Airlines, 
faced the challenge of implementing a cloud ERP system that was 
compatible with its parent company’s SAP software and offered fast 
deployment and cost-efficiency


— Solution provided: Deploying NetSuite International, NetSuite Fixed 
Asset Management 


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying NetSuite Financial Cloud resulted in:


‒ Enabling running vendor payments, revenue management, and fixed 
asset management for a fleet worth approximately SGD$2 billion 


‒ Automation of accounting processes, which allowed savings to be 
invested into aircraft fleet expansion 


‒ Availability of real-time financial performance and vital expenditures 
that helped management in strategic business decisions 


‒ Helped in process optimization of additional 15 destinations across 
Southeast Asia and Australia to its existing destination portfolio


Case study 2- Harcourts International


— Challenge: Real Estate company, Harcourts International, operating nearly 
900 offices globally, faced difficulty in standardizing its financial processes 
using the existing financial software - Attaché BI; decentralization of 
databases, manual data entry, small financial team size, and manual report 
generation were corelated challenges


— Solution provided: Deploying NetSuite OneWorld, NetSuite Fixed Assets, 
NetSuite Infinet Cloud, NetSuite Solution 7, and NetSuite Expensify


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying NetSuite Financial Cloud resulted in: 


‒ Automation of time-consuming tasks like management of financial 
data, reporting, and payroll


‒ Reduced cycle time in preparation of monthly reports from 10 days to 
6 days 


‒ Centralization of databases removed the requirement of expanding 
the finance team size


‒ Optimized resources and reallocation of staff hours to other business 
functions 


‒ Reduction in paper consumption promoted environmental protection


Source: Oracle NetSuite, Scoot Airlines case study Link; Oracle NetSuite, Harcourts International case study Link



https://www.netsuite.com/portal/customer-testimonials/scoot-others.shtml

https://www.netsuite.com/portal/customer-testimonials/harcourts-financial.shtml
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Oracle NetSuite Case Studies (2/2)
Case study 3- Al Sharqi Shipping LLC


— Challenge: With more than 200 global partners, Al Sharqi Shipping Co. 
faced challenges related to large scale expansion like management of 
complex supply chains, multiple currency billings, and freshly issued VAT 
regulations in its home country, UAE 


— Solution provided: Deploying NetSuite OneWorld 


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying OneWorld resulted in:


‒ Increase in the year-on-year revenue growth rate by ~30 percent


‒ Surge in the volume of containers transported to 15,000, an increase 
of 15 percent as compared to the previous fiscal year 


‒ Adherence to and adoption of new VAT rules, tax laws, and tax 
calculation in the UAE 


‒ Reduction in the time taken by employees to batch invoices of 
customers from 5 days to 6 - 8 hours


‒ Reduce in invoicing FTEs by 50% and improved cash conversion 
cycles


Case study 4- Quicken


— Challenge: Personal finance software provider, Quicken, faced the 
challenge of transitioning from an on-premise system after its divestiture 
from the parent company – Intuit


— Solution provided: Deploying NetSuite OneWorld, NetSuite Advanced 
Inventory, and NetSuite Advanced Procurement


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying NetSuite Procurement Cloud resulted in: 


‒ Adoption of complex revenue recognition processes for various 
product lines 


‒ Improved integration with third party applications enabling a smaller 
accounting team to perform functions


‒ Divestiture deadlines were met as a result of reduction in the 
implementation time to 5 months


‒ Availability of real-time insights leading to improved ability to 
customize products as per requirements


‒ Increased sales of both traditional licenses and SaaS solutions


Source: Oracle NetSuite, Al Sharqi Shipping Co. case study Link; Oracle NetSuite, Quicken case study Link



https://www.netsuite.com/portal/customer-testimonials/al-sharqi-others.shtml

https://www.netsuite.com/portal/customer-testimonials/quicken-software.shtml
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SAP S/4HANA Overview


Source: SAP Website, Link; SAP offices, Link; SAP customers, Link; SAP Clients, Link; Gartner Magic Quadrant, Link; SAP news, Link; The Forrester Wave, Link; Capgemini Partners, Link, Link 2; HCL Partners, Link. Great 
Places to work, Link; Glassdoor – SAP, Link; Fortune 100 best companies to work for – 2019, Link


Key statistics
— Revenue: US$31.3 billion (FY20)


— HQ : Walldorf Baden-Württemberg


— Geographical presence: Offices in more than 
78 countries


— Ownership: Public (NYSE, SAP)


— # of employees: 95,853


— Customer base: 440,000


— Transaction volume: NA


Key industries served: Energy and Natural 
Resources, Aerospace and Defense, Automotive, 
Banking, Insurance, Telecommunications, 
Lifesciences, Retail, Healthcare, Sports and 
Entertainment, Oil and Gas, Utilities, Agribusiness, 
Media, Professional Services, etc.


Key clients: Bentley Motors, Lloyd, AIG, Toyota, 
Coca cola, Britannia, Exide, Raymond


Market perception
— Recognized as Leader in 2020 Gartner Magic 


Quadrant for procure to pay suites
— SAP was named a leader in digital operations 


platforms for distribution businesses by 
independent research firm


— SAP S/4HANA was named a leader in the 
Forrester Wave in its evaluation of digital 
operations platforms for manufacturing 
businesses


Industry innovation & Proprietary 
Technology
— Universal journal- The universal journal 


covering general ledger, profitability analysis, 
control, asset accounting and inventory is 
combined in a single table, reduces 
administrative tasks


— Financial closing- Figures consolidation 
occurs at a centralized group level which 
makes the closing process faster, more 
accurate and simple


— Simulations are used to predict the future


Key partnerships
— Partnership with Capgemini helps the 


company provide innovation through its ERP 
suite of SAP S/4HANA. Capgemini was 
positioned as a leader in Gartner’s 2020 
magic Quadrant for SAP S/4HANA Application 
Services


— Strategic partnership with HCL helps 
businesses adopt Internet of Things (IoT) and 
innovation


Eminence in the space
— Ranked #12 in the World’s Best Workplaces 


2020 report published by Great Place To 
Work


— Recognized consistently as the world’s best 
places to world by Glassdoor


— Ranked #58 amongst the Fortune 100 best 
companies to work for in 2019



https://www.sap.com/index.html

https://www.sap.com/corporate/en/company/office-locations.html

https://www.sap.com/corporate/en.html

https://www.sap.com/india/about/customer-stories.html

https://news.sap.com/2020/11/gartner-magic-quadrant-procure-to-pay-suites-sap-a-leader/

https://news.sap.com/2020/11/forrester-wave-digital-operations-platforms-distribution-businesses-sap-a-leader/

https://news.sap.com/2020/09/forrester-wave-digital-operations-platforms-for-manufacturing-sap-s4hana/

https://www.capgemini.com/in-en/partner/sap/

https://www.capgemini.com/in-en/resources/gartner-2020-magic-quadrant-for-sap-s-4hana-application-services-worldwide/

https://www.hcltech.com/sap

https://www.greatplacetowork.com/best-workplaces-international/world-s-best-workplaces/2020

https://www.glassdoor.co.in/sap

https://fortune.com/best-companies/2020/sap-america/
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SAP S/4HANA Finance Capabilities (1/2)
— Financial planning and analysis:


‒ Eliminating redundancy and time lag by using real time operational data and by embedding end-to-end planning process
‒ Creating ad hoc simulations of new business models in your ERP system
‒ Running in-depth financial analysis using a single table 


— Accounting and financial close
‒ Viewing live reporting with drill down functionality for any dimension
‒ Using a consolidated data model to simplify processes, improving productivity and reducing risk
‒ Executing tasks and processes in real-time


— Treasury and financial risk management:
‒ Getting real-time visibility of bank balances and currency exposures 
‒ Enabling comprehensive central bank account management
‒ Integrating cash flow analysis and business planning lifecycles


— Enterprise risk and compliance:
‒ Detecting real-time fraud at transactional level
‒ Centralizing fund management to optimize monitoring and investigation
‒ Running real-time simulations
‒ Calibrating detection strategies for minimizing false alarms


— Collaborative finance operations:
‒ Responding to market dynamics changing rapidly
‒ Automating receivables and payables processing
‒ Streamlining travel management


— Receivables management:
‒ Reducing costs and efforts associated with running account receivables by increasing automation 
‒ Recording and managing accounts receivables data for all customers


Source: SAP S/4 HANA Finance, Link



https://www.sap.com/india/products/s4hana-finance-erp.html#:%7E:text=Engage%20a%20cloud%2Dbased%20finance%20ERP%20for%20the%20digital%20age&text=Run%20on%20the%20in%2Dmemory,%2C%20risk%20management%2C%20and%20more.
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SAP S/4HANA Procurement Capabilities (2/2)
— AI capabilities: SAP S/4 HANA deploys artificial intelligence (AI) and intelligent robotic process automation (RPA) to improve employee efficiency, and enabling 


informed decision making
— Purchasing insights:


‒ Providing extensive in depth insights on purchasing spend
‒ Analyzing orders, purchase requisitions, contracts and invoices
‒ Evaluating supplier performance


— Operational purchasing:
‒ Buying goods and services directly
‒ Bundling demands, automating processes, and simplifying approval and release


— Sourcing and contract management:
‒ Supporting automated and manual processes for creating and managing procurement documentation


— Central procurement:
‒ Reducing procurement costs and increasing catalogue use
‒ Consolidating requisitioning across business units and geographies
‒ Handling Central Purchase Requisitions, Central Purchase Contracts and Central Purchase Orders
‒ Integrating direct material sourcing
‒ Enabling UI navigation into respective backend as single source of truth


— Commodity procurement:
‒ Enabling commodity procurement and creating commodity contracts based on market quotes
‒ Streamlining invoicing
‒ Extending ERP functionality
‒ Automating price calculations


— Commodity requisitioning:
‒ Providing full visibility of business process flow and relevant documents in connected backends
‒ Centrally confirming or returning goods receipts from the requestor’s central purchase requisition work list


Source: SAP S/4 Hana Procurement, Link1, Link 2



https://www.sap.com/documents/2018/11/4ca52aa4-2b7d-0010-87a3-c30de2ffd8ff.html

https://www.sap.com/india/products/s4hana-erp/features/sourcing-procurement.html
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— SAP S/4 HANA had significant sales that helped drive new 
license sales and subscriptions revenue in operational ERP 
and financial management


— Suitable for mid-sized as well as large enterprises


— It's a highly configurable and customizable software to manage 
large businesses across multiple countries


— S/4HANA can drive instant value across all lines of business, 
irrespective of industry or business size


— It can provide personalized, consumer-grade user experience


— Implementation time and cost are very high compared to other 
ERP systems making it very costly for the small businesses


— Maintenance cost is very high


— SAP S/4 HANA did not qualify for the number of live customers 
required for this Magic Quadrant


— It has a slightly complicated learning curve, hence not 
considered to be very user-friendly


Strength Weakness


Source: Gartner Market Share Analysis, Link; Gartner Magic Quadrant, Link; Software advice, Link


SAP S/4HANA



https://www.gartner.com/en/documents/3985627/market-share-analysis-erp-software-worldwide-2019

https://www.gartner.com/doc/reprints?id=1-1ZB9RIQ1&ct=200624&st=sb

https://www.softwareadvice.com/erp/sap-s4hana-profile/reviews/
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Source: Risk Components, Link1, Link2


— Risk of insufficient scoping of performance load and 
stress testing cycles


— Risk of system degradations after go-live due to 
having executed test cycles on a non-production like 
environment


— Risk of security breaches due to the insufficient 
hardening of the (non-compliant) security baseline


IT/ Compliance


— Risks related to data migration and assessing 
complex migration projects to address data 
migration related risks


— Risks related to monitoring data migration and 
reconciliation procedures


— Risks of implementing data and object consistency 
and completeness to mitigate both financial and 
operational risks


— Re-performing a selection of reports appropriate for 
financial statement audit purposes


— Risk of having one cycle for data migration and 
reconciliation activities


— Risk of not having sufficient time to incorporate data 
migration and reconciliation experience in 
preproduction test cycle, fixes need to be right first 
time for production


Data Migration


— Ensuring new technology and hardware is in place 
within the data centers to be able to operate the new 
SAP S/4HANA systems


— Providing feedback on the mechanisms in place for 
achieving compliance, control and security over the 
new and/ or updated data centers


— Aligning SAP landscape infrastructure service model 
and the specific HANA architecture


— The future end-to-end business processes are not 
designed, documented in detail


— Absence of a defined strategy for business-data 
validation as an entry criteria to each test cycle


Infrastructure and 
Implementation


SAP S/4HANA: Key Risk Areas



https://www.compact.nl/en/articles/sap-s4hana-and-key-risk-management-components-and-considerations/

https://www.protiviti.com/IN-en/insights/journey-sap-s4hana-overview-key-changes-and-associated-risks
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SAP S/4HANA Case Studies (1/2)
Case study 1- Accenture


— Challenge: Accenture’s non-standardized processes and workflows 
prevented the company from implementing end-to-end digital 
procurement processes. Its disconnected workflows and a complex user 
experience resulted in a high amount of off-catalog purchases and 
manual processing of SOW–based spend, which resulted in higher costs 
and reduced control of buying behaviors


— Solution provided: Single, digital platform based on SAP S/4HANA® to 
support the Intelligent Spend Management Concept, Procure-to-pay 
process automation using the SAP® Ariba®, manage services based on 
SOW using SAP Fieldglass ® and others


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying SAP S/4HANA and Intelligent Spend 
Management concept enabled:


‒ Better purchasing experience


‒ Accelerated procure-to-pay process 


‒ Enhanced procurement efficiency


‒ Enabled guided buying capabilities through RPA and machine 
learning


‒ Measure progress and refine company’s capabilities and approaches


‒ Reduced costs by directing buyers to products with contracted prices


Case study 2- Danfoss
— Challenge: Danfoss faced challenges in evaluating visibility into indirect 


spend processes and maintaining employee productivity during expansion 
and change. Additionally, the suboptimal procurement and expense 
management processes were slow and cumbersome for employees to 
use


— Solution provided: SAP S/4HANA®, SAP® Ariba®, and SAP Concur ®


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying SAP S/4HANA solutions resulted in: 


‒ Successful deployment without supply chain disruptions


‒ Procurement related process automation


‒ Improved infrastructure agility


‒ Robust supply chain with environmentally friendly choices


‒ Simplified travel booking and expense reporting


‒ More time for HR to focus on better programs for employees and the 
city thanks to new self-service processes


‒ Mobile apps to approve requisitions and reimbursements


Source: Accenture: Delivering the Next Generation of Intelligent Procurement, Link; Danfoss: Simplifying Procurement and Expense Management, Link



https://www.sap.com/documents/2020/09/6ef2bac1-ae7d-0010-87a3-c30de2ffd8ff.html

https://www.sap.com/india/documents/2019/10/6288bac2-6a7d-0010-87a3-c30de2ffd8ff.html
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SAP S/4HANA Case Studies (2/2)
Case study 3- Honda, Australia


— Challenge: Honda’s legacy systems were out of date, and the company 
was spending too much time supporting customized development. The 
company also wanted effective working and bring in transparency in its 
processes 


— Solution provided: SAP S/4HANA®, SAP S/4HANA Finance solution, 
SAP Vehicle Management for Automotive package, SAP Warranty 
Management application, SAP Fiori®user experience and apps, SAP 
HANA®Enterprise Cloud and others


— Benefits/outcome: By deploying SAP HANA, Honda was able to:


‒ Enable common automated business processes


‒ Integrate finance, reduce manual consolidation errors and improve 
accuracy


‒ Enable efficient online processes for Honda Australia motorcycles 
and power equipment dealerships 


‒ Automate business processes by 80-90 percent


‒ Enhance dealer productivity and bring transparency in sales and 
procurement


Case study 4- SMA Solar Technology
— Challenge: SMA Solare Technology had rigid management reporting and 


time-consuming number crunching processes and required more flexible 
and interactive management reporting processes for its finance function to 
could eliminate the paperwork and be transitioned to a fully digital 
platform


— Solution provided: SAP Analytics Cloud and SAP Business Warehouse 
powered by SAP HANA


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying SAP HANA solutions resulted in: 


‒ Interactive and self service approaches


‒ A single source of data models, authorizations and roles 


‒ Savings in time and resources 


‒ Flexible management reporting


‒ Reduced manual efforts with more flexible and individual analysis


Source: How Is a Unified Digital Platform in the Cloud Helping Move Vehicles Faster and More Efficiently?, Link; How Does an Analytics Dashboard Provide New Insights to Key Decision-Makers?, Link



https://www.sap.com/india/documents/2018/12/b20d11d7-2f7d-0010-87a3-c30de2ffd8ff.html

https://www.sap.com/india/documents/2020/04/f2e5189a-927d-0010-87a3-c30de2ffd8ff.html
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Workday Cloud ERP Overview


Source: Workday, 2020 10K report Link; Workday, Gartner Magic Quadrant, Link; Workday, Gartner Magic Quadrant; Link; Workday, Key partnerships, Link; Workday, Fortune’s List, Link; Workday, Fortune, Link; Workday, 
Awards, Link


Key statistics
— Revenue FY20: US$3.6 billion (Subscription 


services drive 85% revenue)


— HQ: Pleasanton, California, USA
— Geographical presence: Operates in 80 


countries
— Ownership: Public (NASDAQ: WDAY)
— # of employees: ~12,200
— Customer base: ~7,900 global customers
— Transaction volume: NA


Key industries served: Communications, 
Energy and Resources, Financial Services, 
Government, Healthcare, Higher Education, 
Hospitality, Insurance, Manufacturing, Media and 
Entertainment, Professional and Business 
Services, Retail, Technology, etc.


Key clients: HP, AirAsia, WB, Netflix, Abbott, 
Gap Inc, Simmons Bank, AthenaHealth, Chevron, 
Bank of America, Citi, Aldo, Dentsu Aegis 
Network, Airbus, Diageo, Dow, GE, Flex, Haier, 
Deloitte, CapTech, etc.


Market perception


— Recognized as Leader in the 2020 Gartner 
Magic Quadrant for Cloud Core Financial 
Management Suites for midsize, large and 
global enterprises for the 4th time in a row 


— Recognized as a Leader in the 2020 Gartner 
Magic Quadrant for Cloud Financial Planning 
and Analysis Solutions 


Industry innovation & Proprietary 
Technology
— Workday’s Business Process Framework: 


Manages transaction, helps in Audit, internal 
control, and governance 


— Natural Language Processing (NLP): The 
tool learns and understands the requirement 
of users over time to suggest actions in the 
form of notification by using NLP and machine 
learning


Key partnerships
— Deloitte is a Workday Services Partner and a 


leader in Workday HR and Finance consulting 
services 


—Accenture partnered with Workday Services to 
provide Workday powered transformation, 
Cloud ERP services, Workday application 
management, financial management, and HCM 
services 


—PwC is a designated Workday Services Partner 
providing Workday solutions that helps 
businesses improve workforce management 
with human capital management solutions


Eminence in the space


— Ranked #4 in the 100 Best Companies to 
Work For list by Fortune and Great Place to 
Work (GPTW) Institute 2020 


— Ranked #1 on 2019 Fortune Future 50
— Workday has been ranked Best in KLAS for 


ERP and Category Leader in Talent 
Management for third year in a row



https://www.oracle.com/in/erp/procurement-cloud/

https://blog.workday.com/en-us/2020/workday-gartner-magic-quadrant-cloud-financial-planning-2020.html

https://blog.workday.com/en-us/2020/workday-leader-gartner-cloud-core-financial-management-2020.html

https://www.workday.com/en-us/partners-services/partners/services-partners.html#?q=&partnerType=Services%20Partner

https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2019/02/14/1725564/0/en/Workday-Ranks-4-on-Fortune-s-List-of-100-Best-Companies-to-Work-For.html

https://fortune.com/future-50/2018/

https://forms.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/ds-dc-klas-workday-himss-hcare-us-web.pdf
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Workday Cloud Financial Capabilities
Workday Financial Management : This product offering from Workday equips the client with relevant financial information and insights available on a user-friendly interface. 
The key functions within this module include:


— Accounting and Finance: This suite provides a single platform in integrating multiple business entities in completing intercompany transactions, allocations, 
adjustments, and consolidated reporting. Other areas included within the Accounting and Finance segment comprise:


– Bank account management and reconciliation
– Forecasting of cash balances and liquidity
– Asset accounting, disposals, and transfers & calculation of depreciation of assets


— Financial Planning: Helps in streamlining the process of budgeting and forecasting. The system is dynamic, thus, enabling adjustability with the change in business 
priorities as well as change in market situations


— Audit and Compliance : Workday’s Business Process Framework (BPF) is built into the module and helps in auditing every transaction in real time. It also helps 
organizations to integrate regulations that would in turn increase process visibility and reduce risks


— Revenue Management: The revenue management system integrated with the customer relationship management system provides an all-round view of the customers 
by configuring contract management, billing schedules, and customer collections


– Contract management includes overseeing the contracts with customers as well as customer engagement. It also encompasses automated billing, credit card 
payments, configuration of billing rates, and reporting


– Revenue recognition involves revenue reporting & forecasting and managing revenue schedules


— Financial Reporting and Analysis: Workday helps in simplifying financial consolidation by eliminating the requirement of batch processing. All systems are dynamic in 
nature, thus, enabling on-the-go updates and reports


– Financial scorecards and interactive dashboards help the executives in better visualization of the data along with comprehensive insights
– Predictive and prescriptive analytics is also used for profitability analysis and to ensure informed decisions and strategies
– Language translations and country-specific configurations are also available, thus, bringing consistency in the system for multinational organizations


— Spend Management: Workday expenses allow employees to submit and approve expense reports, thereby reducing costs, increasing accuracy and ensuring faster re-
imbursements


Source: Workday Financial Management, Link



https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/datasheet-workday-financial-management.pdf
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Workday Cloud Procurement Capabilities
Workday Procurement: Workday Procurement provides end-to-end procure-to-pay functionality in a single integrated platform while Workday Inventory is a solution for 
materials management process for goods and supplies. The key functions within this module include:


— Goods and Services Procurement: Helps in monitoring and streamlining the procurement process. Major tasks include:
– Creation of requisition, Request For Quote (RFQ), and comparison of RFQ responses
– Invoice creation from receipt
– Service coordinator console can be used for manual sourcing
– Task log entry, entry of ship-to and deliver-to information on procurement documents


— Supplier Management: Helps in management of suppliers through the supplier portal that allow the suppliers to maintain their personal information as well as their 
purchase orders, Request For Quotes (RFQ), and invoices


– It also increases the speed of processing of payments while improving supplier maintenance
– The RFQ dashboard helps in delivering RFQ documents electronically and also facilitates collaboration with the suppliers


— Supplier Contracts: It helps to manage and record agreements with the suppliers. Additionally, it helps to define contract renewal terms and notifies before the contract 
expires


– Helps to monitor contractual spend and assists in amendment of supplier contracts


— Reporting and Insights: User-friendly procurement and supplier account dashboards provide real-time consolidated spend insights, thus, making the process of 
standard reporting more efficient


– The embedded analytics draws insights from the transactional data, thus, making it easier to understand the stance of the organization


— Spend Control: Spend control systems provide a detailed view into every transaction that are tagged through various reporting dimensions such as work-tags


– Helps in monitoring and identifying any outliers in expenses, spend freezes, approval processes, and managing two-way and three-way matching of invoices


— Integrations: Workday procurement is integrated with Workday Financial Management, Workday Inventory, and Workday HCM, thus, ensuring immediate accounting 
impact in case of any errors or outliers in the procurement system


– Integrations also help in global readiness through multi-language capability and consistency and auditability of business processes


Source: Workday Procurement, Link



https://www.workday.com/content/dam/web/en-us/documents/datasheets/datasheet-workday-procurement.pdf
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Workday ERP


— According to Gartner, Workday is the largest cloud services provider 
for Financial Management and Human Capital Management


— User interface and user experience provided by Workday Cloud ERP 
have gained popularity because of its user-friendliness and intuitive 
nature


— Workday has opened its tools to third-party developers to improvise 
add-ons and other softwares that work within the Workday platform. 
This in turn allows Workday to further extend its footprint into other 
parts of organizations


— Workday ERP has a strong security system that requires multi-factor 
authentication for additional security of employee data. The system 
also records all downloads and other activities in its history


— Workday lacks offline operational capabilities, thus, reducing its 
appeal to many customers


— Compared to Oracle and SAP, Workday is new to the industry and 
has a smaller customer base presently, though it is steadily 
increasing


— Though Workday is used by many larger organizations, its financial 
and other ERP capabilities are often not suitable for more complex 
organizations


— According to Third-stage consulting group, Workday ERP 
implementation is relatively cumbersome owing to the lack of 
experienced consultants who manage the implementation process


‒ This is a result of rapidly expanding Workday ecosystem, 
thus, leading to a deficiency of experienced consultants


Strength Weakness


Source: Gartner ERP Market Share Analysis 2020 report; Trustradius, Oracle NetSuite ERP, Link; Third-stage consulting, Review of Workday, Link



https://www.trustradius.com/products/workday-hcm/reviews?qs=pros-and-cons
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Workday Cloud ERP | Key Risk Areas


Source: Workday, 2020 10K report, Link; Workday, 10 Q, Link


— Some application of Workday utilize open source 
licenses, GNU General Public License, and the 
Apache License; failures or restrictions in these 
licenses could affect the sales and customer 
base


— Evolving technologies such as ERP 2.0, machine 
learning, and artificial intelligence are forcing 
service providers to enhance products and also 
leads to increase in the infrastructure costs and 
delivery timeline


Technology


— COVID-19 pandemic has affected the company 
and customer base in respective businesses, 
therefore, it is expected to impact future 
operations and financial performance


— Revenue might get affected due to established 
competitors, such as Oracle and SAP, and 
regional competitors, such as Automatic Data 
Processing and Infor, having long-standing 
relationships with many customers and some are 
hesitant to switch vendors or to adopt cloud 
applications


Finance


— Workday depend on third parties organization for 
data centers and computing infrastructure; 
disruption in these operations may affect the 
business


— Workday depends on relationships with third 
parties such as deployment partners, content 
providers, suppliers, third parties for the license, 
and development tools. Growth depends on the 
strategic relationships with third parties and their 
ability to integrate the applications with a variety 
of third-party technologies


Implementation and 
Support



https://workday.gcs-web.com/static-files/6b1ef496-b9ca-42f8-a7e0-721b45fb4a55

https://workday.gcs-web.com/static-files/41f5683b-31f5-4a81-b7b9-38df729e5f76
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Workday ERP Case Studies (1/3)
Case study 1- P.F. Chang’s


— Challenge: Founded in 1993, and operating more than 500 restaurants 
globally along with its sister companies, P.F.Chang’s faced the challenge 
of precisely understanding their margins and cost structures via a single 
FP&A platform. Also, there was a difficulty in measuring crucial KPIs and 
extending budgeting, forecasting, and planning to individual restaurant 
operators


— Solution provided: Workday Adaptive Planning 


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying the Workday Adaptive Planning resulted in 
the following benefits:


– Close to 400 individual restaurants partners started to maintain, 
manage, and report their income statements


– Reduction in forecasting cycle times by around 80 percent


– Development of planning models that incorporate both finance and 
operational KPIs simultaneously making comparison with industry 
peers easier


– Possibility of synchronizing individual restaurants with corporate 
finance and availing real-time data analytics & insights 


Case study 2- TMX
— Challenge: A digital and analytics solution company, TMX operated with 


finance legacy systems that led to costly and time-consuming IT 
processes and increased their dependency on third parties; faced 
challenges post-merger integrations in organizational management


— Solution provided: Workday Financial Management, Workday HCM, 
Workday Payroll and Workforce Management, and Workday Business 
Planning 


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying the Workday Financial Management 
resulted in:


– Reduction in annual maintenance and infrastructure costs by US$ 
0.64 million; reduction in IT maintenance time by 60 percent


– Decrease in the total number of ledger accounts from 1,859 to 
231 which led to an annual saving of US$ 0.55 million in financial 
labor costs


– Reduction in time to integrate an acquisition from 12 months to 
4.5 months which enabled a US$ 0.6 million reduction in external 
consultancy charges


– 50 percent reduction in external audit requests 


Source: Workday, P.F. Chang’s case study, Link; Workday, TMX case study, Link



https://www.adaptiveplanning.com/customer-stories/p-f-changs

https://www.workday.com/en-us/customers/tmx.html
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Workday ERP Case Studies (2/3)
Case study 3- HubSpot


— Challenge: With an annual subscription growth rate of nearly 30 percent, 
operating in 100+ countries, and having a customer base of 60,500+ 
customers; HubSpot faced difficulties arose as a result of ad hoc 
forecasting, manual financial data entry, and data consolidation along with 
its growth rate maintenance


— Solution provided: Workday Adaptive Planning


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying the Workday Adaptive Planning resulted 
in:


– Reduction in the forecasting time by nearly 15-20 percent due to the 
automation of allocations, global tax benefits, and payroll tax 
assumptions


– Access to self-service reporting helped to strike a balance between 
standardized and customer reporting at all levels of the organization


– Automation of employee costs like insurance and travel costs along 
with built-in assumptions made calculations easier and faster


Case study 4- University of Arizona


— Challenge: University of Arizona faced the task of making efficient 
decisions across its complex portfolio of grants, contracts, and projects 
periods. Grant and contract budgeting, time-consuming manual data 
entry, and bookkeeping processes along with the pressure of winning 
grants were the other challenges


— Solution provided: Workday Adaptive Planning


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying the Workday Adaptive Planning resulted 
in: 


‒ Reduction in grant account workflow processes by nearly 80 percent


‒ Improved decision making for the optimum utilization of grants 
funding that were previously received


‒ Application of data analytics and insights to win new contracts and 
grants


Source: Workday, Hubspot case study, Link; Workday, University of Arizona case study, Link



https://www.adaptiveplanning.com/customer-stories/hubspot

https://www.adaptiveplanning.com/customer-stories/the-university-of-arizona
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Workday ERP Case Studies (3/3)
Case study 5- CNA 


— Challenge: CAN, a commercial property and casualty insurance 
company in the US, had an on-premise system that required plenty of 
customizations; its finance department burdened its IT department with 
process execution requests


— Solution provided: Workday Financial Management, Workday HCM, 
Workday Business Planning, Workday Expenses, and Workday 
Accounting Center


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying the Workday Financial Management 
resulted in:


– 30 percent reduction in the finance system annual spend


– 59 percent reduction in the number of ledger accounts and 
creation of 9 new reporting dimensions


– Savings of US$ 0.6 million annually courtesy of a built-in lease 
accounting functionality


– Accessibility to real-time data and elimination of the need to 
customize


– 27 percent improvement in IT efficiency owing to system’s 
flexibility


Case study 6- UNUM 
— Challenge: A leading provider of financial protection benefits, UNUM was 


using an on-premise system containing 39 applications, including both 
Finance and HR applications, which burdened both the teams with multiple 
sources of information and its maintenance


— Solution provided: Workday Procurement, Workday Financial 
Management, Workday HCM, Workday Business Planning, and Workday 
Prism Analytics


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying the Workday Financial Management 
resulted in:


‒ Reduction in number of applications from 39 to 17 which led to US$ 
0.2 million in net annual cost savings and US$ 1.4 million in upgrade 
cost avoidance


‒ Reduction in the period close, accounts payable, compensation 
planning, and upgrade management cycle times; decrease in the 
financial year-end roll forward from 3 days to an hour


‒ Savings of US$ 2.5 million in the annual purchase of goods/services


‒ Improved ability to take data-driven strategic decisions related to 
turnover, retention, vendor spend, diversity, inclusion, etc.


‒ Development of a faster application process and improved digital 
experience with 50 percent reduction in applying time 


Source: Workday, CNA case study, Link; Workday, UNUM case study, Link



https://www.workday.com/en-us/customers/cna.html

https://www.workday.com/en-us/customers/unum.html
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Oracle Cloud ERP Overview


Source: Oracle, 2020 10K report, Link; Oracle, Corporate Fact, Link; Oracle, ERP Cloud Procurement, Link; Oracle, ERP Cloud Financials, Link; Oracle, Market perception, Link; Oracle Partnership, Link; Oracle Awards, Link; 
Oracle, White Paper, Oracle Enterprise Resource Planning Cloud Service Implementation Leading Practice, Link


Key statistics
— Revenue FY20: US$39 billion (Cloud and 


License business drives 83% revenue)


— HQ: Redwood, California, USA


— Geographical presence: Offices in 75+ 
countries


— Ownership: Public (ORCL)


— # of employees: ~135,000 (~19,000 in cloud 
services and license support operations)


— Customer base: ~430,000


Key industries served: Information Technology & 
Services, Financial Services, Hospital & Health 
Care, Government Administration & Public 
Sectors, etc.


Key clients: All Nippon Airways, Air Asia, General 
Electric Company, Emblem Health, David Jones, 
Scottish Water, True Blue, HSBC, Orange, 
Western Digital, Capgemini, Sandhar Group, The 
Fedcap Group


Market perception
— Recognized as Leader in 2020 Gartner Magic 


Quadrant for Cloud Financial Planning and 
Analysis solution


— Recognized as Leader in 2020 Gartner Magic 
Quadrant for Cloud ERP for Product-Centric 
Enterprises


— Recognized as Leader in 2020 Gartner Magic 
Quadrant for Transportation Management 
System


Industry innovation & Proprietary 
Technology
— Accounting engine: Centralized accounting 


engine to handle high volumes of transaction
— Mobile Application with Digital Assistant: 


Helps to enter expenses information with 
voice commands and receipt images


— Intelligent supplier payments: The system 
provides payment discount recommendations 
for supplier based on transaction history 


Key partnerships
— Accenture is a Global Cloud Elite partner, 


provides cloud ERP solution
— PwC is Global Cloud Elite partner 


collaborating with Oracle Cloud technology in 
ERP and Finance


— Partnership with Infosys to implement, deploy 
and manage Oracle ERP Financials Cloud


— Partnership with Inspirage to deliver industry-
specific cloud ERP and SCM solution


Eminence in the space
— 2019 ERP Emotional Footprint Awards, 


SoftwareReviews names Oracle ERP Cloud 
one of the top four vendors (with a net 
promoter score of more than 97 percent from 
users) in its category with the highest rating 
for its security features ability to protect


— In 2019, Oracle published a white paper on 
‘Oracle Enterprise Resource Planning Cloud 
Service Implementation Leading Practice’



http://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0001341439/8a227df9-679d-4dbc-ae1e-b62c435b22ee.pdf

https://www.oracle.com/corporate/corporate-facts.html

https://www.oracle.com/in/erp/procurement-cloud/

https://www.oracle.com/in/erp/financials-cloud/

https://www.oracle.com/corporate/analyst-reports.html#category-erp-epm

https://partner-finder.oracle.com/catalog/opn/index.html?search=%5B%5D

https://www.oracle.com/in/erp/news-and-opinion/#:%7E:text=In%20its%202019%20Enterprise%20Resource,security%20features%20ability%20to%20protect.

https://www.oracle.com/a/ocom/docs/applications/erp/oracle-erp-cloud-implementation-leading-practices-wp.pdf
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Oracle Cloud Financials Capabilities (1/2)
Oracle Cloud Financials: The finance module provides a comprehensive solution for managing accounts, FP&A, accounts payable, accounts receivable, revenue and 
expenses with real-time dashboard


— Accounting Hub: Single platform for corporate finance and FP&A with an accounting engine that integrates and aligns information from multiple sources, enforces 
accounting policies and generates reports/insight by analyzing financial information


— Receivables: Helps in streamlining customer payments, provides self-service customer portal for managing bills. Users can create customer base by utilizing Trading 
Community Model, which allows information sharing on billing, shipment and payment activities between customer accounts


— Collections: The module can increase the efficiency of collection process by automatically sending payment request letters to customers and assign follow-up calls to 
collection agents. Indicates high-risk accounts by scoring customers and provide dashboard with in-built KPIs, includes days sales outstanding, average days 
delinquent, weighted average and promise metrics, to assess receivables with industry-standard


— Payables and Assets: Organizations can optimize the process accounts payable and asset management with;
– Automated invoice processing, invoices workbench feature helps to resolve issues related to invoices quickly
– Transaction history and security rules, the system can process invoices and payments for multiple business units
– Intelligent supplier payments feature with built-in templates, identifies cash requirements by generating cash requirements reports. The system can also give 


discount recommendations for suppliers
– Automated invoice taxes calculation for multiple tax types including recoverable & nonrecoverable, inclusive & exclusive and withholding
– Centralized bank accounts management which consolidates external cash transactions and process bank statements electronically
– The system forecasts cash requirement by evaluating real time cash flows from bank statements, external transactions, and other sources
– Increases visibility on assets worldwide with unified assets data. Helps to manage the entire financial cycle of assets, including acquisition, capitalization, 


depreciation and retirement


— Revenue Management: The module helps to recognize revenue at any point of time in accordance with IFRS 15 or ASC 606. Customer contract creation, transaction 
price and performance obligation can be automated 


Source: Oracle, Cloud Financials, Link



https://www.oracle.com/in/erp/financials-cloud/
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Oracle Cloud Financials Capabilities (2/2)


— Expense Management: Provides mobile friendly application with digital assistant for data entry with pre-populate expenses details from credit card transactions. The 
system administrates expense policies with automated compliance checks for tailored approvals and selective audits


— Joint Venture Management: Single platform to manage joint venture partner shares. Leverage rules-based processing to increase efficiency and minimize resolution 
costs during month-end close time


— Reporting and Analytics: Provide graphical insights and configurable analytics dashboards for targeted actions and decision-making. Reporting and Analytics 
features includes;


– Generation of financial reports from pre-aggregated data 
– Tailored financial reports with mobile access
– Interactive analysis of information to analyze costs and profitability
– Real-time dashboards with drill down feature for detailed information
– Role-based dashboards for users based on their position and send alerts for tasks that requires resolution


Source: Oracle, Cloud Financials, Link



https://www.oracle.com/in/erp/financials-cloud/
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Oracle Cloud Procurement Capabilities (1/2)
Oracle Cloud Procurement: The source-to-pay solution help organizations to streamline, automate, and improve procurement process. The solution provide embedded 
analytics to reduce risk and increase cost savings


— Supplier Management: Helps to monitor capabilities, performance, risk and compliance of the suppliers. Improves communication and enable electronic transaction in 
exchange of contracts, purchase orders, invoices, and negotiation documents through following features:


– Oracle Fusion Supplier Portal: Provides end to end visibility of the purchase process and summarization of activities
– Oracle Supplier Qualification Management Cloud: Analyze supplier’s financial stability, supply disruptions risk, environmental qualifications and sustainability 


initiatives
– Browser-based Self-service portal: Optimizes supplier’s repetitive inquiries, miscommunication and manual paper processing
– On-line surveys: Built-in questionnaires to collect supplier information from internal stakeholders
– Oracle Social Network (OSN) tool: Access to leadership to evaluate suppliers


— Purchase: Oracle Purchasing Cloud streamline and automate procure-to-pay. The solution automatically creates purchase orders from approved requisitions, 
manages purchase history, ensures compliance and approval policies. Change management capability allow users to modify purchase process according to dynamic 
business needs


– Oracle Self Service Procurement Cloud provide user friendly environment for procurement with category management which direct users to preferred suppliers 
and allow price negotiation. Flexible rules to automate financial accounting for attributes such as amount, commodity and cost center


— Sourcing: Oracle Sourcing Cloud reduces training requirements to employees and cycle time of negotiation process by leveraging information from historic events and 
social collaboration tools


– Provides live negotiation monitor, reusable styles and templates with question library for supplier negotiation 
– Embedded analytics and key metrics to measure progress in predefined business negotiations objective
– Enhances collaboration among suppliers and internal stakeholders with online messaging 
– Provides consolidated view of sourcing activities for buyers and suppliers


Source: Oracle, Cloud Procurement, Link; Oracle, Self Service Procurement Cloud, Link; Oracle, Supplier Portal Cloud, Link; Oracle, Supplier Qualification Management Cloud, Link; Oracle, Purchasing Cloud, Link; Oracle, 
Sourcing Cloud, Link; Oracle, Procurement Contracts Cloud, Link



https://www.oracle.com/in/erp/procurement-cloud/

https://www.oracle.com/in/a/ocom/docs/applications/erp/oracle-self-service-procurement-cloud-ds.pdf

https://www.oracle.com/in/a/ocom/docs/applications/erp/oracle-supplier-portal-cloud-ds.pdf

https://www.oracle.com/in/a/ocom/docs/applications/erp/oracle-supplier-qualification-management-cloud-ds.pdf

https://www.oracle.com/in/a/ocom/docs/applications/erp/oracle-purchasing-cloud-ds.pdf

https://www.oracle.com/in/a/ocom/docs/applications/erp/oracle-sourcing-cloud-ds.pdf

https://www.oracle.com/in/a/ocom/docs/applications/erp/oracle-procurement-contracts-cloud-ds.pdf
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— Procurement Contracts Cloud: Integrated solution with Oracle Procurement Cloud suite help to streamline contracting process, ensures compliance and increase 
visibility of the agreements at various stages. Oracle Procurement Contracts Cloud helps to execute best practices by;


– Establishing a library for standard contract terms with centralized contract repository
– Allowing regional administrators to tailor standards for local and country-specific regulations
– Providing pre-approved templates in consistent style and layout


— Supplier collaboration: Ecommerce platform to streamline partner profile creation, onboarding and electronic transactions. Provides real time view on transaction 
status and exceptions through automatic email alerts


Source: Oracle, Cloud Financials, Link


Oracle Cloud Procurement Capabilities (2/2)



https://www.oracle.com/in/erp/financials-cloud/
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Oracle Cloud ERP 


Source: Gartner ERP Market Share Analysis 2020 report; Trustradius, Oracle Cloud ERP, Link; 


— Oracle derives major part of its revenue from Financial Management 
Systems and Human Capital Management Systems


— The software allows various visualizations using the same data thus 
allowing the users access to a plethora of options that they can 
choose from to include in their final reporting


— The software provides flexibility and scalability in implementation thus 
making it suitable for business units of varying size


— Approval workflows with notifications on the dashboard and via email 
helps employees and their managers in timely handling their approval 
process


— Oracle Cloud ERP allows ample opportunities of customization thus 
enabling the customers to tweak the functionalities as per their 
requirement


— As per some users, supply chain management modules are not 
equipped with as many features as the Financial Management and 
Human Capital Management modules


— It has been observed that people who are not well-versed with 
technicalities of the program, learning and getting comfortable with 
the functionalities of the software proves to be an impediment


— In case the customer doesn’t have a standard process that is aligned 
with the software, changing the settings turns out to be a tedious 
process as per some customers


— Fluctuations in internet connections are also another hurdle for all 
cloud softwares in general


Strength Weakness



https://www.trustradius.com/products/oracle-cloud-erp/reviews?qs=pros-and-cons
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Oracle Cloud ERP | Key Risk Areas


Source: Oracle, 2020 10K report, Link


— Increasing competition from open source 
software initiatives by existing or new 
competitors, such as ERPNext, inoERP, 
iDempiere, etc., could affect the sales and 
customers base


— Continuously evolving technologies such as 
machine learning and artificial intelligence are 
forcing service providers to enhance products 
and also increasing the infrastructure costs and 
delivery timeline


Technology


— COVID-19 pandemic has affected the company 
and customer base in respective business, 
therefore it is expected to impact future 
operations and financial performance


— While emerging technology in cloud services 
continuing to increase in revenue, There has 
been decline in Hardware revenue (US$3.9 
billion in FY18 to US$3.4 billion in FY20)


— According to Zacks Market report, Oracle’s 
debt/Equity ratio is ~6.7, high when compared 
with industry peer group, average 1.14


Finance


— Oracle customers depend on support 
organization for resolving technical issues 
relating to applications and infrastructure, failure 
to offer high-quality technical support services 
may affect customer relationships


— Covid-19 pandemic has increased the 
implementation time leading to material 
shortages and affecting the supply chain


Implementation and 
Support



http://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0001341439/8a227df9-679d-4dbc-ae1e-b62c435b22ee.pdf
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Oracle ERP Case Studies (1/3)
Case study 1- Capgemini


— Challenge: Operating in more than 40 countries, Capgemini faced the 
need to merge their procurement processes and streamline supplier 
registration operations. Piloting in North America, the objective was to 
focus on time management, minimize expenses and develop a robust 
supply chain, accounting for ~30 percent of its global revenues


— Solution provided: Deploying Oracle Procurement Cloud, Oracle 
Sourcing Cloud Service and Oracle Supplier Portal Cloud Service 


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying Oracle Procurement Cloud resulted in:


‒ 5 percent savings in its first procurement deal post deployment


‒ Automation of supply chain processes which reduced administrative 
process on the supply chain team


– Enablement of end-to-end negotiation processes with suppliers 
leading to further cost reduction


‒ Reduction in supplier onboarding time from weeks to days


‒ 29 percent growth in cloud implementations across existing client 
base


‒ Transparency in supplier activities and rapid generation and sharing 
of detailed business intelligence reports


Case study 2- AlSafwa Cement Company
— Challenge: Having a production capacity of 4 million tons per year, AlSafwa 


Cement Company faced the challenge of adopting a new core business 
system post the split with its partner, LafargeHolcim Ltd, with whom they 
shared an on-premise system. The organization wanted to improve 
customer service by optimizing warehouses operations and minimizing IT 
infrastructure cost


— Solution provided: Deploying Oracle Supply Chain Management Cloud, 
Oracle Enterprise Resource Planning Cloud, Oracle Advanced Customer 
Services, Oracle Inventory Management Cloud, Oracle Self Service 
Procurement Cloud 


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying Oracle Cloud resulted in: 


‒ Optimum utilization of warehouse space and improved inventory 
management leading to around 300 customer shipments per day


‒ Reduction in the number of employees required for operational 
reporting from 5 to 2


‒ 60 percent reduction in IT costs by eliminating expenses for software 
and hardware maintenance and upgrades


‒ Availability of real-time interactive dashboards to aid managers in 
decision making 


Source: Oracle and Capgemini Link, Oracle and AlSafwa Cement Company Link



https://www.oracle.com/customers/capgemini-supplier-port-cl.html

https://www.oracle.com/sa/customers/alsafwa-1-adv-customer-sv.html
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Oracle ERP Case Studies (2/3)
Case study 3- EmblemHealth


— Challenge: Post its acquisition of a hospital network and a for-profit 
HMO, insurance provider EmblemHealth faced the problem of a 
combination of legacy systems running on multiple platforms and 
databases. As of today, EmblemHealth is required to serve more than 3 
million people in the New York City tri-state area covering New York, New 
Jersey and Connecticut


— Solution provided: Oracle Financials Cloud, Oracle Cloud ERP, Oracle 
Cloud HCM and Oracle SCM Cloud


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying Oracle Financials Cloud resulted in:


‒ Automation and standardization of financial processes to aid in 
budgeting, procurement, compensation cycles and goal setting 


‒ Expects to cut operating costs by ~$700,000/year by consolidating 
business processes on Oracle Cloud applications. 


‒ IT savings of approximately 30 percent over the next 5 years


‒ Management of workforce planning in real time 


‒ Overall savings expected to be close to US$0.7 million annually


Case study 4- Precision Group


— Challenge: Precision group, based out of UAE, had been dependent on a 
legacy system for nearly 22 years. This manufacturing organization faced 
problems related to workflow management and vendor valuation in the 
process of producing mold and aluminum extrusion dies for its clients, 
which included Unilever and Emirates


— Solution provided: Oracle Procurement Cloud, Oracle Self-Service 
Procurement Cloud, Oracle Purchasing Cloud, Oracle Supplier 
Qualification Management Cloud 


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying Oracle Procurement Cloud resulted in: 


‒ Reduction in purchase order creation time by 40 percent


‒ Automation of vendor contracts that led to reduction in processing 
time by 40 percent


‒ Speed of processing transactions has almost doubled


‒ Promotion of the idea of cent percent digitalization in their move 
towards automation 


Source: Oracle and EmblemHealth Link, Oracle and Precision Group Link



https://www.oracle.com/customers/applications/emblemhealth/

https://www.oracle.com/in/erp/procurement-cloud/
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Oracle ERP Case Studies (3/3)
Case study 5- RCD Espanyol 


— Challenge: RCD Espanyol, a Barcelona-based football club which was 
founded in 1900 used a locally manufactured accounting software prior to 
its acquisition by a Chinese investor. Limited global access to the club’s 
financial information including branding income and expenses made it 
difficult for the financial staff and foreign investors to track their 
operational performance 


— Solution provided: Deploying Oracle Financials Cloud


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying Oracle Financials Cloud resulted in:


‒ Reduction in reporting time by approximately 50 percent by 
combining financial data, automated reports and analytics


‒ Digitization of more than 4,000 paper invoices annually leading to a 
reduction in the payment processing time by 80 percent


‒ Reduction in errors related to reporting and invoicing by nearly 25 
percent 


‒ Improvement in billing cycling time as a result of automation of the 
manual billing processes


‒ Reduction in the IT management efforts required to maintain the 
previously used accounting software


Case study 6- LINX Cargo Care Group 


Challenge: LINX Cargo Care Group, a logistics provider in Australia and New 
Zealand, faced the challenge of avoiding heavy upgrade costs while 
transitioning its HR, finance and labor planning systems in a short timeframe 
post its demerger from Asciano 


Solution provided: Deploying Oracle Financials Cloud, Oracle Performance 
Management and Oracle Cloud ERP


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying Oracle Financials Cloud resulted in: 


‒ Avoidance of US$8 million in upgrade costs over a period of 5 years


‒ Reduction in administrative workload led to the hiring of 20 new HR 
staff members in place of 40 members per month


‒ Real-time sharing of month end profit & loss reports to nearly 80 
managers at varied cost centers


‒ Savings of up to US$4.8 million in licensing and infrastructure hosting 
costs


‒ Customization of monthly, quarterly and annual performance review 
cycle and project evaluations as per business division needs


Source: Oracle and RCD Espanyol Link, LINX Cargo Care Group Link



https://www.oracle.com/customers/rcd-1-financials-cl/

https://www.oracle.com/customers/linx-cargo-1-financials-cl/
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Microsoft Dynamics 365 ERP Overview


Source: Company, Microsoft Dynamics 365, Link; Dynamic 365 customer stories, Link; Industry Recognition and Reports, Microsoft Dynamics 365, Link; Magic Quadrant for Cloud ERP for Product-Centric Enterprises, Gartner, 
Link; Manufacturers, Hootsuite announces new integration, MSDynamicsWorld, Link; Ignite 2019, MSDynamicsWorld, Link; News Center, Microsoft Dynamics 365, Link; Crowe LLP News, Link


Key statistics
— Revenue: US$46.4 billion (Productivity & 


Business Processes including Dynamics 365)


— HQ : Redmond, Washington, USA


— Geographical presence: Offices in ~170 
countries


— Ownership: Public (MSFT)


— # of employees1: 163,000 


— Customer base: 75 million (350,000+ monthly 
active users on Dynamics 365 for Finance and 
Operations)


Key industries served: Automotive, Education, 
Financial Services, Government, Health, Retail 
and consumer goods, Wholesale, Media, 
Communications, etc.


— Microsoft Dynamics 365 is deployed by ~10 
government agencies


Key clients: HP, Lifestyles, Hitachi, Kotak 
Mahindra, Australian Government Department of 
Health, Grant Thornton, Virgin Atlantic, Parkland 
County, Invitalia, Pandora, State of Hawaii, etc.


Market perception
— In 2020, Microsoft Dynamics 365 was 


recognized as a Visionary by Gartner in its 
Magic Quadrant for Cloud ERP for Product-
Centric Enterprises


— Recognized in the Strong Performers Band by 
Forrester in 2019 and is the only vendor 
offering hardware, software, and internet-of-
things (IoT) platforms to enable end-to-end 
customer service


Industry innovation & Proprietary 
Technology
— Dynamics 365 Finance: Automates financial 


operations, monitors real-time performance, 
improves financial controls, costs, and cash 
flow


— Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management: 
Improved visibility and predictive insights to 
build a resilient supply chain


— Dynamics 365 Human Resources: Optimize 
compensation, leaves, training, and compliance


— Dynamics 365 Commerce: Store management 
and enhances customer experience


Key partnerships
— Partnership with Hootsuite to integrate 


Microsoft Dynamics 365 applications for 
sales, marketing, and customer service 
functions


— Crowe was recognized as a Microsoft 
Dynamics Inner Circle Partner, representing 
the top 1 percent of all organizations in the 
Microsoft Business Applications group


Eminence in the space
— Microsoft Dynamics 365 suite for finance and 


operations was ranked as a Leader in ERP 
Technology Value Matrix published by 
Nucleus Research in 2019


— Microsoft India organized Cloud for Digital 
Governance Tour in Ahmedabad to empower 
government officials to leverage cloud 
technology and artificial intelligence



https://dynamics.microsoft.com/en-in/finance-and-operations-to-finance-and-scm/

https://dynamics.microsoft.com/en-in/customer-stories/

https://dynamics.microsoft.com/en-in/analyst-awards/

https://www.gartner.com/doc/reprints?id=1-1ZB9RIQ1&ct=200624&st=sb

https://msdynamicsworld.com/story/hootsuite-announces-new-integration-microsoft-dynamics-365-ce-apps

https://msdynamicsworld.com/story/ignite-2019-microsoft-has-doubled-production-customers-dynamics-365-finance-operations-last

https://news.microsoft.com/en-in/microsoft-india-organizes-cloud-for-digital-governance-tour-ahmedabad/

https://www.crowe.com/news/crowe-named-to-microsoft-dynamics-inner-circle
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Microsoft Dynamics 365 ERP Capabilities: Finance 
(1/3)


— Finance: Enables real-time monitoring of financial performance, automates, and simplifies functions. The solution adapts locally to diverse workforces and changing 
laws by incorporating various languages across geographies
‒ Enables organizations to operate worldwide by supporting multiple currencies and allows users to quickly update accounts, tax codes, rates, and new fields, 


customized KPIs, and charts


— Automates financial processes: The solution automates and prioritizes financial tasks including:
‒ Recurring bills automation, accurate calculation, and reporting of financial statements, thereby leading to reduced audit costs
‒ Simplifies financial operations with tools such as vendor invoice automation, expense management, budget planning, and budget control
‒ Configurable data management tools support integration of external data and automates approvals
‒ It also ensures seamless integration with Office 365 tools such as Outlook, Skype, and excel, thus, leading to enhanced efficiency
‒ Customize documents such as invoices and statements using Office 365 templates, leading to easy adoption of changing business requirements


— Monitors real-time financial information:
‒ Monitor cash flow in real time, identify trends, and make data-driven decisions using an intelligent and customized cash flow-forecasting solution
‒ Provides workspaces capturing real-time insights, analytics of the financial performance with details of each transaction, and reports with a detailed view on the 


business processes


— Predicts future outcomes: Consolidates and analyses historical data to create budget forecasts and proposals using Artificial Intelligence, predictive analytics, and 
machine learning
‒ It also offers insights around future cashflows by predicting the probable payment of invoices by the customers using historical analysis, and provides strategies to 


organizations on receiving timely payment from the customers


— Regulatory compliance: Dynamics 365 Finance provides customized tools to support changing local and international laws, making it easier to generate reports 
during the month end
‒ Management of frequently changing regulatory requirements with no-code configurable tax, e-invoicing, payment, and reporting formats; ensuring easy adjustment 


to rapidly changing global financial requirements using a flexible, rules-based chart of accounts and dimensions
‒ Ensuring local and global compliance requirements across 37 countries and 42 languages
‒ Global electronic reporting includes configurable e-invoicing which can be easily adapted according to the regulatory changes


Source: Finance Overview, Microsoft Dynamics 365, Link; Finance home page, Microsoft Dynamics 365, Link



https://dynamics.microsoft.com/en-in/finance/overview/

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/finance/
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Microsoft Dynamics 365 ERP Capabilities: Finance 
(2/3)


— Financial reporting: Allows users to create, maintain, deploy, and view financial statements with several features including flexibity in report design such as 
dimensions and format headers
‒ It also ensure management of report creation and distribution by scheduling automatic generation of reports on a weekly, or monthly, or annual basis, then export 


reports to an excel, and allows sharing through email
‒ Several interactive features such as change in currency, reporting date, viewing the report in summary or detailed view, and addition of dimension, and attribute 


filters further enhance customer experience


— Budgeting: Budget control framework with rolling forecasts which analyses and compares the budget to actuals, capture the deviations, and identifies trends. The 
solution also offers various planning and budgeting capabilities such as:
‒ Fixed asset budgets: Calculates planned depreciation and other transaction that are related to fixed assets based on information about a fixed asset
‒ Workforce budgets: Workforce budgeting includes detailed budget cost component planning for positions, compensation groups, etc.
‒ Project budgets: Creates detailed project forecasts including details about planned hours, expenses, fees, and other items
‒ Demand forecasting: Estimates future inventory demand and create demand forecasts based on historical transaction data


— Accounts Payable: Allow users to review and approve the invoices by using an invoice approval journal, vendor invoice page including invoice matching, vendor 
invoice policies, and workflows to automate the review process so that invoices that meet certain criteria are automatically approved, and the remaining invoices are 
flagged for review


— Accounts Receivable: Tracks customer invoices & payments received and allows users to create customer invoices based on sales orders and free text invoices not 
related to sales orders. It also records the payment received from multiple entities of the same organization centrally, avoiding double counting


— Cash and Bank Management: Reconciles bank statements, deposit and transfer bank funds, manage letters of guarantee, and prints bank data on standard reports 
for the customers


— Expense Management: Creates integrated workflow to store payment method information, import credit card transactions, tracks employee spend, and automates 
travel reimbursement expenses


Source: Finance Overview, Microsoft Dynamics 365, Link; Finance home page, Microsoft Dynamics 365, Link



https://dynamics.microsoft.com/en-in/finance/overview/

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/finance/
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— Fixed assets: Microsoft Dynamics 365 Finance offers various fixed asset services including creation, addition, transfer, acquisition, disposal of fixed asset, 
reclassification, depreciation, and replacement costs
– Fixed asset management workspace provides a summary and an analytics view of all the fixed assets entered in the system including its valuation, current net 


book value, acquisition value, disposal value, etc.


— General ledger: Manages the financial records, process closing transactions, allocates cost and income, forecast cash flow and currency requirements, revalue 
currency amounts, etc.


— Project management: Creates project contract, quotations, forecasts and budgets, assign resources, workers, controls cost, forecasts cash flow, analyses employee 
utilization rate, and review 


— Regulatory compliance: Dynamics 365 Finance provides customized tools to support changing local and international laws, making it easier to generate reports 
during the month end


Source: Finance Overview, Microsoft Dynamics 365, Link, Finance home page, Microsoft Dynamics 365, Link


Microsoft Dynamics 365 ERP Capabilities: Finance 
(3/3)



https://dynamics.microsoft.com/en-in/finance/overview/

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/finance/
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— Identification of product or service: Dynamic 365 Supply Chain Management solution allows user to set up product catalogs, thereby supporting the purchase 
department in supply of the products
– Spending limits are used to constrain requisition spending and purchasing workflow adds an option of approval before placing the order
– It also offers an option to share the request for quotation with the potential vendors
– As an alternative to request for quotation, purchase enquiry can be shared with the vendors to help establish terms like prices, discounts, and delivery date for the 


order


— Procurement: Once the purchase orders are confirmed, these are represented as agreements with many of the field automatically populated with default values from 
the information stored about the vendor in the vendors page, leading to reduced time in filling up the details


— Prices and Discount: Prices and discounts can be negotiated and represented through purchase agreements. Further, rebate agreements can be created with 
vendors where the procurement of specific products may trigger a rebate from the vendor depending on the purchase amount or volume 


— Delivery options: Ordered products can be split into delivery schedules according to the date of product delivery
– In case of a direct delivery initiated from sales order, the packing slip is automatically generated at the time of recording the product receipt on purchase order


— Supplementary items: Users can also add some supplementary items such as free products related to the products ordered


— Purchase order charges: Charges can be assigned to the purchase orders automatically through selection of automatic charges or by adding the charges manually


— Product receipt and invoicing: Records vendor invoices, specifies accounting distributions to be carried out within the ledger, and categorizes invoices purchase 
orders as a liability in the vendor account within accounts payable, from where the vendor payment can be processed


— Vendor performance: Performance and review of purchasing is supported through procurement and account payable reports, which includes spend analysis and 
vendor performance analysis


Source: Procurement and sourcing overview, Microsoft Dynamics 365, Link


Microsoft Dynamics 365 ERP Capabilities: 
Procurement



https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/procurement/procurement-sourcing-overview
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— Power BI integration: Dynamics 365 uses the Azure platform 
offerings for reporting and analytics tools via Power BI


– The Azure platform also provides machine learning, AI, robotic 
process automation, and cognitive services, as well as capabilities 
and data from IoT integration


– It also embeds Power BI reports and offers users the ability to 
insert Power BI data analysis into applications


— Offers broad and comprehensive operational ERP capabilities across 
90 countries with more than 45 languages, making it a preferable 
solution for large enterprises


– Dynamics 365 Finance was rated the highest in geographical 
presence, with a score of 4.6 out of 5 by Gartner in its Critical 
Capabilities for Cloud Core Financial Management Suites report in 
2020


— Lack of skilled talent to manage the ERP cloud offering compared to 
its competitors such as Oracle and SAP


– Further, a demand-supply gap of around 20 percent exists for 
trained developers and integration consultants


— Application functionality gaps also exists compared to peers, in 
areas such as global payroll coverage, advanced scheduling, and HR 
case management


— As per a report by Gartner, customers also face difficulty in 
implementing the frequent updates in the platform and applications 
owing to inconsistent third-party support


Strength Weakness


Source: Magic Quadrant for Cloud ERP for Product-Centric Enterprises, Gartner, Link; Critical Capabilities for Cloud Core Financial Management Suites for Midsize, Large and Global Enterprises, Gartner Report 2020, Link


Microsoft Dynamics 365 ERP



https://www.gartner.com/doc/reprints?id=1-1ZB9RIQ1&ct=200624&st=sb

https://www.gartner.com/doc/reprints?id=1-1ZGXBN1S&ct=200714&st=sb
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Microsoft Dynamics 365 ERP | Key Risk Areas 


Technology Finance Implementation


— Intense Competition in the technology sector 
and platform-based ecosystems including 
vertically integrated software and high substitutes 
availability may pose some threat to the company


— Lack of user friendly interface : Dynamics 365 
ERP system’s interface is perceived as complex 
and difficult to navigate, leading to poor customer 
experience compared to its peers such as Oracle


— Dynamics 365 is highly priced with additional 
cost incurred to integrate the product with rest of 
the Microsoft suite, making it a less preferable 
product for the customers compared to its peers


— Foreign exchange risks: Microsoft’s exposure 
to more than 200 countries could lead to a 
potential volatility risk of the US dollar against 
other foreign currencies such as Canadian dollar, 
Japanese Yen, British Pound, etc.


— Partner ecosystem: Instances of inconsistent 
technical support from third-party channel 
partners reported by users could lead to 
customer shift towards competitor brands


— Microsoft relies heavily on its partners to 
implement and deliver last-mile capabilities of the 
application which may affect its supply chain 
amid the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic


Source: Oracle Wins Over Microsoft and SAP in the Cloud ERP BigTech Battle, Everest Group, Link; Microsoft Dynamics 365 Reviews,Trust Radius, Link; Microsoft, 10K report, Link



https://www.everestgrp.com/2019-09-oracle-wins-over-microsoft-and-sap-in-the-cloud-erp-bigtech-battle-51313.html

https://www.trustradius.com/products/microsoft-dynamics-365/reviews?qs=pros-and-cons

https://sec.report/Document/0001564590-20-034944/
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Microsoft Dynamics 365 ERP Case Studies (1/2)
Case study 1- Parkland County, Canada


— Challenge: As part of the ongoing digital transformation, Parkland 
County, Canada’s municipality required modernized and automated 
systems to remove manual processes. Siloed departments and heavy 
reliance on different IT systems led to inefficiencies and the aim was to 
standardize on a single technology platform


— Solution provided: Dynamics 365 Customer Service, Dynamics 365 
Finance, and Dynamics 365 Human Resources


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying Microsoft Dynamics 365 solutions resulted 
in:


‒ Standardized and automated processes across departments


‒ Automated financial operations by deploying Dynamics 365 Finance


‒ Efficient management of workforce including seasonal addition of 
employees due to increased construction during summer, through 
deployment of Dynamics 365 Human Resources


‒ 10 percent reduction in costs led by disposal of several systems


‒ Speedy process completion and enhanced employee productivity


‒ Transparent data with better analytics and reporting capabilities


‒ Improved decision-making for people movement and organizational 
issues


Case study 2- Invitalia, Italy
— Challenge: Invitalia supervises economic development in Italy and was 


asked by the Italian Government to purchase, manage, and distribute vital 
medicines, medical devices, and other supplies from various international 
market amid Covid-19 crisis. The limited supply of essentials, 
decentralized orders by several hospitals led to procurement delays and 
posed various challenges. The agency required a new logistics platform to 
simplify the complex process of purchasing and distributing the PPE kits


— Solution provided: Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying Microsoft Dynamics 365 resulted in: 


‒ Built a centralized solution for quick identification of suppliers with 
available Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)


‒ Streamlined distribution of PPE from shipping locations to meet 
critical demand of the hospitals around the country 


‒ Seamless coordination of transportation into the country and 
supplying PPE kits to more than 1,000 hospitals


‒ Enhanced vendor collaboration as vendors can interact directly with 
requests for supplies


‒ Direct setting up of delivery schedules to the agency office, leading to 
increased efficiency and expediting the procurement process


Source: Canadian municipality delivers digital transformation and increases citizen engagement with Dynamics 365, Microsoft Dynamics 365, Link; Invitalia streamlines procurement and distribution of vital medical supplies with 
Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management, Microsoft Dynamics 365, Link; 



https://customers.microsoft.com/en-us/story/823693-parkland-county-dynamics365-government-canada

https://customers.microsoft.com/en-us/story/842418-invitalia-government-dynamics-365
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Microsoft Dynamics 365 ERP Case Studies (2/2)
Case study 3- Canada Mortgage and Housing 


Corporation
— Challenge: Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation is a government 


department that acts as Canada's national housing agency. The 
Corporation was facing challenges in technology investment and 
governance. As part of its digital transformation journey, it aimed to 
streamline several processes to serve all the Canadians with affordable 
housing 


— Solution provided: Dynamics 365 Finance and Operations


— Benefits/outcome: By deploying Microsoft Dynamics 365, the 
corporation was able to:


‒ Streamline key processes across the organization from finance to 
procurement and mortgage backed securities


Case study 4- Ras Al Khaimah Transport Authority 
(RAKTA), UAE


— Challenge: As part of the UAE public sector, RAKTA is dedicated to 
provide Ras Al Khaimah residents access to the best transport network. 
However, various departments of RAKTA from finance to customer 
service worked in silos with manual processes and struggled to deliver 
modern customer service. The aim was then to integrate and streamline 
disparate systems and automate workflows to drive operational 
efficiencies


— Solution provided: Microsoft Dynamics 365 ERP 


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying workday solutions resulted in: 


‒ Streamlined process by enabling agents to register companies, issue 
and renew licenses for drivers and vehicles, and inspect via mobile 
and issue fines


‒ Building new integrated License and Compliance management 
system, reducing the response to a customer service request from 6 
minutes to 1.4 minutes


Source: CMHC embarks on a transformation journey to house better business solutions in the cloud, Microsoft Dynamics 365, Link; RAK Transport Authority lifts its customer service to new heights via Microsoft Dynamics, 
Microsoft Dynamics 365, Link



https://customers.microsoft.com/en-us/story/768492-cmhm_canada_government

https://customers.microsoft.com/en-us/story/815679-rakta-government-dynamics365-microsoft-teams-uae
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Tyler Munis ERP Overview


Source: Munis, Link; ERP solutions, Link; Technology Partners, Link; Munis for Schools, Link; News Library, Tyler technologies, Link; Tyler Technologies Makes the S&P 500.., Government Technology, Link; Tyler 
Technologies Named to Forbes Best Employers.., Business Wire, Link; Tyler Technologies Named to Forbes’ ‘America’s.., Link; Tyler Technologies Announces Strategic Collaboration.., Business Wire, Link


Key statistics
— Revenue: US$1.12 billion (FY19)


— HQ1 : Tennyson Parkway, Texas, USA


— Geographical presence: Offices in 3 countries, 
35 locations across US, Canada, Philippines


— Ownership1: Public (TYL)


— # of employees (September 2020) : 5,511 


— Customer base: 8,800+ (using cloud-based 
solutions)


— Transaction volume: NA


Key industries served: Education, 
Government, Public Sector, etc.
— Tyler has an experience of around 35 years in 


offering ERP solutions to the public sector 
— Its ERP financial solutions are used by more 


than 4.,000 clients across The US


Key clients: Hartford, Bristol Water Department, 
City of Victorville, Saint Louis County, Clerment 
County, Mobile Alabama, Tulsa Public Schools, 
Rockdale County Public Schools, Kentucky 
Department of Education


Market perception
— NA


Industry innovation & Proprietary 
Technology
— Financial Management: Manages accounts 


payables and receivables, cash, capital assets
— Procurement: Manages public sector 


procurement process
— Human Capital Management: Manages 


employee and payroll data
— It also provides civic services solutions, 


manages revenue collections for 
governments, billing for municipal authorities, 
and offers specific ERP for school districts 


Key partnerships
— Strategic partnership with Amazon Web 


Services (AWS) to accommodate growing 
adoption of cloud-hosted solutions in the 
public sector by leveraging AWS cloud 
(October 2019)


— Member of Microsoft Partner Network with 
Gold Competencies and also a Microsoft 
Independent Software Vendor managed 
partner 


Eminence in the space
— Inclusion of Tyler Technologies in S&P 500 list 


2019 recognized it as one of the largest 
publicly traded corporations in the US, 
providing technology support to public sector


— Ranked as one of Forbes Best Employers for 
Diversity list in 2020 and 2019


— Recognized amongst America’s Best Midsize 
Employers by Forbes in 2019 and 2018



https://www.tylertech.com/products/munis

https://www.tylertech.com/solutions/public-administration/erp

https://www.tylertech.com/about-us/partners/technology-partners

https://www.tylertech.com/products/munis/school-erp

https://tylertech.irpass.com/profiles/investor/ResLibraryView.asp?BzID=499&ResLibraryID=87292&Category=16

https://www.govtech.com/biz/Tyler-Technologies-Makes-the-SP-500-a-Rare-Gov-Tech-Feat.html

https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20200204005043/en/Tyler-Technologies-Named-to-Forbes-Best-Employers-for-Diversity-List-for-2020

https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20190424005082/en/Tyler-Technologies-Named-Forbes%E2%80%99-%E2%80%98America%E2%80%99s-Midsize-Employers%E2%80%99

https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20191029005147/en/Tyler-Technologies-Announces-Strategic-Collaboration-Agreement-with-Amazon-Web-Services
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Tyler Munis ERP Capabilities: Finance (1/2)
— Finance: Offers fast access to information, simplified reporting, workflow processes, improved financial control, and enhanced compliance with local, state, and federal 


requirements, leading to higher accountability and transparency to local governments and school districts 


— Accounts Payable: Manages and tracks vendor invoices and vouchers, prepares pre-check registers, automatically generates checks and maintains expenditure 
history of vendors
‒ Invoice entry: Easy invoice entry, credits memos, directs disbursements, imports invoice data from vendors or third-party systems, reports sales tax, allows or 


restricts duplicate and blank invoice numbers, supports entry of new vendors with a sign-up facility by the vendors themselves under the Munis Self Service, and 
centralizes or decentralizes invoice entries to allow departments to process payments on invoices


‒ Cheques: Allows payment to multiple vendors through a single cheque, offers several cheque printing options, files reconciliation of cheques, and processes 
electronic funds transfer (EFT) payments to vendors


‒ Inquiries and reports: Includes inquiries or reports pertaining to invoices, cheques, purchase order details, recurring invoice records, general ledger year-to-date 
information, vendor fiscal year summary, state specific sales tax reporting 


‒ Purchasing cards (P-Cards): Allows tracking of P-card purchases on the vendor file, facilitates auditing of cards, thereby providing greater insight of employee 
spend through P-cards


‒ Vendor information: Classifies vendors by user defined criteria including geographical code, type code and class code, supports vendor commodity links and 
multiple vendor addresses and allows vendors to register and maintain the vendor profile while accessing purchase orders, invoices, and cheques


— Accounts Receivable: Performs collection of miscellaneous cash and billed receivables
‒ Record keeping: Records customers’ payment details including cash, cheques, credit card; displays original bill in detail, prints duplicate receipts, schedules 


customer statements on demand, and allows search for bills by customer name, property location and code, bill number/type, etc.
‒ Collections: Creates receipts for both bill payments and miscellaneous cash processing, supports cash/cheque reconciliations, exports daily collection information, 


and reports detailed receipt information and summary using daily cash journal
‒ Payment processing: Accommodates partial payments and overpayments including pre-payments or pay by installment, adjusts payment effective date to 


determine future payment amount, processes multi-bill payments and provides workflow approval processes to regulate payment reversals and refund procedures


Source: Product Sheet: Munis Accounts Payable, Tyler technologies, Link; Product Sheet: Munis Accounts Receivable, Tyler technologies, Link



https://www.tylertech.com/resources/resource-downloads/product-sheet-munis-accounts-payable

https://www.tylertech.com/resources/resource-downloads/product-sheet-accounts-receivable
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Tyler Munis ERP Capabilities: Finance (2/2)
— Capital Assets: Manages accounting and reporting of all capital assets, with full integration of purchasing, accounts payable, general ledger, new purchases of assets, 


and depreciation
‒ Tracking and Reporting: Records information pertaining to capital assets including description, class, quantity, serial number, parcel number, location, acquisition 


method, date, cost, and provides standard & customized reports with Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Services
‒ Calculates depreciation using several methods
‒ Offers integration with the barcode tracking system for automated updates
‒ Allows integration with several applications including: Munis Purchase Orders and Accounts Payable applications to record purchases as assets by the purchasing 


department, General Ledger to update appropriate asset and depreciation accounts, and Asset management to allow connection to necessary enterprise assets 


— Cash Management: Automates several processes in the Treasurer’s Department including disbursement and cheque reconciliation, cash flow forecasting, offers bank 
reconciliation, records bank account transactions including pooled cash, investment, debt details and provides an option to integrate with accounting system 
transactions to analyze the difference between budgeted and actual cash flow
‒ Cheque and Warrant reconciliation: Processes files to and from the bank, offers access to payables and payroll cheques, indicates clearance of cheques, and runs 


a cash account reconciliation report to analyze the cash position
‒ Cash flow utilization: Creates single recurring cash flow records to eliminate redundant records such as payroll expenditures and automatically generates all cash 


flow entries by calendar date, tracks investment and debt service, allocates interest across one or more cash accounts, and provides customized lists based on 
investment and debt information


‒ Bank Reconciliation: Creates multiple bank account numbers for each bank code; defines Munis General Ledger (GL) cash accounts corresponding to each bank 
account; automatically generates bank items reconciliation file of adjustments, deposits, accounts payable, and payroll; and imports outstanding journal entries into 
the reconciliation module without duplication or omission of entries


Source: Product Sheet: Munis Capital Assets, Tyler technologies, Link; Product Sheet: Munis Cash Management, Tyler technologies, Link



https://www.tylertech.com/resources/resource-downloads/product-sheet-munis-capital-assets

https://www.tylertech.com/resources/resource-downloads/product-sheet-munis-cash-management
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— Procurement: Munis Procurement ERP solution streamlines the entire procurement life cycle with an integrated e-purchasing system for managing requests, reviews, 
contracts, and purchases from vendors which provides easy access and understanding of internal business rules, policies, and contracts


— Bid management: Manages the entire procurement solicitation process and consolidates all buyer activity into a single, centralized application that allows users to 
advertise bids online, and vendors to view and submit electronic proposals, leading to enhanced purchasing efficiency, reduced time, and effort
– Creates contracts and enforces vendor pricing for future items purchased
– Electronically seal bids through encrypted lock box feature
– Provides customized bid events including vendor meetings and bid openings with details such as dates, times, locations, contacts, etc.
– Tracks vendor bidding dates including opening date and expected award dates
– Automatically transfers all bid awards to procurement transactions and previews these transactions prior to actual award
– Creates online evaluations by assigning weighted scoring to vendor responses on several parameters, thereby supporting the request for proposal (RFP) process
– Provides buyers with online reports & graphical analysis tools and consolidates multiple requests into a single bid to increase the purchasing power of the users
– Audits vendor activities related to bid


— Contract Management: Munis Contract Management solution supports the entire lifecycle of a contract from initiation to expiration
– It allows users to create and approve both annual and multi-year contracts for purchases, define milestones, and key dates of the contract
– Tracks vendor performance information for a given contract, including past due deliveries, fill percentage, and returns
– Tracks contract insurance and bonds, and generates notifications of expiration dates
– Notifies changes to contract including date/time, user, account, revised amount, etc.
– Allows decentralized on-the-job contract progress payment entry to initiate payments for contracted services performed
– Provides an option for automatic conversion of the awarded bids into contracts
– Fully integrated with general ledger, purchasing and accounts payable allowing users to track pending payments, open requisitions, purchase orders, and contract 


change orders
– Allows re-opening of closed contracts or reactivation of rejected contracts or changed orders
– Provides contract approvals using Munis Workflow by creating contract approval paths based on the type of contract
– Displays when and by whom the contract was approved, rejected, closed, and opened using an Approval Trail listing
– Offers the user to add comments around rejection, approval, or deferred contracts


Source: Product Sheet: Bid Management, Tyler technologies, Link; Product Sheet: Munis Contract Management, Tyler technologies, Link


Tyler Munis ERP Capabilities: Procurement (1/3)



https://www.tylertech.com/resources/resource-downloads/product-sheet-bid-management

https://www.tylertech.com/resources/resource-downloads/product-sheet-munis-contract-management
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— Procurement: Munis eProcurement ERP solution manages the entire lifecycle of a purchase from procurement to final payment
– Vendor self-service: Provides vendor web-based access to information and business records such as seeking or placing a proposal to bid, checking current and 


past purchase order information, and creating or updating a profile
– It also allows vendor to submit invoices for payment via Munis Vendor Self Service, thereby expediting the accounts payable process of the user
– eProcurement Punch-Out: Vendor punch-out allows the user to shop on a vendor’s website using the Munis Requisition application, create virtual shopping cart 


which is instantly transferred to Munis requisition, post which a purchase order is created, and electronically submitted to the vendor


— Inventory: Munis Inventory stores and reports items, such as office supplies, public works inventory, including purchasing, receiving, requesting, shipping, delivery, 
transfers, and returns
– Manages all inventory accounting automatically, including on-hand balances, month-to-date and year-to-date values
– Allows users the flexibility to choose the inventory costing method 
– Coordinates minimum and maximum purchase quantities for each item, updates the quantity on hand, and notifies the user in case of low inventory to replenish the 


same
– Allows addition of markups on a flat or percentage basis, passing any overhead cost onto the requesting department
– Tracks the stocked items using the warehouse locations, transfers inventory from one warehouse to another, and restricts user access to specific warehouse 


locations 
– Defines and schedules delivery routes of requested items
– Identifies an item as active or inactive using status lists
– Tracks manufacturer, manufacturer number, vendors internal part number, and expiration dates to monitor and reduce waste of perishable items
– Notifies variance in accounts payable and purchase order amount


— Purchase orders: Munis Purchase orders solutions provides workflow approvals
– Allows purchase orders to be held for payment without receiving records and prohibits vendor invoicing until goods are received
– Automatically forwards purchasing document and specifications to vendors 
– Confirms that the purchase is within budget, and update the available budget in real time
– Uses workflow to define the business rules that guide the requisition and purchase order approval process
– Creates multiple purchase orders from a single requisition, or one purchase order from multiple requisitions


Source: Product Sheet: Munis eProcurement, Tyler technologies, Link; Product Sheet: Munis Inventory Tyler technologies, Link; Product Sheet: Munis Purchase Orders, Tyler technologies, Link


Tyler Munis ERP Capabilities: Procurement (2/3)



https://www.tylertech.com/resources/resource-downloads/product-sheet-munis-eprocurement

https://www.tylertech.com/resources/resource-downloads/product-sheet-munis-inventory

https://www.tylertech.com/resources/resource-downloads/product-sheet-munis-purchase-orders
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– Integrates with Munis Contract Management to enforce contractual rules such as price, discount terms, etc.
– Generates change orders for posted purchase orders, and follows workflow approval process
– Manages vendor performance by analyzing purchases across commodity codes, vendor types, classes, geographic areas, etc. 
– Tracks past due deliveries, fill percentage, returns, and bid performance


— Requisitions: Allows individual departments to electronically enter requests, decentralizing the purchasing process while still maintaining control over procurement 
rules
– Requisition Entry: Provides real-time information about the available budget
– Allows unlimited description for each requisition line item 
– Provides duplication of previous requisitions for commonly purchased items
– Allows addition of user-defined attributes to create customized attribute tracking and workflow approvals
– Stores requisition notes from standard notes such as message printed for the vendor on the purchase order
– Allows multiple purchase orders from single requisitions and single purchase from multiple requisitions
– Generates workflow business rules for requisitions based on general ledger account segments, over-budget conditions, commodity codes, department codes, 


buyer-based identification, etc.


— Accounts payable and Capital Assets: Munis procurement solution also offers accounts payables and capital asset capabilities similar to Munis Finance ERP 
solution


Source: Product Sheet: Munis Purchase Orders, Tyler technologies, Link; Product Sheet: Munis Requisitions, Tyler technologies, Link; Product Sheet: Munis Accounts Payable, Tyler technologies, Link; Product Sheet: Munis 
Capital Assets, Tyler technologies, Link


Tyler Munis ERP Capabilities: Procurement (3/3)



https://www.tylertech.com/resources/resource-downloads/product-sheet-munis-purchase-orders

https://www.tylertech.com/resources/resource-downloads/product-sheet-munis-requisitions

https://www.tylertech.com/resources/resource-downloads/product-sheet-munis-accounts-payable

https://www.tylertech.com/resources/resource-downloads/product-sheet-munis-capital-assets
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— Tyler Munis has an established reputation in the government and 
public sector with an extensive experience of more than 35 years, 
making it a preferred provider among the government customers


— The company also stands to benefit from a fragmented market for 
local and regional government, public agencies, courts, police 
departments, school districts, etc.


— Tyler has a robust balance sheet, high liquidity, and low debt 
obligations providing it the flexibility to pursue growth opportunities 
through acquisitions


– As of 30 September 2020, Tyler recorded cash and cash 
equivalents worth US$518.7 million compared to US$232.7 million 
during FY19


– Further, the company spent around US$200 million on 
acquisitions, the highest amount incurred on deals by Tyler since 
2015 to complement its existing offerings enter into new markets in 
public sector and expand the customer base


— Limited geographical presence: Tyler Munis derives nearly all its 
revenue from the US government spending, leading to high exposure 
of impact on revenue owing to political and regulatory changes in the 
US


— Lack of skilled professionals to train the users and help understand 
the complete features offered by Tyler Munis


— Users have also cited difficulties in generating and running of reports 
due to multiple steps and processes


Strength Weakness


Source: Gartner, Trustradius, Tyler's Modernizing Its Market, Morningstar, Link


Tyler Munis ERP



https://www.morningstar.com/articles/930613/tylers-modernizing-its-market
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Tyler Munis ERP | Key Risk Areas 


Technology Finance Implementation


— Increased competition from well-established 
players such as Microsoft, Oracle, SAP, 
Workday, etc. leads to pricing pressures and 
difficulty in gaining market share captured by 
such players


— Security breach incident: Tyler Technologies is 
currently addressing a security incident 
investigation incurred in September 2020


– The incident involved unauthorized access to 
internal phone and IT systems by a third-party


– Such an incident breach may potentially harm 
the competitive position of the company 


— High R&D expenditure: R&D expenditure growth 
of the company is exceeding the revenue growth, 
leading to reduced operating margin
– During Q1FY20, the R&D expenses grew by 


18.1 percent Y-o-Y compared to revenue 
growth of 11.9 percent, contracting the 
operating margin by 24.1 percent 


– Given the risks arising from Covid-19 crisis, 
there may be further decline in profits


— Local Government risk: As Tyler Munis offers 
ERP solutions to the local government and public 
agencies, the company relies on the general 
health of local government budgets funded by tax 
receipts
– Lower government budgets and stalled 


economic growth amid the ongoing pandemic 
may lead to reduced revenue, thus, posing 
potential risk for Tyler


— Delays in government procurement 
processes has led to further deferral of contracts 
implementation and lengthening of sales cycles 


— Covid-19 has also led to delay in 
implementations of ERP solutions primarily 
caused due to travel restrictions, closed offices, 
and uncertainty around public sector budgets


Source: Tyler Technologies, 10K report, Link



https://sec.report/Document/0000860731-20-000034/
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Tyler Munis ERP Case Studies (1/2)
Case study 1- Baton Rouge, US


— Challenge: Baton Rouge, capital of Louisiana (US) deployed several 
disparate systems for more than 25 years with limited software 
integration, data extraction, and connectivity capabilities. The city wanted 
to replace and consolidate all the systems under one streamlined solution 
for the government


— Solution provided: Tyler Munis ERP


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying Munis ERP resulted in: 


‒ Streamlined workflows across departments, providing real-time status 
check of documents


‒ Vendor self-service functionality, which allows vendors to update the 
profile information and view past transactions without contacting the 
city


‒ Reduced time for payment to vendors


‒ Ability to easily integrate with other Tyler solutions used by the city


‒ Increased efficiency, better workflows, data transparency, and 
increased functionality for day-to day ERP tasks


Source: Baton Rouge, Louisiana, Goes Live with Tyler Technologies' Munis and ExecuTime Solutions, Tyler Technologies, Link; Case Study: Munis ERP, Tyler Technologies, Link


Case study 2- Cranberry Township, US
— Challenge: The town deployed three different and outdated municipal 


systems which did not integrate with each other, leading to data silos, 
inefficient communication, and manual processes across departments 
that stalled progress towards modernization. Hence, it identified the need 
of re-engineering internal technologies by installing new systems which 
could integrate and reduce the paper work


— Solution provided: Tyler Munis ERP


— Benefits/outcome: By deploying Munis ERP, the city was able to:


‒ Provide centralized data, streamlined hiring and personnel processes; 
eliminated repetitive manual data entry; and improved services for the 
citizens


‒ Centralize ERP system, resulting in reduced licensing, technical 
support, and maintenance costs


‒ Increase sharing of data between departments, leading to enhanced 
communication and efficiency



https://tylertech.irpass.com/profiles/investor/ResLibraryView.asp?BzID=499&ResLibraryID=90755&Category=16

https://www.tylertech.com/resources/case-studies/case-study-munis-erp
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Tyler Munis ERP Case Studies (2/2)
Case study 3- Pittsburgh Public Schools, US


— Challenge: The school deployed a 15-year old ERP solution which did 
not offer the appropriate level of vendor support to manage its financial 
and HR data. Further, it did not integrate well with other third-party 
systems, leading to duplication of data and unnecessary manual 
processes. Hence, the school required an integrated ERP solution to 
serve all school locations, and provide greater data transparency 


— Solution provided: Tyler Munis ERP


— Benefits/outcome: By deploying Munis ERP for finance, procurement, 
human resource function, the school was able to:


‒ Automate workflows between departments, manage financials, and 
employee data


‒ Seamless integration with third-party system


‒ Greater transparency of information provided to the staff


‒ Reduce manual processes and eliminate duplication of data and 
information


‒ Increase sharing of data between departments, leading to enhanced 
communication and efficiency


Source: Second-Largest School District in Pennsylvania Selects Tyler Technologies' Enterprise Resource Planning Solution, Tyler Technologies, Link; Tyler Technologies to Provide Enterprise Resource Planning Solutions to 
York County, Pennsylvania, Tyler Technologies, Link


Case study 4- York County, US
— Challenge: York County wanted to streamline its financial and human 


capital management processes, and improve efficiency across 
departments by implementing an easy-to-use ERP solution with 
modernized workflow, flexible reporting, and self-service functionality


— Solution provided: Tyler Munis ERP


— Benefits/outcome: By deploying Munis ERP, the city was able to:


‒ Streamline finance and human resource business functions through 
automation, integration, and improved workflows 


‒ Reduce manual and paper-based processes


‒ Improve efficiency and reporting capabilities



https://tylertech.irpass.com/profiles/investor/ResLibraryView.asp?BzID=499&ResLibraryID=87292&Category=16

https://tylertech.irpass.com/profiles/investor/ResLibraryView.asp?BzID=499&ResLibraryID=89917&Category=16
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Sage Intacct Overview


Source: Partner News, Sage Intacct, Link; Industries, Sage Intacct, Link; Awards, Sage Intacct, Link; Resource Center, Sage Intacct, Link; Analyst research, Sage Intacct, Link; Sage Intacct launches construction solution, 
Enterprise Times, Link; Sage Intacct launches in South Africa, Enterprise Times, Link; Sage Intacct Customers List, Infoclutch, Link


Key statistics
— Revenue (FY19): US$652 million (Sage 


Business Cloud including Sage Intacct)


— HQ : San Jose, California, USA


— Geographical presence: Offices in 5 countries


— Ownership: Public (SGE)


— # of employees: 13,000+ (800+ Sage Intacct)


— Customer base: 4,800+ (26+ in Australia)


— Transaction volume: NA


Key industries served: Financial services, 
Hospitality, Healthcare, Non-profit, Professional 
services, Accounting firms, etc.
— Sage Intacct has limited experience in offering 


solutions to the US public sector, however it 
has prominence in the non-government 
organizations sector


Key clients: American Marketing Association, 
American Society for Microbiology, Archdiocese of 
Detroit, Association of College Unions 
International, TMForum, NATCO, etc.


Market perception
— Received the highest score in Sage Intacct 


Core Financials solutions for Lower Midsize 
Enterprises Use Case by Gartner in 2020


— Recognized as Visionary in the 2020 Gartner 
Magic Quadrant for Cloud Core financial 
management suites for midsize, large, and 
global enterprises


— Named as a Leader by IDC Marketscape 
Worldwide SaaS and cloud enabled PSA ERP 
applications


Industry innovation & Proprietary 
Technology
— In 2020, Sage Intacct launched a new cloud-


based construction solution in the US which 
tracks costs, creates reports, and consolidates 
financials of multiple entities


— In 2020, Sage Intacct also launched its 
financial management solution in South Africa, 
post geographical expansion in Australia and 
the UK during the past year


Key partnerships
— Strategic partnership with Expensemanager, 


Australia-based software providers with an 
aim to offer cloud expense and invoice 
management software on the Sage Intacct 
Marketplace (November 2020)


— Integrated with EBizCharge to automate and 
streamline payments processing for users 
(November 2020)


— Partnership with Tesorio to forecast and 
accelerate B2B cash collections, reduce 
outstanding payments, and eliminate manual 
processes (October 2020)


Eminence in the space
— Sage Intacct’s cloud financial management 


solution recognized by the 2019 G2 Crowd 
List of the Top 50 Software products for mid-
sized companies


— Cloud financial management honored by 
TrustRadius in both Accounting and budgeting 
ERP categories


— Recognised by Fortune and Great Place to 
Work as one of the 2019 Best Workplaces


— Ranked as one of the Best Workplaces for 
Diversity by Fortune in 2019



https://www.sageintacct.com/partner-press-center

https://www.sageintacct.com/industries-financial-management

https://www.sageintacct.com/awards

https://rc.sageintacct.com/search?query=asset_type:customer-case-studies,industry:nonprofits

https://rc.sageintacct.com/analyst-research

https://www.enterprisetimes.co.uk/2020/03/12/sage-intacct-launches-construction-solution/

https://www.enterprisetimes.co.uk/2020/08/06/sage-intacct-launches-in-south-africa/

https://www.infoclutch.com/installed-base/accounting-software/sage-intacct/amp/
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Sage Intacct Capabilities: Finance (1/3)
— Finance: Sage Intacct solution offering streamlines accounting and financial reporting through management of accounts payables, accounts receivables, fixed assets, 


inventory, cash, revenue recognition


— General Ledger: Consolidates transactions and information from multiple entities, currencies and geographies
‒ Allows users to enter transactions once and report on them across multiple financial standards such as GAAP, IFRS, etc. 
‒ Defines workflows for consistency and accuracy with user-defined transaction steps and approvals
‒ Offers insights using comprehensive reports on real-time transactions with no lag
‒ Allows users to share insights flexibly and securely 
‒ Reviews general ledger transactions and detects outliers using artificial intelligence technology


— Accounts Payable: Creates automated, configurable processes to enhance internal controls, increased accountability, leading to reduced accounts payable 
processing time by at least 65 percent annually, as reported by the company
‒ Tracks and views payments, approvals, and reports providing greater visibility by real-time reporting
‒ Generates accounts payable liabilities, vendor aging reports, and conducts real-time checking on register reports 
‒ Sets defaults for terms, discounts, general ledger accounts, payment priority, and payment dates
‒ Sets spending limits to maintain budget compliance with Sage Intacct Spend Management
‒ Recognizes assets from accounts payable bills and expenses them over time
‒ Defines workflows and approvals, leading to complete visibility into the entire accounts payable process


— Accounts Receivable: Streamlines accounts receivable management by automating invoicing and collections processes, thereby reducing the Day Sales Outstanding 
by 25 to 50 percent, as reported by the company
‒ Analyzes accounts receivable data including collection activity on customer accounts, revenue over time, providing comprehensive view of the business
‒ Provides real-time visibility with built-in and customized dashboards, reports, graphs analyzing invoices, deferred revenue, customer aging
‒ Automatically posts order transactions to general ledger and accounts receivable ledger
‒ Integrates with other business systems such as CRM solution to provide centralized view of quotes, sales orders, and invoices in order entry


Source: Accounts Payable, Sage Intacct, Link; Accounts Receivable, Sage Intacct, Link; General Ledger, Sage Intacct, Link



https://rc.sageintacct.com/data-sheets/accounts-payable?_ga=2.60398509.1613235149.1606137160-713970815.1606137160

https://rc.sageintacct.com/data-sheets/accounts-receivable?_ga=2.66310318.1613235149.1606137160-713970815.1606137160

https://rc.sageintacct.com/data-sheets/general-ledger?_ga=2.269057521.1613235149.1606137160-713970815.1606137160
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Sage Intacct Capabilities: Finance (2/3)
— Fixed Assets: Streamlines fixed asset management life cycle from acquisition to disposal


‒ Streamlines depreciation and disposal: Automates recurring journal entries, calculates financial and tax depreciation using pre-defined calculation methods
‒ Tracks and groups assets by project and provides view around the capitalized and in-progress assets
‒ Manages central asset register which includes multi-currency, multi-location for depreciating and non-depreciating assets
‒ Tracks and reports asset information including condition, warranty, dates serviced, and insurance status
‒ Roll forward reporting: Reconciles net book value at the end of the period with beginning balances to provide an integrated view of the accumulated depreciation, 


additions, and disposals across the organization
‒ Dimensional tagging: Discovers the distribution of assets costs by location, department, project, etc.
‒ Asset linking: Tracks, processes, and generates reports on related assets 


— Inventory Management: Creates automated, configurable processes to enhance internal controls, increased accountability, leading to reduced accounts payable 
processing time by at least 65 percent annually, as reported by the company
‒ Inventory costing: Automates recalculation of costs captured from previous periods and uses multiple costing methods such as FIFO, LIFO to calculate the cost of 


inventory 
‒ Inventory tracking: Tracks real-time stock level, warehouse location, serial number, inventory adjustments and disposal
‒ Stock level control: Tracks seasonal stock adjustments and economic order quantity to maintain the optimum level of inventory
‒ Creates built-in reports with enhanced visibility across locations, products, inventory status, and also offers replenishment projections


— Revenue Recognition: Consolidates transactions and information from multiple entities, currencies and geographies
‒ Automates day-to-day revenue recognition tasks and configures expense amortization to identify any gaps from the revenue recognition terms
‒ Streamlines subscriptions and recurring-revenue recognition with real-time updates to accounting and billing for discounts, usage, renewals, upgrades, 


cancellations
‒ Creates customized dashboards analyzing the entire revenue lifecycle including revenue recognition, billing, collection, profitability, etc.
‒ Structures workflows to allow capture and edit contracts natively in Salesforce, eliminating the need of an additional integration software
‒ Provides immediate visibility into the impact of changed guidelines on the financials of its customers through dual treatment and reporting 


Source: Fixed Assets, Sage Intacct, Link; Inventory Management, Sage Intacct, Link; Revenue Recognition, Sage Intacct, Link



https://rc.sageintacct.com/data-sheets/fixed-assets?_ga=2.92895517.1613235149.1606137160-713970815.1606137160

https://rc.sageintacct.com/data-sheets/inventory-management-the-right-items-in-the-right-place-at-the-right-time?_ga=2.263229708.1613235149.1606137160-713970815.1606137160

https://www.sageintacct.com/revenue-management-software
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Sage Intacct Capabilities: Finance (3/3)
— Cash Management: Records and provides real-time visibility of payments and transactions across all locations, entities, savings accounts, credit cards, leading to 


greater cash control
‒ Automates bank reconciliation by importing transactions from the user’s financial institutions and automatically reconciling it with the savings accounts or credit 


card accounts
‒ Matches electronic payment transactions to invoices, applies payments to accounts not tied to an invoice, and records POS payments not applicable to a single 


customer
‒ Allows transfer of funds across accounts, locations, and entities according to user requirements


— Prepaid expense amortization: Sage Intacct also automates the amortization of expenses and offers the following capabilities:
‒ Recognizes assets directly from accounts payable bills and automatically captures amortization information such as contract start date, end date, etc.
‒ Creates flexible amortization rules for the assets and assigns unique general ledger accounts for specific purpose


Source: Cash Management, Sage Intacct, Link; Prepaid expense amortization, Sage Intacct, Link



https://www.sageintacct.com/cash-management-solutions

https://rc.sageintacct.com/data-sheets/prepaid-expense-amortization
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Sage Intacct Capabilities: Procurement 
— Purchasing: Sage Intacct Purchasing solution creates predefined transaction and approval workflows to enhance procurement speed, accuracy, and efficiency


‒ Automates workflows to streamline purchase requisitions, purchase orders, and approvals
‒ Integrates with other Sage Intacct solutions allowing users to attach files, and record the data entry only once leading to easier recordkeeping and quick access to 


supporting documents
‒ Provides real-time access to data including orders, delivery, competitive quotes, price breaks, budgets, vendor performance
‒ Creates customized dashboards providing insights regarding the user’s procurement performance
‒ Offers best practices templates to create standardized workflows and ensure compliance with procurement requirements


— Order Management: Automates quote-to-cash processes, thereby enabling efficient handling of high order volumes and workflows
‒ Automates order creation from quotes by eliminating data re-entry as the order once entered by the user automatically flows to fulfillment, billing, revenue 


accounting, etc.
‒ Tracks order fulfillment, sales, inventory quantities and creates invoices, back orders, credit memos, debit memos, etc.
‒ Computes discounts, shipping, handle, and other charges and applies ales tax according to the jurisdiction
‒ Integrates seamlessly with other systems, allowing users to share pricing data, order status, while generating the orders and invoices simultaneously


Source: Purchasing, Sage Intacct, Link; Order management, Sage Intacct, Link



https://rc.sageintacct.com/data-sheets/purchasing?_ga=2.1758513.1613235149.1606137160-713970815.1606137160

https://rc.sageintacct.com/data-sheets/order-management?_ga=2.260627725.1613235149.1606137160-713970815.1606137160
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— Focus on lower mid-size organizations: Sage Intacct has a strong 
competitive positioning as a provider of financial management 
solution in the mid-sized enterprise market 


– It has also received the highest product score by Gartner for Core 
Financials for the Lower Midsize Enterprises in 2020


— The multi-entity architecture capability of Sage Intacct manages 
financials for multiple locations, multiple entities, and multiple 
currencies


– It also automates the consolidation of financial information across 
organizations located at multiple locations, facilitates inter-entity 
transactions, currency conversions, local tax reporting, making it 
one of the preferred providers of financial software 


— As per a Gartner report, Sage Intacct ranked the highest in General 
Ledger capabilities, purchasing and accounts payable 


– Ranked 4.8 out of 5 in General ledger coding structure and 
processes, 4.6 out 5 in complex general ledger capabilities, and 
4.7 out of 5 in purchasing and accounts payable


— Ease of usability, configuration, deployment, and integration with 
other cloud services 


– Received one of the highest scores of 4.5 out of 5 for 
configuration, deployment, and integration of solution and a score 
of 5 for ease of usability


— Lack of localization and languages compared to its competitors 
such as Microsoft Dynamics 365 makes it less preferable amongst 
large-sized enterprises


— Despite Sage Inatcct’s recent expansion to UK, Australia, and South 
Africa, the company has limited geographical presence compared 
to its peers


– Ranked one of the lowest with a score of 2 out of 5 in a Gartner 
report for its geographical coverage 


— Few automation features compared to some of its peers, including 
the ability to suspend accounts based on rules, no-code workflow 
tool, and analysis of transactions to provide upselling or cross-selling 
recommendations


— As per a report by Gartner, Sage Intacct ranked the lowest amongst 
its peers with a score of 3.4 out of 5 in fixed asset accounting 
capabilities such as recording transactions pertaining to acquisition 
and disposal of assets, depreciation, management of physical 
location of assets, etc.


Strength Weakness


Source: Critical Capabilities for Cloud Core Financial Management Suites for Midsize, Large and Global Enterprises, Gartner, Link


Sage Intacct



https://www.gartner.com/doc/reprints?id=1-1ZGXBN1S&ct=200714&st=sb
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Sage Intacct | Key Risk Areas 


Source: Sage Intacct Annual Report FY20, Link


Technology Finance Implementation


— Sage Intacct has expanded into three additional 
countries apart from the US during the past year 
which could lead to potential external and 
internal risks such as regulatory risk, high 
competition with already established players, 
high costs, operational risk, partner risk, etc.


— High competition from well-established players 
such as Microsoft, Oracle, SAP, Workday, etc. 
might lead to difficulty in gaining market share in 
the overall ERP space


— Reduced operating profit: The company 
registered a decline in its operating profit in 
Northern, Central, and Southern Europe regions
– During FY20, the overall operating profit 


decline by 4 percent Y-o-Y driven by bad 
debts, amortization of acquisition-related 
intangibles and M&A related charges 


— The transition of the company’s business 
model from a license sales to a subscription 
revenue led to a decline in its other revenue 
segment by around 26 percent in FY20


— Sage Intacct relies heavily on third-party 
providers and key suppliers to support the 
implementation and delivery of technology which 
may disrupt the supply chain amid the ongoing 
pandemic


— The company has outline its strategy of 
transitioning to a Software-as-a-SaaS model 
which might pose technological, operational risk 
and shall require efficient delivery innovative, 
cloud-based solutions 



https://www.sage.com/investors/investor-downloads/regulatory-announcements/2020/11/final-results-1430195/
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Sage Intacct Case Studies (1/2)
Case study 1- American Society for Microbiology, 


US
— Challenge: The organization wanted greater visibility into the business 


operations, projects, financials which was not supported by the Oracle on-
premise ERP system. Further, most of the processes were carried out 
manually, leading to bottlenecks in extracting the financial data. It required 
an ERP system that streamlined its monthly reporting, revenue 
recognition, and detailed grant tracking by the federal government


— Solution provided: Sage Intacct


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying Sage Intacct resulted in: 


‒ Tracks and compare financials, grants, and corporate initiatives 
across departments, projects


‒ Real-time access to financial insights such as inventory reports for 
book division, deferred revenues for membership, journals and 
meeting departments, and period reports for the grants department


‒ Enhanced visibility and accountability across the organization with 
granular insights across diverse streams, projects, and departments


‒ Reduced around three days from monthly allocations, depreciation 
and revenue recognition


‒ Increased finance team productivity by 20 percent while reducing 
headcount


Source: American Society for Microbiology, Sage Intacct, Link; Sasser Family Companies, Sage Intacct, Link


Case study 2- Sasser Family Companies, US
— Challenge: Sasser family companies is a family-held transportation asset 


services and management company. It deployed disparate accounting 
systems across its six subsidiary business units leading to increased 
paperwork, manual reconciliations, inefficiency, reduced business visibility 
increased risk and time owing to which the company identified the need to 
deploy a cloud-based financial management solution providing real-time 
insights about the financials across the business units 


— Solution provided: Sage Intacct


— Benefits/outcome: By deploying Sage Intacct, the family-owned 
business was able to:


‒ Increase revenue by 100 percent with 19 percent increase in the 
accounting staff over a period of four years


‒ Reduce inter-company consolidations from weeks to minutes


‒ Provides real-time view of financials across seven companies, on a 
standardized platform through its multi-entity management 
capabilities



https://rc.sageintacct.com/customer-case-studies/century-old-scientific-society-puts-legacy-financial-processes-under-a-microscope-with-sage-intacct

https://rc.sageintacct.com/customer-case-studies/sasser-family-compaines
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Sage Intacct Case Studies (2/2)
Case study 3- Public Health Accreditation Board, US
— Challenge: Over the past 10 years, the organization has evolved 


including its financial model, reporting requirements, pricing structure 
such as five-year payment plans, and revenue recognition. Hence, it 
decided to move to a more robust financial management solution 
including a revenue management tool


— Solution provided: Sage Intacct


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying Sage Intacct resulted in: 


‒ Streamlines invoicing, accounts receivable, deferred revenue, and 
other revenue recognition workflows


‒ Supports different payment plans including advance payments, 
eliminating manual intervention


‒ Automatically identifies and tracks all grant-related transactions 


‒ Drives decision making through operational dashboard which displays 
key KPIs such as average cost per site visit or per customer training


‒ Increased revenue growth by 40 percent, reduced headcount costs 
worth US$100,000 


‒ Saved 100+ hours per month due to reduced manual accounting 
tasks


‒ Increased finance team productivity by 20 percent while reducing 
headcount


Source: Public Health Accreditation Board, Sage Intacct, Link; Unite Here Health, Sage Intacct, Link


Case study 4- Unite Here Health, US
— Challenge: Unite Here health, the national health benefits provider had 


scaled and expanded by 50 percent in five years leading to increased 
members, complex reporting requirements for each reginal plan unit. 
Upon discontinuation of its current on-premises accounting system, the 
organization wanted to deploy a solution which could mitigate the growing 
complexity, minimize duplicate data entry, and offers real-time granular 
financial visibility across all its independent plan units, projects, and 
departments


— Solution provided: Sage Intacct cloud financial management software


— Benefits/outcome: By deploying Sage Intacct, the organization was able 
to:


‒ Creates custom dashboards with drill down access to department’s 
financials, allowing the organization to filter and analyze the business 
performance


‒ Increased finance team productivity by 30 percent


‒ Provided timely visibility into the performance of 40+ departments, 
plan, units, etc.


‒ Reallocated of 40 percent time from redundant tasks into strategic 
planning and process improvement


‒ Accelerated monthly close by 40 percent and annual budgeting cycle 
by 30 percent



https://rc.sageintacct.com/customer-case-studies/public-health-accreditation-board

https://rc.sageintacct.com/customer-case-studies/unite-here-health
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Infor CloudSuite Public Sector Overview


Source: Infor Website, Link; Infor offices, Link; Infor customers, Link; Infor Clients, Link 1, Link 2; Revenue, Link; Gartner Magic Quadrant, Link; MarketScape report, Link; Ownership, Link; Infor CloudSuite, Link,


Key statistics
— Revenue: US$3.2 billion (FY19)


— HQ : New York


— Geographical presence: Offices in 170 
countries


— Ownership: Owned by Koch Industries


— # of employees: 17,300


— Customer base: 68,000+


— Transaction volume: NA


Key industries served: Energy and Natural 
Resources, Aerospace and Defense, Automotive, 
Banking and financial services, Transportation, 
Retail, Healthcare, Oil and Gas, Utilities, Industrial 
manufacturing, Distribution, Logistics, Fashion, 
Food and Beverage


Key clients: Allina Health, Bausch & Lomb, 
Ferrari, Heineken, Jaguar, Bank of America, IDC, 
Jockey, Puma, PwC, SAS and others


Market perception
— Recognized as a "Leader" in 2019 


MarketScape Report for Worldwide Supply 
Chain Planning


— Positioned at the top in the Visionaries 
Quadrant of the 2020 Gartner Magic Quadrant 
for Cloud ERP


Industry innovation & Proprietary 
Technology
— Infor is aiming to grow in multiple sectors 


through the use of established core ERP 
suites enhanced with industry-specific 
capabilities


— Infor CloudSuite has proven capabilities for 
many vertical industries, including those with 
complex global manufacturing requirements


Key partnerships
— Infor is in partnership with recognized leaders 


including HCL, Capgemini, Deloitte, TATA, 
and others


— Infor has partnered with Amazon Web 
Services (AWS), the market leader for cloud-
based infrastructure as a service (IaaS) and 
platform as a service (PaaS) to deploy Infor 
CloudSuite


Eminence in the space
— Recognized as a Leader in the 2019 Gartner 


Magic Quadrant for EAM Software
— Panorama Consulting Solutions named Infor 


CloudSuite Distribution as a top 10 distribution 
ERP system



https://www.infor.com/

https://www.infor.com/locations

https://www.featuredcustomers.com/vendor/infor/customers

https://www.theweek.in/wire-updates/business/2020/07/28/pwr8-infor.html

https://ssgnet.com/the-many-faces-of-infor-manufacturing-erp-software/

https://www.forbes.com/companies/infor/?sh=60db4e271053

https://www.theweek.in/wire-updates/business/2020/07/28/pwr8-infor.html

https://www.infor.com/resources/idc-names-infor-a-leader-in-2019-marketscape-report

https://techcrunch.com/2020/02/04/koch-industries-acquires-infor-in-deal-pegged-at-nearly-13b/#:%7E:text=Infor%20announced%20today%20that%20Koch,makes%20sense%20on%20that%20level.

https://www.infor.com/resources/top-10-distribution-erp-systems
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Infor CloudSuite Public Sector Capabilities (1/3)
— About CloudSuite Public Sector: Infor CloudSuite Public Sector is a ready-to-run software solution set built specifically to meet the needs of public entities and 


address complex industry demands of government, education, transit, and utilities. It provides end-to-end functionality, specifically for the financial, operational, and 
regulatory needs of public agencies. Additionally, it provides benefits of cloud deployment; enabling industry-specific options for back office and front office functionality 


— Financial and revenue management:
‒ Streamline the management of financial systems and access reporting and analytics features for greater visibility and results
‒ Invoice automation
‒ Cash and treasury management
‒ AP invoice automation


— Procurement: Have greater visibility of the entire service chain starting from sourcing to final delivery
— Government, Risk and Compliance (GRC): Has access to accurate, actionable, and auditable intelligence in real-time across all systems, processes and 


transactions. In addition to this, it has effective compliance management to avoid penalties
— Community development and regulations:


‒ Planning and permitting
‒ Licensing and case management
‒ Citizen portal


— Human capital management:
‒ Enhance employee recruiting mechanisms, retention, payroll, training, and succession planning as well permitting
‒ Enable employee and manager self service
‒ Enable better Human Resource management


— Government lodging: Increase space utilization, reduce costs, and manage all front- and back-end processes
— Libraries and information centers: Manage acquisitions, circulations, reporting functions, etc. from metrics reporting
— Enterprise Asset Management: Maximize lifecycle and efficiency of equipment, facilities, and vehicles for proactive cost management
— Emergency Management Systems: Enable fast and accurate sharing of information to address public safety incidents


Source: Infor CloudSuite Public Sector Brochure, Link; Infor CloudSuite Public Sector, Link;



https://docplayer.net/10288806-Inforcloudsuite-public-sector-overview-infor-cloudsuite-public-sector-1.html

https://www.infor.com/products/cloudsuite-public-sector
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Infor CloudSuite Financials Capabilities (2/3)
— Infor Cloudsuite financials and supply management is an integrated finance and supply management software solution that provides an integrated finance and supply 


management software solution for end-to-end fully integrated capabilities
— Global General Ledger:


‒ Providing unlimited financial calendars
‒ Accommodating different fiscal year ends and other reporting requirements
‒ Redesigning ledgers and basis reporting for regional regulatory requirements, consolidations, or other reporting needs
‒ Improvising dimension strings by allowing users to track and report on information tailored to the requirements of the organization, including non-financial data


— Close management:
‒ Establishing a single close process across the entire organization 
‒ Built-in process flows for approval and prebuilt dashboards by period, process, and sub-process
‒ Increasing efficiency and reducing errors, and enabling the ability to easily slice and dice data helps you better support both routine reporting and executive 


decision-making processes
‒ Generating ability to access information any time from virtually anywhere


— Receivables and billing:
‒ Providing real-time visibility into customer payments and approval processes
‒ Monitoring and escalating disputes, helping the organization transition away from manual cash processing to a lower cost, higher control automated cash 


application
‒ Managing customer maintenance, cash processing, cash application, dispute resolution, and credit management


— Intercompany billing:
‒ Enabling role-based, multi-company billing solution
‒ Providing an intuitive user experience to deliver analytics, list views, reports, common processes, action requests, and wizards
‒ Embedding search capability and enhancing productivity by connecting users to the required data


— Reconciliation management:
‒ Managing, performing, and streamlining account reconciliations by easily monitoring status, performance, and compliance metrics
‒ Importing from the chart of accounts and automatic reconciliation based on user-defined rules or reconciliation using a simple and intuitive manual reconciliation 


option
‒ Providing a central repository for supporting documentation related to reconciliations


Source: Infor CloudSuite Financials, Link; Public Sector Cloudsuites, Link


Note: Details for Infor CloudSuite Financials



https://webassets.infor.com/resources/Brochures/Infor-CloudSuite-Financials.pdf?mtime=20200629043559&focal=none&_ga=2.264024268.1956887848.1606374731-1846764392.1606217871

https://www.infor.com/sv-se/industries/public-sector
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Infor CloudSuite Financials Capabilities (3/3)
— Cash management:


‒ Improving the efficiency of bank reconciliation processing
‒ Monitoring cash positions
‒ Creating cash forecasts, and validate actual transactions against forecasts


— Lease accounting:
‒ Creating assets, making payments, sharing assets, reducing purchases, managing department costs through informed decisions about equipment purchasing and 


leasing
‒ Providing real-time access to information, allowing efficient management of assets and payment processes, while reducing costs and the risk of fraud


— Analytics:
‒ Providing cloud-based platform for networked business intelligence (BI)
‒ Delivering pre-built data models, strategic KPIs, operational metrics, and a library of reports and analytic widgets, customized by industry


— Payables and matching:
‒ Lower cost, higher control automated purchasing and providing comprehensive payables functionality, consisting of vendor maintenance, invoice processing, 


payment processing, and regulatory reporting and compliance
‒ Streamlining labor intensive invoice process with real-time visibility into vendor invoices and approval processes


— Project ledger:
‒ Tracking both internal and external projects, managing the accounting of projects on budget and on time


— Asset accounting:
‒ Handling depreciation calculations and reporting requirement
‒ Providing fast, and easy access to key asset information such as book value, location of assets, inventory costs, lease cost, and depreciation values
‒ Configure asset definitions by department, cost center, or location while complying with current accounting standards and reporting requirements


Source: Infor CloudSuite Financials, Link; Public Sector Cloudsuites, Link


Note: Details for Infor CloudSuite Financials



https://webassets.infor.com/resources/Brochures/Infor-CloudSuite-Financials.pdf?mtime=20200629043559&focal=none&_ga=2.264024268.1956887848.1606374731-1846764392.1606217871

https://www.infor.com/sv-se/industries/public-sector
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— Infor offers product-centric industries including manufacturing, 
wholesale distribution, and retail for medium and large global 
companies


— Infor has a strong manufacturing and operations segment 
where some of Infor’s CloudSuites see mainstream adoption


— Infor’s is investing significantly in the Infor OS platform and 
improvising BI and AI capabilities, hence encouraging users to 
transition to new products


— Infor is continuously shifting to cloud subscriptions as opposed 
to its historical heavy on-premises license and maintenance 
sales model


— Reference customers scored the vendor highly for the quality 
and timely technical support for CloudSuite


— Infor has expanded localizations to many Latin and South 
American countries


— Infor has proven capabilities for many vertical industries, and 
offers strong competencies in complex item and distribution 
management


— As Infor expands into new sectors, Gartner advises prospective 
clients to check references


— Customers report a lack of consistent high-quality consulting 
and support resources across regions


— Infor was rated below average as compared to other vendors in 
Gartner Magic Quadrant for contract flexibility and pricing of 
cloud services


— Sales execution appears to be an area of caution for Infor


Strength Weakness


Source: Gartner Market Share Analysis, Link; Gartner Magic Quadrant, Link; Gartner, Link


Infor CloudSuite Public Sector



https://www.gartner.com/en/documents/3985627/market-share-analysis-erp-software-worldwide-2019

https://www.gartner.com/doc/reprints?id=1-1ZB9RIQ1&ct=200624&st=sb

https://solutionsreview.com/enterprise-resource-planning/whats-changed-2020-gartner-magic-quadrant-for-cloud-erp-for-product-centric-enterprises/
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Source: Infor, Risk Components, Link; Infor Risk Components, Link;


— Risk of financial reporting errors
— Identification, prevention and, reduction of cash 


leaks
— Risk related to costs effectiveness in policies and 


procedures


Finance


— Risks related to time and effort spent on compliance 
obligations, and external audits


— Risks associated with quality and efficiency of 
internal audit processes


— Risks related to proper addressing of audit findings


Audit


— Risks associated to the management of user access 
rights and lifecycle


— Identifying conflicting user-access permissions in 
applications


— Compliance with laws, regulations, and industry 
standards


IT Security


Infor CloudSuite Public Sector: Key Risk Areas



https://webassets.infor.com/resources/Brochures/Infor-Risk-and-Compliance-Controls-and-Risk-Monitoring.pdf?noRedirect=1&_ga=2.2955760.1956887848.1606374731-1846764392.1606217871

https://www.infor.com/resources/infor-risk-and-compliance
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Infor CloudSuite Public Sector Case Studies (1/2)
Case study 1- The city of Springfield, Oregon


— Challenge: The city of Springfield required reduction in information silos, 
an integrated data repository, an enhanced reporting and analysis 
functionality, and wanted to update its existing systems with current 
technology and enable a web based interface to introduce solution-use 
across the Development and Public Works Department


— Solution provided: Infor® Public Sector


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying Infor solutions resulted in:


‒ Standardizing and automating daily operations using Infor Public 
Sector’s built-in, flexible workflows


‒ Eliminating the need to maintain duplicate data and allowed 
automated transfers of employee information with a web-based 
integration to PeopleSoft


‒ Increased collaboration and faster decision-making


‒ Enabled ability to exchange information with third-party firms 


Case study 2- Elsinore Valley Municipal Water 
District


— Challenge: EVMWD lacked the decision-making support it needed to run 
its business and required an optimum system to streamline its key 
processes like project cost accounting, grant management, etc.


— Solution provided: Infor CloudSuite


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying Infor CloudSuite resulted in: 


‒ Management of 42,000 water connections


‒ Increased management of information repositories with over twice the 
amount of repositories managed than before


‒ Reduction in fund management from 70 to 8 after consolidation with 
Infor software


Source: The City of Springfield, Oregon, Link; EVMWD Link



https://cdn.featuredcustomers.com/CustomerCaseStudy.document/infor_city-springfield_37131.pdf

https://www.infor.com/products/cloudsuite-public-sector
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Infor CloudSuite Public Sector Case Studies (2/2)
Case study 3- General Services Administration


— Challenge: The General Services Administration (GSA) had outdated 
payroll system, and required to meet the rapidly evolving consumer 
demands for responsive, access to services, and systems consolidation, 
along with optimum data and system security


— Solution provided: Infor offered NewPay for payroll, work schedule, and 
leave management modernization. This would enable standardization and 
faster processes


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying Infor and Intelligent Spend Management 
concept enabled:


‒ Common Government-wide Accounting Classification (CGAC)


‒ Locality pay for step/grade salaries


‒ Support for interfaces with federal third-party administrators (TPAs)


‒ Real-time payroll and labor analytics


‒ Work schedule and leave management


‒ Compliant time and attendance tracking


‒ Shift or demand-driven optimized scheduling


‒ Self-service and mobile features


Case study 4- Bexar County
— Challenge: Bexar wanted to gain a new level of efficiency in evaluating 


financial decisions and improving procurement processes and also 
required to make budgetary decisions effectively and efficiently. In 
addition, it wanted to strengthen its infrastructure and streamline its 
processes


— Solution provided: Infor™ Lawson Financial Management, Infor Lawson 
Supply Chain Management, Infor Lawson BI


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying Infor solutions resulted in: 


‒ Identifying all functional and technical requirements to automate and 
streamline processes


‒ Helped in providing sound data to allow more effective decision-
making on budgets


‒ Bringing efficiencies in managing the finance and budget process


‒ Optimizing end-to-end procurement process including sourcing 
vendors and awarding contracts as well as managing ongoing 
contracts


‒ Adding substantial cost savings from automated and streamlined 
processes and enhancing data accuracy


Source: GSA NewPay, Link; Bexar County, Link



https://webassets.infor.com/resources/Brochures/NewPay-standardizes-US-government-services.pdf?mtime=20200312030128&focal=none&_ga=2.201677393.1956887848.1606374731-1846764392.1606217871

https://cdn.featuredcustomers.com/CustomerCaseStudy.document/infor_bexar-county_1317.pdf
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Business Application Analysis – Summary and Key Observations 


Source: KPMG analysis; Sum of individual categories for a tool may not add up to the total due to rounding error
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Business Application Analysis – Summary and Key Observations 
Key Observations


— Oracle Cloud ERP is characterized by multiple features, such as an Accounting engine and Intelligent supplier portal, to streamline finance and procurement 
process. Oracle Cloud ERP has been recognized as a Leader in Product-Centric Enterprise by Gartner Magic Quadrant for Cloud Core Financial 
Management Suites in 2020 along with Oracle NetSuite ERP (Leader), Microsoft (Visionary) and Infor CloudSuite (Honorary).


— Oracle NetSuite ERP offers single platform for managing Finance and Procurement functions, with built-in intelligence systems for decision making. The 
majority of the NetSuite clients are mid-sized firms in various industries such as, Consulting, Information Technology, F&B, Financial Services, Health Care, 
Public Sector and Retail.


— Oracle NetSuite emerged as the leading vendor primarily owing to the financial and procurement capabilities offered by the solution including automation of 
accounts payable, accounts receivable, fixed assets, financial reporting capabilities, management of entire procure-to-pay process and supplier relationships.


— SAP S/4 HANA has strong procurement capabilities and was recognized as Leader in 2020 Gartner Magic Quadrant for Procure-to-Pay suites.


— SAP S/4 HANA ranks on the second position owing to its highest score in procurement capabilities and is also recognized as Leader in 2020 Gartner Magic 
Quadrant for procure-to-pay suites. However, it lags in the financial features offered.


— Workday has significant experience in government and public sector, with robust capabilities in Cloud Financial Planning and Procurement 


— Workday also demonstrated an edge to other vendors in its experience in government and public sector and showcased a decent score in its financial 
capabilities, lagging behind only Oracle NetSuite and Sage Intacct.


— Further, although Tyler Munis trails behind the vendors primarily owing to its limited geographical presence, the company has an extensive experience in 
serving the US public sector.
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Deloitte Experience With ERP Solutions (1/2)


Source: Deloitte, Oracle Cloud ERP, Link; Deloitte, Oracle, Link; Deloitte, Workday Adaptive Planning, Link; Deloitte, Workday, Link; Deloitte, SAP, Link; Deloitte, SAP, Link; 


Case study 1- Elizabeth Arden Inc.
Overview: Elizabeth Arden is one of the early clients 
of Oracle Fusion HCM and was part of Oracle’s 
Early Adopter Program


— Challenge: Absence of integrated platform in 
Elizabeth Arden impacted the process of 
managing employee data from 14 different 
countries and using them for reporting and 
analytics purpose


— Solution provided: Deploying Oracle Fusion 
Cloud and HCM with the then diamond partner 
Deloitte


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying Oracle Fusion 
Cloud resulted in:


‒ A centralized source of data for all employees 
across 14 nations


‒ A global compensation management platform 
with an automated annual compensation 
process


– It also made reporting and workforce analytics 
easier with the feature of employee self-
service


Case study 2- Canadian 
Transportation Company


Overview: Deloitte is recognized as a key player 
in Workday consulting and services. It has 1,300+ 
Workday-certified consultants who helped in 350+ 
projects globally


— Challenge: A transportation company in 
Canada wanted to implement a system that 
provides flexibility and accuracy. The 
departments within the company worked in 
silos with no clear documentation of the 
transactions


— Solution provided: Deploying Workday 
Adaptive Planning ERP in collaboration with 
Deloitte Canada as a system integrator


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying Workday ERP 
with the help of Deloitte resulted in:


‒ Centralized system that provided 
transparency in the transactions


‒ The budgeting timeline was reduced from 
five months to one month


– Detailed insights from analyzed data, 
resulting in better identification of gaps


Case study 3- American Airlines
Overview: Deloitte and SAP have been offering 
ERP implementation services for more than a 
decade. In 2016, Deloitte won SAP Pinnacle 
Award, recognized as SAP S/4HANA Adoption 
Partner of the Year. Globally they have 13,000+ 
practitioners dedicated to SAP solutions and 
helped 3,000+ clients in SAP implement 


— Challenge: American Airlines business 
processes were inconsistent and had multiple 
legacy systems which impacted the efficiency 


— Solution provided: Deploying SAP HANA 
Enterprise Cloud in collaboration with Deloitte 


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying SAP ERP 
along with other modules resulted in:


‒ Increase in consistency and accuracy of 
data with payroll errors dropping to zero


‒ Reduction in job application time from 45 
minutes to 10 minutes including digital 
onboarding process


– Ensured better compliance with applicable 
standards and data privacy requirements



https://www2.deloitte.com/global/en/pages/technology/articles/deloitte-completes-deployment-oracle-fusion-hcm.html

https://www2.deloitte.com/nz/en/pages/life-sciences-and-healthcare/articles/transformation-in-the-cloud.html

https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/global/Documents/Technology/gx-global-workday-adaptive-planning-global-success-stories.pdf

https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/public-sector/boosting-the-value-of-cloud-erp.pdf

https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/global/Documents/Technology/gx-tech-sap-american-airlines-report.pdf

https://www2.deloitte.com/ie/en/pages/technology/solutions/emea-csf/enterprise-applications-csf.html
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Deloitte Experience With ERP Solutions (2/2)


Source: Deloitte, Infor, Link; Deloitte, Infor, Link; Deloitte, NetSuite, Link; Deloitte, NetSuite, Link; Deloitte Digital, Microsoft Dynamics 365, Link;


Case study 4- Koch Industries
Overview: Deloitte has been named Infor’s Global 
System Integrator of the Year in 2018, 2019 and 
2020. It offers process transformation across 
industries/sectors, including Healthcare, 
Manufacturing, HR, Financial Services, and Public 
Sector


— Challenge: Koch Industries had 13 different 
businesses supported by discrete HR 
applications, with no integrated and 
centralized solution


— Solution provided: Deloitte helped Koch 
Industries in deploying the Infor CloudSuite


— Benefits/outcome: As a result, Koch shifted 
to a single platform myHR and leveraged the 
following benefits :
‒ Reduced cyber-security risks and increased 


efficiency in adopting regulatory changes
‒ Mergers and acquisitions became more 


efficient due to ease in integration of new 
employees into the platform


– Redundant HR processes were scraped, 
which provided higher visibility into the 
issues that required attention


Case study 5- Beggars Group
Overview: Deloitte has a network of global 
professionals with NetSuite implementation 
experience in 30+ countries


— Challenge: Beggars' legacy systems led to 
backlogs and manual processes which 
increased the response time to the changing 
dynamics of music industry


— Solution provided: Deploying Oracle 
NetSuite ERP with the help of Deloitte UK


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying NetSuite ERP 
in its back-office functions resulted in:
‒ An enterprise architecture that met the 


market standards
‒ The agility of cloud ERP resulted in a stable 


and sustainable platform, providing 
solutions for all business requirements


– Data migration from legacy systems to the 
new platform was also carried out 
efficiently, thus covering manufacturing, 
procurement and worldwide physical and 
digital sales


Case study 6- Sysmex Europe
Overview: Deloitte worked with Sysmex to 
enhance its Europe’s customer contact center 
using MS Dynamics 365


— Challenge: Sysmex Europe had legacy 
systems that incurred high maintenance 
costs, sub-par performance, and scattered 
regional / corporate sales & marketing 
management


— Solution provided: Deloitte Digital acted as 
system integrator to deploy a system based 
on Microsoft Dynamics 365


— Benefits/outcome: Deloitte and Sysmex 
collaborated across countries to launch new 
systems internationally which led to:
‒ A synchronized platform to give a 360 


degree view of sales, customers, 
opportunities, and processes


‒ Deloitte also conducted several trainings to 
equip the employees with the knowledge of 
MS Dynamics 365


– The new portal simplified and sped up 
collaboration with Sysmex clients



https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/about-deloitte/us-about-deloitte-infor-casestudy.pdf

https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/about-deloitte/us-infor-digital-business-transformation.pdf

https://www2.deloitte.com/uk/en/pages/consulting/articles/beggars-case-study.html

https://www2.deloitte.com/bd/en/pages/technology/solutions/gx-deloitte-netsuite.html

https://rekonnect.in.kworld.kpmg.com/OA_HTML/OA.jsp?OAFunc=OANEWHOMEPAGE&oas=eXiB0hpQckOLKHFcbCq9zQ..
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Deloitte ERP Industry Knowledge (1/2)


Source: Deloitte, Cloud ERP Integration, Link; Deloitte, Industry 4.0, Link; Deloitte, ERP journey, Link; Deloitte, ERP event, Link; Deloitte, SuperLedger, Link; Deloitte, IDC Market Analysis 2017, Link; Deloitte, Gartner SAP 
Magic Quadrant 2019, Link; Deloitte, Gartner Oracle Magic Quadrant 2019, Link; Deloitte, Welcome to the postmodern era for public sector ERP; Link; 


Eminence in 
Space


— Deloitte provides dedicated practices for implementing cloud offerings from vendors such as Netsuite, Oracle, Salesforce, SAP, Workday, 
etc. The Company offers support in operating model, business process, technology design, and implementation of cloud ERP solutions


— The company also publishes insights and conduct events particularly pertaining to various ERP vendors detailed earlier:
– Industry 4.0 whitepaper, “Is your ERP system ready for the digital era?” 
– Whitepaper about key areas to address during ERP implementation in public sector in “Postmodern era for public sector ERP”
– Thought Leadership on “Top 10 change management challenges for Enterprise Resource Planning implementations”
– Event to share insights on cloud ERP planning, “Controller’s guide to the galaxy: Planning for ERP cloud implementation”


— Industries served: Aviation, Energy, Education, Consumer Products, Healthcare, Manufacturing, Financial services, Logistics, 
Transportation, Retail and the Public Sector


— Deloitte is also recognized in several market reports such as Gartner, Forrester, Everest, IDC, etc.
– Forrester named Deloitte as a global leader in SAP Services based on strategy and offering
– Forrester named Deloitte as a lease in Oracle services based on strategy and offering
– Gartner recognized Deloitte as largest Workday services provider based on headcount 
– Gartner named Deloitte a Leader in the 2019 Magic Quadrant for SAP S/4HANA® Application Services, Worldwide
– Gartner positioned Deloitte as a Leader in 2019 Oracle Cloud Application services, Worldwide
– In 2017, IDC named Deloitte a global leader in Cloud ERP Implementation Services 


Market 
perception



https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/technology/solutions/cloud-computing-implementation.html

https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/de/Documents/technology/Deloitte_ERP_Industrie-4-0_Whitepaper.pdf

https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/mx/Documents/human-capital/01_ERP_Top10_Challenges.pdf

https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/dbriefs-webcasts/events/march/2019/dbriefs-controllers-guide-to-the-galaxy-planning-for-erp-cloud-implementation.html

https://www2.deloitte.com/global/en/pages/strategy/solutions/deloitte-superledger-for-oracle-cloud.html

https://www2.deloitte.com/bd/en/pages/about-deloitte/articles/deloitte-named-global-leader-in-cloud-erp-implementation-services-by-idc-marketscape.html

https://www2.deloitte.com/global/en/pages/about-deloitte/press-releases/deloitte-named-leader-by-gartner-in-magic-quadrant-for-sap-s4hana-application-services-worldwide.html

https://www2.deloitte.com/global/en/pages/about-deloitte/press-releases/deloitte-ranked-a-global-leader-by-gartner-in-oracle-cloud-application-services-consulting.html

https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/public-sector/us-fed-postmodern-era-for-public-sector-erp.pdf
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— Deloitte has helped many federal departments in ERP implementation and some of its key contracts include:
– Deloitte helped City Government of Buenos Aires, Gobierno de la Ciudad Autónoma de Buenos Aires (GCBA) to streamline 


administrative processes, perform data management, and incorporate transparent budgeting through implementation of SAP ERP 
functions


– The Company implemented SAP ERP in Snohomish County Public Utility District (Snohomish PUD) to improve the efficiency of HR 
process and reduce staffing related challenges


Deloitte ERP Industry Knowledge (2/2)


Source: Deloitte, Cloud ERP Integration, Link; Deloitte, Industry 4.0, Link; Deloitte, ERP journey, Link; Deloitte, ERP event, Link; Deloitte, SuperLedger, Link; Deloitte, IDC Market Analysis 2017, Link; Deloitte, City Government 
of Buenos Aires, Link Deloitte, Snohomish PUD; Link; Deloitte, Emerging ERP Solutions, Link Deloitte, KeyTree, Link; Deloitte, Ekulus, Link


— Deloitte has partnerships with key ERP consulting companies, vendors, and global system integrators such as SAP, Oracle, Workday, 
Microsoft, Infor and Sage. Deloitte collaborates with its partners to provide services/solutions for ERP implementation, cloud migration, 
and digital transformation


– Deloitte SuperLedger and Oracle Cloud help organizations to extract sub-ledger detail from multiple ERP systems during events, such 
as M&A transaction, divestiture, and expansion; standardize data and move it into a single “super ledger“


– Deloitte’s Emerging ERP solution with Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) option provides transparency in the ecosystem and drives 
functional excellence in HR, finance, and other key operational units


— Through merger and acquisition, Deloitte is expanding their capabilities in ERP 
– In 2020, Deloitte acquired Keytree, a UK based consultancy, to expand their support for SAP implementations. Keytree


focuses on four main domains: SAP S/4HANA, SAP Customer Experience, SAP SuccessFactors and SAP Cloud Platform
– In 2020, Deloitte acquired Ekulus, Oracle’s cloud partner in Australia & New Zealand, to strengthen Oracle Cloud 


implementation services


Acquisitions 
and 


Partnerships 
to enhance 


ERP 
capabilities


Public Sector 
knowledge



https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/technology/solutions/cloud-computing-implementation.html

https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/de/Documents/technology/Deloitte_ERP_Industrie-4-0_Whitepaper.pdf

https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/mx/Documents/human-capital/01_ERP_Top10_Challenges.pdf

https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/dbriefs-webcasts/events/march/2019/dbriefs-controllers-guide-to-the-galaxy-planning-for-erp-cloud-implementation.html

https://www2.deloitte.com/global/en/pages/strategy/solutions/deloitte-superledger-for-oracle-cloud.html

https://www2.deloitte.com/bd/en/pages/about-deloitte/articles/deloitte-named-global-leader-in-cloud-erp-implementation-services-by-idc-marketscape.html

https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/global/Documents/Technology/gx-cons-tech-sap-city-government-buenos-aires.pdf

https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/global/Documents/Technology/gx-tech-snohomish-pud.pdf

https://www2.deloitte.com/th/en/pages/strategy/solutions/emerging-erp-solutions.html

https://www.consultancy.uk/news/25296/deloitte-consulting-bolsters-sap-practice-with-keytree-acquisition

https://www.consultancy.com.au/news/2563/australian-oracle-specialist-ekulus-joins-deloitte-consulting
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Accenture Experience With ERP Solutions (1/2)


Source: Accenture Collaborates With Oracle, AIThority, Link; Electricity operator TenneT taps Accenture for SAP implementation, Consultancy.eu, Link; Accenture Positioned as a Leader in Workday Services Market by 
Everest Group, Newsroom, Link


Case study 1- Nickel
Overview: Accenture holds Platinum membership of Oracle Partner 
Network 


— Challenge: Nickel, a subsidiary of BNP Paribas identified the 
need to modernize and simplify its IT systems, and transform its 
finance functions as part of the OXYGENE project in 2019


— Solution provided: Oracle Cloud ERP 


— Benefits/outcome: Accenture led the implementation of Oracle 
Cloud ERP which led to:


‒ Establishment of integrated virtual system for accounting 
transaction processing


‒ Centralized accounting processes into a single system, 
providing broad functional coverage


‒ An increase in the number of standardized customer accounts


‒ Seamless integration with Nickel’s core banking and payroll 
applications


Case study 2- TenneT
Overview: Accenture is recognized as a Leader in the IDC 
MarketScape for SAP Implementation


— Challenge: TenneT, an electricity transmission operator wanted 
to harmonize the working between Dutch and German business 
units by streamlining various business processes


— Solution provided: SAP S/4 HANA


— Benefits/outcome: Accenture led the implementation of SAP 
S/4 HANA which resulted in:


‒ Integration of business activities including finance, HR, 
warehousing & logistics, procurement, maintenance, and asset 
management, leading to increased collaboration


‒ Enhanced visibility in processes carried out in the Netherlands 
and Germany



https://aithority.com/it-and-devops/cloud/accenture-collaborates-with-oracle-to-transform-nickel-banks-finance-functions/

https://www.consultancy.eu/news/3310/electricity-operator-tennet-taps-accenture-for-sap-implementation

https://newsroom.accenture.com/news/accenture-positioned-as-a-leader-in-workday-services-market-by-everest-group.htm?_ga=2.47068143.995399078.1607582244-538520379.1606297220
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Accenture Experience With ERP Solutions (2/2)


Source: Avis Budget Group builds future workforce, Accenture, Link; Accenture Positioned as a Leader in Workday Services Market by Everest Group, Newsroom, Link; Infor and Accenture Improves Operational Excellence for 
Valmet, Benzinga, Link; Inforum 2020 Sponsors, Infor, Link


Case study 3- Avis Budget Group
Overview: Accenture is recognized as a Leader in the Workday 
Services Market by Everest Group


— Challenge: Avis Budget Group deployed 35 disparate HR 
systems across eight brands in more than 27 countries. As part 
of its HR transformation strategy, the group decided to deploy 
Workday solution offering a clear and consolidated view of its 
30,000 workforce and a streamlined HR system


— Solution provided: Workday HR solution


— Benefits/outcome: Accenture led the implementation of 
Workday solution which resulted in:


‒ Improved access to HR information to managers, providing 
performance and compensation insights


‒ Platform offering self-service and execution of employee query 
/ needs such as providing feedback on performance, creating 
goals, and updating personal details


Case study 4- Valmet
Overview: Accenture is recognized amongst the Marquee Sponsor 
under Inforum 2020 Sponsors by Infor


— Challenge: As part of its digital transformation and to drive 
operational excellence across the firm, Valmet decided to 
replace its current Baan ERP solution with Infor ERP suite 


— Solution provided: Infor LN, Infor ION, Infor Mingle, Infor 
d/EPM, Infor Warehouse Mobility, and Infor Field Service


— Benefits/outcome: Accenture implemented the Infor ERP 
solution at Valmet, driving the following benefits:


‒ Simplification of IT platform leading to improved process 
efficiency, data reporting, and quality 


‒ Valmet also anticipates potential efficiency savings of ~€30 
million annually



https://www.accenture.com/in-en/case-studies/travel/avis-budget-group-builds-future-workforce

https://newsroom.accenture.com/news/accenture-positioned-as-a-leader-in-workday-services-market-by-everest-group.htm?_ga=2.47068143.995399078.1607582244-538520379.1606297220

https://www.benzinga.com/pressreleases/19/02/r13159985/infor-and-accenture-improves-operational-excellence-for-valmet

https://inforum.infor.com/sponsor-details-2020/
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Accenture ERP Industry Knowledge (1/2)


Source: 2020 ERP Trends, Accenture, Link; Insights, Accenture, Link; Accenture Technology Vision for Oracle 2020, Oracle, Link; Newsroom, Accenture, Link; Accenture is the first partner.., BusinessWire, Link; Accenture 
Named a Leader.., Accenture, Link; 


Eminence in 
Space


— Accenture has an established market position in the ERP implementation space and is recognized by various partners
– It is the first company to achieve SAP-certified integration with the SAP Model Company service, for accelerating the custom 


deployment of SAP S/4HANA by around 30 percent
– Accenture received 11 Oracle Partner awards including 2018 Specialized Partner of the Year in ERP Cloud for its commitment and 


success in delivering innovative solutions to Oracle customers
— The company also publishes insights related to various ERP vendors detailed earlier:


– Research report on best practices for successful finance transformation with SAP S/4HANA 
– Accenture Technology Vision for Oracle 2020 is an annual forecast of technology innovation


Industries served: US Federal Government, Consumer Goods, Education, Public Sector, Energy, Health, Automotive, Chemicals, Life 
Sciences, Transportation, Insurance, Capital Markets, Retail, Utilities, Energy, other Government based sectors, etc.


— Accenture is also recognized in several market reports such as Gartner, Forrester, Everest, IDC
– Recognized as a Leader in the 2020 Gartner Magic Quadrant for SAP S/4HANA Application Services, Worldwide
– Positioned as a Leader in the 2018 Gartner Magic Quadrant for Oracle Application Services, Worldwide
– Named as a Leader in the 2020 IDC MarketScape analysis of Asia Pacific SAP solution implementation services vendors
– Positioned as Leader in The Forrester New Wave: Workday Implementation Partners, Q3 2019 report
– Recognized as a Leader by the Everest Group PEAK matrix for Cloud Services and Cloud ERP 2020 and the only provider to receive 


perfect scores for vision and strategy, scope of services offered, innovation & investments, and delivery footprint


Market 
perception



https://www.accenture.com/_acnmedia/PDF-119/Accenture-ERP-Report-2020.pdf

https://www.accenture.com/us-en/insights/technology/finance-transformation-s4hana

https://www.oracle.com/cloud/solutions/accenture-techvision-2020/

https://newsroom.accenture.com/news/accenture-recognized-with-11-oracle-partner-awards-at-openworld-2018-for-global-excellence-and-performance.htm

https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20200127005304/en/Accenture-is-the-First-Partner-to-Achieve-SAP-Certified-Integration-with-SAP%C2%AE-Model-Company-Delivered-Through-Accenture-myConcerto%C2%AE

https://newsroom.accenture.com/news/accenture-named-a-leader-for-second-consecutive-year-by-gartner-in-magic-quadrant-for-sap-s4hana-application-services-worldwide.htm
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Accenture ERP Industry Knowledge (2/2)


Source: Accenture and SAP to team up.., Economic Times, Link; Accenture Completes Acquisition.., Accenture, Link; Accenture to Expand Workday Practice to Help Higher Education and Public.., Accenture, Link; Accenture 
snaps up.., CRN, Link; Accenture buys Oracle ERP cloud partner DAZ Systems.., Channele2e, Link; Accenture Federal Services Wins U.S. Air Force.., Accenture, Link; Accenture Federal Services Wins U.S. Air Force.., 
Accenture, Link; Accenture Receives FedRAMP.., Accenture, Link; Accenture Federal Services Wins contract.., Accenture, Link; Merger, Acquisition and Divestiture Value Creation, Accenture, Link


— Accenture is strengthening its ERP industry knowledge and capabilities through acquisitions and partnerships with key vendors such as 
SAP, Oracle, and Workday


– In 2020, Accenture partnered with SAP to build advanced capabilities for SAP Recipe Development application, which is built on SAP 
S/4 HANA to optimize supply chain of process-oriented organizations across consumer goods, chemicals, and life sciences industries


– Accenture also signed an agreement in 2020 to acquire the Workday, Salesforce and U.S. MuleSoft practices to expand its service 
offerings to public sector seeking to transform finance, HR core software systems 


– In 2018, Accenture acquired California-based Oracle ERP Cloud services provider, DAZ Systems, which is a three-time Oracle cloud
services partner of the year and offers ERP, EPM, and HCM application expertise


– It also acquired Certus Solutions in 2018, with an aim to help clients with their cloud transformations and intelligent solution
– In 2018, Accenture acquired PrimeQ, Oracle’s specialized partner of the year for ERP cloud, making Accenture the largest Oracle 


Cloud Systems Integrator in Australia and New Zealand 


Acquisitions 
and 


Partnerships 
to enhance 


ERP 
capabilities


Public Sector 
knowledge


— Accenture Federal Services is a subsidiary of Accenture, offering several consulting and digital capabilities to the government sector
– In 2016, The US Federal government awarded FedRAMP certification (Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program) to 


Accenture Federal Services, thus ensuring that the ERP solution offered by the company is compliant with the federal security
requirements


— It has won several contracts by the federal departments including:
– In 2020, the company won a contract by the US Airforce to establish a new cloud-based platform to host its ERP functions, including 


financial management, human resources, payroll, and logistics
– In 2018, the company was awarded contract to build a new cloud solution based on SAP S/4HANA for the US Department of 


Agriculture (USDA) and migrate its on-premise data-center-based architecture to a cloud solution for its financial operations



https://cio.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/strategy-and-management/accenture-and-sap-to-team-up-for-advanced-capabilities-in-sap-recipe-development-application/71077676

https://newsroom.accenture.com/news/accenture-completes-acquisition-of-oracle-cloud-specialist-certus-solutions.htm#:%7E:text=LONDON%3B%20May%208%2C%202018%20%E2%80%93,digital%20transformation%20on%20Oracle%20Cloud.

https://newsroom.accenture.com/news/accenture-to-expand-workday-practice-to-help-higher-education-and-public-sector-organizations-transform-core-operations.htm?_ga=2.44018598.246215957.1607571886-254611854.1573552809

https://www.crn.com.au/news/accenture-snaps-up-adelaide-oracle-partner-primeq-516749

https://www.channele2e.com/investors/mergers-acquisitions/accenture-buys-oracle-erp-cloud-partner-daz-systems/

https://newsroom.accenture.com/news/accenture-federal-services-wins-us-air-force-contract-to-build-cloud-based-infrastructure--for-enterprise-resource-planning-systems.htm

https://newsroom.accenture.com/news/accenture-federal-services-wins-us-air-force-contract-to-build-cloud-based-infrastructure--for-enterprise-resource-planning-systems.htm

https://newsroom.accenture.com/news/accenture-receives-fedramp-certification-for-its-federal-cloud-erp-offering.htm

https://newsroom.accenture.com/news/accenture-federal-services-wins-contract-from-us-department-of-agriculture-to-build-cloud-solution-based-on-sap-hana.htm

https://www.netsuite.com/portal/common/pdf/wp-netsuite-accenture-ns-pov-v21final.pdf
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IBM Experience With ERP Solutions (1/2)


Source: IBM, Oracle Cloud ERP, Link; IBM, Workday, Link; IBM, SAP, Link; 


Case study 1- Maple Leaf Sports 
and Entertainment (MLSE)


Overview: IBM has a long standing relationship with 
Oracle. In 2019, IBM was also named as the Partner 
of the Year – North America at the Oracle Excellence 
Awards. IBM has 10+ Oracle specific delivery 
centers globally


— Challenge: MLSE, Canada’s sports franchises, 
had an outdated ERP solution that was reliant 
on manual tasks and paper-based work, 
resulting in inaccuracy and inefficiency within 
the finance team


— Solution provided: Deploying Oracle ERP 
solutions with the help of IBM Services


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying Oracle Cloud 
ERP resulted in:
‒ Processing of 60,000 invoices through 


automation


‒ Automated workflows helped in streamlining 
operations, resulting in savings of hundreds of 
hours


– Financial management became more 
efficient, thus, facilitating the implement of 
new revenue-driving initiatives


Case study 2- Trustmark
Overview: In August 2020, IBM and Workday 
extended their ongoing partnership to provide a 
combined solution for return-to-work issue in the 
aftermath of the pandemic


— Challenge: Trustmark, 100 year old financial 
services company, had multiple legacy 
systems and unstandardized processes 
which was impacting their efficiency


— Solution provided: Deploying Workday ERP 
and HCM in collaboration with Meteorix, an 
IBM company, as a system integrator


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying Workday ERP 
with the help of IBM resulted in:


‒ A single platform that could manage all 
7,000 employees of the company


‒ Different standards of reporting were 
eliminated and multiple payroll systems 
were merged to form an integrated platform


– Workday also assisted in streamlining the 
time-tracking process, thus, providing better 
visibility of time and expenses


Case study 3- PayPal
Overview: IBM was SAP’s first Global Alliance 
Partner since 1989 with 9,000+ consultants trained 
in SAP S/4HANA who have delivered 250+ 
projects


Challenge: PayPal faced issues in processing 
high volume of donations and distribution of funds 
with their legacy custom-built, on-premise ERP 
platform that was meant for smaller organizations


— Solution provided: Deploying SAP 
S/4HANA Cloud in collaboration with IBM


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying SAP ERP 
resulted in the following:


‒ 2,500% increased capacity to handle 
donations per day with 4.3 million 
transactions processed in 2019


‒ ERP system migration from on-premises to 
cloud was done with agility within 6 months


– SAP ERP provided scalability with good 
speed while reducing human error in 
transactions



https://www.ibm.com/case-studies/maple-leaf-sports-and-entertainment-services-oracle

https://mediacenter.ibm.com/media/IBM+Workday+Client+Success+StoryA+Trustmark+Companies/1_nj71zh9d

https://www.ibm.com/case-studies/paypal-giving-fund-hana-cloud-services
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IBM Experience With ERP Solutions (2/2)


Source: IBM, Infor, Link; IBM, Microsoft Dynamics 365, Link;


Case study 4- Bayfront Health
Overview: In 2013, Infor partnered with IBM to offer its enterprise 
application through IBM's public, private, and hybrid SmartCloud 
services


— Challenge: Bayfront Health System, a private non-profit medical 
institution, was facing challenges due to multiple unstandardized 
applications, databases, and platforms which led to an increased 
maintenance and support cost


— Solution provided: Deploying Infor Enterprise Applications with 
the help of IBM


— Benefits/outcome: As a result, Bayfront was able to consolidate 
all applications and databases under one consolidated platform. 
This in turn led to: 
‒ Improved access to HR information
‒ Overall reduction in cost of ongoing operations
– Better allocation of IT personnel to core business activities
– Increase in storage capacity with transparency in activities


Case study 5- New Jersey Department of 
Community Affairs


Overview: IBM is one of Microsoft’s largest global partners. It has 
been a member of the Microsoft Certified Partner program since 1995 
and serves as a system integrator for MS Dynamics 365 ERP


Challenge: The New Jersey Department of Community Affairs 
(NJDCA) required a system for handling the eligibility determination 
for disaster-stricken citizens


— Solution provided: Microsoft Dynamics 365 solution was 
deployed with the help of IBM Services


— Benefits/outcome: The deployment of Microsoft Dynamics 365 
solution led to:
‒ Reduction in paper-based workflow, thus, making the process 


of inspection easier
‒ It also helped in managing and analyzing the application 


process digitally
‒ Systems to schedule, record, and collect payment for 


inspections, and issue penalty fines were automated



http://www.inxero.com/resource/9658-case-study-bayfront-health-system-improving-employee-service-with-ibm-sirius-and-infor/social

https://www.ibm.com/case-studies/department-health-social-care
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IBM ERP Industry Knowledge


Source: IBM, SAP, Link; IBM, ERP Partners, Link; IBM, Oracle, Link; IBM, Infor, Link; IBM, Government Facility Services Limited, Link; IBM, TruQua Enterprises, Link


Eminence in 
Space


— IBM provides pre-built templates to eliminate expensive custom coding and support effective ERP implementation from vendors like
Oracle, Workday, SAP, and Infor. Additionally, it offers flexible payment plans to the organizations to enhance ROI


— IBM provides RapidMove adoption approach to accelerate the implementation process. The services provided under RapidMove include 
SAP S/4HANA Rapid Discovery, IBM Rapid Move for SAP S/4HANA, and IBM RapidMove for Oracle Cloud


— The company also publishes insights and conducts events related to various ERP vendors detailed earlier:
– IBM has published thought leadership on ERP success, “A guide for a successful ERP strategy in the midmarket: selection, services, 


and integration”
– IBM conducts SAP S/4HANA transformation webinars and shares knowledge on digital transformation
– Oracle and IBM have shared insights on Government sector via white paper on “State and Local Government in the Cognitive Era”


— Industries served: Automotive, Aerospace, Defense, Consumer products, Healthcare, Life Sciences, Energy & Utilities, Education, 
Industrial products, Insurance, Professional Services, Retail, and Government


— IBM is also recognized in several market reports such as Gartner, Forrester, Everest, IDC, etc. 
– Gartner has named IBM as a leader in the Gartner Magic Quadrant for SAP S/4HANA Application Services, Worldwide for 2020
– Gartner has named IBM as a leader in the Gartner Magic Quadrant for Oracle Cloud Applications Services, Worldwide for 2020


— Key acquisitions of IBM to enhance their ERP capabilities include:
– In Nov 2020, IBM has announced a definitive agreement to acquire TruQua Enterprises, LLC, an IT services and consultant for SAP, 


to broaden their consulting expertise & capabilities in SAP solutions implement and to drive an enterprise-wide transformation through 
the adoption of SAP S/4HANA, the latest generation of SAP's ERP business suite


— IBM has helped many federal departments in ERP implementation and some of its key contracts include:
– IBM has helped Government Facility Services Limited to maintain estates compliance and support the Prison Services by 


implementing Oracle ERP Cloud for finance, HCM Cloud for global HR, and Oracle SCM Cloud for procurement


Market 
perception, 
Acquisition, 
and Public 


Sector 
knowledge



https://www.ibm.com/services/sap/s4hana

https://www-356.ibm.com/partnerworld/wps/servlet/ContentHandler/pw_com_smb_enterprise-resource-planning-for-midmarket

https://www.ibm.com/services/oracle

https://www-356.ibm.com/partnerworld/gsd/solutiondetails.do?solution=39620&lc=en&stateCd=P&tab=1

https://www.ibm.com/downloads/cas/9KP67EAM

https://newsroom.ibm.com/2020-11-16-IBM-to-Acquire-SAP-Consulting-Partner-TruQua
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CherryRoad Experience With ERP Solutions


Source: CherryRoad, Hampton Roads Transit Solution, Link; CherryRoad, K-12 School District; Link;


Case study 1- Hampton Roads Transit (HRT)
Overview: CherryRoad has a long standing relationship with Oracle for 
implementation of Oracle Financial Cloud and Procurement cloud 
services. 


— Challenge: Hampton Roads Transit (HRT) was facing challenges 
with real-time financial reporting, payroll processing, and contract 
administration


— Solution provided: Web based Oracle ERP solutions with 
CherryRoad as system integrator


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying web based ERP for Finance, 
Procurement, and HR resulted in:
‒ Processing of 129-step process within General Ledger system in 


lower cycle time and automated pension calculation


‒ Enhanced fleet maintenance and inventory management


– Real time financial reporting with enhanced security and controls


Case study 2- Trustmark
Overview: CherryRoad is a Oracle’s Platinum partner for 
implementing Oracle cloud solutions


— Challenge: K-12 School District wanted to move to cloud from 
legacy data center & on-premises applications to reduce total 
ownership cost and improve overall business operation 


— Solution provided: Oracle Cloud based ERP and Student 
Information System (SIS) with the help of CherryRoad


— Benefits/outcome: Deploying Oracle ERP resulted in:


‒ Reduction in operational costs with elimination of personnel 
and maintenance cost associated with data center


‒ Standardized and streamlined workflow across business 
processes


– Improved transparency with Employee self-service portal



https://www.cherryroad.com/2016/10/17/hampton-roads-transit/

https://www.cherryroad.com/2019/03/28/k-12-districts-turn-to-the-cloud-for-back-office-modernization/
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CherryRoad ERP Industry Knowledge 


Source: CherryRoad, Public Sector, Link; CherryRoad, Innovation, Link; CherryRoad, Dakota 211 Platform, Link; CherryRoad, ProcurementAI, Link; CherryRoad, Gartner Innovation Insight 2020, Link; CherryRoad, Oracle 
Excellence Award 2018, Link; CherryRoad, State of Alaska announcement, Link; CherryRoad, City of Pasadena case study, Link; CherryRoad, State of Delaware Office of Pension case study, Link; CherryRoad, University of 
Delaware case study, Link


Eminence in 
Space, 


Partnership, 
and Market 
perception


— CherryRoad has 30+ years of experience in the public sector; their clientele includes local, state, and federal governing authorities; 
energy & utility companies; pension providers; not-for-profit organizations etc. 


— CherryRoad renders cloud offerings, enterprise strategies, and operation services with the help of vendors such as Oracle and Infor
— CherryRoad has previously launched solutions that aid in improving security, compliance, and procurement practices of an organization:


– CherryRoad’s Dakota 211 platform provides an to access Oracle cloud and on-premise applications
– CherryRoads’s ProcurementAI helps National Association of State Procurement Officials (NASPO) to retain control over spend 


management and meet contractual obligations
— Industries served: Transportation, Higher Education, Online Education, Healthcare, Commercial and the Public Sector
— Oracle named CherryRoad as Oracle’s 2018 innovation partner of the year (North America) in the public sector for second consecutive 


years


— CherryRoad has helped many federal departments in ERP implementation and some of its key contracts include:
– CherryRoad has helped the State of Alaska to restructure and simplify its entire cloud procurement process by providing cloud solutions 


(IaaS, PaaS and SaaS) and managed services to the state and local governments
– CherryRoad has helped the City of Pasadena to upgrade their ERP Financials system with a primary focus on cost-cutting; overall 


reduction of ~40 percent in contracting costs, and ~80 percent reduction in hardware purchase costs
– CherryRoad has helped the State of Delaware Office of Pension by offering a consulting on ERP system utilization that led to a ~ 300 


percent ROI through cost/benefit analysis and transactions management
– CherryRoad and Oracle Certified Advantage has helped the University of Delaware to enhance their enterprise and HRMS system, an 


ERP system, to aid procurement services, general accounting, budgeting, billing, treasury functions, and human resource functions 


Public Sector 
knowledge



https://www.cherryroad.com/industries/public-sector/

https://www.cherryroad.com/technology/innovation/

https://www.cherryroad.com/technology/innovation/dakota-211-platform/

https://www.cherryroad.com/electrifiai-procurementai/

https://www.cherryroad.com/2020/09/09/cherryroad-named-in-gartners-2020-innovation-insight-assessing-public-meeting-management-solutions-for-government-for-its-digital-town-hall-solution/

https://www.cherryroad.com/2018/10/31/cherryroad-wins-oracle-excellence-award-for-the-2018-specialized-partner-of-the-year-public-sector-innovation-partner-of-the-year-north-america/

https://www.cherryroad.com/2020/06/01/state-of-ak-nvp-cherryroad-announcement/

https://www.cherryroad.com/2016/10/17/city-of-pasadena/

https://www.cherryroad.com/2016/10/17/state-of-delaware-office-of-pensions/

https://www.cherryroad.com/2016/10/26/the-university-of-delaware/
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Tyler Experience With ERP Solutions (1/2)


Source: Choosing the Right ERP Partner, Tyler Technologies, Link; City of Lawton, Oklahoma, Creating “Virtual City Hall” with Multiple Tyler Technologies Solutions, Tyler Technologies, Link


Case study 1- Union County Public Schools
Overview: Tyler has 35+ years of experience in the public sector


— Challenge: Union County Public Schools faced the challenge of 
outdated legacy software and an increased reliance on third-
party systems & plug-ins to meet operational needs. The school 
wanted to modernize its technology systems


— Solution provided: Tyler Munis ERP


— Benefits/outcome: Tyler offered a holistic approach from 
software development, implementation, upgrades, and support 
services which resulted in:


‒ Streamlined financial and human resource management 
requirements leading to enhanced accuracy, transparency, and 
efficiency


Case study 2- City of Lawton
Overview: Tyler ERP solution is designed to cater to public sector 
requirements


— Challenge: The city deployed several custom developed 
software and was planning to modernize its infrastructure to 
integrate its public safety, financial & human resources 
information, and other citywide processes


— Solution provided: Tyler Munis ERP, EnerGov civic services, 
New World public safety, Incode court, Brazos eCitation, Socrata 
data and insights, and Tyler Content Manager


— Benefits/outcome: Tyler led the implementation of Munis ERP 
which resulted in:


‒ Automated reporting capabilities for staff


‒ Minimized user error as a result of shift to electronic processes


‒ Increased transparency and access of city finances to the 
public



https://www.tylertech.com/resources/case-studies/choosing-the-right-erp-partner

https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20200310005049/en/City-of-Lawton-Oklahoma-Creating-%E2%80%9CVirtual-City-Hall%E2%80%9D-with-Multiple-Tyler-Technologies-Solutions
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Tyler Experience With ERP Solutions (2/2)


Source: Time and Cost Savings With eProcurement, Tyler Technologies, Link; Moving from Paper-based to Paperless, Tyler Technologies, Link; Fourth-Largest North Carolina School District to Modernize Operations with Tyler 
Technologies’ K-12 Solution, BusinessWire, Link


Case study 3 - City of Bloomington
Overview: Munis is a public sector-focused solution


— Challenge: The city of Bloomington struggled with an outdated 
legacy software which lacked modern functionality & features 
and provided limited employee access to reporting capabilities, 
leading to an increased manual paper work and process by the 
finance department


— Solution provided: Tyler Munis ERP


— Benefits/outcome: Tyler led the implementation of Tyler Munis 
which resulted in:


‒ Easy access to real-time financial data, leading to enhanced 
visibility of information across all departments


‒ Reduced workload of finance department to input data and pull 
city reports, enabling the team to focus on more critical work


Case study 4 - Winston-Salem/Forsyth County 
Schools


Overview: Tyler has 35+ years of experience in the public sector


— Challenge: Winston-Salem/Forsyth County Schools employs 
more than 7,000 staff members and serves around 55,000 
students across 81 schools. The school wanted to deploy a 
solution to streamline its workflows and increase efficiency in 
day-to-day tasks


— Solution provided: Tyler Munis ERP


— Benefits/outcome: Tyler led the implementation of Tyler Munis 
ERP which resulted in:


‒ Automated financial and HR workflow across the district


‒ Streamlined purchasing, timekeeping, and payroll for all 
employees


‒ Provided 24/7 remote access with built-in disaster recovery 
services



https://www.tylertech.com/resources/case-studies/time-and-cost-savings-with-eprocurement

https://www.tylertech.com/resources/case-studies/moving-from-paper-based-to-paperless

https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20191230005034/en/Fourth-Largest-North-Carolina-School-District-to-Modernize-Operations-with-Tyler-Technologies%E2%80%99-K-12-Solution
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Tyler ERP Industry Knowledge


Source: Blogs, Tyler Technologies, Link; Insights, Municipal Accounting Software, Tyler Technologies, Link; Implementing a Powerful ERP Solution, Virtually, Tyler Technologies, Link


Eminence in 
Space


— Tyler is trusted partners for ERP implementation of its own solutions such as Tyler Munis ERP and offers product solutions to the 
government organizations


— The company also publishes several resources including blogs, insights, and webinars in the ERP space such as:
– Publication on Tyler’s experience in virtual implementation of ERP systems including customer case studies 
– Blog on ERP best practices during the Covid-19 pandemic
– Published five key questions on finding the right school ERP provider
– Insights around the benefits of deploying modern ERP systems for the government organizations and public agencies
– Webinars conducted by Tyler capturing the ERP system experience, insights, and lessons from local government and school leadership
– It also publishes several video-based client testimonials sharing their experiences with Tyler ERP solutions including implementation, 


client support, and ongoing training & resources
— Industries served: Government, Public Sector, Education, Health, etc.


— Tyler has more than 35 years of experience in offering ERP solutions to the Public Sector with a 98 percent client retention rate
– Its Government ERP solutions including municipal accounting software for financial management was implemented by 4,500+ cities, 


countries, and special districts
— Over the past five years, around 35 percent of Tyler’s implementation services were delivered remotely; some projects were delivered 100 


percent virtually
– For instance, in 2020, Central Bucks School District in Pennsylvania resorted to Munis ERP solution as part of modernizing its IT 


software. Tyler Technologies implemented the entire ERP solution through a virtual process, streamlining the financial and human
resource management processes of the school 


Public Sector 
Knowledge



https://www.tylertech.com/resources/blog-articles

https://www.tylertech.com/solutions/public-administration/erp/financial-management

https://empower.tylertech.com/rs/015-NUU-525/images/Munis-Central-Bucks-School-District-Client-Profile.pdf
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Systems Integrator Analysis – Summary and Key Observations


SI Oracle Sage
Intacct Workday Oracle 


NetSuite
SAP S/4 
HANA Infor Tyler Munis


ERP


Microsoft 
Dynamics 
365 ERP


Deloitte        


Accenture        


IBM        


Cherry Road        


Tyler        


Source: KPMG analysis; Need to conduct detailed RFI to understand integrators’ comprehensive partnerships and experience in ERP integration by solution


Partnership/Experience in ERP Solutions 
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Systems Integrator Analysis – Summary and Key Observations 
Key Observations


— Deloitte has ERP implementation partnership with major ERP vendors with solution specific certified consultants and practitioners.


— Accenture is strengthening its ERP industry knowledge and capabilities through acquisitions and partnerships with key vendors such as SAP, Oracle, and
Workday.


— CherryRoad has 30+ years of experience in ERP implementation for private & public sector, federal governing authorities and not-for-profit organizations. 


— The majority of Tyler’s clients are Public Sector with a 98 percent client retention rate. Their Government ERP solutions are implemented in 4,500+ cities, 
countries, and special districts.
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Section 1. Overview of ERP Market Assessment 
The County of Orange (hereby references as “the County”) is analyzing their current ERP system (CAPS+) 
to determine its viability to provide all needed ERP functional capabilities of the County to meet the 
growing demands of business operations and modern-day best practice Finance and HR functions. As part 
of this effort the Intueor team performed a market assessment to understand key cloud ERP offerings, 
their pros and cons in relation to the County, and System Integrator options.  


The team gathered available information on the enterprise resource planning application market to 
identify potential vendors that support core enterprise resource planning (ERP) implementations and fit-
for-purpose business applications. The focus of this assessment was on those vendors that have a 
demonstrated market presence and have a clear strategic vision and comprehensive current product 
offering that can best support the County’s requirements. The first step of the market assessment was to 
identify those cloud-based ERP application systems that could best support the County’s requirements, 
and a general market scan was conducted to identify a preliminary system listing.  The second step was 
to evaluate the pros and cons of each system and how those systems may meet the County’s future state 
ERP needs. Finally, the team evaluated System Integrators and their market presence to give the County 
a sense of who may respond to a future RFP.  


Section 2. Platform Considerations 
As the County embarks on its planning for next steps, one of the key items to consider is whether or not 
the future state ERP will be an on-premise system or one hosted in the cloud supported by a Software as 
a Service (Saas) model.  Increasing demand for real time data analysis, remote monitoring and predictive 
maintenance in various industries make the ERP system an essential component to the County’s success 
and the model in which the ERP is supported is equally as important.  


While an On-premise ERP offers more ability to customize system components, tighter control over 
application infrastructure and data access controls, the market and public sector is moving increasing 
towards the cloud SaaS model. The cloud model offers overall reduced infrastructure and maintenance 
costs, increased flexibility and scalability, shorter deployment timeframes and the ability to rely on service 
providers for ongoing updates. Further breakdown of the pros and of an on-premise solution versus a 
cloud solution are provided in Appendix A. The graphic below summarizes the key differences between 
the cloud and on-premise models.  In considering a move to the cloud, the County will notice there are 
several options, a Public Cloud, Private Cloud or Hybrid. In a Public Cloud environment, the software is 
hosted on a platform that may be in use by several customers, whereas a Private Cloud is in use by only 
one. The County should consider regulatory requirements when selecting which cloud hosting option to 
select.  
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Figure 2.1 Hosting Options 


 
The county should consider the pros and cons of each when deciding next steps. Based on the 
recommendation that the County select and implement a COTS ERP product, it is suggested that the 
County strong consider a move to a SaaS based model as part of that effort. The County may also consider 
how peer public sector organizations are approaching upgrades or replacements to their ERP platforms. 
The table below summarizes some recent peer initiatives.  


Figure 2.2 Peer Comparison 


Organization Platform On-Premise or 
Cloud 


Last Upgrade 


Capital Metropolitan 
Transportation Authority  


Oracle Cloud 2022 


Cook County, IL Oracle EBS  Cloud Unknown 


Port of Los Angeles Oracle EBS On-Premise Moving to Oracle Cloud in 
late 2022 


Broward County, FL PeopleSoft Cloud (Hosted) Version 9.2 – no more 
upgrades, periodic service 
and feature releases. 


City of Boston PeopleSoft Cloud (Hosted) Version 9.2 – no more 
upgrades, periodic service 
and feature releases. 
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Organization Platform On-Premise or 
Cloud 


Last Upgrade 


City of Seattle PeopleSoft Cloud (Hosted) Version 9.2 – no more 
upgrades, periodic service 
and feature releases. 


Santa Barbara County Custom 
developed 


On-Premise In process of moving to 
Workday 


Broward County, FL PeopleSoft Hosted Version 9.2 – no more 
upgrades, periodic service 
and feature releases. 


Dallas County, TX Oracle EBS On-Premise In process of moving to 
Oracle Cloud  


City of Tucson, AZ CGI On-Premise In process of moving to 
Workday 


City & County of Denver Workday Cloud NA – weekly service 
updates and feature 
releases. 


Placer County, CA Workday Cloud NA – weekly service 
updates and feature 
releases. 


 


Section 3. Summary of Market Findings 
Intueor’s analysis did not include a detailed review of the CGI Advantage platform, as the County is 
familiar with the offering. However, CGI does offer a cloud offering that may help meet the County’s 
future needs and should be considered as a viable option should the County proceed with a move to a 
SaaS model.  
 
As show in the graphic below, A ‘Magic Quadrant’ for Cloud Core Financial Management Suites for 
Midsize, Large and Global Enterprises’ research article published by Gartner on June 21, 2017 on the 
core financial management suites market as it transitions from traditional on-premises deployment to 
cloud services. This was Gartner’s first Magic Quadrant for cloud core financial management suites and 
identified the following market leaders. 


• Oracle (Oracle ERP Cloud) 


• Workday 
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• Oracle (Oracle NetSuite) 


• Inacct (Sage) 


• Microsoft 


Gartner followed this initial ‘Magic Quadrant’ with a June 2020 update that identified the following ERP 
providers (see Figure 1: Magic Quadrant for Cloud Core Financial Management Suites for Midsize, Large 
and Global Enterprises): 


• Oracle (Oracle ERP Cloud) 


• Workday 


• Oracle (Oracle NetSuite) 


• SAP 


• Sage Inacct 


• Microsoft 


• FinancialForce 


Figure 3.1 Magic Quadrant Ranking 
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A ‘Market Share Analysis: ERP Software, Worldwide’ research article published by Gartner on May 26, 
2020 identified the top seven vendors in the ERP software market based on revenue, as summarized in 
the graphic below: 


• SAP 


• Oracle 


• Workday 


• Sage 


• Infor 


• Microsoft 


• Ultimate (now UKG Pro after merger with Kronos) 


• Visma (a leading European supplier) 


• Kronos (now UKG Pro after merger with Ultimate) 


Figure 3.2 Revenue Share 
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The Intueor team reviewed these results to identify key market players that will be applicable to the 
County’s future needs. The consensus for the ERP application systems that were to be included in this 
group included: 


• Infor CloudSuite Public Sector 


• Microsoft Dynamics 365 ERP 


• Oracle ERP Cloud 


• Oracle NetSuite 


• Sage Inacct Cloud 


• SAP S/4HANA Cloud 


• Tyler Munis ERP 


• Workday 


For the selected ERP application system providers an assessment was conducted that included: 
• An overview of these ERP vendors in several key areas (where available): 


o Key statistics 


o Market perception 


o Key industries / clients served 


o Industry innovation and proprietary technology 


o Key partnerships 


o Eminence in the space 


• Financial management platform capabilities 


• Procurement management platform capabilities 


• Strengths and weaknesses 


• Key risk areas 


• Case studies  


The detailed market analysis data and all supporting documentation for the ERP application system 
observations below is provided in Appendix A. There were several high level observations made as a 
result of this assessment regarding these ERP application system vendors: 


• Oracle Cloud ERP is characterized by multiple features, such as an Accounting engine and 
Intelligent supplier portal, to streamline finance and procurement process. Oracle Cloud ERP has 
been recognized as a Leader in Product-Centric Enterprise by Gartner Magic Quadrant for Cloud 
Core Financial Management Suites in 2020 along with Oracle NetSuite ERP (Leader), Microsoft 
(Visionary) and Infor CloudSuite (Honorary). 


• Oracle NetSuite ERP offers single platform for managing Finance and Procurement functions, 
with built-in intelligence systems for decision making. The majority of the NetSuite clients are 



https://explore.oracle.com/c/gartner-cloud-erp/?x=pP_l_F&source=:pp:mar::::RC_WWMK200619P00007:AR&cmid=WWMK200619P00007&lb-mode=overlay
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Public Sector Experience 


Financial Capability Procurement Capability 


Key Risk 


Geographic Presence 


mid-sized firms in various industries such as, Consulting, Information Technology, F&B, Financial 
Services, Health Care, Public Sector and Retail. 


• Oracle NetSuite emerged as having strong financial and procurement capabilities offered by the 
solution including automation of accounts payable, accounts receivable, fixed assets, financial 
reporting capabilities, management of entire procure-to-pay process and supplier relationships. 


• SAP S/4 HANA has strong procurement capabilities and was recognized as Leader in 2020 
Gartner Magic Quadrant for Procure-to-Pay suites. 


• SAP S/4 HANA has its highest score in procurement capabilities and is also recognized as Leader 
in 2020 Gartner Magic Quadrant for procure-to-pay suites. However, it lags in the financial 
features offered. 


• Workday has significant experience in government and public sector, with robust capabilities in 
Cloud Financial Planning and Procurement  


Workday also demonstrated an edge to other vendors in its experience in government and public 
sector and showcased a decent score in its financial capabilities, lagging behind only Oracle NetSuite 
and Sage Intacct. 


Further, although Tyler Munis trails behind the vendors primarily owing to its presence primarily in 
the mid-size market, the company has an extensive experience in serving the US public sector, 
especially government agencies. 


A summary comparison of these ERP application system vendors across some key decision factors 
usually considered for the selection of an ERP system provided a high-level ranking as illustrated in the 
graphic below. 


Figure 3.3 Decision Factors and Weight 


 


.. 


 


 


 



https://news.sap.com/2020/11/gartner-magic-quadrant-procure-to-pay-suites-sap-a-leader/
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Figure 3.4 Decision Factor Scoring by Platform 


The systems integrator market was assessed by the Intueor team to identify potential system 
integrators (SIs) that have supported ERP solution implementations. The consensus for the SIs that were 
to be included in this group included:  


• Deloitte  


• Accenture 


• IBM 


• Cherry Road  


• Tyler 


A market assessment was conducted for these five SI vendors that included: 
• Experience with ERP solutions (implementation case studies) 


• ERP industry knowledge 


The detailed market analysis data and all supporting documentation for the SI observations below is 
provided in Appendix A. 


There were several high-level observations made as a result of this assessment regarding these SI 
vendors: 


• Deloitte has ERP implementation partnership with major ERP vendors with solution specific 
certified consultants and practitioners. 


• Accenture is strengthening its ERP industry knowledge and capabilities through acquisitions and 
partnerships with key vendors such as SAP, Oracle, and Workday. 


• CherryRoad has 30+ years of experience in ERP implementation for private & public sector, 
federal governing authorities and not-for-profit organizations.  


• The majority of Tyler’s clients are Public Sector with a 98 percent client retention rate. Their 
Government ERP solutions are implemented in 4,500+ cities, countries, and special districts. 
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A summary comparison of SI vendor experience across the ERP application systems included in the 
alternative assessment is illustrated in the graphic below. 


Figure 3.5 SI Vendor Experience 


 


It should be noted that the information contained in this Enterprise Application Alternatives Assessment 
relies on available objective sources to provide a reliable alternative to vendor-generated materials, 
which may promote a particular enabling technology or vendor. While this assessment includes 
numerous vendors and market data for these vendors, the options available to the County will be 
determined by those vendors that respond to the RFP. 


Section 4.  High level implementation roadmaps 


The team developed high-level implementation roadmaps based on the County’s requirements and 
priorities based on historical knowledge of SI vendor implementation processes and methodologies. An 
estimated implementation timeline has been provided for each ERP application system. 


• Infor CloudSuite Public Sector 


• Microsoft Dynamics 365 ERP 


• Oracle ERP Cloud 


• Oracle NetSuite 


• Sage Inacct Cloud 


• SAP S/4HANA Cloud 


• Tyler Munis ERP 


• Workday 
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These implementation roadmaps include the estimated time required for the individual components 
within the design, build, testing, and deploy stages as aligned in the a  13-month timeline to implement 
the financial and procurement ERP modules (excluding HR). If the County wishes to implement HR 
modules, the timeline may be extended depending on the SI’s deployment approach.  


Should the scope of the ERP application system implementation be adjusted (e.g., addition of additional 
modules, specific training requirements) then these estimated implementation schedules would also 
need to be adjusted accordingly. Each application system implementation can be a different experience 
based on the scope and size of the organization, as KPMG has implementation of Oracle Cloud ERP span 
18 months while some limited scope Workday implementations have been completed within six 
months.  


Figure 4.1 Oracle ERP Cloud 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 4.2 Sage Intacct 
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Figure 4.3 Workday Cloud 


 


Figure 4.4 Oracle NetSuite  


 


Figure 4.5 SAP S/4HANA Cloud 
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Figure 4.6 Infor CloudSuite Public Sector 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 4.7 Tyler Munis ERP 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 4.8 Microsoft Dynamics 365 ERP 


 


It should be noted that the information contained in this High Level Implementation Road Maps section 
relies on available objective sources to provide illustrations of SI vendor implementation scheduled 
based on County requirements. The options available to the County will be determined by those 
vendors that respond to the RFP.  
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Section 5. Appendix A 


The embedded PowerPoint contains the detailed market assessment with assessment of each option 
and SI. The County should consider the PowerPoint a critical component of our assessment. 


 


Orange County 
Market Analysis.pptx  





		Section 1. Overview of ERP Market Assessment

		Section 2. Platform Considerations

		Section 3. Summary of Market Findings

		Section 4.  High level implementation roadmaps

		Section 5. Appendix A
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Section 1. Overview of ERP Systems Options Analysis 


The County of Orange (hereby referenced as “the County”) is analyzing their current ERP system (CAPS+) 
to determine its viability to provide all needed ERP functional capabilities of the County to meet the 
growing demands of business operations and modern-day best practice Finance, Budgeting, Procurement, 
Payroll and Human Resource functions (hereby references as Finance and HR functions). As part of this 
effort detailed functional and technical requirements were developed to understand the current and 
future needs of the organization. Based on these requirements, an analysis was performed to understand 
how well the current system is meeting the business and technical needs of the County. The outcomes 
from this analysis informed a detailed gap assessment which identified and summarized where the major 
gaps and risks are within the current CAPS+ system as well as provided improvement recommendations 
on how the County could best close all identified gaps. The results of the gap assessment set forth the 
foundation to understand potential areas of technology improvement to better support ERP functions 
and business activities. 


This document details the options available to the County to close known gaps while improving functional 
and technical capabilities. These options are then further analyzed against a common set of evaluation 
criteria in order to help best identify the most impactful option(s) for the County to consider when 
determining how best to fulfill its ERP needs. Analysis of all options is summarized with detailed scoring 
to provide the ranking of each option, relative to each other.  


This document represents a formal review and evaluation of ERP system options and recommends the 
preferred option for ERP improvement. 


1.1 Options Analysis Overview and Purpose 


The initial steps in analyzing the County’s current ERP system were to: 


• Document the County’s functional and technical requirements that describe in detail the 
functions and capabilities required for an ERP System to fully support enterprise-level Finance, 
Budget, Procurement, Payroll, and Human Resource operations.  


• Identify major gaps in the current system. Based on the gaps identified, preliminary options were 
developed for how gaps could be overcome, and relevant business processes could be improved. 


The results of these initial steps are provided in the ‘Orange County ERP Business and Technology Analysis 
Report’. The purpose of this Options Analysis is to define and evaluate specific ERP system strategies for 
the County to meet their stated requirements and to resolve the gaps in existing application capabilities.  
The potential options for fulfilling these requirements and overcoming system gaps were defined based 
on the County’s needs, considering the state of the organization’s current ERP system, technical 
environment,  and resource demands.  Evaluation criteria are defined to rate the pros and cons of each 
option. The result of the analysis will identify the most beneficial path for the County to meet its 
requirements, considering all factors including cost and risk. The preferred option will be further reviewed 
to develop a business case and cost/benefit justification.  Following this Options Analysis, the next step 
will be to finalize a roadmap and business case for the preferred option selected. 


1.2 Approach 


The approach to identifying the best option for the County is based on a standard evaluation 
methodology. Pursuing a new ERP is a mission-critical and expensive task demanding that decisions be 
based on a thorough, rigorous, and formal evaluation of both the quantitative and qualitative costs, 
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benefits, and risks associated with each option. The recommended solution must be a practical, viable, 
implementable, and affordable choice that will provide the ERP needs required to attain the County’s 
business goals and objectives. The approach taken in the Task is: 


1. Finalize the scope and objectives of the ERP solution embodied in the functional and technical 
requirements, including noting any boundaries. 


2. Identify and define options. Options are based on alternative methods of achieving ERP system 
needs from current systems to future goals. These will include one or a combination of enhancing, 
modifying, customizing, replacing, supplementing, eliminating, or upgrading various portions of 
the County’s application portfolio. Options will include a “do nothing” option (status quo) as a 
baseline for comparison, even if doing nothing is not an acceptable alternative. The options will 
describe the alternative solutions for enhancing or implementing an ERP System (e.g., new 
application, upgraded application, etc.)  


3. Identify the key evaluation criteria and how these criteria will be weighted and applied to evaluate 
options. Criteria are identified based on the County’s objectives, as well as standard industry best 
practices in options analysis. 


4. Assess and rate each option by applying the criteria and calculating evaluation scores. Review and 
validate the scores based on experience and confidence in the ratings. 


5. Tabulate and rank the options and perform a check to ensure that evaluations ring true and 
appropriately consider all factors. Identify any issues, such as scores that seem inconsistent or out 
of line with other rankings, especially when based on large scoring variances in different criteria.  
Utilize sensitivity analysis if required to resolve close scores or ties, and further identify the 
primary factors affecting scores. 


6. Confirm the cost-benefit of high-ranking options. In some cases, an option will be ranked very 
high, but comes at an unacceptably high cost or risk. This practicality check is an important step 
in validating evaluation rankings. 


7. Select the most beneficial option for the County, all things considered, and flush out projected 
implementation details. 


Section 2. ERP Solution Options 


The viable alternatives for the County to meet its functional and technical requirements can be narrowed 


down to a few select options for evaluation.  First, even though the current system, as deployed today, is 


not an acceptable solution for the future, the “Status Quo” option will be included in the evaluation as a 


baseline to compare to other options.  Secondly, the County’s current vendor (CGI) is a proven market 


solution provider who, with their newest software capabilities, has the potential to meet many of the 


needs of the County if upgraded and re-configured to meet modern business practices. Thirdly, since the 


market for ERP products is mature, many vendors can provide “best of breed” type solutions that could 


be implemented to fit some of the largest gaps in ERP functionality that the County currently faces. For 


example, the County may procure a third-party financial reporting system that can integrate with the 


existing CAPS+ system to help reduce manual processes related to year-end financial reporting and 


budgeting. Further, major gaps related to reconciliation may be closed with the addition of standalone 


reconciliation modules or platforms. Finally, there are several available ERP software offerings on the 


market that potentially have the capability of meeting a very high percentage of the County’s 


requirements with limited customizations and increased configuration flexibility. Therefore, replacing 


existing applications with a commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) ERP software package is a potential option 


for the County. Tight integration is essential for Finance and Human Resources (HR) to effectively support 
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the County’s requirements, and it is highly recommended and desirable that these functions are in the 


same system.   


The following sections describe these options in detail. 


2.1 Option 1 – Status Quo 


The Status Quo is the “do nothing” option. This option is traditionally included in evaluations to serve as 
a baseline for comparison with other options, even if it is not truly a viable alternative. This is the case for 
Orange County. The status quo is not a viable option since the current applications do not have the 
capability to provide the County the needed ERP functional support. This option includes continuing the 
normal pace of current application maintenance and enhancement, and the implementation of planned 
changes and additions. So, this option is not just the current applications, but also the current 
development, software maintenance, and support processes. 


2.2 Option 2 – Upgrade, Expand, and Re-Implement CGI Advantage 


The purpose of this option is to take advantage of the full capabilities of CGI Advantage to support all 
requested ERP functionality. It is a bottom-up re-implementation designed to maximize the fit with the 
County’s requirements and to maximize the benefit to the County for effective and efficient support for 
Finance and HR functions. The key elements of this option include: 


• Re-architect the system configuration to include all required modules, capabilities, add-ins, etc. 
required to meet the County’s requirements. The new configuration should include the latest 
version and release of each module. This would include a detailed review of the current licensing 
agreement with CGI to better understand what functionality has already been purchased but not 
fully implemented as part of the current contract. 


• Conduct a re-design of CGI Advantage for each major business area to define how all modules 
should be configured. This includes new modules, as well as existing modules, and includes 
adding the existing capabilities that have not been “turned-on”. The design should be consistent 
across the County for common functionality, and specifically configured to cover the unique 
customization needs  in order to be in compliance with the County’s requirements.   


• Design interfaces between the system configuration and the County’s other applications. 


• Re-engineer business processes to realize the maximum benefit from the new ERP configuration, 
and to be consistent with industry standards and best practices. 


• Conduct a comprehensive technical design to define the platform, communications, equipment 
needs, etc. for the new solution and upgrade the technology platform accordingly.  


• Conduct a full implementation of the new CGI solution (Install, configure and validate/test, train, 
data conversion, go-live, etc.). 


This option represents an overall upgrade, redesign, and implementation of CGI Advantage with an 
attempt to retain some of the investment in existing licensing, training, support, etc. and shorten the 
learning curve for users. The system user interface and conventions, operations look and feel, menus, etc. 
would be mostly familiar for current users, based on the upgrade and new configuration. 


2.3 Option 3 – Best of Breed 


This option is to solicit, evaluate, and procure commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) products that are focused 
on fulfilling the functional needs and gaps of the County’s ERP system. It would mean retaining elements 
of CGI Advantage for select Finance and/or Human Resources (HR) functionality and then selecting best 
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of breed market products to fill in the gaps of missing functionality. Multiple options, depending on the 
scope of needs of the County, could be considered, such as: Upgrading CGI for Finance and going to 
market for HR functionality or fulfilling all missing functionality with market options while retaining core 
elements of the current CGI Advantage system. 


2.4 Option 4 – Implement a COTS ERP Software Package 


This option is to solicit, evaluate, and procure a COTS software solution that best meets the County’s 
requirements. This solution will typically include: 


• A large core ERP software package that meets the overwhelming majority of requirements and is 
applicable across all business needs. 


• Supplemental 3rd party products for specific areas of the solution, such as reporting or time 
keeping. 


• Substantial configuration of the product to meet the County’s needs and operate in the County’s 
environment. 


• Minor or minimal customization or extension of some capabilities as needed to increase the fit 
with the County’s needs. 


• Full native integration within the solution and custom integration with the County’s existing 
software using standard tools, APIs, and ETL methods. 


The solution will be implemented by the selected prime vendor or systems integrator and will replace the 
currently deployed CGI system.   


Section 3. Evaluation Criteria 


3.1 Description of Evaluation Criteria 


The evaluation criteria used for ERP solutions embody the factors that measure the degree to which ERP 
solution options will meet the County’s objectives, satisfy industry standards and ideals for effective 
applications, and present acceptable costs and risks.  These criteria are: 


Criteria # Criteria Title Criteria Description 


1 Ability to Meet Requirements 


The ability of the software to meet functional and 


technical requirements and to fill the gaps in current 


application capabilities. 


2 
User Experience/Consistency 


of Operations 


The level of consistency in operations, presentation and 


user interface, conventions, and design leading to ease 


of use and a shorter learning curve. 


3 Integration/Interfaces 


The level of integration within the software and 


externally, minimizing data entry, reducing redundancy, 


and effectively sharing information across all software 


modules and products. 
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Criteria # Criteria Title Criteria Description 


4 Flexibility and Scalability 


The ability to modify, reconfigure, and expand to 


accommodate changes in business, technology, and 


regulations. 


5 
Availability of On-Going 


Support 


The availability of staff trained in the software, user 


groups, external support, and the frequency of regular 


updates, patches, and upgrades. 


6 Use of Modern Technology 


The degree to which the solution is based on state-of-


the-art technology, such as for database administration, 


security, reporting and analysis, interoperability, etc. 


7 Life Cycle Costs 


The estimated cost of deploying the solution over its life, 


typically broken down into one-time acquisition costs 


and on-going annual costs. 


8 Time to Implement 


The length of time required to implement the solution, 


also called “time to value” to describe how long the 


organization will need to wait to begin gaining the 


benefits of the solution. 


9 
Implementation (Project) 


Risk 


Difficulty to implement, probability of issues or 


problems occurring. 


10 
Fit with IT Strategy and 


Environment 


General fit with overall IT strategy, technical 
environment, and preferences. Such as: 


• Deployment model 


• Security 


• Support Model/Staffing 


• Customization(s) 


Applying these evaluation criteria will clearly identify the pros and cons of each option and their relative 
strengths and weaknesses when compared and ranked. 


3.2 Evaluation Criteria Weights and Rating Scales 


The relative importance of evaluation criteria is not the same. What if a solution meets a high number of 
requirements but is very risky or takes a longer time to implement? How does this compare to a solution 
that is low cost but does not use modern technology? To ensure a consistent evaluation of options, the 
criteria are weighted to reflect their relative importance and a standard rating scale is used to rate each 
option. The following table displays the weights and rating scale used for the ERP solution options 
evaluation. The weights represent the consensus priorities reviewed by County staff:  
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Criteria  Weight Rating Scale 0-5 


Ability to Meet Requirements 20 


Estimated level of requirements met –  


90 - 100% = 5 points 


76 – 89 = 4 


61 – 75 = 3 


41 – 60 = 2 


21 – 40 = 1 


0 – 20 = 0 


User Experience/Consistency 


of Operations 
10 


High = 5 


Medium =3 


Low = 1 


Integration/Interfaces 10 


Fully integrated = 5 


Mostly integrated = 4 


Moderate integration = 3 


Some integration = 2 


Little integration = 1 


No integration = 0 


Flexibility and Scalability 10 


High = 5 


Medium =3 


Low = 1 


Availability of On-Going 


Support 
7 


Readily available/regular updates = 5 


Some available/irregular =3 


Hard to find/no regular updates = 1 


Use of Modern Technology 5 


High = 5 


Medium =3 


Low = 1 


Life Cycle Costs 15 


Assign points 1 – 4 based on range of costs (graded 
on the curve).  


Highest cost solution = 1 


Lowest cost solution = 4.  


Time to Implement 5 


Longest = 1 


Medium =3 


Shortest = 5 
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Criteria  Weight Rating Scale 0-5 


Implementation (Project) Risk 13 


High = 1 


Medium =3 


Low = 5 


Fit with IT Strategy and 


Environment 
5 


High = 5 


Medium =3 


Low = 1 


Total 100 


Section 4. Options Evaluation  


4.1 Comparison of Options by Criteria 


Each of the ERP System solution options has been evaluated and scored using the evaluation criteria and 
rating scales listed in Section 3 Evaluation Criteria.  The evaluation involves reviewing the characteristics 
of each option relative to the criteria and considering how this option compares with others.  For example, 
when evaluating risk, the general risk level of the option is considered, as well as whether it is more or 
less risky than other options.  The following sections discuss the relative ranking of all options for each 
criterion. 


4.1.1 Ability to Meet Requirements 


The gap analysis performed in this project identified that the Status Quo option can achieve roughly 60% 
of the developed ERP requirements. The other options could substantially improve this fit. With that said, 
potentially, the best available fit with the County’s requirements is associated with the option to solicit a 
new COTS ERP software package. Based on recent vendor responses to similar requirement needs, the 
major ERP packages on the market can typically meet 90% or more of requirements, with some claiming 
to have the flexibility to achieve a fit in the high 90’s. As for the option to upgrade and expand CGI, or go 
with best of breed, this would reduce the fit slightly for some integration and technical requirement 
reasons. The scoring is summarized as follows. 
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Criteria Weight = 20 Ability to Meet Requirements 


Option Rating Total Comments 


Status Quo 3 60 Current fit roughly estimated at 60%. 


Upgrade, Expand, and Re-


Implement CGI Advantage 
4 80 


Potential to significantly increase functional 


requirements but will be limited to CGI 


capabilities. Estimated at high 80% fit with 


requirements. 


Best of Breed 4 80 


Requirements can be improved, but not as 


high as with a fully integrated, single vendor, 


COTS ERP solution. 


COTS ERP Software Package  5 100 Potential to realize over 90% of requirements. 


4.1.2 User Experience/Consistency of Operation  


A user-friendly interface has well designed and consistent operation across all ERP functions. The Status 
Quo includes several different applications to perform ERP functions (e.g., performance budget and 
business intelligence and reporting), each with its own user interface and operating rules, thus earning a 
medium score for user experience/consistency of operations. Likewise, upgrading and expanding CGI 
receives a medium score as the user experience would improve as more modules of CGI are utilized for 
ERP functions, but some functions would still exist outside of the central system. The Best of Breed option 
would mean that ERP functionality would be fulfilled through multiple products and vendors, which would 
each have their own system interface to learn. Upgrading to a single platform, via a COTS ERP software 
package would provide the best user experience to the County. 


Criteria Weight = 10 User Experience/Consistency of Operations 


Option Rating Total Comments 


Status Quo 3 30 Several different applications and interfaces. 


Upgrade, Expand, and Re-


Implement CGI Advantage 
3 30 


Improved over status quo but still several 


different applications and interfaces.  


Best of Breed 1 10 


Chance to have many different user interfaces 


with very different operating rules and 


workflows. 


COTS ERP Software Package 5 50 
One user interface primarily, configured for 


each user group. 
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4.1.3 Integration/Interfaces 


The Status Quo option provides some integration with other systems but still requires a combination of 
uploading information into multiple systems either manually or via Secure File Transfer Protocol (FTP). 
The Best of Breed option would allow the County to design and build integrations as part system 
requirements via procurement but ultimately would be limited by the vendors selected and the costs 
associated with the integrations. Likewise, Upgrading and Expanding CGI would provide an opportunity to 
improve system integrations over the Status Quo, but as some functions would still sit outside of the 
central ERP system it would make more integrations with other systems a mandatory element to the 
upgrade. A COTS ERP Software Package provides the best option as it allows for the highest degree of 
integration directly within the central system as well as allows the County, via procurement, to establish 
any technical interface requirements needed as part of the project scope. 


Criteria Weight = 10 Integration/Interfaces 


Option Rating Total Comments 


Status Quo 2 20 Limited integrations/interfaces. 


Upgrade, Expand, and Re-


Implement CGI Advantage 
4 40 


Improved (quantity and technical design) 


integrations via the addition of bringing more 


functionality into the integrated central 


system. 


Best of Breed 3 30 
Complex integrations between the different 


products. 


COTS ERP Software Package 5 50 


Fully integrated ERP solution with the 


opportunity to design/develop integrations to 


supporting systems. 


4.1.4 Flexibility and Scalability 


The Status Quo system is a dated, on-premises, deployment of CGI Advantage that has been configured 
to fit specific needs of the County throughout time. The nature of this deployment is designed to fit 
specific functions and workflows and therefore does not easily offer a high degree of flexibility without 
costly configurations. The Best of Breed option scores a medium level in this category as a moderate 
degree of flexibility and scalability would be achievable with the newer products purchased to fill known 
functional gaps. However, overall flexibility and scalability would be limited due to the integration needs 
of the multiple systems involved and the different upgrade schedules and paths of maintaining multiple 
products could create challenges. Upgrading and Expanding the current system or purchasing a COTS ERP 
Software Package provide the highest degree of flexibility and scalability as it would include implementing 
the newest technology in the market and would provide flexibility and scalability through new, non-
custom, configurations. 
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Criteria Weight = 10 Flexibility and Scalability 


Option Rating Total Comments 


Status Quo 3 30 


Some flexibility with as current system 


provides configurable workflow tools and 


processes 


Upgrade, Expand, and Re-


Implement CGI Advantage 
5 50 


Fully configurable to fit modern business 


process workflows. 


Best of Breed 3 30 
Configurable, but must manage multiple 


application configurations.  


COTS ERP Software Package  5 50 Fully configurable and expandable. 


4.1.5 Availability of On-Going Support 


Both the Status Quo and Upgrading and Expanding CGI options receive a moderate score for Availability 
of On-Going Support as they are both commercial products that either do have, or would have, active 
maintenance and support agreements with upgrade paths in place. However, CGI is the only vendor that 
provides maintenance and support for their products, so seeking assistance and support, if ever required, 
outside of CGI would not be possible. The Best of Breed option also scored moderately as it would require 
multiple different maintenance agreements with multiple vendors, of which some could be on different 
upgrade paths or cycles. This option could provide good overall support, but multiple different support 
models and upgrade schedules could impact the timely upgrade of systems and may add complexity to 
maintaining integrations and configurations between the systems.  A COTS ERP Software Package provides 
the best option for On-Going Support as it allows the County to develop support and maintenance 
requirements as part of the procurement and select a vendor that they are most confident can provide 
the support and upgrade needs of the County. Additionally, based on who is selected, many Tier 1 ERP 
systems will have a market of skilled personnel available externally for support, if needed.  


Any option, outside of the Status Quo, would allow the County the flexibility and ability to select their 
preferred system deployment and support model; such as on-premise, hosted, or Software as a Service 
(SaaS). Analysis included is independent of specific deployment model however level of support required 
does become more vendor reliant when moving away from an on-premise deployment model, increasing 
the importance of this evaluation criteria. 
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Criteria Weight = 7 Availability of On-Going Support 


Option Rating Total Comments 


Status Quo 3 21 


Support available from CGI; only internal 


support for custom applications providing ERP 


functionality (e.g., data and reporting, OnBase, 


data warehouses).  


Upgrade, Expand, and Re-


Implement CGI Advantage 
3 21 


Rely on CGI for support contract, no 3rd party 


options.  


Best of Breed 3 21 


Rely on COTS vendors for support. Complexity 


with upgrade schedules and 


managing/maintaining integrations and 


configurations. 


COTS ERP Software Package  5 35 
Rely on COTS vendor for support contract. 


Possible 3rd party options.  


4.1.6 Use of Modern Technology 


The Status Quo uses a mixture of technology, some of which is dated. In general, existing systems are 
fairly static once placed in service and do not readily adapt to advances in technology, including mobile 
computing, interoperability, and other technology being brought to bear in modern commercial ERP 
systems. Commercial software vendors typically update ERP packages regularly to keep current. 
Therefore, the Status Quo scored medium, with the other three options scoring high as they would allow 
for the implementation of the most modern technologies available in the market today.  


Criteria Weight = 5 Use of Modern Technology 


Option Rating Total Comments 


Status Quo 3 15 
Some dated technology, limited by on-


premises deployment. 


Upgrade, Expand, and Re-


Implement CGI Advantage 
5 25 


Regular upgrade program with new 


technology. 


Best of Breed 5 25 
Regular upgrade program with new 


technology. 


COTS ERP Software Package  5 25 
Regular upgrade program with new 


technology.  
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4.1.7 Life-Cycle Cost 


The Status Quo option is the cheapest as there are no increased costs associated but will retain existing 
costs for on-going support. Since CGI Advantage is already in place today, expanding and upgrading its 
function would most likely be the second cheapest option. It may require the acquisition of some new 
hardware and licenses, as well as professional service costs associated with re-configuration and support 
costs (amount of which is largely dependent on deployment model), it would not require the same level 
of support of effort as replacing the current system with new software and hardware. The Best of Breed 
option is the second most expensive option as it would require costly integrations and new 
procurements/implementations of multiple systems and project teams. The most expensive option would 
be to procure a COTS ERFP software package as it would require the most effort and resources to 
implement. With that said, considering the size of the County, going to market for a COTS system may 
provide a strategic advantage from a cost perspective as CGI is likely to bid on an ERP procurement 
released by the County and competitors would likely bid aggressively knowing that their costs would need 
to be highly competitive in order to replace CGI as the incumbent.  


Criteria Weight = 15 Life-Cycle Cost 


Option Rating Total Comments 


Status Quo 4 60 Cheapest option, no new costs associated. 


Upgrade, Expand, and Re-


Implement CGI Advantage 
3 45 


Second cheapest options. Vendor with 


understanding of County’s business and 


configuration needs already in place. 


Best of Breed 2 30 


Second most expensive option. Would require 


multiple vendors/project teams and different 


licensing and support models. 


COTS ERP Software Package  1 15 
Most expensive option, requires full 


replacement of current application. 


4.1.8 Time to Implement  


The Status Quo requires no implementation time. CGI Advantage is already in place, therefore Upgrading 
and Expanding will take less time to implement and use the full system at an enterprise level than to 
introduce completely new COTS ERP system(s). 
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Criteria Weight = 5 Time to Implement 


Option Rating Total Comments 


Status Quo 5 25 No time needed. 


Upgrade, Expand, and Re-


Implement CGI Advantage 
3 15 


Familiarity between CGI and the County, 


system already in place. Time required to add 


new modules, train, and re-configure system. 


Best of Breed 1 5 Need full implementation cycle for all areas. 


COTS ERP Software Package  1 5 Need full implementation cycle for all areas. 


4.1.9 Implementation (Project) Risk 


The Status Quo is the lowest risk option since there are no changes involved. The County’s familiarity with 
CGI and the relationship currently in place with the vendor will mitigate some risks and issues related to 
Upgrade and Enhancement of CGI advantage. That coupled with CGI being a major product vendor in the 
government sector for ERP makes Upgrade and Enhancement of the current system a relatively low-risk 
option as well. Major COTS ERP packages are mature and tested and have evolved over the years to be 
reliable sound products. With that said, implementing a new COTS ERP Software Package represents a 
medium level of risk as it introduces a larger change to the organization. Best of Breed is the riskiest option 
as it provides a significant change to the organization in combination with multiple vendors and products 
to manage. 


Criteria Weight = 13 Implementation (Project) Risk 


Option Rating Total Comments 


Status Quo 5 65 
No risk associated with the project, however, 


no gains realized.  


Upgrade, Expand, and Re-


Implement CGI Advantage 
5 65 


Existing knowledge of the system and 


relationship with the vendor mitigate some of 


the largest risks associated with implementing 


a new ERP system. 


Best of Breed 1 13 
Requires multiple products, vendors, and most 


complex integrations to manage.  


COTS ERP Software Package  3 39 
Represents the largest change but market is 


proven. 
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4.1.10 Fit with IT Strategy and Environment 


The Status Quo is already in alignment with the County’s environment but is not consistent with the 
evolving strategy for the deployment of enterprise level ERP software packages; both from a technology 
deployment and technical capabilities perspective. Upgrading and Expanding CGI Advantage or procuring 
a new COTS ERP Software package are both high fits with the County’s IT Strategy and Environment 
because both options would allow the County to establish their preferred deployment model (on-
premises, hosted, or SaaS) as well as maintenance and support structure to fit their current and future 
business needs. The Best of Breed option is a low-fit with the County’s approach for purchasing and 
managing enterprise-level software packages as there could be variation in the deployment models and 
responsibilities for maintaining the system(s) requiring more diverse internal skillsets. 


Criteria Weight = 5 Fit with IT Strategy and Environment 


Option Rating Total Comments 


Status Quo 3 15 
Already in the environment, but not consistent 


with evolving ERP strategy. 


Upgrade, Expand, and Re-


Implement CGI Advantage 
5 25 


Centralized ERP, options for selecting 


preferred deployment and support model. 


Best of Breed 1 6 
Could represent mix of deployment 


maintenance responsibilities. 


COTS ERP Software Package  5 25 
Centralized ERP, options for selecting 


preferred deployment and support model. 
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4.2 Summary Scores and Rankings 


The following table shows the summary of scores for all options, followed by the overall rankings: 


 


 


Options Rankings 


Option Total Score 


COTS ERP Software Package 394 


Upgrade, Expand, and Re-Implement CGI Advantage 376 


Status Quo 341 


Best of Breed 249 


Based on this evaluation, a COTS ERP Software Package is the highest scoring option for the County by a 
respectable margin; largely based on the functional capabilities, flexibility, and the County’s overall ability 
to design a procurement and select a system that best fits their needs from a growth, integration, 
technological advancement, and deployment and support perspective. This option ultimately allows the 
County to design a specialized procurement that ensures that all of their collective needs are met with 
the highest degree of quality and capability. It should be noted that this option does not directly specify 
a replacement of CGI advantage. It is extremely likely that if the County was to go out for procurement 
that CGI would be a major vendor that would bid on the proposal and would be considered accordingly. 
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Section 5. Recommendation Summary 


The potential options to fulfill functional gaps and ERP requirements missing from their current system 
were defined based on the County’s needs, considering the state of the organization’s current ERP system 
and technical environment. Evaluation criteria were defined to rate the pros and cons of each option 
relative to the capabilities, general cost level, risk and other technical, operations, and funding 
considerations. Based on this, the clear winning option is the Procurement of a COTS ERFP Software 
Package. One of the major benefits of this option is that it inherently includes the second highest ranking 
option (Upgrading and Expanding CGI), as it is highly likely that CGI would pursue an ERP procurement 
issued by the County. Additionally, this would open up the County’s ability to see other market products, 
in a competitive environment, and assess the full quality and availability of the ERP market relative to its 
needs.  


Based on a much lower score, the remaining two options can be eliminated from further consideration: 
the Status Quo (“do nothing” option), and the Best of Breed option.  


Procuring a COTS ERP Software Package is the highest scoring option as it provides the most long-term 
flexibility to the County while ensuring that all of their functional and technical needs are achieved with 
the highest degree of quality and control. This approach gives the County the opportunity to evaluate all 
leading options in a competitive environment in which vendors (including CGI) must commit to specific 
deliverables and must provide competitive pricing. Additionally, this option allows the County to move to 
a cloud-based system deployment model, which is highly recommended by the Intueor team.  


The next steps in this process are to develop a detailed roadmap and business case to justify pursuing a 
new COTS ERP Software Package.  
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• ERP must meet and/or exceed County’s operational and service delivery 
requirements – under a federated (centralized and satellite) operating model.


• Modernize aging technology systems for ease of use by 800+ core users and 
18,000+ employees.


• Align County’s operations with industry leading business practices.


• Assess future-state options that align with a goal of fiscal stabilization.


• Stay up-to-date and compliant with changing regulations and labor 
union agreements impacting payroll processing.


• Improve citizen experience through interactions with local government.


• Secure most vital assets – community and employees and their personal 
information.


• Assure complete transparency and accountability to highlight the success 
of local government.


Improving  user and 
employee experience


Technology 
modernization


IT security


Transparency and 
accountability


Fiscal stabilization


Changing regulations 
and MoUs


Effective and efficient 
reporting
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Perform a detailed independent assessment of the County’s current CAPS+ system’s ability to meet its growing functional 
and technical needs while assuring alignment with current industry best practices and capabilities in managing critical 


Finance and HR business processes.


To complete this work the team will analyze the following business areas to understand current capabilities and any 
potential gaps that may exist within the CAPS+ system:


Reporting and Business Intelligence
Cybersecurity


Technical Architecture


• Plan to Perform
• Quote to Cash
• Project to Result
• Source to Pay
• Acquire to Retire
• Transact to Record
• Record to Report


FINANCE


• Talent Acquisition & Worker Onboarding
• Learning & Talent Enablement
• Total Rewards
• Workforce Administration
• Payroll
• Time Management
• Workforce Administration


HR/PAYROLL
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• Auditor-Controller


• County Executive Office/Budget


• County Executive Office/Human Resources Services


• County Procurement Office


• District Attorney


• Health Care Agency


• OC Community Resources


• OC Public Works


• Public Defender


• Sheriff-Coroner


• Social Services Agency


• Treasurer-Tax Collector
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In-Scope County systems


- Countywide Accounting and Personnel Systems (CAPS+)
- Financial and Purchasing Data Warehouse
- Payroll Data Warehouse


- Treasurer-Tax Collector FAS
- Treasurer-Tax Collector Quantum
- Treasurer-Tax Collector Collections


In-scope systems for existing and potential integration/interface


- HRIS Data Analytics
- Project Information Management System
- CMMS Implementation (in progress)
- OC TIME
- OnBase (Document Management System)
- Access Request Application (ARA)
- MIM (Identity Management System)
- AiM
- Eureka
- OC Expediter
- Employee Portal / Employee Self Service


- Benefits
- HARP / OC Profile
- Worker Compensation
- Mileage Claim
- Orange County Employees Retirement System (OCERS)
- Inventory Control / Asset Management
- Wells Fargo
- Employee Unions
- Hire Tech
- Talx / Equifax
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Project Approach Overview
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The project approach follows the completion of three distinct tasks to achieve the County’s objectives. 


Task 1: Project Startup, 
Management, and 


Organizational Change 
Readiness


• Project Kickoff Meeting 
• Communication Plan and 


Status Reporting 
• Deliverable Development 
• Organizational Change 


Readiness
• Deliverable Quality 


Management


Task 2: Needs Assessment, 
Requirements Definition and 


Improvements


• Discovery and Requirements 
Gathering


• Requirements Elicitation
• Requirements Analysis
• Requirements Definition
• Requirements Validation
• Technology Fit / Gap Analysis
• Recommendations for 


Improvement


Task 3: Enterprise 
Application Alternatives 


Assessment and Business 
Case


• Target Enterprise Application 
Workshops


• Enterprise Application 
Market Assessment


• Implementation Roadmap 
and Business Case


• Enterprise Application 
Selection Presentation
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TASK 1 – PROGRAM MANAGEMENT, GOVERNANCE
& ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE READINESS


Risk Management


Deliverables
Quality Control


OCM/Readiness 
Assessment 


PM Standards


Communications


Status Tracking


TASK 2 – ERP NEEDS ASSESSMENT, REQUIREMENTS & 
TARGET MODEL DEFINITION


Technology Fit-Gap 
Analysis


Improvement
Recommendations


Industry
Best Practices


Market 
Capabilities


Validate 
Requirements


Existing Systems & 
Functionality


ID Business Areas 
& Stakeholders


Interview 
Stakeholders


Elicit Requirements
(Issues & Needs)


Finalize 
Requirements


Analyze 
Requirements


• Comprehensiveness
• Level of Detail
• Clarity
• Organization & Grouping
• Functional Scope Coverage


for


Deliberate Options & Strategy


Conduct Market Assessment


Implementation Roadmap 
& Business Case


• Business Objectives
• Existing Portfolio
• Overall IT Strategy
• Tech. Standards/Preferences
• Priorities & Constraints


(1) Ability to Meet Requirements 
(2) Ease of Use 
(3) Integration 
(4) Scalability
(5) Support/Maintenance 
(6) Technical Architecture 
(7) Modern Technology
(8) Total Cost of Ownership 
(9) Time to Implement 
(10) Fit with Technical Env./Preference 
(11) Fit w/Org. Objectives


TASK 3 – ERP Application Alternatives Assessment & Business Casing
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Detailed Activities and Schedule 
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TASK 1 – PROGRAM MANAGEMENT, GOVERNANCE & 
ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE READINESS


Risk Management


Deliverables
Quality Control


OCM/Readiness 
Assessment 


PM Standards


Communications


Status Tracking


Task 1 Activities


• Project Management Plan
• OCM / Readiness Assessment


• Status Tracking
− Weekly status reporting on Intueor activities 


Completed activities to date







Task 2 – Detailed Project Activities


• ID Business Areas & Stakeholders


− County provided business SMEs grouped by business 
area


− Review existing County finance and HR processes to 
identify potential gaps


− Existing documents will be reviewed using industry 
best practices (KPMG Powered Enterprise)


• Interview Stakeholders


− Review potential gaps identified during Intueor 
process review


− Discuss County’s issues with current system


− Identify County’s needs for future system
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TASK 2 – ERP NEEDS ASSESSMENT, 
REQUIREMENTS & TARGET MODEL DEFINITION


Technology Fit-
Gap Analysis


Improvement
Recommendations


Industry
Best 


Practices


Market 
Capabilities


Validate 
Requirements


Existing Systems 
& Functionality


ID Business Areas 
& Stakeholders


Interview 
Stakeholders


Elicit Requirements
(Issues & Needs)


Finalize 
Requirements


Analyze 
Requirements


• Comprehensiveness
• Level of Detail
• Clarity
• Organization & Grouping
• Functional Scope Coverage


for


Task 2 Activities


Completed activities to date







Task 2 – Detailed Project Activities (continued)


• Elicit Requirements (Issues & Needs)


− Review feedback from interviews


− Conduct follow up interviews as needed


• Analyze Requirements


− Draft requirements with appropriate detail and clarity


• Finalize Requirements


− Ensure requirements are comprehensive and meet the 
County’s future needs


• Validate Requirements


− Provide requirements to stakeholders for approval


− Conduct validation meetings as needed
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TASK 2 – ERP NEEDS ASSESSMENT, 
REQUIREMENTS & TARGET MODEL DEFINITION


Technology Fit-
Gap Analysis


Improvement
Recommendations


Industry
Best 


Practices


Market 
Capabilities


Validate 
Requirements


Existing Systems 
& Functionality


ID Business Areas 
& Stakeholders


Interview 
Stakeholders


Elicit Requirements
(Issues & Needs)


Finalize 
Requirements


Analyze 
Requirements


• Comprehensiveness
• Level of Detail
• Clarity
• Organization & Grouping
• Functional Scope Coverage


for


Task 2 Activities


Completed activities to date







Task 2 – Detailed Project Activities (continued)


• Existing Systems & Functionality


− Request and review existing County functional and 
technical processes


• Technology Fit-Gap Analysis


− Compare validated requirements to the County’s 
exiting processes


− Document which requirements are fits versus gaps


• Improvement Recommendations


− Intueor will provide the County with 
recommendations to improve existing processes based 
on best practices and market capabilities
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TASK 2 – ERP NEEDS ASSESSMENT, 
REQUIREMENTS & TARGET MODEL DEFINITION


Technology Fit-
Gap Analysis


Improvement
Recommendations


Industry
Best 


Practices


Market 
Capabilities


Validate 
Requirements


Existing Systems 
& Functionality


ID Business Areas 
& Stakeholders


Interview 
Stakeholders


Elicit Requirements
(Issues & Needs)


Finalize 
Requirements


Analyze 
Requirements


• Comprehensiveness
• Level of Detail
• Clarity
• Organization & Grouping
• Functional Scope Coverage


for


Task 2 Activities


Completed activities to date







Task 3 – Detailed Project Activities


• Deliberate Options & Strategy


− Review options (and analysis) for target County 
architecture options 


− Options for rollout approaches


• Conduct Market Assessment


− Assess and provide market insights on vendors that 
can support the functional needs and preferred 
operational target model of the County


• Implementation Roadmap & Business Case


− Implementation roadmap focused on County’s 
priorities and needs. Will include estimates on costs, 
schedules, and project tasks for future 
upgrade/replacement


− Presentation on options and associated project 
considerations
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Task 3 Activities







Deliverables & Timeline
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TASK 1 – PROGRAM MANAGEMENT, GOVERNANCE & 
ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE READINESS


• Project management plan (includes 
communications and quality assurance 
plans)


• Status reporting templates, schedule, and 
approach


• OCM Stakeholder Assessment


TASK 2 – ERP NEEDS ASSESSMENT, REQUIREMENTS
& TARGET MODEL DEFINITION


• Unique business requirements list 


• Technology fit gap analysis


• Recommendations for improvement


• Recommendations for "to be" processes


TASK 3 – ALTERNATIVES ASSESSMENT
& BUSINESS CASING


• Enterprise Application Alternatives 
Assessment Report


• High-Level Total Cost of Ownership 
Estimate
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Overview of KPMG Powered Enterprise (KPE) Approach







KPMG Powered Enterprise (KPE) Approach
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• Provides insight into each layer of the KPE 
TOM
− Functional Processes


− People


− Service Delivery Model


− Technology


− Performance Insights & Data


− Governance 


• Allows the team to review all aspects of 
County processes when identifying 
requirements


Record to Report Target Operating 
Model (TOM)
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• High level role-based process flows for the 
major finance and HR processes


• Each step links to more detailed process flow


• Accelerates review of County processes and 
supports SME interviews 


• Provides a baseline for the review of County 
processes when identifying requirements


• Assists in the identification of potential gaps in 
County processes to draft requirements


Record to Report Overview
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• High level role based process flows for 
the major finance and HR processes


Detailed Process Flow: Close & Transfer GL Data Transfers 







KPMG Powered Enterprise (KPE) Approach
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• Documentation of leading practices within 
each process area


• Assists in the comparison of existing County 
processes to leading practices to identify 
opportunities for improvement when 
developing requirements


Record to Report Leading Practices
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Business Process Area Working Sessions







Business Process Area Working Session Approach
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Intueor will utilize the following approach for the business process area working sessions:
• Review the County’s current business processes to potentially identify specific business processes for discussion


• Walk through KPE process flows with SMEs to identify detailed requirements as needed
• Assess current process gaps / issues
• Discuss future state needs of the County


• Examine business process area best practices


Business Process Areas


Finance


• Plan to Perform
• Quote to Cash
• Project to Result
• Source to Pay
• Acquire to Retire
• Transact to Record
• Record to Report


HR


• Talent Acquisition & Worker Onboarding
• Talent Enablement & Learning
• Total Rewards
• Workforce Administration
• Payroll
• Time Management
• Workforce Management
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Intueor asks that the County business process area working session attendees have:


• Familiarity with existing County processes in the appropriate business process areas


• Knowledge of gaps / issues in the current state business processes


• Ideas for future state needs of a County ERP system


• Understanding that requirements do not have to replicate the County's current state but assist in the 


development of the future state


• Documentation of specific processes, gaps, or future state needs that Intueor should review (if needed)
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Key Stakeholder Involvement







Key Stakeholder Level of Involvement


Key activities that will require County stakeholder involvement*
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Activity Dates County Stakeholder 
Involvement


Interview business area stakeholders 02/21/2022 – 03/09/2022 Heavy


Requirements analysis with stakeholder follow up, as needed 03/10/2022 – 03/23/2022 Moderate


Requirements validation for each business area 03/24/2022 – 04/06/2022 Moderate


Technology fit/gap analysis 04/07/2022 – 04/20/2022 Light


*OC PM will be coordinating stakeholder schedules and availability
*Level of involvement will be dynamic based on stakeholder role and functional responsibilities







Project Success Factors


The following items are key considerations for project success:


• Timeline is swift and will require prompt completion of activities by Intueor and the County


• Timely Stakeholder availability and involvement will be critical for the project timeline


• Develop future-state based on leading business practices and operating models


• Not just replicate current system functionality but to enhance and future-proof system based on evolving 


needs
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Questions & Discussion
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Intueor Contacts
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Name Project Role Email Mobile
Ravi Nandivada Principal-In-Charge nandivada@intueor.com 949-394-4163


Tony Hernandez Technical Advisor anthonyhernandez@kpmg.com 610-517-4259


Sreeni Malireddy Quality Assurance Lead malireddy@intueor.com 510-872-6000


Bindiya Khurana ERP & HCM Advisor bkhurana1@kpmg.com 909-362-6093


Matt Nixon~ Project Manager mdnixon@kpmg.com 484-515-3742


Eric Schanz* Project Manager eschanz@kpmg.com 845-554-2969


Andy Wakefield*~ Market Assessment / Options 
Analysis wakefield@intueor.com 651-442-5633


Steve Rupp ERP Consultant rupp@intueor.com 206-915-5259


Rebecca Bell Staff – Specialist rebeccabell1@kpmg.com 623-277-7492


* Primary points of contact as of 2/3/22


~ Primary points of contact as of 3/1/22
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Thank You…!
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Backup Slides
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• Clarity – clearly communicate the need


• Flexibility – Maximize user control to configure


• Structure – provide a context for requirements


• Coverage – cover all enterprise functions


• Priority – define the relative priority of requirements


• Type – functional, technical, performance, etc. 


• Future – not just existing, but anticipated needs


• Reach consensus amongst County Stakeholder Groups


• Document County’s needs, complexities and priorities


• Emphasize County’s unique needs 


• Communicate needs to vendors and solicit responses


• Evaluate and rank vendor responses


• Include in contract scope and deliverables


• Validate implementation (“traceability” matrix)


BUILD REQUIREMENTS FOR MULTIPLE PURPOSES QUALITY OF REQUIREMENTS
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Functional 
Reliability Sustainability


Alignment 
with Industry 


Trends


Assess the current state considering if the 


existing environment and the set of systems 


are meeting the operational needs of 


County’s users, employees and stakeholders.


Assess if the existing system and 


environment is sustainable and scalable, 


aligning with changing regulations and 


labor union agreements. The key question 


will be: is it relatively easy for the County to 


maintain and manage existing system, and 


make required changes?


Assess if the existing system, business processes is aligned with industry 


leading practices, technology trends and overall strategic priorities of the 


County. 


ASSESS CAPS+ CURRENT STATE AND OPERATING MODEL & DEFINE FUTURE STATE TARGET OPERATING MODEL. 
ANCHORED ON THREE KEY PRINCIPLES:







Sample Gap Analysis – Current Systems vs. Future Requirements
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Gaps


Existing Systems & 
Functionality


Target Operating 
Model


Current State ERP 
Configuration


Future State Business
Requirements


OVERALL GAP ANALYSIS – ALL APPLICATIONS


GAP ANALYSIS – FINANCE, ACCOUNTING, BUDGETING, PROCUREMENT


GAP ANALYSIS – HR, BENEFITS, RECRUITMENT







Next Steps – Cont?


Team Intueor plans on taking the following next steps:
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Activity Deadline Owner
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Team Intueor plans on taking the following next steps:
• Documentation:


— Confirm method of document sharing with the County


— Review documentation already gathered by the County


— Developing a Document Request List (DRL). DRL will be maintained throughout the project lifecycle


• Meetings:


— Schedule kick off meeting with County stakeholders


— Schedule meetings with OC subject matter experts


— Schedule a weekly project management meeting


• Task 1: Activities Beginning Week of 2/7/22:


— Create project kick off deck


— Begin developing project management plan


— Draft reporting templates and submit for County approval
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